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General Introduction
G
The Stoic school adopted a critical attitude towards many aspects of
Greco-Roman society. Yet, Stoic thought was less counter-intuitive
than the polemics of its ancient opponents would have us believe.
Stoics put great effort in showing where and how their doctrines
related to traditional views, and in that context it was also their
concern to assess the value of myths. In this dissertation, I concentrate
on the philosophical foundations of the Stoic stance towards the
Greco-Roman religious and mythical tradition.
We can find engaged dialogues of ancient philosophers with traditional ideas across the board. Heraclitus was not the first to critically
discuss and to reject aspects of traditional views of the gods, but
he is worth mentioning as an example for the Stoics. The negative
effects of traditional stories on young people were a cause of concern
to Plato (as can be observed in his Republic, e.g. at 2.377a-378e) and,
possibly as a result of this, he preferred to create his own myths.
Aristotle usually begins his treatment of a subject with a discussion
of the ideas that have been proposed by previous thinkers, writers
and people in general. He evaluates their merits and presents them as
precursors to his own thought – Metaphysics book A exemplifies this
strategy. However, he does not care as much for mythical accounts
(Met. L 8, 1074b). The Stoic views on myth differ from those of
Plato and Aristotle, who were both predominantly negative about
the value of traditional myths. The Stoics were far more hospitable
and engaged in extensive and serious study of mythical material.
The main aim of this study is to present a systematic analysis
of the ways in which the Stoics dealt with traditional beliefs on the
basis of their epistemological doctrines and their views on the history
of humanity. These theories provided them with the philosophical
foundations that allowed them to incorporate some aspects of the
ix

x
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religious and mythical tradition in their philosophical system, particularly in the field of cosmo-theology, while remaining critically
reserved about other aspects.1
I will focus in particular on the foundation of this procedure
in Stoic epistemology with its central notion of a preconception
(prolêpsis), which I will relate to Stoic philosophical views about human history.2 The Stoics held that in undisturbed natural conditions
preconceptions develop naturally and correctly in every human being.
This enabled the school to argue that many of its own philosophical
ideas had been present in nuce in the minds of earlier thinkers and
implicit in the language and myths of previous generations, in particular in those of the earliest people. The ambivalent epistemological
position of preconceptions, however – they are absolutely true, but
do not yet constitute true and proper knowledge (epistêmê) –, is part
of the reason for the corrupted condition in which primeval notions
found their way down history, for instance through poetry. This explains the Stoics’ critical reservations about the tradition. They had
to isolate primeval views from the tradition and interpret the sifted
ancient insights in order to incorporate these partial cognitions into
true knowledge, viz. Stoic philosophy.
This dissertation is divided into two parts that roughly correspond
to what one might characterise as the theory versus the practice of
Stoic dealings with traditional belief. The first part comprises an
attempt to reconstruct the way in which the Stoics thought knowledge
is built up on the basis of preconceptions. I will address the origin
and nature of preconceptions, their function as criteria of truth, and
the ways in which preconceptions can and should be articulated
into proper philosophical knowledge (chapter 1).3 The significance
1

Many recent studies have pointed to the various rewards and problems of
Stoic dealings with traditional belief. To mention a few: Algra (2001); Algra
(2003a); Algra (2007), Tieleman (1996); Tieleman and Merz (2008), M. Frede
(1999a); M. Frede (1999b); M. Frede (1989), Long (1996a); Long (1997a), BoysStones (2001); Boys-Stones (2003b), Gourinat (2005); Goulet (2005b); Vogt (2008);
Most (1989); Most (2007); Betegh (2006); Wildberger (2006b).
2
The epistemological basis of the Stoic practice of interpretation of traditional
belief has received relatively little methodical attention. Positive exceptions include
Algra (2007); Long (1996a); Tieleman (1996); Most (1989). Our knowledge of
Stoic views of the beginnings of civilisation is very limited, but for discussions see
Most (1989) and Boys-Stones (2001).
3
The Stoic theory of preconceptions is perhaps not as widely discussed as
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of the ambiguous epistemological status of preconceptions has been
insufficiently taken into account in the scholarly literature: they are
at the same time reliable criteria of truth and partial cognitions that
as yet have to be articulated into scientific knowledge (epistêmê).
An examination of the evidence will also involve dealing with the
polemical use of the terminological and conceptual finer shades of the
theory of preconceptions by ancient opponents (chapter 2). These
are often authors that we have to rely on for our information about
Stoic theory.
The sense in which this reconstruction of the formation of knowledge is a theoretical ideal is underlined by the Stoic explanation of
why this model is likely to fail (chapter 3).4 The combination of the
epistemological theory of preconceptions and the Stoic stance on
the origin and history of misconception, in particular what can be
gathered about the Stoic Kulturentstehungslehre,5 sets the scene for
the second part of this dissertation. Indeed, this background is crucial
for a correct understanding of why and how the Stoics embarked
upon the project of re-interpretation of traditional myths.
That project takes the centre stage in the second part of this
study. It also entails the way in which Stoics corrected misconceptions
that have arisen in concretely given, less than ideal circumstances.
In a series of case-studies I will explore various Stoic attempts, first,
to isolate primeval, uncorrupted preconceptions from the tradition
that of the cataleptic or cognitive impression (phantasia katalêptikê), but it
nevertheless enjoys continued scholarly attention. Central studies are Sandbach
(1971b); Schofield (1980); Striker (1996c); Brittain (2005); Jackson-McCabe (2005);
Scott (1995b); Atherton (1993); Tieleman (2003); Vogt (2008); Algra (2007);
M. Frede (1999b); Todd (1973); Long (2002). The recent study of the notions
‘prolêpsis’ and ‘ennoia’ in de early Stoa by Dyson (2009) discusses a number of
issues also addressed in part one of the present study, but unfortunately, it came
to my attention only after the manuscript of my dissertation was finished. For a
proper understanding of the theory, its Epicurean counterpart cannot be ignored.
Particularly useful are the studies of Epicurean preconceptions by Morel (2008);
Asmis (1984); Glidden (1985); Manuwald (1972); Long (1971a); Goldschmidt
(1978); Sedley (1973).
4
The issue of mistaken views is usually addressed in the context of cosmic
and moral evil; for the epistemological background, see Graver (2007); Tieleman
(1996); Tieleman (2003); Wildberger (2006a); Bénatouı̈l (2007).
5
On Stoic views about the the history and earliest stages of humanity, see
also Kidd (1988); Kidd (1978); M. Frede (1989); Most (1989); Tieleman (1996);
Boys-Stones (2001); Algra (2004); Bénatouı̈l (2007).
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in which they are transmitted, and second, to provide an articulate
and philosophically suitable interpretation of them. This double
task that the Stoics envisaged for themselves as philosophers is the
direct result of the fact that preconceptions are true but unstable
cognitions and that their transmission from privileged, pre-cultural
times is fraught with risks. Explorations into this dual undertaking
will shed new light on the still intensely debated question of the
nature of Stoic interpretations of myth.6 Much confusion has arisen
about the question whether and to what extent this interpretive
practice is allegorical. I shall examine the distinction made by the
Stoics between ancient thought on the one hand and poetry as its
vehicle of transmission on the other, and I shall propose a specific
understanding of allegorical interpretation. Background knowledge
of the epistemological theory of preconceptions on the one hand and
Stoic views about human history on the other can help us shed light on
the issue of allegorical interpretation by furthering our understanding
of the character and aim of Stoic exegesis of myth.
The examination of Stoic material from a variety of sources
(chapter 4, esp. §4.1) and of an introductory schoolbook by the first
century AD Stoic Cornutus (chapter 5, esp. §5.2) most evidently
shows that the Stoics made a clear distinction between the people
of old who first conceived of natural notions or preconceptions and
those who handed them down, for instance, in poetry. The purity
and primitivity of the isolated, primeval conceptions determines the
character of the interpretations that the Stoics applied to them.7 I
will argue that, with a few exceptions, the Stoic interpretations of
these fragmentary pieces of cognition do not cover extended mythical
sequences in fully-fledged allegorical fashion.
Shortly after Cornutus we find Dio Chrysostomos (chapter 6),
a perhaps unconventional Stoic and certainly influenced by Plato.
Nevertheless, he is interesting for our present purpose in so far as
he exemplifies the involvement of Stoic philosophy with the cultural
tradition outside of philosophy.8 His effective and original use of myths
6
Some recent contributors to the debate include Most (1989); Dawson (1992);
Long (1996a); Long (1997a); Boys-Stones (2003b); Ramelli and Lucchetta (2004);
Struck (2004); Goulet (2005b); Gourinat (2005); Russell and Konstan (2005).
7
As will become evident in particular in §4.1.2, 4.2, 4.3, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2.2, and
6.3.
8
It is a pity that Dio’s orations, and the Olympian Oration in particular,
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and stories will allow me to illustrate the distinction between Stoic
exegesis of myths and later types of allegory and allegoresis (§6.1).
Moreover, he provides us with welcome supplementary evidence for
Zeno’s position and its Cynic roots (Or. 53, §6.2). Most illuminating
for the questions raised in this study, however, is his Olympian
Oration (§6.3), in which he brings together the various elements of
the way Stoics interpreted aspects of myth and the philosophical
theories that motivated and justified this interpretation. An analysis
of this speech is, therefore, an appropriate completion of the preceding
investigations.
This study is thus meant to analyse two aspects of Stoic philosophy,
viz. the theory of preconceptions and the Kulturentstehungslehre, and
their combined application in Stoic dealings with traditional beliefs.
Furthermore, it offers a fresh perspective on some Stoic writings that
are relatively neglected in present-day scholarly discussions on this
subject.9 I aim to contribute to the current debate about Stoicism
in three more general respects. First, I seek to elucidate the Stoic
view of the theory and practice of the formation and acquisition
of knowledge from the perceptual level onwards. Secondly, I shall
attempt to sort out the position of Stoicism with regard to the
long history of allegorical interpretation. Finally, I shall try to show
the large degree of continuity present in the Stoic school from its
beginnings onwards with respect to these issues, despite the school’s
inner disagreements and developments.
My method of dealing with the evidence, which often consists
of fragmentary material, is strongly contextual. It consists in the
interpretation of texts and (strings of) fragments in their context
are often overlooked by historians of philosophy interested in Stoicism, but the
appearance of critical commentaries by Russell (1992) and Klauck (2000) makes
one hopeful that this will change.
9
This goes in particular for Chrysippus’ interpretation of Fate as preserved
in a polemical discussion by Diogenianus in Eusebius’ Praep. Ev. book 6, and
the writings of two minor Stoics of the imperial period, Cornutus’ Handbook of
the Tradition of Greek Theology and Dio Chrysostomos’ Olympian Oration. On
scholarly disregard of Cornutus, cf. Hays (1983) and Most (1989). The latter
announced a new Teubner-edition, and awaiting this Ramelli (2003) has meanwhile
published an Italian translation with commentary, which certainly facilitates the
access to this manual of the interpretation of myth. The recent appearance of
the study by Busch and Zangenberg (2010) confirms the growing interest in
Cornutus’ treatise, but unfortunately the manuscript of the present study was
already finished before the book became available.
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while heeding their historical and philosophical setting and purpose,
and the way in which they relate to other texts and fragments from
various periods and backgrounds. In doing so, I aim to provide the
emerging theory with as much philosophical or systematic coherence
and consistency as possible, given the limitations of the available
evidence.10
The problematic condition of our evidence accounts for many
misunderstandings. With regard to the founders of Stoicism there is
not a single work left and we have to be satisfied with quotations by
others.11 A thorough understanding of a theory that constantly and
crucially uses technical expressions is, therefore, difficult to obtain.
Even if we approach the existing material carefully some points
will remain confusing and some questions unsolved. Comparing this
situation of the early Stoics with the fortunate preservation of nearly
the whole text of Cornutus and of a copious selection of complete
orations by Dio Chrysostomos, one automatically welcomes these
texts as veritable treasures. They treat in a coherent, continuous
text what can otherwise only be glimpsed from scarse and scattered
fragments. This makes them invaluable for the elucidation of the
philosophical basis of Stoic interpretation of elements of the mythical
tradition. Of course, we should proceed carefully as it also works the
other way around: both Cornutus and Dio are relatively late and we
need to check them against the very same early Stoic fragments at
issue.
As a final introductory remark I want to add that I have tried to
keep this book accessible to Greek- and Latinless readers. Therefore,
I have restricted the use of these languages in the body of the text
to a minimum. The philological and technical components of the
argument, however, do not allow a complete ban. Quotations from
ancient sources have all been translated into English (if no suitable
translation was available I have provided my own, which is indicated
in the footnotes). As a service to the reader who is familiar with
Greek and Latin, I have included the original texts in the footnotes.

10

Thus, my method is comparable to that of such scholars as K. Algra, T.
Tieleman, A. Long, M. Frede, and G. Betegh.
11
The one exception appears to be Cleanthes’ Hymn to Zeus, but even of this
text we do not know the context and function.

Part I

Epistemological Theory

1
Preconceptions
G
The first part of this study is dedicated to the epistemological doctrines that are relevant for Stoic dealings with traditional religious
and moral belief. It offers a detailed analysis of the theory of preconceptions. Guiding questions in the first chapter in particular are: what
are preconceptions, how do they come about, and to what extent are
they necessary but insufficient preconditions for true knowledge?
The state of our knowledge of the Stoic theory of preconceptions,
like other Stoic doctrines, is to a large extent determined by the
fragmentary nature of our sources. However, careful consideration of
the evidence allows us to shed light on way in which the theory was
embedded within the overall system of Stoic philosophy and on how it
was used in the the inter-scholastic debates of the Hellenistic period
(chapter 1). Moreover, it will appear that part of the evidence tends
to obscure or distort our view of the theory of preconceptions. This
will be the subject of chapter 2. Chapter 3, finally, elaborates Stoic
ideas related to the issue that preconceptions, while true, are liable
to be abandoned and discusses the reasons why people, according to
the Stoics, often fail to attain truly secure knowledge.
In the present chapter, I will first sketch the context, viz. the
epistemological debate in which the theory of preconceptions arose.
Since Epicurus also developed a theory of preconceptions, some
preliminary and cautionary remarks are in order concerning the
relation between Epicureans and Stoics at this point (§1.1). In order
to understand what Stoic preconceptions are, it will be necessary to
look into the way they originate (§1.2), their epistemological function
(§1.3), and the way their origin and function allows them to lead
3

4

Chapter 1: Preconceptions

us from basic and disjointed cognitions to secure and systematic
knowledge (§1.4).

1.1

The Epistemological Context

The question of the nature of knowledge had received much attention
in the works of the great classical philosophers Plato and Aristotle.
In the Hellenistic era, doubts arose as to whether knowledge was
at all attainable. Heated discussions took place in and between the
three most important philosophical schools of this period: Epicureans,
Stoics and Academic Sceptics all had their theories and were not
about to give way to their opponents. Two of these schools, the
Stoic and the Epicurean, affirmed the possibility of true and secure
knowledge about the world and accordingly developed a system of
philosophical doctrines. Both schools sought the ultimate basis of this
knowledge in sense perception, radically opposing Plato who took a
low opinion of perception as a source of knowledge. However, already
at the beginning of their history both schools ardently differed of
opinion on various main issues and developed arguments against
many elements of the other school’s doctrines, which the Academic
Sceptics thankfully accepted for their own use of arguing against
both of them as dogmatists.
Notwithstanding the rivalry between Stoics and Epicureans, Stoic
and Epicurean epistemology share various basic assumptions. According to the Stoics the soul is composed of a very fine matter, a
rational (logikon), fiery breath (pneuma). It receives physical imprints
(tupôseis) which cause changes in the state of the soul: these are our
impressions, or phantasiai.1 Epicurus, too, believed the soul to be
material (albeit composed out of fine atoms, instead of a rational
fiery breath) and our impressions to result from imprintings on it
from outside.
1

There seems to be no consensus about the best translation in English of
phantasia. I use impression and presentation as equivalents, but appearance is
considered an alternative as well. The Stoics distinguished between sensory impressions (phantasiai) and non-sensory, or mental ones (e.g. DL 7.51 = SVF 2.61),
but that distinction is a side-issue for the following discussion of preconceptions.
For analyses of Stoic theory of impressions cf. Sandbach (1971a, p. 10), Striker
(1996a), M. Frede (1999c) and Hankinson (2003).
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Before assenting to our impressions and using them as a source
for true knowledge we have to assure ourselves that we are dealing
with reliably true impressions. Contrary to the Epicureans, the Stoics claimed that some of our impressions in themselves guarantee
their truth. These were called cataleptic presentations (phantasiai
katalêptikai ), or cognitive presentations that grasp the object. Being
clear and distinct they not only correctly represent the object that
caused them, the thing of which they are an impression, but at the
same time assure us of their reliability in correctly representing the
object through their clarity.
Curiosity about cataleptic presentations has drawn much attention
to the perceptual level of Stoic epistemology. Much less often discussed
is the way the acquisition and development of knowledge was supposed
to continue after the truth and reliability of individual impressions
had been established. In this respect, too, likenesses between Stoic and
Epicurean theory are striking. While knowledge based on Epicurean
true impressions or Stoic cataleptic presentations is knowledge of
particulars, a scientific theory is a system of knowledge of a more
general nature.2 This expansion of knowledge from particulars to
general theses is possible by means of notions that we form from the
presentations whose truth has been established. Some of these notions
have a special character and status, according to both Epicureans and
Stoics. These are called preconceptions (prolêpseis) and are reliably
true, much in the same way as (cataleptic) presentations are true
at the level of impressions.3 Even if our capacity to distinguish true
from untrue impressions were perfect and even if we only possessed
preconceptions generated from reliably true impressions, we still
would not have ‘real’ knowledge (epistêmê). According to the Stoics
in particular, further systematisation is needed so that each of these
individual elements fits into a coherent system of knowledge that
cannot be shaken by any argument.4
Cicero tells us (ND 1.44) that Epicurus was the first to introduce
the term preconception in philosophical language for a notion that
2

As Cicero remarks in Acad. 2.45.
The notion of preconception will be elaborated in section 1. On the way
these notions differ from other, ‘ordinary’ notions, see section 2.1. On (Epicurean)
preconceptions as mediators between various states of knowledge (direct experience
and abstract notions), cf. Morel (2008, esp. p. 29).
4
I will elaborate on this in §1.4.
3
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did not exist earlier,5 which suggests that the Stoics took it over.
Yet, the content that each school assigns to specific preconceptions
varies widely. For instance, according to Epicurus, the preconception
of god presents god as blessed and immortal, and hence god must
be anthropomorphic and not involved in the world.6 The Stoics, by
contrast, claimed that according to the preconception, god is a living
being of supreme excellence and that this entails that he is perfectly
rational, providential, and not anthropomorphic.7
Cicero’s testimony has been called into question on the ground
that the Stoics attributed different characteristics to the concept and
that they, therefore, did not simply adopt Epicurean terminology.
However, as Sandbach (1971b, p. 30-31)8 argues, most arguments
in support of such a difference are the result of misunderstandings
of the Stoic variety of preconception, most notably: the idea that
preconceptions are universally shared by all people and that they
are restricted to theological and ethical notions. The latter misunderstanding is exemplified by Bonhöffer (1890, p. 198), who argues that
we have natural and non-natural preconceptions, the first of which are
restricted to ethical and theological subjects. As I will argue in §2.1,
all preconceptions are natural notions – in fact, one could say that
the expression ‘non-natural preconception’ is a contradictio in adjecto.
In the same section I will also discuss the supposed universality of
preconceptions. That the extant sources often report about Stoic
preconceptions in moral and religious spheres probably relates to
the controversial nature of these topics rather than to some silent
assumption that preconceptions would be restricted to these fields.
In fact, our sources also mention other preconceptions in relation to
the Stoics. Examples are the preconception of something white, of
growth, and we may add the conception of total mixture (krasis di’
holôn).9
5

There is no reason to doubt Cicero on this matter, cf. Sandbach (1971b, p. 30
with n. 26). Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2; p. 148-9) even comment explicitly that
“the apologetic remark suggests that Cicero is here simply translating Epicurus’
technical account without understanding it – a fact which virtually guarantees
the authenticity of his report.”
6
E.g. Cic. ND 1.44-5.
7
E.g. Cic. ND 2.45-6.
8
He, as well as e.g. Schofield 1980 and Striker 1996c does not see differences
worth mentioning between both schools.
9
On something white: Aët. 4.11 (= SVF 2.83), cf. p. 10 and p. 31 below. On
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Although the Stoics must have taken over the term from Epicurus,
caution is in order, for it is not thereby evident that they would have
taken over the notion and the theory of preconception lock, stock
and barrel from their opponents.10 Nevertheless, scholars often turn
to texts dealing with the Epicurean concept of preconception when
clarifying points relating to Stoic preconceptions.11 The temptation
to do so is, of course, understandable: one wants to get as much information as possible from our scanty sources, and so every similarity,
real or apparent, is welcomed.
Preconceptions are criteria of truth by which we can judge our
opinions and hypotheses. As we will see, in Stoic philosophy the
spontaneous, natural origin of preconceptions gives them the authority
to perform this function. Therefore, the first question to address is
how we arrive at our preconceptions. The second question will then
be how preconceptions work as criteria of truth. A third question is
how we arrive from preconceptions at knowledge. Keeping in mind
the cautionary remarks just made, my analysis will start by lifting
out some relevant elements of the Epicurean variety of preconceptions
in order to compare it with our fragmentary and polemically coloured
evidence concerning Stoic preconceptions.

1.2

Origin and Formation of Preconceptions

Concerning our state of mind at birth Stoic and Epicurean opinions
do not seem to differ too much: both schools proclaimed an empiricist
explanation of the generation of knowledge. In other words, according
growth: Plut. CN 1083a-b (= SVF 2.762). On mixture: Aphr. Mixt. 217.2 (=
SVF 2.473, part), cf. p. 44 below.
10
Pace Schofield (1980, p. 293). As we will see later on in this chapter, the Stoics
sometimes seem to expand and systematise the Epicurean theory of preconceptions.
Cf. also Goldschmidt (1978, p. 155) and Manuwald (1972, p. 14-16). The latter
formulates several explanatory hypotheses for the similarities and differences
between the two concepts of preconception, but as she rightly indicates, it is
hardly possible to conclude anything with certainty due to the condition and
general scantiness of our sources.
11
E.g. Schofield (1980, p. 293) and Striker 1996c, p. 56, who seem to take as
their point of departure the assumption that Stoic and Epicurean preconceptions
are identical.
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to both schools people are born with a mind like a tabula rasa.12
The question they then have to answer is how one arrives at notions
and preconceptions if all one has to start from are individual sensory
impressions.13 The outlines of this process seem similar in the Epicurean and the Stoic account, so let us begin in chronological order
with a brief discussion of Epicurean theory.
Despite the striking absence of the term in the summary of Epicurus’ epistemology at the beginning of his Letter to Herodotus (Ep.
Hdt. 37-8), it is frequently assumed that Epicurus’ first rule for scientific research actually speaks about preconceptions.14 However, even if
it does, this passage does not tell how preconceptions arise. Although
this is not the only passage about preconceptions in Epicurus himself,
we find nothing more, or more explicit in his writings concerning the
origin and formation of preconceptions.
From Lucretius we know that impressions are the first step on
the way to knowledge:
You will find that the preconception of true has its origin in the
senses, and that the senses cannot be refuted. For something
of greater reliability must be found, something possessing the
intrinsic power to convict falsehoods with truths. Well, what
should be considered to have greater reliability than the senses?
Will reason (ratio) have the power to contradict them, if it is
itself the product of false sensation? For reason is in its entirety
the product of the senses, so that if the senses are not true, all
reason becomes false as well.15
12

E.g. Lucr. DRN 4.478-485 and Aët. 4.11 (= SVF 2.83). Although none
of the two schools explicitly says so in what remains of their writings, some
modern scholars have interpreted their theories of preconceptions as an empiricist,
Hellenistic answer to the Meno paradox of Plato, cf. Goldschmidt (1978, p. 156)
and Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 89).
13
The truth and reliability of sense impressions according to each school has
been given ample attention elsewhere, see §1.1 and Sandbach (1971a), Striker
(1996c, p. 51-7), M. Frede (1999c, p. 300-318), Hankinson (2003) and many others.
Accepting that the Stoics thought we do have reliably true presentations that are
recognised as such I will continue this section with the problem of the formation
of preconceptions from these presentations.
14
See Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 89), Striker (1996c, p. 37 f.) and Asmis
(1984, p. 21-24). We will return to this passage in §1.3, p. 20.
15
DRN (4.475-485), text and translation from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1,
p. 78; vol. 2, p. 83). invenies primis ab sensibus esse creatam // notitiem veri
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Although Lucretius only discusses the origin of the notion of truth, one
can infer the way in which this is supposed to work for preconceptions
in general.16 Apart from offering a general argument against the
Sceptical attitude, this passage informs us that Lucretius believed
that our reason (ratio) eventually results from non-rational sense
impressions. Preconceptions are essential components of reason and
must therefore have their ultimate origin in perceptual observations.
How exactly this is supposed to work Lucretius does not tell.
Diogenes Laërtius’ account in 10.31-33 not only confirms, but also
supplements Lucretius in this respect.
nor again can reason (logos) refute them [i.e. the senses], for
reason is wholly dependent on sensation [. . . ] For all our notions
(epinoiai ) are derived from perceptions, either by actual contact
or by analogy, or resemblance, or composition, with some slight
aid from reasoning (logismos).17

Diogenes suggests that reason consists of notions, which are in turn
derived from sense perceptions. Through several operations, viz. analogy, resemblance, composition and ‘a little help from reasoning’,
impressions are processed, as it were, and thereby bundled into notions. Diogenes seems to imply that these notions are preconceptions,
to which he turns his attention in 10.33.18 He is clearly searching
for suitable words to define preconceptions. The problem is that he
ends up with terms such as katalêpsis and katholikê noêsis, which
neque sensus posse refelli. // nam maiore fide debet reperirier illud, // sponte
sua veris quod possit vincere falsa. // quid maiore fide porro quam sensus haberi
// debet? an ab sensu falso ratio orta valebit // dicere eos contra, quae tota ab
sensibus orta est? // qui nisi sunt veri, ratio quoque falsa fit omnis.
16
It is assumed that ‘notitia is Lucretius’ Latin translation of ‘prìlhyic’, which
is supported by Cic. ND I.43-44. Cicero first speaks about notio (more or less a
synonym for notitia), then about anticipatio and finally explains that Epicurus
called this prolêpsis. According to Glidden (1985, p. 179 and 214), ‘notitia ’ is a
translation of ‘ênnoia’. We will return to the differences between these and related
terms in a Stoic context in §2.1.
17
DL 10.32, translation from Hicks (1925), text from Marcovich. oÖte mn
lìgoc; pc gr lìgoc pä tÀn aÊsj sewn ¢rthtai. [. . . ] kaÈ gr kaÈ âpÐnoiai psai
pä tÀn aÊsj sewn gegìnasi kat te perÐptwsin kaÈ nalogÐan kaÈ åmoiìthta kaÈ
sÔnjesin, sumballomènou ti kaÈ toÜ logismoÜ.

18

On

âpÐnoia

, and its cognate

ênnoia

as glosses for preconception, see §2.1.
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are very rare in the writings of Epicurus.19 In fact, it is highly probable that Diogenes’ presentation of the material is coloured by Stoic
terminology.
This picture of the formation of preconceptions is far from detailed.
Concerning the Stoic doctrine of preconceptions our source material
is even scarcer than in the case of Epicurean preconceptions, and
the reports we have are often polemical in nature. Yet, it seems that
the Stoics developed a more elaborate theory of the formation of
preconceptions that tried to explain how memory was supposed to
create preconceptions from recurring presentations.
In a fragment from Aëtius that is often quoted as describing
concept-formation according to the Stoics we are informed that our
human mind is like a tabula rasa at birth:
(1) When a man is born, the Stoics say, he has the commanding
part of his soul like a sheet of paper ready for writing upon.
On this he inscribes each one of his notions (ennoiai ). (2)
The first method of inscription is through the senses. For
perceiving something, e.g. white, they have a memory of it
when it has departed. And when many memories of a similar
kind have occurred, we then say we have experience. For the
plurality of similar impressions is experience. (3) Some notions
arise naturally in the aforesaid ways and undesignedly, others
through our own instruction and attention. The latter are called
‘notions’ (ennoiai ) only, the former are called ‘preconceptions’
(prolêpseis) as well. (4) Reason for which we are called rational,
is said to be completed from our preconceptions during our
first seven years.20
19
A TLG-search points out that Arrighetti (1960, p. 745 ff.) was right to conclude that the expressions ‘kajolik nìhsic’ and ‘katlhyic’, and the description
‘ânapokeimènh’ are found nowhere in the remains of Epicurus’ own work. ^Ennoia is
a less theory-laden word and thus occurs more often: seven times, two of which in
lost books (one is mostly a conjecture) and one in KD XXIV, where the predicate
‘doxas tik ’ is added. DeWitt (1954, p. 144) calls this passage “a hodgepodge
or Epicurean and Stoic terminology and doctrine.” Glidden (1983, p. 187-188)
concludes that Diogenes Laërtius is no reliable source for Epicurean epistemology
on this point because of the amount of Stoic terminology.
20
Aët. Plac. IV.11 (SVF 2.83), tr. from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 238).
I substituted ‘notion’ for their translation of ênnoia with ‘conception’. Greek text
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 240-1): oÉ StoðkoÐ fasin; ítan gennhj¬ å njrwpoc, êqei tä gemonikon mèroc t¨c yuq¨c ¹sper qrthn eÖergon eÊc pograf n;
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Preconceptions arise from the presentations that were collected
through memory and experience, a process that occurs naturally
and does not require instruction or conscious attention. The presentations used, presumably, are cognitive or cataleptic, and hence grasp
the objects as they are. However, Aëtius’ summary of Stoic concept
formation is not quite as unproblematic as this. Aëtius writes about
‘the aforesaid ways’ in the plural and starts an unfinished enumeration
with ‘the first method of inscription’. This might suggest that his
summary is not exhaustive and that a further description of ways of
concept-formation along the lines of DL 7.52 has fallen out, describing
processes such as analogous and complementary reasoning.21
Aside from the testimony of Aëtius, we have what appears to be a
summary of Stoic concept formation by Diogenes Laërtius (7.52-4).22
I will first quote the passage and then consider to what extent we can
take this as a report about the formation of preconceptions. Diogenes
provides a list of ways in which we come to conceive of things:
eÊc toÜto mÐan áks thn tÀn ânnoiÀn ânapogrfetai. prÀtoc dà å t¨c nagraf¨c
trìpoc å di tÀn aÊsj sewn. aÊsjìmenoi gr tinoc oÑon leukoÜ peljìntoc aÎtoÜ
mn mhn êqousin; ítan dà åmoeideØc pollaÈ mn¨mai gànwntai, tìte famàn êqein âmpeirÐan; âmpeirÐa gr âsti tä tÀn åmoeidÀn fantasiÀn pl¨joc. tÀn dà ânnoiÀn aÉ
màn fusikÀc gÐnontai kat täuc eÊrhmènouc trìpouc kaÈ nepiteqn twc, aÉ dà ¢dh
di' metèrac didaskalÐac kaÈ âpimeleÐac; aÕtai màn oÞn ênnoiai kaloÜntai mìnon,
âkeØnai dà kaÈ prol yeic. å dà lìgoc, kaj' çn prosagoreuìmeja logikoÈ âk tÀn
prol yewn sumplhroÜsjai lègetai kat tn pr¸thn ábdomda.

21

As Sandbach (1971b, p. 26) has suggested. Sandbach (1985, p. 80 n. 118)
later retracted his belief in the text’s defectiveness in response to Long and
Sedley (1987, vol. 2; p. 241), who find no reason to suppose that the text is
defective on this basis. Neither Sandbach nor Long and Sedley give reasons for
their judgements. What they characterise as independent ways (tropoi) that can
explain the plural, i.e. memory and experience, can also be considered as one
and the same method. Experience, Aëtius explains, is a plurality of comparable
impressions and many impressions have to be memorised before a plurality of
impressions as such can exist. If memory thus is some kind of instrument for the
collecting of impressions that can lead to experience, we are talking about one and
the same, single method and the supposed gap would remain, because the plural
‘ways’ remains unexplained. If we were to maintain that there is no gap here, we
would have to argue that the plural ‘ways’ can also mean two different aspects or
phases (respectively memory and experience) within one and the same method.
Presumably, this is the solution chosen by Diels (1965, p. 400): “eÊrhmènouc scil.
mn mhn kaÈ âmpeirÐan. sed cf. Zeller (1963, 67, n. 4).”
22
Aëtius’ and Diogenes’ summaries have been discussed together in scholarly
literature for a long time. Jackson-McCabe (2005, p. 329, n. 29) provides an
overview of the history of this interpretation in the past century.
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For of things thought some are conceived by confrontation, some
by similarity, by analogy, <by transposition,> by combination,
by opposition. It is by confrontation that we come to think
of sense-objects. By similarity, things based on thoughts of
something related, like Socrates on the basis of a picture. By
analogy, sometimes by magnification, as in the case of Tityos
and Cyclops, sometimes by diminution, as in the case of the
Pigmy; also the idea of the centre of the earth arose by analogy
on the basis of smaller spheres. By transposition, things like eyes
on the chest. By combination, Hippocentaur. By opposition,
death. Some things are also conceived by transition, such as
sayables and place. The idea of something just and good is
acquired naturally. That of being without hands, for instance,
by privation. These are the things they [i.e. the Stoics] teach
about impressions, perceptions and thoughts.23

Before taking this as a report on the various ways in which preconceptions are formed, we have to establish two things: first, whether the
report concerns notions in general, and second, whether the formative
processes mentioned by Diogenes are natural. Long and Sedley (1987,
vol. 2, p. 241) have objected that much of this passage “does not fit
the scope of ênnoiai”. Strictly speaking, Diogenes indeed talks about
the formation of ‘things thought’ (nooumena) and not of notions
(ennoiai ), nor of preconceptions. However, not only his use of the
generic term ‘thoughts’ (noêseôs. E.g. are we talking about things
thought, various types and conglomerates of notions, or thought
processes?) in the summarising last sentence, but also the abbreviated character of this description of Stoic epistemology suggest that
23

DL 7.52-3 (spread out over SVF 2.71, 2.84 and 2.87), tr. from Long and
Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 238) with my supplements. Greek text from Marcovich,
p. 476: tÀn gr nooumènwn t màn kat perÐptwsin âno jh, t dà kaj' åmoiìthta,
t dà kat' nalogÐan, <t dà kat metajesin,> t dà kat sÔnjesin, t dà kat'
ânantÐwsin. Kat perÐptwsin màn oÞn âno jh t aÊsjht: kaj' åmoiìthta dà t pì
tinoc parakeimènou, ±c Swkrthc pä t¨c eÊkìnoc: kat' nalogÐan dà aÎxhtikÀc
mèn,

<±c > å Tituäc kaÈ KÔklwy: meiwtikÀc dè, ±c å PugmaØoc. kaÈ tä kèntron dà

t¨c g¨c kat' nalogÐan âno jh pä tÀn mikrotèrwn sfairÀn. kat metjesin dè,
oÙon æfjalmoÈ âpÈ toÜ st jouc: kat sÔnjesin dà âno jh <Ippokèntauroc: kaÈ kat'
ânantÐwsin jnatoc. noeØtai dà kaÈ kat metbasÐn tina, ±c t lekt kaÈ å tìpoc.
fusikÀc dà noeØtai dÐkaiìn ti kaÈ gajìn: kaÈ kat stèrhsin, oÙon qeir. toide
tin kaÈ perÈ fantasÐac kaÈ aÊsj sewc kaÈ no sewc dogmatÐzousi.
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Diogenes24 probably is not as concerned with subtle terminological
distinctions of the kind we find in Aëtius. Indeed, what else could
we understand by ‘things thought’ than notions in general? We may
suppose, therefore, that the mechanisms described here concern the
formation of notions.25
Secondly, bearing in mind Aëtius’ distinctive characterisation of
preconceptions as naturally formed notions, we have to establish that
the mechanisms which Diogenes describes26 are indeed natural. Although Diogenes does not explicitly state that they require conscious
attention or instruction, and although they are easily imagined as natural,27 their being natural can be doubted. In his list of examples our
notion of something good is explicitly said to come about naturally,
which suggests by contrast that the other mechanisms mentioned
are not natural,28 although it must be granted that death seems a
concept that comes to us rather naturally. In all, we can safely take
Diogenes’ report as a passage on concept formation as such, but not
as a further elaboration of the natural ways in which preconceptions
are formed.29
Discussion has arisen about whether preconceptions would be
innate.30 Especially in the case of the Stoics the discussion about
24
25

Or his source, see Mansfeld (1986) and Mejer (1978, p. 5-6).
Cf. Mansfeld (1986, p. 362), Bonhöffer (1890, p. 214-5), Sandbach (1971b, p.

28).
26

The same list appears in SE M 8.58-60 & 9.393 ff., and in Cic. Fin. 3.33.
Jackson-McCabe (2005, p. 329, n.29).
28
As Scott (1995b, p. 203) argues (we will return to his argument shortly below).
Cf. also Bonhöffer (1890, p. 214-5) and Sandbach (1971b, p. 28). As Inwood and
Donini (1999, p. 689) remark: “The naturalness of the concept [of the good] means
that it is natural and normal for humans to develop the concept in the course of
their experience.” This is not to say, however, that it is guaranteed to be formed
without perverting interference, cf. ch. 3.
29
Cf. §2.1 on the distinction between notions in general and preconceptions.
30
Among the proponents of ultimately innate origins of preconceptions, especially ethical ones, we find DeWitt (1954, p. 142 f.), Irwin (1986, p. 208 ff.)
and Jackson-McCabe 2005. The latter approaches this point of view on the basis
of a consideration of the famous Stoic theory of oikeiôsis. DeWitt 1954 argues
that because of the prefix prì in the term prol yeic, preconceptions have to
precede sensory impressions and hence have to be considered as innate. This
view has been dismissed as mistaken by Kleve (1963, p. 28 f.), Rist (1972, p. 165
f.) and Striker (1996c, p. 30 n. 13). Scott (1995a, p. 106-115) has opted for an
intermediate position: the mind at birth is like a blank sheet of paper, but there
are also innatist elements and tendencies that are part of human nature and that
27
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the innateness of preconceptions seems to have some basis in the
available evidence, viz. their description as emphutos and innatus.31
It also has to be noted, however, that many of our sources avoid
speaking of Stoic preconceptions as innate. Important evidence does
not address the issue whether preconceptions are innate,32 although
the tabula rasa metaphor in Aëtius (Aët. 4.11, cf. p. 10 above) seems
to tell against it.
While it is, thus, implausible that the Stoics believed we have
ready-made notions at our disposal from the moment of our birth,
this need not imply that all forms of innatism are thereby precluded.
It has been argued that the Stoics adhered to dispositional innatism,
according to which we are by nature predisposed to favour the formation of certain notions rather than others.33 Some evidence that
is often adduced to suggest that the early Stoics did propose such a
form of innatism, in particular with respect to moral notions, does
not prove this.34 However, DL 7.53 (cf. p. 11 f. above) is not as easily
favour the formation of certain notions over others. Scott (1995b, p. 157-210)
discusses this more elaborately and contrasts it with the Epicurean position. On
innate dispositions, see also Graver (2007, p. 152f.). Opponents of the thesis that
preconceptions are innate include Pohlenz (1948, p. 58), Rist (1969), Sandbach
(1971b), Gould (1971, esp. p. 64), Todd (1973) and M. Frede (1999c, p. 320).
31
Especially in Plut. SR 1041e (= SVF 3.69), Cic. ND 2.12, and Epict. Diss.
2.11. For the Epicureans we only have Cic. ND I.44 speaking of innate preconceptions, but as Scott (1995b, p. 198 f.) has argued, this is to be understood as the
Latin translation of sumphutos as opposed to conventional or taught (didaktos).
Diogenes Laërtius in his own summary of Epicureanism (DL X.33) speaks of
‘nìhsin ânapokeimènhn’, a ‘notion stored [in the mind / memory]’. Insitus in Cic.
Fin. 1.30 appears to mean ‘innate’, but the claim refers to later Epicureans, not
to Epicurus himself, cf. Scott (1995b, p. 200 f.).
32
Diogenes Laërtius defines Stoic preconceptions as natural notions (DL 7.54).
Hicks (1925, p. 163) translates this as ‘innate notion’, which is itself interpreting
the matter. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 242) stick to the more neutral ‘natural
notion’, which is also much closer to the original Greek. Plutarch (Comm.Not.
1084f-1085a = SVF 2.847) characterises preconceptions as impressions in the soul
(tupôsis en psuchêi) or stored thoughts (enapokeimenas noêseis). Cf. Casevitz and
Babut (2002, p. 368 n. 751 and 752) for further discussion of these characterisations
of notions along these lines.
33
Scott (1995b, p. 201, n. 24) provides an overview of the debate of the past
centuries concerning innatism in the Stoa. He argues (op. cit. p. 207) that the
tabula rasa-metaphor is not incompatible with the hypothesis that the Stoics
asserted that we have innate dispositions that favour the formation of certain
concepts or beliefs.
34
First, Plut. St. Rep. 1041e (SVF 3.69) reporting Chrysippus on ingrown
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dismissed, so let us have a closer look at this text.
Diogenes suggests that according to the Stoics there is a distinction between natural and various other notions based on the way
they come about. The distinction does not appear to be one between
taught and untaught notions: like moral notions (the natural notions
Diogenes mentions), notions of sensible things are also untaught. To
the mind of Scott (1995b, p. 203 f.), this requires that we adopt a
stronger reading of ‘phusikôs’ which justifies that the moral notions
indicated constitute a class of their own. The most plausible answer,
according to Scott, is that the Stoics believed in the innate origin
of moral notions: we would be predisposed to form certain moral
notions independently of the particular perceptual input we happen
to have. Indeed, according to the Stoics, we have starting-points35
towards virtue given by nature and we will behave in accordance
with virtue as long as we are free from corrupting influences from
our environment.36 However, this is not equal to the claim that we
are predisposed towards virtue. The Stoics made a crucial distinction
between acting in accordance with virtue and acting virtuously. Contrary to merely acting in accordance with virtue, acting virtuously
requires full consistency and knowledge of what is good.37 While
actions do presuppose beliefs on the part of the actor, precisely in
preconceptions (emphutôn prolêpseôn) does not require an innatist reading, but
may as well mean that the notions at issue are untaught. Emphutos can also be
understood as synonymous with sumphutos, indicating that the preconceptions
develop in tandem with reason, cf. p. 17 below. Sandbach (1971a, p. 28) also
argues against the necessity to translate êmfutoc as ‘innate’. Asmis (1984, p. 72)
and Rist (1972, p. 165 f.) follow him therein, contrary to Scott (1995a, p. 121, n.
38), who does, however, acknowledge (op. cit., p. 204, n. 28) that this passage
in Plutarch is indecisive. Secondly, Plut. CN 1070c-d speaks of moral notions
that can be regarded as ‘grown together’ (sumphutos) from the principles within
us, but ‘grown together’ does not imply innatism. Moreover, Plutarch is here
speaking polemically against the Stoics, and it is very probable that Plutarch is
importing his own assumptions in his attack on the Stoics, as Scott (1995b, p.
202) is well aware.
35
Aphormai, DL 7.89. Cf. Sen. EM 120 (natura semina nobis dedit). We should
note, however, that these starting points are instincts, so to speak, tendencies
towards certain actions, not innate capacities to develop specific notions.
36
As Scott (1995b, p. 205 f.) is right to point out. On corrupting influence, see
further chapter 3 below.
37
We will return to this fundamental difference that sets apart knowledge and
virtue from true cognitions and behaviour in conformity with virtue, respectively,
in our discussion of Sen. EM 90 in §3.3.2.
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the case of actions in accordance with virtue (as opposed to virtuous actions) the beliefs of the actor are not necessarily correct or
completely consistent. This prevents the conclusion that the Stoics
believed that we are predisposed to form moral concepts and as a
consequence that we are predisposed to act virtuously. One can argue
that the Stoics held that we are predisposed to act in accordance
with virtue, but that is something else entirely.
There is no need to assume innate dispositions in order to understand the natural and spontaneous formation of preconceptions
and to explain the similarity of the preconceptions of many people.
From an epistemological perspective, it is not a characteristic of preconceptions in general, nor of moral or theological preconceptions in
particular, that they are the formed on the basis of innate dispositions.
Rather, it is a consequence of Stoic physical views, of Stoic theology
and theory about the constitution of the world on the one hand and
of Stoic psychology on the other, that we are likelier to form this
specific notion of god and the good rather than that, or than none at
all. Had circumstances been different, and had thus our perceptual
input been different, we would have ended up with different preconceptions. The fact that no teaching is required for the formation of
preconceptions from (cognitive, cataleptic) impressions and that the
process occurs, as it were, in a completely natural and spontaneous
way, puts them on a par with perceptions38 as primary and basic
elements of knowledge and warrants their special epistemic status in
Hellenistic philosophy as criteria of truth (kritêria tês alêtheias).
If we take the testimony of Aëtius about the mind as a blank
tablet at birth seriously, we cannot but conclude that the Stoics were
empiricists. They held that reason comes into being from preconceptions in the course of several years.39 Our reason is a collection of
impressions and preconceptions40 that is yet to be formed after we
38

Cf. also Morel (2008, p. 48).
Some sources talk about seven years (Aëtius Plac. IV.11), others say that
human reason is completed after fourteen years (DL 7.55-56 and Chrys. ap. Gal.
PHP 5.2.49 and 5.3.1 (= SVF 2.841, part), cf. also Long and Sedley (1987, vol.
2; p. 241)). Sandbach (1985, p. 80, n. 118) suggests Aëtius may have confused
the beginning of the growth of reason at age seven with its completion at age
fourteen. For the present discussion this is a matter of detail; most important is
that reason develops in the course of several years.
40
Besides Aëtius Plac. 4.11 also Galen PHP 5.3 describes reason along these
lines.
39
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are born, as are its components, preconceptions. We start our quest
for knowledge from a situation in which only impressions are available
and where there is a mind to receive them. One might perhaps say
that the mind, as it were, structured in such a way as to facilitate the
creation notions at all, but which specific notions we form depends
entirely on our perceptual input. Here we could perhaps see nature,
or the world-reason (as opposed to our individual reason, which is
not yet developed at this point) at work in human nature.41
The process of development of our reason and the fact that reason
is a collection of impressions and preconceptions agrees very well with
the use in our sources of such terms as ‘sumphutos’ and ‘emphutos’,
literally ‘grown together’, ‘ingrown’. Reason and preconceptions develop together, grow together as we grow up. This understanding
of the terms and the process is confirmed by Dio Chrysostomos. In
his Olympian Oration he underlines the evidently gradual formation
of preconceptions on the basis of perceptual input.42 That the preconception of the gods is here said to be present in all humans is a
result of a particular feature of Stoic theology, i.e. the omnipresence
of god and thus the supposed unavoidability of the perceptual input
required for the formation of this particular notion.43
Problems have been caused by an incautious handling of the
evidence from Cicero. We can, however, understand his evidence in
a way that is compatible with our empiricist understanding of the
origin of preconceptions.
For all have it inborn (innatum) and virtually engraved (insculptum) in their minds that there are gods.44

We do not have to take this as evidence for Stoic innate preconceptions,
nor do we have to suppose that Cicero simply misunderstood Stoic
doctrine on this point. He just clearly has difficulty finding a suitable
41

In this sense, one may argue that the Stoics balanced empiricist and rationalist
tendencies. M. Frede (1999c, p. 321) elucidates this balance very well.
42
Dio Chrysostom Or. 12.27 & 39. We will return to these passages in detail
when analysing the complete oration in §6.3, esp. p. 222 ff.
43
Cf. Dio Chrys. Or. 12.39, on which see p. 221 f. below, Algra (2007, p. 39, n.
108) and Klauck (2000, p. 131, n. 197). On preconceptions and arguments from
universal consensus, cf. §2.1.2.
44
Cic. ND 2.12, tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 323). Latin text from
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 322): omnibus enim innatum est et in animo
quasi insculptum esse deos.
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Latin equivalent for the Greek emphutos and sumphutos. His similar
characterisation of the Epicurean preconception of god appears to
confirm this.45 Further suggestions of innatism in later Stoicism do
not, of course, imply that it was present in the early days of the
school.46

1.3

Preconceptions as Criteria of Truth

After some preliminary remarks about the criterion of truth in general
we will examine Stoic preconceptions as criteria of truth. As was
the case with preconceptions, the notion of a criterion of truth was
introduced by Epicurus, and the earliest Stoics probably felt obliged
to follow and introduce criteria of truth as well.47
The function of a criterion of truth in its broadest sense is quite
obvious: given certain criteria we can determine what is true and
what is not. Of course, criteria of truth are primarily meant to judge
the truth of unclear cases, i.e. what Epicurus would call ‘adêla’.
That criteria are what enables us to distinguish between true and
false statements no-one denies, neither in antiquity nor in our times.
Opinions vary, however, when it comes to the question of the nature of
the criteria: what is it that has the function described just above, an
45

Cic. ND 1.44: “insitas [. . . ] vel potius innatas”, cf. n. 31, p. 14 above. Asmis
(1984, p. 69) suggests that Cicero uses ‘innatus’ to emphasise ‘insitus’, “so as to
make it clear that the concept has developed naturally within a person, and has
not been imposed by some external authority.” (cf. also Asmis (1999, p. 279).)
Kleve (1963, p. 27 and p. 33-34) proposes to take ‘insitus’ as a translation of
‘ânapokeimènh’ and ‘innatus’ for ‘suggenikìn’.
46
In particular in Sen. EM 120 and Epict. Disc. 2.11. For instance, Inwood
(2005, p. 301) concludes that Seneca tried to bridge the gap between the moral
imperfection that we experience and the conception of what is genuinely good and
came close to the Platonic theory of recollection. He suggests that, subsequently,
the step to complete innate beliefs was small for Epicetus. As Long (2002, p.
81-2) remarks, however, Epicetus’ point is not that we are born with ready-made
moral notions, but that our first moral tendencies are ingrained in our natures.
Sandbach (1971b, p. 29-30) and Gersh (1986, p. 138) adduce syncretism as the
main cause of Platonist elements in this ‘later’ Stoicism, but Tieleman (2003, p.
225) has profound reservations about the supposed syncretistic attitude, arguing
that the Stoics presented Plato as having anticipated Stoicism in certain ways,
rather than working Platonic elements into the Stoic doctrine.
47
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 88 & p. 249-50).
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instrument or a capacity?48 An argument for the first interpretation is
the expression ‘criterion and yardstick’ (‘kritêrion kai kanôn’) which
we find in several sources,49 but an argument for the second are other
passages in which criteria seem to be understood as capacities and
where the instrumental interpretation cannot make sense.50 It seems
that the term was used in different ways, or at least our evidence
does not admit of a single, uniform interpretation of the concept, not
even within one school.51 However, whether we conceive of criteria as
the capacities enabling us to judge the truth of a statement, or as the
instruments making such a judgement possible, they are the means
that enable us to judge the truth of our beliefs. From a functional
perspective that is all there is to it.52
What could fulfill this function? Epicurus is said to have accepted
as criteria impressions, preconceptions and feelings.53 Stoics, too,
named several criteria of truth. Most of them nominated the cogni48
Striker (1996b, p. 152) and Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 88) propose
that it is an instrument. Asmis (1984, p. 91) as suggested it is a capacity.
49
E.g. in Epicurus fr. (34).32.7 (Arrighetti (1960)), but also in Stoic fragments
such as DL 7.41-2.
50
E.g. Epic. Ep. Hdt. 38 and 51. The Stoic Boethos also conceives of a criterion
as a capacity: he is said (DL 7.54) to have accepted as criteria reason (noÜc),
perception (aÒsjhsic), desire (îrexic), and knowledge (âpist mh). The same holds
for Stoics of an even later date, such as Posidonius: DL 7.54 tells us he (Posidonius)
accepted right reason (ærjäc lìgoc) as criterion. Striker (1996c, p. 23, 26-7 & 31)
thinks the use of criterion as capacity of knowing is less precise, non-technical and
became less important in the course of the debate during the Hellenistic period.
51
Doubtless, Epicurus did consider at least perceptions (aÊsj seic) and preconceptions (prol yeic) as criteria (Epic. KD 24 and Epic. Ep. Hdt. 37-38). While of
impressions one could argue that they are capacities, meaning our sense organs
insofar as they perceive something, one wonders with Striker (1996c, p. 31) what
to think of preconceptions as capacities. Asmis (1984, p. 93) seems to blur the
strict distinction between capacity versus instrument when saying that “[i]t appears, therefore, that what Epicurus understands by a criterion is the faculty or
instrument that judges what is real by having it present as evidence (ânrgeia),
and that accordingly Epicurus uses the term consistently to designate the mind
and the senses.” [My emph.] It is not very clear what she means by an ‘instrument
that judges’: one judges rather by means of or with help of an instrument, it is
not the instrument itself that does the judging.
52
Indeed, Morel (2008, p. 44) proposes an interpretation of Epicurean preconceptions as criteria that accommodates aspects of both the instrument- and the
capacity-view: “it serves both as a point of departure and of comparison, and on
the other hand as an active principle in the use of our cognitive faculties.”
53
DL 10.31 and Cic Acad. II.142.
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tive impression for this function,54 but as this concept was attacked
by the Sceptics, they added other candidates besides cognitive impressions. E.g. in DL 7.54 we read that Boethos admits a number
of criteria (intellect, sense-perception, desire and true knowledge)
and that Chrysippus also pointed to preconceptions.55 As Epicurus
was the first to introduce criteria, it is appropriate to begin with a
brief characterisation of preconceptions as criteria of truth from an
Epicurean perspective.
The opening of Epicurus’ letter to Herodotus contains a series of
interesting statements:
First, then, Herodotus, we must grasp [eilêphenai ] the things
which underlie words [ta hupotetagmena tois phtoggois], so
that we may have them as a reference point against which
to judge matters of opinion, inquiry and puzzlement, and not
have everything undiscriminated for ourselves as we attempt
infinite chains of proofs, or have words which are empty. For the
primary56 concept corresponding to each word must be seen
and need no additional proof, if we are going to have a reference
point for matters of inquiry, puzzlement and opinion.57

Although Epicurus does not use the term ‘preconception’ here, it
is generally assumed that he does have it in mind.58 It has been
suggested that Epicurus had not yet introduced the term or that
54

DL 7.54 and Cic. Acad. II.83-85, SE M 7.253-260 and 7.424.
Chrysippus is also said to have accepted general notions (koinaÈ ênnoiai) as
criteria. This is claimed explicitly in Alex. Aphr. De Mixt. 217.2, but elsewhere
(e.g. in Plut. CN 1060a and Epict. Diss. I.22) general notions are used in the
same manner. We will return to the question of common notions in §2.1, but cf.
also Sedley (2002, p. 151).
56
For an overview of the discussion of the meaning of prÀton here, see Tsouna
(2007, p. 68, n. 65).
57
Epic. Ep. Hdt. 37-38, tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 87). Greek
text from Marcovich, p. 735-6: PrÀton màn oÞn t Ípotetagmèna toØc fjìggoic,
55

Â <Hrìdote, deØ eÊlhfènai, ípwc n t doxazìmena « zhtoÔmena « poroÔmena
êqwmen eÊc taÜta nagagìntec âpikrÐnein, kaÈ m krita pnta mØn ® eÊc peiron
podeiknÔousin « kenoÌc fjìggouc êqwmen. Angkh gr tä prÀton ânnìhma kaj'
ékaston fjìggon blèpesjai kaÈ mhjàn podeÐxewc prosdeØsjai, eÒper éxomen tä
zhtoÔmenon « poroÔmenon kaÈ doxazìmenon âf' ç nxomen.

58

E.g. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 89), Manuwald (1972, p. 95-98), Striker
(1996c, p. 68-73) and Striker (1996b, p. 154, n. 8), Morel (2008, p. 46 ff.). Asmis
(1984, p. 20-24) and Asmis (1999, p. 263) implicitly assumes this as well.
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he would have wanted to avoid too much technical jargon in the
introductory summary of his physics and cosmology, which we know
the letter to Herodotus to be.59 Both reasons are not compelling,
but we can argue that the ‘things which underly our words’ are in
fact preconceptions on other grounds.60 It seems, then, that this is a
description of the workings of a preconception:61 we can judge matters of opinion, enquiry, and puzzlement by reference to the criteria
and they offer a starting point for any proof. To be able to judge
the truth of beliefs by any standard of reference elementary truths
have to be provided. These criteria themselves, of course, have to
be evidently true and in no need of further proof, otherwise every
enquiry would end in a regressus ad infinitum. Whatever one appoints
as the thing that has to serve as a criterion, it has to fulfil at least
these requirements: first, it has to be true, second, its truth should
not need proof and must be acceptable on grounds of its origin or
intrinsic character. Preconceptions easily meet these requirements:
both Epicureans and Stoics seem to have believed that the immediate
relation of preconceptions to the impressions from which they arise
(§1.2) guarantees their truth and trustworthiness. Stoic preconceptions do not differ in their function from their Epicurean counterparts,
except perhaps for the linguistic aspect suggested in the above quoted
59
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 89; vol. 2, p. 92) now find the latter
explanation more economical than the first (which Sedley (1973, p. 14) initially
proposed).
60
For example, in the first sentence, we find the word eilêphenai, which stems
from the same root as prolêpsis. Secondly, connections between this passage
and DL 10.33 as well as Epic. KD 37 and several others that clearly concern
preconceptions suggest that we are here dealing with preconceptions as well – cf.
Striker (1996c, p. 68-9).
61
Cf. Striker (1996c, p. 38-9), Striker (1996b, p. 152), Long (1971b, p. 123),
Bailey (1928, p. 176), Kleve (1963, p. 81 & p. 91 n. 3), Asmis (1984, p. 24 ff.),
Sedley (1973, p. 14 ff.), and Morel (2008, p. 45-7). Glidden 1983 approaches this
passage not from an epistemological point of view, but from the point of view of
philosophy of language. His interpretation takes into account only that we have
empty words if we do not get what underlies our words. However, Epicurus’ point is
threefold: if we do not get (eÊlhfènai) what underlies our words (t Ípotetagmèna
toØc fjìggoic), then we do not only have empty words (kenoÌc fjìggouc êqwmen),
but also have no point of reference from which we can judge opinions, questions and
problems (t doxazìmena « zhtoÔmena « poroÔmena êqwmen eÊc taÜta nagagìntec
âpikrÐnein) and everything remains undecided because proof goes on ad infinitum
(eÊc peiron podeiknÔousin). For detailed criticism of Glidden’s interpretation,
see Hammerstaedt (1996).
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passage from Epic. Ep. Hdt., where in the case of Stoic thought the
theory of ‘sayables’ (lekta) comes into play.
Preconceptions have sometimes been considered inferior criteria,
subordinate to impressions.62 This appears incorrect or at least implausible for several reasons carefully listed and analysed by Striker
(1996c, p. 30 n. 13). While it is true that preconceptions depend on
impressions in the sense that they originate from them, this does
not imply that they depend on them qua criteria in the sense that
the truth of preconceptions would have to be proven by impressions
acting as superior criteria of truth. In that case, preconceptions would
not be criteria at all according to the characteristics we just observed
in Epicurus’ letter. Even if there were some kind of hierarchy among
different criteria of truth, preconceptions would not be reducible to
impressions because they operate in different fields of enquiry. To
establish whether that tower over there is round or not, we could do
with a clear and evident presentation of it as criterion. If the question
is whether something is good, such a clear and evident impression
cannot get the job done for the Stoics, who did not recognize feelings
of pleasure or pain as criteria, contrary to Epicurus. In the case
of the good, Stoics need a preconception.63 Indeed, characteristic
subjects about which we find references to preconceptions in our
sources on Stoicism are the good, the nature of the gods and the
just. Finally, moreover, the supposed inferiority of preconceptions as
criteria appears to have no basis in the evidence.
Preconceptions, in short, are independent criteria, fulfilling the
same function as impressions, but with their own field of expertise.
They cannot and need not be proved by impressions. They can
perform their function as criteria of truth in other situations than
individual impressions, e.g. concerning the nature of god and certain
virtues.64 This seems to hold not only for the Epicureans, but also
62

E.g. by Asmis (1984, p. 99-100) and Bailey (1928, p. 250), but contrary to
Morel (2008, e.g. p. 33, p. 37), who seems to find that preconceptions are not
inferior to impressions when he argues for the value of (Epicurean) preconceptions
as independent from direct sense impressions.
63
In this way we have to understand Manuwald (1972, p. 53) when she says
that preconceptions fulfil their criterial function differently from sense-impressions
and feelings.
64
Cf. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 252-3): “In their generality and complexity, preconceptions and common notions cover truths which cognitive impressions,
or at least sensory ones, do not transmit directly; but Chrysippus can be as-
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for the Stoics.
Our evidence for the epistemological function of preconceptions
as criteria in Stoicism is very meagre. As indicated, Chrysippus is the
only Stoic explicitly reported to have conceived of preconceptions as
criteria. Diogenes Laërtius informs us that Chrysippus accepted the
cognitive impression (phantasia katalêptikê) as a criterion of truth
and then constructs a contradiction:
And Chrysippus, at variance with himself, says in the first of
his books On reason that sense-perceptions and preconceptions
are the criteria.65

Generally it is assumed, however, that Chrysippus did not really
contradict himself on this subject and that ‘at variance with himself’
is only a side remark by Diogenes Laërtius.66
There is one other passage telling us about Chrysippean criteria:
Alexander of Aphrodisias De Mixtione 217.2. However, there we do
not find preconceptions, but an apparently new category of notions,
common notions (koinai ennoiai ), as examples of criteria of truth.
This only complicates matters: are these common notions the same
as preconceptions? The answer will have to wait until §2.1, but even
if these common notions were identical to preconceptions, it is hard
to distil Chrysippus’ view from Alexander’s report.67
sumed to have regarded these criteria as complementary to sense-impression, and
grounded in the cognitive impressions of which it consists (cf. Plut. CN 1059b-c,
Cic. Acad. II.21-22).” That is to say: preconceptions qua criteria are not identical
to sense-impressions. On common notions see §2.1.
65
DL 7.54 (SVF 2.105), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 242). Greek
text from Marcovich: å dà QrÔsippoc diaferìmenoc präc aÎtän ân tÄ pr¸tú PerÈ
lìgou krit ri fhsin eÚnai aÒsjhsin kaÈ prìlhyin;

66

Cf. e.g. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 252), and Striker (1996c, p. 59).
Cf. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 243): “Although Chrysippus did pronounce, here [DL 7.54] and at [Alex. Aphr. De. Mixt. 217.2], on the criteria of
truth, this was not in works with overtly epistemological themes, and the striking
lack of attributions to him of epistemological works or doctrines [. . . ] leads us
to wonder whether he made any innovations in this area of Stoicism, beyond its
integration within the broader spectrum of dialectic . . . ” Neither Long and Sedley,
nor Striker (1996c, p. 62) distinguish systematically between preconceptions,
natural notions, and common notions – which I consider necessary (see chapter
2).
67
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No further fragments or reports that explicitly name Stoic preconceptions as criteria are available.68 Only three passages that clearly
mention a criterion of truth explicitly use the term ‘preconception’:
Plut. St. Rep. 1041e (SVF 3.69), Plut. CN 1075e (SVF 2.1126) and
Alex. Aphr. Mixt. 227.11 (SVF 2.475). None of them, however, is
concerned with the formal, epistemological aspects of the theory and
it is only implied that these preconceptions are, in fact, criteria of
truth. Alexander uses the Stoic concept of preconception as a side
remark in his polemics against the school:
Now while this notion of body going through body, on which
the credibility of their [the Stoics’] whole theory of nature
depends, is offered contrary to common preconceptions and
the views of all philosophers, it gains conviction, according to
them, from it being allegedly clear that. . . 69

He polemically uses a supposedly common preconception to turn the
tables on the Stoics, but does not teach us much about the theory as
such. The passages from Plutarch seem more informative:
He [Chrysippus] says that the theory of good and bad things
introduced and approved by himself is most in harmony with
life and connects best with the ingrown preconceptions.70

Whether or not this passage is a verbatim quotation,71 Plutarch’s
68

Passages discussing related notions (especially common and natural notions)
will be discussed in §2.1.
69
Alex. Aphr. Mixt. 227.11 (SVF 2.475 part), tr. from Todd (1976, p. 145).
Greek text from Todd, p. 144: toÜto dà toÜ sÀma qwreØn di s¸matoc, âx oÝ
sqedän pshc t¨c fusiologÐac aÎtoØc n rthtai t peÐsmata, par te tc koinc
prol yeic legomènou kaÈ par tc pntwn dìxac tÀn filosìfwn, tn pÐstin kat'
aÎtoÌc lambnei ±c n pä ânargoÜc. . . Likewise in Mixt. 226.24 (SVF 2.1048),
where Alexander depicts the Stoic providential god as very busy and thus it
is impossible that he be happy (for this anti-Stoic argument from Epicurean
perspective, see Cic. ND 1.51-2).
70
Plut. St. Rep. 1041e (SVF 3.69), tr. from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1,
p. 369), but ‘ingrown’ instead of ‘innate’ (cf. §1.2). Greek text from Cherniss
(1976, p. 480): Tän perÈ gajÀn kaÈ kakÀn lìgon, çn aÎtäc eÊsgei kaÈ dokimzei,
sumfwnìtaton eÚnaÐ fhsi tÄ bÐú kaÈ mlista tÀn âmfÔtwn ptesjai prol yewn.
tautÈ gr ân tÄ trÐtú tÀn ProtreptikÀn eÒrhken;

71

Plutarch explicitly claims that ‘Chrysippus says’ (fhsi), but we should not
trust the entire fragment blindly, e.g. given the discussion on the interpretation
of ‘innate’ (§1.2).
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rendering at least shows us that Chrysippus thought it important that
his theories, in casu on good and bad things, were compatible with
preconceptions. The conclusion must be that theories and individual
theorems have to be judged against certain criteria of truth such as
preconceptions. This was the standard the Stoics upheld not only for
themselves, but also for the theories of other philosophers:
Moreover, they themselves [the Stoics] are unceasingly busy
crying woe against Epicurus for ruining the preconception
of the gods by abolishing providence. For, they say, god is
preconceived and thought of not only as immortal and blessed
but also as benevolent, caring and beneficent.72

We have no further evidence of epistemological discussions of Stoic
preconceptions as criteria of truth. For the rest, the way preconceptions actually functioned as criteria has to be gleaned from appeals
to them as arbiter in specific debates and discussions, as in the three
fragments discussed above.
These appeals usually have the form of an appeal to basic, intuitive understandings of the things in question. For Epicurus, a
preconception appears to sufficiently delimit the possible characterisations of its object, but it does so in a relatively imprecise way:
it presents the tupos, a condensed representation of its object (DL
10.33),73 produces an outline (hupographê)74 of it (Epic. Ep. Men.
123), and thus sketches it “in a general and so necessarily approximate
way” – Morel (2008, p. 43). For the Stoics we have a intriguing, rich,
but dense testimony on preconceptions of Diogenes Laërtius to which
we will return several times later on:
Preconception is a natural conception of the general characteristics of a thing.75
72

Plut. CN 1075e (SVF 2.1126), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1; p. 327).
Greek text from Casevitz and Babut: KaÈ mn aÎtoÐ ge präc tän >EpÐkouron oÎdàn
poleÐpousi tÀn pragmtwn < ÊoÌ ÊoÌ, feÜ feÜ > boÀntec, ±c sugqèonta tn tÀn
jeÀn prìlhyin, nairoumènhc t¨c pronoÐac; oÎ gr jnaton kaÈ makrion mìnon,
ll kaÈ filnjrwpon kaÈ khdemonikän kaÈ ²fèlimon prolambnesjai kaÈ noeØsjai
tän jeìn; íper lhjèc âstin.

73

On the notion of tupos in Epicurean context, cf. Morel (2008, p. 42).
On the notion of hupographê in a Stoic context, cf. the remarks in the main
text below, p. 30 f.
75
DL 7.54 (SVF 2.105 part), translation Sandbach (1971b, p. 25), text from
74
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I propose to understand the curious expression ‘ta katholou’ (“the
general characteristics of a thing”) in DL 7.54 against the same
background of generality that can be pointed out for Epicurus.76
Although they demarcate their objects with enough precision to
be able to serve as criteria of truth, preconceptions do not include
each and every characteristic of the thing they are notions of. We
use these natural, basic conceptions, according to the Stoics, as
forms of elementary understanding and as starting points for further
philosophical investigations.77 To form scientific theories, however, the
Stoics held that these initial notions have to be articulated, brought
to a higher level of exactness. This process of articulation is the topic
of the next section (§1.4), and as we will see, the use of preconceptions
as criteria of truth is of vital importance: every addition, elaboration,
and connection with other notions, has to remain compatible with
the contents of the preconceptions themselves, the initial truths at
the beginning of the investigation.

1.4

Articulating Preconceptions

Knowledge (epistêmê) is not the same as just having a set of cataleptic impressions and preconceptions – as was indicated in §1.1. As
preconceptions are basic, natural notions of the general characteristics
of a thing (DL 7.54, tôn katholou), they do not include each and
every characteristic of the thing they are notions of, but still have to
be articulated. Zeno’s way of explaining the nature of knowledge is
particularly illustrative.78 With a clenched fist he indicated individual
Marcovich, pp. 476-7: êsti d'  prìlhyic ênnoia fusik tÀn kajìlou. As to what
is meant by ‘natural conception’: see §2.1. Exactly what Diogenes means with
“t kajìlou” in this fragment is difficult to understand, as Sandbach (1971b, p.
25 n. 12) remarks. His rendering “general characteristics of a thing” seems less
problematic than that of Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 242) (“preconception
is a natural conception of universals”).
76
We will return to the Stoic expression ta katholou in relation to definition
and the precise characteristics of an object in §1.4, p. 31 f. below.
77
Cf. Cic. Acad. 1.42 (SVF 1.60).
78
Ap. Cic. Acad. 2.145 (= SVF 1.66). For further descriptions of epistêmê, see
Cic. Acad. 1.41-42 (= SVF 1.60) and 2.45, SE M 7.151-157, Stob. 2.73.16-74.3
(= SVF 3.112, part), 2.111.18-112.8 (= SVF 3.548, part) and Aug. CD 8.7 (=
SVF 2.106). Cf. Goldschmidt (1953, p. 160 ff.), and Atherton (1993, p. 63), and
Long (2002, p. 82). See also the conclusion of Tieleman (1996, p. 288) on levels of
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cognition (katalêpsis, comprehensio) and grasped the fist with his
other hand to indicate the fortification of the individual cognition
which turns it into knowledge (epistêmê, scientia). This process of
stabilisation of cognitions (making the katalêpsis asphalês)79 was also
described as the articulation (diarthrôsis) of individual notions.80
The way to fill out a basic notion such as a preconception, will appear
to be to provide a precise definition, and this can be understood as
the task of philosophically educated reason.81 We will first establish
that the Stoic theory of definition is to be associated with the theory
of preconceptions. After a brief excursus on so-called outline accounts
(hypographai ), we will next look into the way in which a definition
articulates a preconception.
The link between preconceptions, their articulation, and philosophical definitions is evident from a number of sources. As Augustine
shows in his City of God, the Stoic notion of the articulation of pre-

increasing articulation in common experience, ordinary language, science, poetry
to which Chrysippus refers in his argument on the soul, as well as Algra (2004,
p. 209), who stresses that the pre-cultural ideas found in myth do not form a
full-blown system of knowledge.
79
Cf. Stob. Ecl. 2.74.16 (= SVF 3.112).
80
The catalogue of DL 7.199-200 mentions a separate group of works by
Chrysippus under the heading “On Ethics, or On the Articulation (Diarthrôsis)
of Ethical Notions” (= SVF 2.16). There we find, first, a reference to an outline
account of ethical theory, then a work entitled Probable Premisses (Pithana
Lêmmata) for [Ethical] Doctrines, and the rest of the section consists of works
on definitions (horoi) of various more specific subjects. However, we should not
read too much in the ordering of Chrysippus’ works with respect to the exact
relation between outline accounts (hupographai) and definitions. We will return
to this relation in the main text below. Von Arnim appended a similar title to
the heading of the first section (On Logic, DL 7.189) of Chrysippus’ logical works
(“Diarthrôsis of logical notions” in SVF 2.13). On diarthrôsis as the term for both
the process of articulation and the organisation of cognitions into a systematic
whole, cf. Goldschmidt (1953, p. 162 with n. 3). On the relation between notions
and preconceptions, cf. §2.1.
81
Cf. e.g. Atherton (1993, p. 115 f.), who speaks of Chrysippus’ disambiguation
as the distinction (diairesis) of ambiguities (amphibola). On the apparent absence
of a clear connection between Aristotle and the Stoics on this matter, see Atherton
(1993, p. 98-109). Stoic theory of definition is a complicated subject that has
received relatively little discussion in scholarly literature. The appearance of the
survey of Long and Sedley (1987, ch. 32 with commentary) has greatly facilitated
the study of this subject, see especially Brittain (2005, esp. p. 186 ff.). The
subsequent discussion proceeds from these studies.
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conceptions is to be connected with their theory of definition:82
. . . the mind forms conceptions – ennoiai, as they [the Stoics]
call them – of those things, that is, which they articulate by
definition. The entire method of learning and teaching, they
say, stems and spreads from here.83

We may assume that with ‘ennoiai ’ Augustine has natural notions,
i.e. preconceptions in mind.84 The articulation of the notion of the
good can clarify the connection of preconceptions with definitions.85
Consider for instance the following passage in Sextus:
Well, then, the Stoics, holding on to ‘common conceptions’ (so
to speak), define (horizontai ) the good in this way: “Good is
benefit or what is not other than benefit’, by ‘benefit’ they mean
virtue and virtuous action, and by ‘not other than benefit’ the
virtuous human being and the friend. [. . . ] Since, then, virtue
is a part of the virtuous man and of the friend, and parts are
neither the same as wholes nor other than wholes, the virtuous
human being and the friend have been called ‘not other than
benefit’. So that every good is encompassed by the definition,
whether it is benefit or not other than benefit.86
82
See Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 194), Atherton (1993, p. 63), Tieleman
(2003, p. 94f.) and Brittain (2005).
83
Aug. Civ. dei 8.7 (SVF 2.106), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 191). Text
from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 194-5): . . . animum concipere notiones, quas
appellant ânnoÐac, earum rerum scilicat quas definiendo explicant; hinc propagari
atque conecti totam discendi docendique rationem.
84
Cf. §2.1.
85
This connection is further attested in DL 7.42, Cic. Tusc. 4.53, and in ps.
Gal. Def. Med. 19.348,17-349,4 (= SVF 2.227, partly) and the parallel in SE PH
2.212. Cf. also the survey by Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 194). The testimony
of ps. Gal. has an Epicurean ring to it, as Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 194)
remark. Especially for the phrase “tÀn Ípotetagmènwn taØc fwnaØc pragmtwn”,
see Epic. Ep. Hdt. 37-8, where the expression “t Ípotetagmèna toØc fjìggoic”
probably refers to preconceptions. Cf. Long (1971a, p. 124 f.), Manuwald (1972, p.
97) and Sedley (1973, p. 20 ff.). On the testimony of ps. Gal., see further Brittain
(2005, p. 192, n. 98).
86
SE M 11.22-4 (SVF 3.75, cf. also SE PH 3.169-73), translation from Vogt
(2008, p. 158 f.) (modified), see also Bett (1997, p. 6-7) and Brittain (2005,
p. 197 with commentary ad loc). Text from Mutschmann and Mau: oÉ màn oÞn
StwikoÈ tÀn koinÀn ±c eÊpeØn ânnoiÀn âqìmenoi årÐzontai tgajän trìpú tÄde

“gajìn

”

âstin ²fèleia « oÎq éteron ²feleÐac , ²fèleian màn lègontec tn retn
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Sextus begins his report by speaking about the common conception of
the good, but, judging from the context, what he has in mind is a preconception of it.87 We can identify the content of this preconception as
the beneficial.88 This basic notion can be elaborated into a definition
(horos): ‘good is benefit or not other than benefit’.89 Although Sextus
does not tell us precisely how we obtain definitions from preconceptions,90 it is clear that the characteristics found in the preconception
are criterial for this elaboration: everything the definition captures,
must at least be consistent with the preconception.
That both Sextus and the Stoics considered preconceptions essential for the production of knowledge, is also evident in Sextus’
sceptical refutation of the Stoic definition of the good. In M 11.39 he
argues that it is useless to teach someone about the good with the
strict definition if that person has not previously grasped the real
nature of the good, scil. a preconception. In other words: definitions
that lack a foundation in preconceptions do not result in knowledge.
Preconceptions are the starting point for definitions, and definitions
in turn relate preconceptions to other cognitions and thus incorporate
them into our knowledge-system so as to form a coherent, consistent
and unshakable set of securely grasped cognitions.91
Once the preconception is articulated into a strict definition,
Sextus informs us (M 11.24-7), the Stoics proceed to investigate the
ways things can be said to be good. Sextus’ report is controversial, in
part because of his introduction of the notion of an ‘outline account’

kaÈ tn spoudaÐan prxin, oÎq éteron dà ²feleÐac tän spoudaØon njrwpon kaÈ
tän fÐlon. [. . . ] âpeÈ oÞn kaÈ toÜ spoudaÐou njr¸pou kaÈ toÜ fÐlou mèroc âstÈn
 ret , t dà mèrh oÖte taÎt toØc íloic âstÈn oÖte étera tÀn ílwn, eÒrhtai å
spoudaØoc njrwpoc kaÈ å fÐloc oÎq éteroc ²feleÐac. ¹ste pn gajän tÄ írú
âmperieil¨fjai, ân te âx eÎjeÐac ²fèleia tugqnù, ân te m ® éteron ²feleÐac.

87

As I argue on p. 43. Brittain (2005, p. 177-9) sees common notions as a
subset of preconceptions, whereas I argue for the reverse, concluding that not all
common notions are criteria (see §2.1). The difference is immaterial here, because
this is clearly a case where both expressions apply.
88
See Epict. Diss 1.22.1. Cf. also Vogt (2008, p.158 ff.).
89
For this definition of the good according to the Stoics see also DL 7.94, Epict.
Diss. 1.22, cf. also Brittain (2005, p. 198 n. 111), Inwood (2005, ch. 10, p. 271-301),
and Vogt (2008).
90
This procedure can be inferred from the passages from Cicero (ND 2.4-45)
and Sextus (M 9.61-74 ff.) discussed below.
91
Cf. also n. 80, p. 27 above.
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or ‘delineation’ (hupographê).92 As Diogenes Laërtius tells us, this
outline account is “a statement introducing us to things by means
of a sketch, or which conveys the force of the definition more simply
than a definition does.”93
Outline accounts are, of course, related to the definition: they
should be coherent with94 the strict definition and hence with the preconception.95 It would seem natural to understand outline accounts
as preliminary definitions, an intermediate stage in the formation
of fully-fledged definitions from preconceptions.96 A plausible understanding would, then, be that when we first try to express our
preconception in language we give an outline account. This outline
account can next be elaborated into a definition.
However, the exact relation between outlines and definitions and
preconceptions does not appear to have been entirely clear, in our
sources at least.97 To begin with, it is unclear why Sextus introduces
them only after he has laid out the articulation of preconceptions into
definitions and after he has mentioned how the Stoics subsequently
looked into the way all this is reflected in language. Also Diogenes
Laërtius (7.60) suggests that outline accounts are simplifications
of a definition that can be given once the full definition has been
developed. Moreover, examples of Stoic definitions do not appear to
92

A second reason to regard this passage as controversial is that it is unclear
what the triple distinction of significations of the term ‘good’ which Sextus reports
amounts to, i.e. ‘good’ as signifying 1) that by or from which benefit may be had,
2) that of which benefit accidentally results, 3) that which is capable of being
beneficial. Cf. Brittain (2005, p. 197-9) and Vogt (2008, p. 5). Thirdly, Sextus
here seems to reflect post-Chrysippean ideas.
93
DL 7.60, tr. from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 191; cf. also p. 194),
text from Marcovich. Ípograf dè âsti lìgoc tupwdÀc eÊsgwn eÊc t prgmata,
« íroc ploÔsteron tn toÜ írou dÔnamin prosenhnegmènoc.

94

‘kata akolouthian’ is Sextus’ expression. For the use of akolouthia in the sense
of coherence in the wider context of Stoic philosophy see Sluiter (1990, p. 13-6).
95
Cf. Tieleman (2003, p. 94, n. 20) for references concerning the notion of
‘outline’, the procedure of its articulation and its Aristotelean origin. See also
Brittain (2005, p. 188).
96
Thus, e.g. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 194) and Tieleman (2003, p. 94
f.). We may think, furthermore, of Epicurus’ claim that a preconception produces
a hupographê (Ep. Men. 123, cf. p. 25 above).
97
Cf. Brittain (2005, p. 186-97), who particularly scrutinises Galen’s report
in De Diff. Puls. 4.2 vol. 8 p. 708 K (=SVF 2.229), which discusses conceptual
definitions (ennoêmatikôn horôn) and outlines (hupographas and hupotupôseis).
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differ radically from examples of Stoic outlines, at least outwardly.98
Examples of Stoic definitions such as those referred to by Long and
Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 193) do not all employ the term ‘horos’ and
its cognates, but often loosely report that Stoics “say (legein) that x
is. . . ”.
Let us return to what is explicitly called a definition (horos) and
see if we can specify how it captures and articulates the content of
the preconception. According to Chrysippus, a definition spells out
the peculiar characteristic of a thing (tou idiou apodosis).99 Thus, for
example, the idion of the good presumably is ‘to benefit or be not
other than benefit’. According to DL 7.103 (= SVF 3.117), however,
the idion of the good is simply ‘to benefit’. We might be dealing with
an abbreviation of the complete scientific definition, but we should
note that definitions are also supposed to capture the content of the
preconception.100 Thus, we might think of the simpler definition of
the good as capturing the content of the preconception, in casu to
benefit.101 This calls for a further clarification of what exactly is
captured in a preconception in order to see if this can shed some light
on the idion given in a definition.
We may recapitulate the testimony of Aëtius (4.11 = SVF 2.83,
cf. p. 10 above): we perceive and remember something, e.g. white
(aisthomenoi gar tinos hoion leukou), and from this repeated experience we spontaneously form a preconception. We can elaborate
the example: on seeing and remembering many white things, we end
up with a preconception of white.102 In the phrasing of Diogenes
Laërtius (7.54 (= SVF 2.105), p. 25 above) this becomes: a natural
98

E.g. Alex. Aphr. In Ar. Top. 1.8-14 (= SVF 2.124) on Stoics defining
(horizomenoi) dialectic and Stob. 2 p. 67.11-2 Wachsmuth (= SVF 3.294) on
Stoics outlining (hupographousi) pursuit (epitêdeuma).
99
Schol. in Dion. Thrax p. 107.5 Hilgard and DL 7.60 (= SVF 2.226), cf. Al.
Aphr. In Ar. Top. 42.27-43.2 (= SVF 2.228). Somewhat similarly in Plut. CN
1059c (= SVF 2.33) on Chrysippus’ distinguishing preconceptions and notions, his
articulation (diarthrôsas) of each one and assigning it to each to its proper place
(themenos eis to oikeion). We will return to the distinction between preconceptions
and notions in §2.1.
100
Cf. n. 85 p. 28 above.
101
As Vogt (2008, p. 166 ff.) suggests.
102
I here follow the lead of Brittain (2005, p. 171 f.). He speaks of ‘concept’, and
while one may say that there is a difference between a concept and a conception,
it is clear that Aëtius here points to the preconception. On ‘concept’, ‘conception’,
and ‘scientific concept’, cf. Vogt (2008, p. 158).
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conception of the general characteristics of a white thing – arguably
‘whiteness’.103 The conception of this whiteness is an abstraction
insofar as it encompasses multiple perceptions and memories of white
things into a single notion. It is general in the sense that it pertains
to white as a whole, as a colour. A proper definition of white would,
subsequently, set out this intuitively conceived whole. It would indicate exactly what makes white this colour and not something else, i.e.
it would present the ‘idion’ of white. It seems, then, that we must
conclude that this ‘idion’ given in a Stoic definition is not only a
unique but also a distinctive feature of the definiendum.104
An alternative definition of definition by Antipater may help to
elucidate the issue further. According to Antipater, a definition is
“a statement of analysis matchingly (apartizontôs) expressed.”105 As
Alexander of Aphrodisias’ paraphrase explains:
Those [i.e. the Stoics] who say that a definition is a statement
of analysis matchingly expressed (meaning by ‘analysis’ the
filling out of the definiendum, and in succinct fashion, and by
‘matchingly’ that it is neither broader nor narrower) would say
that the definition is no different from the representation of
the peculiar characteristic.106
103
Brittain paraphrases Aëtius’ example according to DL 7.54: “a natural conception of the thing whiteness, with its general characteristics (ta katholou) being
a colour or configuration of bodies.” However, then we have two elements where
Diogenes has only one: both the thing whiteness and its general characteristics
for Diogenes’ expression tôn katholou.
104
Brittain (2005, p. 189 ff.) says that Stoic definitions capture the ‘essence’ of
the definiendum, but the fact that he puts ‘essence’ in quotation marks indicates
that he is uncomfortable speaking of essentialism in Stoicism. The Stoic use of
‘idion’ is probably related to Antisthenes’ use of it as ‘oikeios logos’, cf. Brancacci
(2001); Brancacci (1990) and §6.2.2, p. 209 ff. below. It is unclear how exactly
the Stoic use of the term is related to Aristotle’s (Top. 1.5, 101b19-23), cf. Long
and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p. 194) ad Al. Aprh. In Ar. Top. 42.27-43.2 (= SVF
2.228). For Plato and Aristotle a definition was a complete division (diairesis) of
a genus into its species and subspecies, but for the Stoics a definition is not the
final result of such a complete division; see Gal. Adv. Lyc. 3.7 (= SVF 2.230), cf.
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 193-4).
105
DL 7.60 (= SVF 3 Antipater fr. 23). Text and translation from Long and
Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 190-1; vol. 2, p. 193-4). lìgoc kat' nlusin partizìntwc
âkferìmenoc.
106
Al. Aprh. In Ar. Top. 42.27-43.2 (= SVF 2.228). Text and translation from
Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 191; vol. 2 p. 194). íron eÚnai lìgon kat nlusin
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The claim that the definition is somehow expressed suggests a close
relationship between knowledge and language such as we also find in
the term ‘logos’.107 That the definitional expression should ‘match’
merely indicates that the definiendum and the reference of the definition should be co-extensive, as Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p.
194) explain. Their guess that the gloss of ‘analysis’ as the ‘filling out’
(exaplôsin) of the definiendum refers to its articulation is all the more
plausible in view of the emphasis on the succinct way (kephalaiôdôs)
in which this was supposed to happen: it renders in a precise way
what is broadly contained in a preconception, viz. the general characteristics of a thing (tôn katholou). Thus, it refers to the essential
and uniquely identifying characteristic of the thing. Determining this
peculiar characteristic and representing it entails relating it to the
peculiar characteristics of other things, and thus entails determining
the relation of the preconception to other cognitions. In other words:
giving a definition incorporates the preconception into a system of
knowledge.
Both Cicero (ND 2.4-5 and 13 ff.) and Sextus Empiricus (M
9.61-74 ff.) show how the Stoics applied this procedure of articulation
partizìntwc âkferìmenon, nlusin màn lègontec tn âxplwsin toÜ åristoÜ kaÈ
kefalaiwdÀc, partizìntwc dà tä m te Íperbllein m te ândeØn, oÎdàn n lègoien
tän íron diafèrein t¨c toÜ ÊdÐou podìsewc.

107

Cf. Wildberger (2006a, p.84-5): “the demonstration, however, by which
something is rationally grasped, requires another kind of logos as well: meaningful
language, either in the form of internal logos endiathetos, the thoughts of a rational
animal [sources in Hülser [FDS] 528-535] or in the form of external logos proforikos
which consists of written or spoken language utterances.” The discussion touches
upon the notoriously fluid notion of logos, for various aspects of which see, for
instance, Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 491), Long (1971b, p. 82 ff.), Atherton
(1993, p. 92), Mansfeld (2005, p. 381-2 and p. 395ff.), and Bénatouı̈l (2007, p.
69-74). As we will see in the second part of this study, and as Tieleman (1996,
p. 200 ff.) has stressed, consistency between a conceptual and a linguistic level
is particularly relevant in the perspective of Stoic etymological analyses. The
Stoics, while identifying different meanings of words, also searched for the original,
natural insights by means of etymological studies. I suggest that Stoic etymological
analyses primarily intend to reverse the process of distortion of knowledge and
language that has occurred in the course of human history (cf. ch. 3) rather than
to establish knowledge tout court. Furthermore, cf. Atherton (1993, p. 155): “The
very naturalness of the (correct) names for things confers an authority on them
which the individual cannot hope to match.” See Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1,
p. 195) for a succinct characterisation of Stoic etymological theory in relation to
its Platonic ancestry in the Cratylus.
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to the preconception of god.108 Each begins his account of Stoic
theology with a relatively unspecific appeal to our preconception of
god and proceeds to articulate that notion of the existence and nature
of the gods with theoretical arguments.109 In Cicero’s formulation,
the content of the preconception of god may be summed up as follows:
god is a living being that is unsurpassed in excellence by anything
else in the whole of nature.110 Thus, the preconception captures the
peculiar characteristics of the Stoic god, which entail that god is
supremely rational, providential and not anthropomorphic.111
Once the Stoics had established their preconception of god, they
were in a position to discuss its application. I would suggest that
this is exactly what the Stoics did when they argued that the world
itself is god. Their reasoning can be traced from Cicero. People
conceive of the preconception of God because of their impressions
and perceptions of the world. This results in the preconception that
god is a living being that is unsurpassed in excellence by anything
else in the whole of nature. Once this preconception is established,
people are in a position to investigate what object best fulfils all
qualifications belonging to this preconception. It will turn out that
108

Cf. Algra (2003a, p. 159ff.).
Cf. Algra (2007, p. 14-5) on the Stoic preconception of god: “On the Stoic
line of thought our preconception provides only the basic characteristics of god
and is in need of further, philosophical, articulation. [. . . ] This is why we need
philosophical theology with its various proofs concerning the existence and nature
of the gods – proofs which confirm, strengthen and further articulate our original
preconception.”
110
Cic. ND 2.45: “sed cum talem esse deum certa notione animi praesentiamus,
primum ut sit animans, deinde ut in omni natura nihil eo sit praestantius, ad
hanc praesensionem notionemque nostram’. . . For other formulations of the Stoic
preconception of god, see Plut. CN 1075e and SR 1051e. On the characteristics
attributed to god as expressed in the series of adjectives for god / the cosmos in
SVF 1.110, the incorrect attribution of this passage to Zeno, and the Platonic
expression “according to the likely account” (kat tän eÊkìta lìgon) see Mansfeld
(1980).
111
Contrary to what the Epicureans appear to have claimed on the basis of
god’s being blessed and immortal (Cic. ND 1.44-5), which according to them
entails that god is anthropomorphic and not at all involved in the world. The
Epicurean interpretation of god’s happiness as it featured in (their) preconception
was often used by the opponents of the Stoics to turn the tables on them. They
depict the Stoic providential god as extremely busy and occupied, which would
imply that it is impossible that for him to be happy. This strategy is evident not
only in Cic. ND 1.51-2, but also in Al. Aphr. Mixt. 226.24 (= SVF 2.1048).
109
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nothing fits the preconception of God better than the world itself. The
world, therefore, is god.112 From this point on, the Stoics investigated
the properties of the world to articulate the preconception of god even
further and build it into the conceptual network of their philosophy
(Cic. ND 2.49-60).

1.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen that preconceptions are the natural
starting points from which the Stoics assumed we can establish secure knowledge. They do not result from innate predispositions, but
we spontaneously form them on the basis of our perceptual input.
Furthermore, due to their direct relation to cognitive impressions
and their natural origin, the truth of preconceptions is guaranteed
and they can function as criteria of truth. That is, every step of
systematisation of disjointed cognitions into a coherent epistemic
whole has to remain compatible with these veridical reference points.
Preconceptions themselves, however, are still disjointed cognitions
and do not yet constitute a complete system of knowledge. In the
last section of this chapter we have investigated the process of their
articulation into knowledge; in other words, the way in which preconceptions form the basis of scientific definitions. The characterisation
of preconceptions as true and criterial but incomplete cognitions will
turn out to be essential for the Stoic appraisal of traditional beliefs
as they can be found for instance in myths (cf. part 2 of this book).
Thus far, we have compared the evidence concerning Stoic preconceptions with the material on Epicurean preconceptions. It appeared
necessary to look into passages on Stoicism that feature slightly
different terminology as well, such as natural and common notions
instead of preconceptions. I have already occasionally pointed out
some dangers of completely disregarding differences between these
terms and notions, but now it is time to consider them more closely.
In the next chapter it will become clear that natural and common
112
Cic. ND 2.45-7, Latin from Rackham (1933):Sed cum talem esse deum
certa notione animi praesentiamus, primum ut sit animans, deinde ut in omni
natura nihil eo sit praestantius, ad hanc praesensionem notionemque nostram
nihil video quod potius accommodem quam ut primum hunc ipsum mundum quo
nihil excellentius fieri potest animantem esse e deum iudicem. [. . . ] qua ratione
deum esse mundum concluditur. Cf. Schofield (1980, p. 301).
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notions are not synonymous expressions and that each has a particular relationship to preconceptions. Consequentially, it will turn out
that part of the evidence is likely to give us a misleading view about
Stoic preconceptions.

2
Complications
G
Our reconstruction of the Stoic theory of preconceptions and its
transmission in the previous chapter has been relatively straightforward. Even so, some limitations of our source material have become
apparent: the sources are few, often polemical and there is some
terminological confusion. To what extent the use of fragments on
‘notions’, ‘natural notions’, and ‘common notions’ is justified in our
attempts to reconstruct the theory of preconceptions is the question
to be answered in this chapter. A clarification of the conceptual
distinctions (§2.1) may enable a better and more elaborate understanding of the theory of preconceptions and the rhetorical dynamic
of the polemical discussions that we encounter in the sources (§2.2).

2.1

Conceptual Distinctions

The Stoics apparently did not always use precise technical terminology when referring to preconceptions. As will become clear, this
offered opportunities to later, anti-Stoic authors to charge them with
inconsistency, so we have to be very careful in evaluating reports of
these authors about the original Stoic doctrine and try to distinguish
the different layers of interpretation, technical and non-technical
talk, and cases of the polemical colouring of a report. The first term
besides ‘preconception’ encountered in the discussion untill now is
‘notion’ simpliciter (ennoia), which we will analyse in conjunction
with the expression ‘natural notion’ (ennoia phusikê). I will argue
that natural notion is another term for preconception, which is a
37
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species of the genus ‘notions’ that also contains unnatural notions, e.g.
taught notions. Besides their naturalness a certain aspect of commonness is involved in preconceptions. However, commonness appears
to be a property not solely of preconceptions. Passages on common
notions (koinai ennoiai ), therefore, cannot be simply taken to be
about preconceptions, especially in view of changes in terminology
which apparently occurred as the debate both with and within the
Stoic school developed (cf. §2.2).

2.1.1

Notions and Natural Notions

First, let us return to the report from Aëtius that I quoted while
investigating the origin and formation of preconceptions (§1.2, p.
10 above). At the end of that passage a careful distinction is made
between two types of notions:
Some notions arise naturally in the aforesaid ways and undesignedly, others through our own instruction and attention.
The latter are called ‘notions’ [ennoiai ] only, the former are
called ‘preconceptions’ [prolêpseis] as well.1

Preconceptions arise from several presentations in a natural way,
whereas other conceptions called just ‘notions’ require instruction
and attention. Notice ‘only’ (monon) and ‘as well’ (kai ) in the last sentence. The implication seems to be that the former type of notion, i.e.
preconception, can also simply be labelled ‘notion’. A preconception
is a special kind of notion, one that has to be strictly distinguished
from notions acquired through instruction and conscious attention,
but it is, of course, a notion.2
1

Aët. Plac. 4.11 (SVF 2.83), tr. from Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1 p. 238).
I substituted ‘notion’ for their translation of ênnoia with ‘conception’. Greek
text from Diels, p. 400, ap. Ps.Plut. Epit. IV.11. TÀn dà ânnoiÀn aÉ màn fusikÀc
gÐnontai kat täuc eÊrhmènouc trìpouc kaÈ nepiteqn twc, aÉ dà ¢dh di' metèrac
didaskalÐac kaÈ âpimeleÐac; aÕtai màn oÞn ênnoiai kaloÜntai mìnon, âkeØnai dà kaÈ
prol yeic.

2
The distinction between preconceptions and notions drawn by Aëtius has
sometimes been related to Plut. CN 1059b (SVF 2.33). Plutarch claims that
“[Chrysippus] entirely removed the confusion regarding preconceptions and notions
by articulating each one and assigning it to its appropriate place.” (Tr. Long
and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 244) (modified), text from Casevitz and Babut: tän
dà perÈ tc prol yeic kaÈ tc ânnoÐac traqon fel°n pantpasi kaÈ diarjr¸sac
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The view of preconceptions as a special type of notions offered by
Aëtius is similar to the one presented in DL 7.54. After listing the
various ways of concept formation,3 Diogenes continues his summary
of Stoic epistemology with a definition of preconception as a “natural
conception of the general characteristics of a thing”.4 The natural,
spontaneous formation of preconceptions from the appropriate senseimpressions ensures their immediacy, guarantees that we have not
mixed in any false opinions due to cultural or educational interference.5 To put it in slightly stronger terms: it is their natural origin
that gives preconceptions their veridical force.6 Hence, it is essential
that we distinguish these natural notions from just any notion.
We also find fragments in which preconceptions and notions are
mentioned in one breath. Galen reports7 that Chrysippus in his On
Reason characterised notions and preconceptions as constituents of
our reason (or soul), which is neither very problematic nor very helpful
for our understanding of the conceptual distinctions between preconceptions and notions simpliciter. More interesting are Plutarch’s
reports8 in which he appeals to preconceptions and notions as if they
were the same. Consider, for instance, this passage:

áksthn kaÈ jèmenoc eÊc tä oÊkeØon;) This report can be explained in two ways.
According to one interpretation, it says that Chrysippus solved confusion regarding
preconception and notion as such, in an epistemological sense, i.e. he solved
problems in understanding the distinction between the two. For this line of
thought, cf. Sandbach (1971b, p. 44-5). A second way of reading the passage is
that all Plutarch is saying here is that Chrysippus articulated individual notions
and assigned them to their appropriate place, cf. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 2, p.
247 commentary ad loc.). The latter seems to be the more plausible understanding,
as it avoids a complicated notion of articulation (diarthrôsis) on Chrysippus’ part.
Articulation appears to be a procedure applied to individual preconceptions rather
than a complex, multi-level activity including an epistemological exercise aimed at
distinguishing various kinds of notions (on the process of articulation, see further
§1.4). Thus, I take it that a distinction between two types of notions is not the
central concern of Plutarch’s report, contrary to that of Aëtius.
3
DL 7.52-3, cf. §1.2 p. 11.
4
DL 7.54 (SVF 2.105 part), my translation. Greek text from Marcovich,
pp. 476-7: êsti d'  prìlhyic ênnoia fusik tÀn kajìlou. cf. p. 25 f., with n. 75.
5
Cf. also M. Frede (1999c, p. 320).
6
As argued in §1.3.
7
PHP 5.3 (SVF 2.841).
8
CN 1059e and 1083a (SVF 2.250 and 2.762).
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For to deny that a conjunction formed from indefinite contradictories is unrestrictedly false, and again, to say that some
arguments with true premises and sound inferences still have
the contradictories of their conclusions true as well – what conception of demonstration or of confirmation what preconception
does that not overturn?9

The chiasm in this rhetorical question suggests (more obviously in the
Greek original than in the English translation) that we are dealing
with a mere polemical variatio.
Cicero likewise suggests that notion simpliciter can also be used
to designate preconception, even if his report does not explicitly or
exclusively concern the Stoics:
. . . notions of things which the Greeks sometimes call ‘notions’
and at other times ‘preconceptions’.10

In both Plutarch’s and Cicero’s case it would probably have been
more precise to specify that it be a ‘natural notion’ (ennoia phusikê),
as Diogenes does when he explains the term ‘preconception’ in DL
7.54.
If we attempt to bring this together in a clear conclusion about
the relations between all these types of notions, the conceptual distinctions proposed by Jackson-McCabe (2005, p. 328) seem to cover
all instances and possibilities offered by the sources discussed. He
suggests to take the Stoic term ‘notion’ in a general and a specific
sense:
. . . both as genus of which prìlhyic is a species, and as a particular species of conception that contrasts with preconception
in that it is acquired by conscious intellectual effort.11
9

Plut. CN 1059e (SVF 2.250), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 225),
adapted to reflect the chiasm found in the Greek text. Greek text from Casevitz
and Babut, p. 53: Tä gr, Â riste, sumpeplegmènon ti di' ntikeimènwn m fnai
yeÜdoc eÎpìrwc eÚnai lìgouc dà plin aÞ fnai tinc lhj¨ t l mmata kaÈ tc
gwgc ÍgieØc êqontac, êti kaÈ t ntikeÐmena tÀn sumperasmtwn êqein lhj¨,
poÐan ênnoian podeÐxewc ¢ tÐna pÐstewc oÎk natrèpei prìlhyin;

10

Cic. Acad. 2.30, my translation of “notitiae rerum, quas Graeci tum ânnoÐac,
vocant”.
11
Jackson-McCabe compares this distinction with Pohlenz’s between “Ennoia
im engeren Sinne” and as “Oberbegriff” in Pohlenz 1987.
tum

prol yeic
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Aëtius’ initial use of notions simpliciter (4.11, p. 10) is to be understood in the specific sense, as the species of notions that contrasts
with preconceptions, i.e. notions that require specific attention to obtain. But when he says that some notions are not only called notions
but also preconceptions we are dealing with the genus notion that
encompasses both species and is also applicable to preconceptions.
In practice, i.e. in other fragments, this clear-cut division turns
out to be somewhat more complicated because, as we have seen,
preconceptions can also be referred to as ‘natural notions’, which
appears to be the less technical term.12 That they are natural notions
is the qualification that distinguishes the two species of notions. Once
this qualification is omitted, the context should clarify whether the
notion under consideration is acquired through teaching, etc., and
hence cannot be a criterion of truth, or whether it is a naturally
formed notion that is, indeed, veridical.13

2.1.2

Common Notions

Let us now turn to the aspect of ‘commonness’ of preconceptions.
Frede is not the only scholar to emphasise the ‘commonness’ of natural
notions:
Anyone who grows up in a natural environment which provides
him with the normal cognitive impressions, and who is not in
some other way radically deprived, will form the same notions.14

And, indeed, we find the expression ‘common notion’ (koinê ennoia)
in our sources often in connection with preconceptions or even figuring as equivalent to a preconception in a specific argument. But
can the expression ‘common notion’ be used interchangeably with
‘preconception’, i.e. as similar to the synonym ‘natural notion’ ?15
12

The Stoics seem to have mixed technical and common expressions in other
fields of enquiry as well, as is evident, e.g., from the analysis of Zeno’s theorising
about affections in Tieleman (2003, p. 99).
13
For Plutarch, in this respect, see Cherniss (1976, esp. p. 663, n. c).
14
M. Frede (1999c, p. 320). See also Striker 1996c, Goldschmidt (1978, e.g. p.
162), and Schofield 1980. But see Long (1968, 336 f.) for some qualifications about
what is natural and what is normal.
15
Pohlenz (1948, 1:54-63 & 2:33), Sandbach (1971b, p. 25), Schofield (1980,
pp. 293-4) and Todd (1973, p. 23-5), Obbink (1992, p. 198 ff.) and JacksonMcCabe (2005, p. 325) have argued against the identification of common notions
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Characterisations of preconceptions as both natural and common
notions seem to have confused both modern and ancient interpreters.16
All preconceptions are natural notions and vice versa. In principle, all
preconceptions are common notions,17 i.e. in practice many people
have them. This is, partly, why preconceptions have argumentative
force as criteria of truth in debates (cf. §1.3 above), and why they
came to be confused with arguments from universal consensus (cf.
§2.1.3 below). While preconceptions are not necessarily universally
shared,18 we may assume that they can be shared by many people.
However, as we will see in chapter 3, according to the Stoics, it is
a consequence of people’s proneness to error that there even are, in
fact, preconceptions that appear not to be commonly held, or rather
that seem not always or no longer widely adhered to. Furthermore,
common notions need not by implication be natural as well: we can
easily think of widely held views that result from a shared educational
background. Hence the ‘commonness’ of preconceptions is not the
distinguishing mark that gives them the required veridical force. In
other words, ‘common notion’ is not without qualification acceptable
as equivalent term for ‘preconception’, contrary to ‘natural notion’.
Several ancient writers and commentators on Stoicism explicate
and emphasise the common character of preconceptions with the
phrase ‘common preconception’ (koinê prolêpsis).19 This emphasis
may well be connected with a transformation of the argument based
and preconceptions in different ways. Bonhöffer 1890 and Zeller 1963 seem to find
no problems in the identification of preconceptions and common notions, whereas
Striker (1996c, pp. 63-4) does not explicitly distinguish them.
16
Some of this confusion may be due to the fact that Chrysippus (according to
Sotion in DL 7.183 = SVF 2.1), learned in the Academy when studying philosophy
with Arcesilaos en Lacydes to argue both against and in support of common sense
or what is customarily thought (sunêtheia). Chrysippus’ arguing for and against
sunêtheia is also attested by the catalogue of Chrysippus works, e.g. in DL 7.198
(SVF 2.16, infra).
17
Pace Sandbach (1971b, p. 24-25), who takes the expression as proof that the
Stoics also recognised non-general preconceptions, i.e. preconceptions that cannot
in principle be universally shared.
18
As we will see later on in §2.1.3.
19
E.g. Epict. Diss. I.22 and Alex. Aphr. Mixt. 226.34 and 227.11 (SVF 2.475,
as quoted supra, p. 24) and Fat. 196 (SVF 2.984), but also SE M 9.123-4 (SVF
2.1017) and Plut. CN 1060a, 1073d, 1084d and 1074f. I think Todd (1973, p.
59) has a point in suggesting that the phrase “common preconception” is a
later development while it also shows that M. Frede (1999c, p. 320) is right in
characterising preconception as both natural and common notions.
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on preconceptions, which are not necessarily universally shared, into
a fully-fledged argument from actual consensus omnium, to which
we will return later on in this chapter.
Preconceptions are sometimes associated with the modern idea
of common sense, but it appears that if we were to find an ancient
equivalent for common sense, it would be common notions taken as a
conglomerate of natural and taught notions.20 Conceptual distinctions
between these various notions may summarily be represented as
in figure 2.1 (p. 43). This figure attempts to show how a Stoic
may have conceived of these distinctions in practice.21 It should be
noted, however, that our sources often do not adhere strictly to these
distinctions.

genus:
notions





'
$




species:
species:
natural notions/
taught
preconceptions
notions




common notions
&
%

Figure 2.1: Types of notions

Let us investigate the relation between preconceptions and common notions a little further. Sextus Empiricus seems to present
common notions as the Stoic version of preconceptions:
. . . for according to the wise Epicurus, it is not possible either to
seek or to doubt without a preconception. The Stoics, holding
on to the common notions so to speak, define the good as
follows . . . 22
20
On common notions taken as preconceptions and the distinction with common
sense, see further §2.2.
21
The possibility of preconceptions that are not common appears to be merely
theoretical, cf. §2.1.3.
22
SE M 11.22 (SVF 3.75), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 371) (modified).
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One may be inclined to trust Sextus on Stoic preconceptions because
he has just given a fairly reliable and accurate description of Epicurean
preconceptions. However, the wording here is Sextus’ own.
Another famous report on common notions by Alexander of
Aphrodisias also invokes common notions where we would expect
preconceptions:
He [Chrysippus] tries to establish that these differences in
mixture exist by means of the common notions, and says that
we take these above all (malista) as the criteria of truth from
nature.23

This seems to be a reliable fragment about the doctrine of Chrysippus: he is mentioned by name in a context where Alexander simply
expounds Stoic doctrine.24 However, in the sequel of Alexanders’
exposition of the Stoic theory of mixture common notions do not
return, let alone an appeal to them as criteria of truth.25 What is
referred to as such, are impressions (phantasiai ) that exemplify the
different types of mixture discussed. It seems, then, that we do not
have to seek anything technical behind this choice of words. Since
both common notions and preconceptions are phantasiai, impressions
in our minds, it makes perfect sense to understand this passage as an
ordinary, if imprecise, appeal to preconceptions that avoids ‘superfluous’ philosophical jargon, without thereby implying the identity of
preconceptions and common notions.
However, this passage has been the focal point of a complex
modern interpretation of common notions that was first proposed
Greek text from Mutschmann:

kat gr tän sofän >EpÐkouron oÖte zhteØn êstin

oÖte poreØn neu prol yewc. oÉ màn oÞn StwikoÈ tÀn koinÀn ±c eÊpeØn ânnoiÀn
âqìmenoi årÐzontai tgajän trìpú tÄde. . .

23

Alex. Aphr. Mixt. 217.2 (= SVF 2.473, part), tr. Todd, p. 117 (modified).
Greek text from Todd, p. 116: tä dà taÔtac tc diaforc eÚnai t¨c mÐxewc peirtai
pistoÜsjai di tÀn koinÀn ânnoiÀn, mlista dà krit ria t¨c lhjeÐac fhsÈn mc
par t¨c fÔsewc labeØn taÔtac;

24
Also the fact that Alexander explicitly uses the word ‘says’ (fhsÈn) suggests
that we are dealing with a quotation here.
25
Only in Alexanders’ refutation the appeal to common notions recurs (e.g. in
226.24 (= SVF 2.1048) and 226.34 (= SVF 2.475)), but as was to be expected
the context there is polemical and hostile to the Stoics. We will return to the
polemical use of common notions in §2.2.
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by Todd.26 He sees common notions as a third epistemological level:
in his view, the first level consists of impressions, the second of
preconceptions and the third of common notions. Each higher level
notion is a generalisation and is formed according to analogy (kath’
analogian)27 from the data provided by the lower level.28 From
‘malista’ in Alexander’s report Todd infers some kind of hierarchical
superiority of common notions over the other epistemological levels
as major criteria of truth. Whereas preconceptions would operate as
criteria of truth at the level of ordinary phenomena, common notions
would relate to doctrinal truth, i.e. the Stoic doctrine of the total
interpenetration of bodies (krasis di’ holôn) that was specifically
connected to the doctrine of the logos. Preconceptions are part of a
creative epistemological activity, constituting the premises from which
theories can be inferred. Being shared by all men, common notions
would be a posteriori confirmations, standards to which theories are
referred.29 As compared to preconceptions, this makes them a “more
limited group of concepts having a more restricted role.”30
This interpretation faces several problems. First, to the best of
my knowledge, as a reconstruction this distinction between preconceptions and common notions as distinct criteria of truth has no basis
in the evidence.31 Secondly, it is strange that the common notions
26
Todd 1973, p. 54 ff.: “An ênnoia is koin if, and only if, it is fusik, but it
has the additional character of being koin in two senses - (a) it is shared in by
all men, which means that the class of koinaÈ ênnoiai must be more limited in
number than that of fusikaÈ ênnoiai; (b) it is general, that is it is a generalisation
based on the data introduced by fantasÐai and prol yeic; and (c) it serves as the
proof for a theory.”
27
Todd (1973, p. 52 f.) takes this from DL 7.52-3 (on which see also p. 11 ff.
above).
28
Todd (1973, p. 55) recognises that the relation between common notions and
impressions in the passage in Alexander constitutes a problem, but explains it
(ibid. p. 52 ff.) by means of the definition of preconceptions as natural notions
“tÀn kajìlou” in DL 7.54. The relation is unexplained in Alexander’s fragment,
but would be necessary if we want it to present an unbroken chain of thought.
29
Todd (1973, p. 59).
30
Todd (1973, p. 57), but cf. Tieleman (2003, p. 43 n. 95).
31
We have no evidence that specifically addresses such a distinction. Moreover,
Todd (1973, p. 57) indicates that his interpretation implies that the truth of
which common notions are criteria is quite distinct from the truth with which
impressions (phantasiai) and natural notions are concerned. Common notions
would specifically concern the truth of the doctrines of the Stoic logos. Such a
distinction of kinds of truths, however, is thematized nowhere in our sources, as
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would be universally shared32 while at the same time they supposedly
confirm such a specific theory as the total blending of a material
logos with all things – a theory that was certainly not commonly
believed. As the Stoic theory of the all-pervading world-reason is
quite often referred to in the ancient testimonies, for instance, we may
safely suppose that we would more often have encountered common
notions as standards of reference for such doctrinal truths,33 had
the Stoics had such a doctrine about them. Thirdly, Alexander uses
this supposedly special terminology of common notions in non-Stoic
ways and outside the context of Stoic epistemology and metaphysics,
and, as I indicated above, in this passage his use of Stoic terminology appears not very precise. It is, therefore, questionable whether
Alexander’s reports can vindicate a Stoic doctrine of the type Todd
proposes at all.34 Finally, moreover, we do not need Todd’s interpretation. Most, if not all, fragments featuring common notions appear
perfectly understandable as expressions of a growing awareness of
the “commonness” of certain notions, and this includes Alex. Aphr.
Mixt. 217.2. No separate category of notions with a special function
is needed because ‘common notion’ is a phrase applicable to both
natural notions and notions tout court, as proposed in figure 2.1 on
p. 43.
Whether or not many later sources on Stoicism misuse the conceptual confusion between types of notions on purpose, they appeal
to common notions as criteria that are in fact, according to the
Stoics, not preconceptions but e.g. culturally acquired notions. The
way ‘common notion’ became standard philosophical jargon can be
gleaned from numerous later sources that do not faithfully reflect
what the Stoics had in mind with their theory of preconceptions.

Todd (1973, p. 58 with n. 55) seems to acknowledge.
32
Obbink 1992 has objected to Todd’s interpretation of common notions as
universally shared. We will return to this issue shortly.
33
Todd (1973, p. 58) wonders why this is not the case.
34
Alexander shows signs of being insensitive to several details of Stoic doctrine
and terminological nuances. Notably, he refers to common preconceptions and
not to some special category of common notions in his rejection of the Stoic idea
of krasis (Mixt. 226.34 (= SVF 2.475)). By the way Todd (1973, p. 53 n. 26, and
p. 61) recognises Alexander’s non-Stoic use of the terminology, but apparently
does not regard this as problematic for his reconstruction.
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Especially Origen35 and Philo36 have, so to speak, internalised Stoic
jargon which they use for their own purposes and should certainly not
be understood as straightforwardly reflecting orthodox Stoic terminology. The development of fully-fledged arguments from the consensus
omnium from such appeals to common notions is an important factor
in this respect that is worth while to investigate.

2.1.3

Universal Consensus

As indicated, the appeal to specific preconceptions or elements of
these preconceptions to defend a position or thesis in a debate makes
sense only if the Stoics did not conceive of preconceptions as private
notions, since private notions do not have strong persuasive force in a
discussion. It has to be possible for many humans to share the same
notions. Indeed, preconceptions are available to all rational people.
After all, anyone with a sensory apparatus without serious distortions
is capable of forming them. Preconceptions are generated naturally,
i.e. not only spontaneously, but also according to nature (both human
nature and nature as a whole). The reason why the Stoics also called
preconceptions common notions is that it is in principle possible for
everyone to have them,37 although there may be no consensus de
facto.38
As the definition of preconception in DL 7.54 shows, preconceptions are natural notions of the general characteristics of a thing
(ennoia phusikê tôn katholou, cf. §1.3, esp. p. 25 f., and §1.4). Hence,
even if Epictetus claims that preconceptions are common to all people
(Diss. 1.22), this is only an appeal to a limited universal consensus.
The part we would all agree on is extremely basic and general and
any specification of it may be an articulation that deviates from the
true core, as we saw in §1.4. Ideally, of course, people agree on this
35

Especially Comm. in Gen. 2.11 (SVF 2.964) and Contra Celsum 8.52 (SVF
3.218).
36
Incorr.Mund. 257,12 B (SVF 2.619).
37
This point is also made by e.g. Tarrant (1981, p. 94).
38
E.g. the preconception of anthropomorphic and inactive gods according to
Epicureans versus a divine world ordered by intelligent providence according to
the Stoics. Since both schools claimed that their respective notions are based
on genuine preconceptions, it appears not necessary that everyone de facto has
this or that preconception (although from the perspective of the participant of a
debate one might say that the opponent’s notion is no preconception at all.)
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true core, but in reality people’s beliefs and notions differ in many
ways.39 If the diverging elements are not consistent with that core,
the Stoics would argue that they are a) untrue and b) the cause of
disagreement in a debate.
An appeal to preconceptions, therefore, is not automatically an
appeal to an extended consensus omnium, nor to what is commonly
believed, i.e. common opinion or common sense.40 It is useful to make
a distinction between consensus omnium, preconception and common
opinion, as does Schian:
Communis opinio und Consensus omnium brauchen nicht identisch zu sein. Die Gegner machen zwar der Stoa den Vorwurf,
ihre Auffassung stimme keineswegs mit der Communis opinio
überein, Chrysipp aber behauptet gar nicht, wenn er sich auf die
Prolepsis beruft, daß seine Ansicht mit der Communis opinio
übereinstimme. Die Communis opinio stellt vielmehr gleichsam
ein späteres Stadium als die Prolepsis dar, ein Stadium, in
dem schlechte Umwelteinflüsse bereits ihren verhängnisvollen
Einfluß geltend gemacht haben können.41

An argument from consensus omnium in a debate may only be
understood as a reference to preconceptions if we first distinguish it
from an appeal to common opinions in the sense Schian proposes, i.e.
if we only consider the consensus that is left when common opinions
have been stripped of all their mistaken elements. However, when all
these mistakes have been filtered out, in theory, we may find ourselves
left with no consensus at all, but with a notion none of us but the
39

Long (2002, p. 81) argues that Epictetus could claim that preconceptions
are universally shared and mutually consistent because of the extremely general
content of preconceptions]: “everyone, for instance, conceives ‘good’ things to be
advantageous and choiceworthy, and ‘bad’ things to be harmful and undesirable,
irrespective of what they actually take to be good or bad in particular instances.”
I prefer this as a beginning of an explanation of the differences between people’s
beliefs and of why some (if not most) are bad rather than to seek an explanation
primarily in the corrupted natures of most people from the beginning (as Obbink
(1992, p. 201) appears to suggest), which raises problems regarding the Stoic
providential world-order. We will return to the problem of corruption in chapter
3.
40
On consensus arguments in the Stoics and their precursors cf. Oehler (1969,
p. 234 ff.) and Schian (1973, p. 95 ff.), especially on Aristotle’s use of consensusarguments. Cf. also Owen (1968, p. 168-175).
41
Schian (1973, p. 144). Concerning bad environmental influences cf. §3.
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Stoic sage actually has. The Stoics insisted that anyone short of being
a sage is a fool with a distorted, incorrect, not purely natural view of
reality. Theoretically, then, it suffices if only one wise person actually
has a specific natural notion to take it as a criterion of truth. Strictly
speaking, it would not matter whether one person or a million share
this or that notion for its veridical force. Yet, of course, the more
people share these notions, the more plausible they are and the more
an appeal to them gains force in the rhetoric of a debate.42

2.2

Polemical Uses of Conceptual Confusion

The conceptual distinctions discussed in the previous sections do not
always appear clear-cut and, as far as we can tell from the evidence,
the Stoics themselves seem not always to have been very precise with
their terminology. One can well imagine that, in lengthy discussions,
the Stoics, as well as the Epicureans, left out the adjectives ‘natural’
and ‘common’ after a while and continued to speak simply about
‘notions’ where it was evident from the context what they meant. On
reading these treatises later writers probably found these conceptual
distinctions not as clear as they had been for earlier participants
of the discussion. Sextus Empiricus, for example, seems to use preconceptions and notions simpliciter as a hendiadys as he discusses
the “preconception and conception that must precede every object
of investigation.”43 Indeed, the Stoics seem to have given ample
room to their critics for exploiting these conceptual subtleties. Their
opponents could, correctly, describe what the Stoics took as their
42

Additional rhetorical force may be the reason behind Sextus Empiricus’
wording in M 9.123-4 (= SVF 2.1017), where he mentions preconceptions and
common notions in one breath, but explicitly adds that these are common to all
men: “Again, if Gods do not exist, holiness is non-existent, it being “a kind of
Godward justice”; but according to the common notions and preconceptions of
all men holiness exists and because of this a holy thing also exists and therefore
the divine exists.” Tr. Bury (1936), Greek from Mutschmann: kaÈ plin; eÊ m
eÊsÈ jeoÐ, nÔparktìc âstin  åsiìthc, dikaiosÔnh tic oÞsa präc jeoÔc& êsti dè
ge kat tc koinc ânnoiac kaÈ prol yeic pntwn njr¸pwn åsiìthc, kajì ti kaÈ
ísiìn âstin;

43

SE M 8.331a-332a, tr. and text from Long and Sedley (1987, 40T). tä màn
. As Long and Sedley
(1987, vol. 2, p. 254) remark, Sextus’ argument is specifically directed against the
Epicureans, but equally applies to the Stoics.
pantäc toÜ zhtoumènou prìlhyin kaÈ ênnoian deØn prohgeØsjai
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principles and criteria of truth: notions with natural origins, i.e. preconceptions. On the other hand, they could also, practically without
change of words, accuse the Stoics of contradicting their principles
by regarding as criterial other notions that actually belong to the
species that contrasts with preconceptions, viz. notions acquired by
education and conscious attention. Plutarch’s On Common Notions
(henceforth CN ) is an excellent case study for the rhetorical and
polemical exploitation of these blurred conceptual distinctions.
Plutarch uses the term ‘notions’ while having in mind either
preconceptions or a conglomerate of natural and taught notions
that does not seem to allow an exact division between the two
species, as some brief examples can illustrate.44 First, in CN 1058f
Diadumenus’ interlocutor remarks that most of our notions have come
from the senses and that we can have confidence in the phenomena
appearing to these senses. What else would these notions be but
natural notions or preconceptions as they come about from securely
grasped impressions?45 Likewise, the contexts of 1071f and 1072c
make it clear that the notion at issue must be a natural notion: the
real preconception of the good that needs to be grasped before we
can correctly pursue it. In none of these passages, however, is the
exclusion of unnatural notions made explicit, which leaves Plutarch
room for maneuvering. Thus, 1074e seems to indicate a conglomerate
of natural and taught notions.
They [the Stoics] ought above all to have straightened out
and set to rights the conceptions (ennoiai ) about the gods by
repairing <anything> in them that may have become confused
or have gone astray but otherwise ought to have let people,
persuaded by the law and common experience, be each as he
is in relation to the divinity.46
44

These fragments do not occur in the SVF, probably because they contain
Plutarch’s verdict rather than a representation of Stoic doctrine.
45
Cf. Cherniss (1976, p. 660 n. a): “the conceptions which by implication are
here excluded may be those which according to the Stoics are formed di metèrac
didaskalÐac kaÈ âpimeleÐac”, cf. Aët. 4.11 (= SVF 2.83), p. 10 above.
46
Plut. CN 1074e, tr. Cherniss (1976, p. 781). Gr. from Casevitz and Babut: ±c
aÎtoÈ lègousi, mlista màn êdei tc perÈ jeÀn ânnoÐac, eÒ taraqÀdec « planhtän
âggègonen aÎtaØc, Êwmènouc peujÔnein kaÈ katorjoÜn âpÈ tä bèltiston: eÊ dà m ,
mejèntac(1) g' ân ±c êqousin Ípä toÜ nìmou ékastoi kaÈ t¨c sunhjeÐac präc tä
jeØon.
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According to Plutarch, the Stoics should have left alone the lawful
and customary persuasions of people, or they should have filtered the
original preconceptions from unnatural additions. The Stoics indeed
envisaged themselves doing the latter (see chapter 3 and part 2),
although Plutarch implicitly claims they did not. He is able to do
this because he does not observe the distinction between veridical,
natural notions on the one hand and other, acquired notions on the
other. He uses the term ‘notions’ indifferently to accuse the Stoics of
arguing against their own principles – his declared purpose not only
in On Stoic Self-Contradictions but also in On Common Notions.
Plutarch’s polemical use of confusing terminology is further facilitated by the expression ‘common notions’ (koinai ennoiai ). Diadumenus’ companion expresses the goal of the discussion:
. . . here I am going over to the prosecution and wishing to enjoy
the revenge of looking on as the gentlemen [i.e. the Stoics] are
convicted of the very same things, speculation at odds with the
common notions and preconceptions, the very things whence,
they believe, their system [grew] up as from seed and is alone,
they maintain, in agreement with nature.47

Plutarch can be seen to shift the meaning of ‘common notions’ from
Stoic preconceptions to common sense. In this passage from the beginning of the argument Plutarch purposefully doubles the expression
‘common conceptions’ and ‘preconceptions’, suggesting their identity.48 As he continues to speak of ‘common notions’ (or just ‘notions’
for most of the time from here on), the suggestion remains present
47

Plut. CN 1060a, tr. (modified) and Greek text from Cherniss (1976,
p. 671):nÜn dà metabllomai präc tn kathgorÐan kaÈ boÔlomai polaÜsai t¨c
mÔnhc âlegqomènouc eÊc taÎtän toÌc ndrac âpid¸n, tä par tc ânnoÐac kaÈ
tc prol yeic tc koinc filosofeØn, f' Án mlis ta tn aÑresin ±c spermtwn
na<blasteØn> dokoÜsi kaÈ mìnhn åmologeØn t¬ fÔsei lègousin.
Casevitz and Babut (2002, p. 13-5) have argued on the basis of this passage that
it truly is Plutarch’s purpose to show that the Stoics fail to stick to their own
principles, i.e. preconceptions, and not to convict them of violating common sense.
In the main text below, I argue that the two options sketched by Babut are mixed
in Plutarch’s argument as a result of Plutarch’s blurring of Stoic terminology
through his equivocation of preconceptions and common sense by means of the
expression ‘common notions’.
48
The Greek (tä par tc ânnoÐac kaÈ tc prol yeic tc koinc) allows the
adjective ‘common’ to apply both notions and preconceptions, tying them closely
together. If Plutarch would have wanted to distinguish them, he could have given
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that these notions are by definition veridical. But even Plutarch
cannot conceal that the Stoic criterion of truth is not always equal
to what he dubs common notions. He creates a distinction between
common notions in general, as it were, and specifically Stoic common
notions:
The Stoics, however, are always so eager to be openly saying
that something is at odds with the common conceptions that
they often abandon their own too in their desire for novel
expression; and so it is in this case.49

Preconceptions disappear from the discussion as criteria. This becomes even more clear when Plutarch repeats the purpose of the
argument in 1073c, where it has shifted in an interesting way from
the first declaration of the goal at the beginning of the dialogue:
Why then, my dear sir, are we now trying to do anything
but convict their system of doing violence to our common
conceptions and turning them inside out with implausible facts
and unfamiliar terms?50

After Plutarch has insinuated a difference between commonly held
notions and the ‘common notions’ to which the Stoics turned for
criteria of truth, the discussion now no longer aims at establishing
the disagreement of Stoic philosophy with Stoic criteria, i.e. with
preconceptions, but with ‘our’ common notions, i.e. the common
sense view. In fact, Plutarch betrays himself at one point where he
accuses the Stoics of abolishing what is customarily thought:

the adjective a different position in the sentence (for example: tä par tc ânnoÐac
kaÈ tc koinc prol yeic).
49
Plut. CN 1068d, tr. and Greek text from Cherniss (1976, p. 729). oÉ dà oÕtwc âpijumoÜsin eÐ ti par tc koinc ânnoÐac faÐnesjai lègontec ¹ste pollkic

Similarly in 1062a.
Plut. CN 1073c, tr. and Greek text from Cherniss (1976, p. 769) (my
emphasis). EÚta, Â bèltiste, prttomen llo nÜn « tn aÑresin aÎtÀn âlègqomen

âxÐs tasjai kaÈ tÀn ÊdÐwn âpijumÐø kainologÐac, ¹sper ântaÜja.

50

oÖte pijanoØc prgmasin oÖj' ±milhmènoic ænìmasi tc koinc âkstrèfousan mÀn
kaÈ parabiazomènhn ânnoÐac?
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. . . they evict or rather altogether abolish and destroy the
common and customary conceptions and import in their place
others that are strange and foreign.51

As argued in §2.1, the Stoics certainly did not take just anything
that was customarily believed as their norm. In fact, many of these
customary or common conceptions do not belong to the category of
naturally formed notions and hence cannot figure as criteria of truth.
Babut recognises this as he discusses the way common sense differs
from natural preconceptions because of distortion (diastrophê) of the
latter.52 What he does not seem to notice, however, is that Plutarch
conveniently forgets to take this element of Stoic doctrine into account
in his accusations of the Stoics. Plutarch blurs the boundaries between
common notions and common sense, and does not account for the
fact that not all common notions are preconceptions according to the
Stoics.53
These examples of Plutarch’s polemical strategy can be paralleled
by numerous passages in which he turns to lay intuitions to do away
with specific Stoic doctrines, while pretending to take on the Stoics
on the basis of their own principles. For example in 1061e: while
the Stoic sage, according to Plutarch, would remain completely free
from any feeling, including joy, at achieving the highest of goods (i.e.
consummate virtue),54 he says:
51

Plutarch CN 1084a, tr. and Greek text from Cherniss (1976, p. 855).

íti tc

koinc kaÈ sun jeic âxoikÐzontec ânnoÐac mllon dà ílwc nairoÜntec kaÈ diafjeÐrontec átèrac âpeisgousin llokìtouc kaÈ xènac.
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Casevitz and Babut (2002, p. 15). See further §3.
It has been argued (Babut (1969, p. 42-5)) and denied (Cherniss (1976, p. 626
n. 2) and Casevitz and Babut (2002, p. 21, also n. 50)) that in the two different
parts of CN two different types of critique are applied. In the first part Plutarch
would criticise the Stoics for inconsistency with the common notions which they
themselves accepted as criteria of truth, while the second part would contain a
critique on the basis of contrariety to common sense. Babut’s latest view on the
matter is that both in the first and in the second part Plutarch’s purpose is to
show that the Stoics contradict their own principles, not common sense. From
our investigation into Plutarch’s use of the term common notion above it can be
seen that there is, indeed, no difference between the first and the second part of
CN, but that Plutarch subtly but quickly slips from the first type of critique into
the second. In fact, most of CN seems based on the second type, contrariety to
common sense.
54
Whether Plutarch does justice to the Stoic position on the psycho-emotional
state of the sage is a different question. He often paraphrases or abbreviates the
53
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Yet, this is also at odds with the common conceptions, that
one be human and not rejoice at having got out of the greatest
evils into the greatest goods.55

Similarly in 1068d:
Among the assertions that are at odds with the common conceptions one is that nobody who is base receives any benefit.
Yet there are many men who make progress by being educated
and who are liberated from slavery . . . 56

With careful reading we can discover the clever twists that Plutarch
employs in his polemics as he blurs the conceptual distinctions analysed in §2.1 and as he turns the argument from preconceptions into
arguments from common notions into arguments from common sense.
Plutarch starts out with a relatively straightforward and fair representation of Stoic views, but he proceeds to broaden the notions at
issue to such an extent that he ends up with a blurred mixture of
preconceptions, common notions, and common sense. He then uses
this mixture to turn the tables on the Stoics.

2.3

Conclusion

Returning to the question posed at the beginning of this chapter:
to what extent is the use of fragments on common notions and
notions simpliciter justified when investigating the Stoic theory of
preconceptions? The Stoics appear to have made a neat distinction
between ‘ordinary’ notions and preconceptions based on the way
they come about. Veridical notions were called preconceptions, but
Stoic doctrine at issue, making it appear strange and counter-intuitive. What
matters now is his appeal to common sense against the view he ascribes to the
Stoics.
55
Plut. CN 1061e, tr. and Greek text from Cherniss (1976, p. 681). >All
kkeØno par tc koinc ânnoÐac âstÐn, njrwpon înta m qaÐrein âk tÀn megÐstwn
kakÀn ân toØc megÐstoic gajoØc genìmenon.

56

Plut, CN 1068d, tr. and Greek text from Cherniss (1976, p. 729).

én ti tÀn

par tc ânnoÐac legomènwn âstÈ tì mhdèna faÜlon ²feleØsjai. kaÐtoi paideuìmenoÐ ge polloÈ prokìptousi kaÈ douleÔontec âleujeroÜntai. . . . Further examples
of Plutarch appealing to laymen’s intuitions pretending to call upon veridical
common notions can be found in 1060b, c, e; 1061a, b, c; 1063 d; 1070e; 1074b;
1085b.
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less technical jargon also allows the use of the term ‘natural notion’,
be it at the risk of confusion with ordinary notions: consciously or
unconsciously the qualification ‘natural’ is left out and the difference
between the two contrasting species of notions disappears. A simple
appeal to notions of whatever origin then quickly turns into an
appeal to common sense intuitions, regardless of whether these are
natural, trustworthy, true notions or cultural, conventional, habitual
superstitions. Fragments featuring ‘notions’ simpliciter or ‘common
notions’, therefore, have to be treated extremely carefully if used
to elucidate some aspect of the theory of preconceptions. Our case
study of Plutarch showed his sloppiness with regard to the relevant
terminological distinctions. This makes much of his On Common
Notions useless as a source on the Stoic theory of preconceptions.
Due to his polemical rhetoric it is often nearly impossible to decide
just from the terms used, without looking at the context, whether a
passage featuring notions or common notions does, indeed, concern
preconceptions or whether it rather discusses non-natural, taught
notions or an appeal to consensus omnium.

3
Origins of Error
G
Although we spontaneously form only natural notions in a natural
environment, these preconceptions are still in need of proper articulation and are, therefore, easily distorted. The process of articulation
of natural notions is a difficult and delicate business that easily fails
to keep false additions at bay, as we have seen in §1.4. This will prove
essential for the further answers of the Stoics to the question why
we stray from the right path. Having examined these answers from
an epistemological perspective in this third chapter, we will be in a
better position to evaluate the exact status of traditional opinions
and the ways to improve them according to the Stoics in part 2.
If nature, God, or the world-reason is all-pervading, provident and
predetermining, as the Stoics maintain, it is hard to see where God’s
excellent plan goes astray and where evil comes from.1 Usually, the
discussion of the origin of evil is divided between moral evil, at the
level of the individual, and physical evil, at the level of the cosmos.2
On a cosmic level, the Stoics answered this question of the theodicy
by maintaining that the Stoic god is not omnipotent and that there
1

On the providential creation of humanity by a good god, cf. e.g. Aët. Plac.
1.7.33, DL 7.135-6, 142, 147, Cic. ND 2.133, Porph. De Abst. 3.20.1,3. On Chrysippus recognising the problem of the theodicy, see, for instance, Plut. SR 1051c. As
it would take us too far afield to discuss Stoic theodicy here, I refer to further
discussions by Long (1968), Kerferd (1977–1978), Mansfeld (1979), Vegetti (1983),
Mansfeld (1999), Tieleman (2003, p. 132 ff.), and Algra (2003a).
2
Cf. Algra (2003a, p. 170-1). On individual character being conditioned by
the body and the all-pervading divine intellect, see Tieleman (2002, p. 212).
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are certain limits to his powers.3 Moral evil is not attributable to God
either,4 but to man himself, as he alone is responsible for assenting
to wrong propositions.5 That is where we can see the connection
between the origin of vice or evil and the origin of misconception. We
may point to Cleanthes, who held that virtue was based on cognitions
(katalêpseis: DL 7.127 = SVF 3.237). Moreover, vice is an erroneous
judgement of value.6 In short, mistaken judgements form the basis
for moral evil. In this chapter, I would like to focus on this epistemic
basis of evil, as one might call it.
I will first introduce the Stoic twofold source of corruption (§3.1)
and next examine each in detail. Thus, the first source of corruption,
the persuasiveness of external things,7 will be the focus of §3.2. The
second point of departure, that of society and education, will be
investigated in §3.3. This cultural transmission is rightly second in
line, because there would first have to be some error to transmit.8

3.1

Twofold Source of Corruption

As we naturally develop true notions in a providentially determined
world, it might seem strange that our notions diverge from person
to person at all. One straightforward explanation for our having
different notions is the argument from distinct natural environments
3

Chrysippus, for instance, argued that the good cannot exist without the bad
and that the good inevitably involves some collateral evil – cf. Aulus Gellius NA
7.1 = SVF 2.1169-70. For a basic understanding of the limitations of the Stoic
god, I owe much to Long (1968, p. 332 ff.), and Algra (2003a, p. 171-2).
4
If God is good and created man providentially, he must at least have provided
him with all means necessary to become happy. Cf. Sen. EM 90.1: philosophy itself
is a boon which the gods have bestowed upon us; they have given the knowledge
thereof to none, but the faculty of acquiring it they have given to all (ipsam
philosophiam di tribuissent; cuius scientiam nulli dederunt, facultatem omnibus).
5
See e.g. the well-known line in Cleanthes’ Hymn to Zeus: nothing is done
without you, God, “except what bad men do in their ignorance”.
6
On this line of thought, see also Stob. 2.7 p. 106,21 Wachsmuth (= SVF
3.528), who indicates that all errors are equal, i.e. in missing the truth, and stem
from the same source, i.e. mistaken judgement.
7
Cf. DL 7.89, see p. 59 ff. below.
8
As Graver (2007, p. 150) notes. In this context, Vegetti (1983, p. 80ff), in
the wake of ancient commentators such as Galen (On the soul 1.351 k.4 = SVF
3.234.1), wonders who corrupted the first corruptors. We will return to Vegetti’s
answer in §3.3.
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in which we grow up and in which we develop our preconceptions.9
Unfortunately, this argument only clarifies the differences in true
notions that we have, but not how we come to accept false notions
as true.
If, in a natural environment we spontaneously form only preconceptions, when and why did we first begin to pick up unnatural,
mistaken notions at all? According to the Stoics, providence provided
humankind with reason, not with knowledge. Still, with this reason,
which is in principle pure and faultless, we are capable of achieving
true knowledge. Now if, as the Stoics believe, we naturally form
only preconceptions, why did they find themselves surrounded by
opinions contrary to their own? Unfortunately, in practice the road
to knowledge is not free of obstacles, the Stoics held, and people are
easily corrupted and form misconceptions. Diogenes Laërtius informs
us that:
A rational living being is now corrupted by the plausibilities
of external things, then by talk of his companions, for nature
gives [only] uncorrupted starting points (aphormai ).10

Galen and Calcidius develop their discussions of corrupting factors
along similar lines.11 Galen tells us that according to the Stoics
the perversion of reason has two causes: the nature of the things
themselves and the education of the many. According to Calcidius,
error arises from the things themselves and from the promulgation of
rumour.
We should note that Diogenes is very explicit about the fact that
nature is not the cause of corruption or error. Despite what appears
9

As M. Frede (1999c, p. 320) reminds us: “if one grows up in an environment
with trees and camels, one will naturally end up with a notion of a tree and a
notion of a camel, without having set out to form them.” On the other hand, one
may add, someone living in the middle of the desert will not automatically form a
preconception of the sea. It is important to note that this does not imply that the
person from the desert would be unable in principle to form a preconception of
the sea: he will do so, as soon as he is presented with the appropriate impressions.
10
DL 7.89 (= SVF 3.228), my translation. Text from Marcovich: Diastrèfesjai
dà tä logikän zÄon potà màn di tc tÀn êxwjen pragmatÀn pijanìthtac, potà dà

. See
also Gal. PHP V 5, 14 (= SVF 3.229a) and Calc. In Tim. 165-7 (= SVF 3.229),
to which we will return in §3.2.
11
Gal. PHP 5.5.14 (= SVF 3.229a), Calc. In Tim. 165-7 (= SVF 3.229). For
a comparison of their reports, see Tieleman (2003, p. 137-9).
di tn kat qhsin tÀn sunìntwn; âpeÈ  fÔsic formc dÐdwsin diastrìfouc
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to be suggested by Galen and Calcidius, the Stoics clearly did not
want to blame nature for our evil condition and misconceptions.12
Indeed, they held that nature has given us all means necessary to
achieve knowledge and happiness through perfect reasoning, as Seneca
emphasises.13 For Diogenes’ starting points (aphormai ) we may think
of true impressions (phantasiai ) and a mind as a blanc sheet that
are in principle sufficient for the acquisition of preconceptions. This
parallels what we saw in chapter 1: preconceptions can be criteria
of truth precisely because of their unimpaired natural origin, but
before they constitute true knowledge they have to be perfected and
articulated.
The second source of corruption (on which see §3.3) is directly
related to the question of the origin of civilisation. This is a complex
topic in Stoic doctrine, connected with their views on divine providence and the question of evil. Whereas Epicurus was also interested
in theoretical aspects of the origin of civilisation (e.g. concerning the
origin of language and a social contract), the subject seems to appeal
to the Stoics primarily for its practical aspects. They appear to be
first and foremost concerned with the practical project of redeeming
themselves from the poor epistemic and moral conditions prevailing in
their environment. Some story was required about how the situation
came to be as bad as they found it.14

12

This appears from Diogenes’ claim. A similar thought is taken up by Origenes
in Contra Celsum III 69 vol. 1 p. 262,12 Kö (= SVF 3.233), where he argues that
God did not create a single rational soul wicked.
13
Sen. EM 49.11 (= SVF 3.219). As Long (1968, p. 336) concludes from this
passage: “nature herself gives man an imperfecta ratio which unless it is prevented
or corrupted by external forces will lead him to the correct concept of good. The
innate phusis is no source of corruption; nor for that matter is it the source of
goodness, but it naturally conducts a man to a state in which he can acquire
goodness by his own efforts.”
14
The connection between moral and epistemological corruption lies close at
hand: in Stoicism moral evil consists in a disturbed soul, i.e. a soul disturbed by
emotions, which, being wrong judgements, amount to epistemological perversion,
cf. p. 58 above. On the corruption of reason as the cause of evil, see further
Bénatouı̈l (2007, p. 113-119).
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In the passage quoted above,15 Diogenes directs our attention to
the ‘plausibilities of things from outside’ (tc tÀn êxwjen pragmatÀn
pijanìthtac) as the first of two causes of mental corruption. Galen and
Calcidius speak of the ‘nature of things themselves’, and simply ‘things
themselves’, respectively.16 Only in the course of his treatment, when
Galen rephrases Chrysippus’ two causes of corruption, does Galen
specify that one of them is about perversion due to persuasiveness of
appearances (diastrofc di te tn pijanìthta tÀn fantasiÀn).
It is not obvious what this persuasiveness would be. Formally,
it is ‘what induces us to assent’.17 The concept of the ‘convincing’
(pithanon) features in Chrysippean arguments involving increasing
levels of clarity.18 Although the notion was to play a central role in
Scepticism, Carneades actually borrowed it from the Stoics.19 Sextus
Empiricus distinguished no less than three cases in which something
can be called persuasive:
‘Convincing’ [pithanon], for our present purpose, is said in
three ways: first, of what both is and appears true; secondly,
what of is actually false but appears true; and thirdly, what is
common to them both.20
15

DL 7.89 (= SVF 3.228), see p. 59.
Gal. PHP V 5, 14 (= SVF 3.229a): the perversion of reason has two causes:
the nature of the things themselves (âx aÎt¨c tÀn pragmtwn t¨c fÔsewc) and the
education of the many (kat qhsic tÀn pollÀn njr¸pwn). Calc. In Tim. 165-7
(= SVF 3.229): error arises from the things themselves (ex rebus ipsis) and from
the promulgation of rumour (ex divulgatione famae).
17
DL 7.75, tä gon eÊc sugkatjesin.
18
As Tieleman (1996, p. 264-87) has shown.
19
See Tieleman (1996, p. 277) and Sedley (1982, p. 250) and the references
provided in note 26 there.
20
SE M 7.174-5, tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 452) (modified), Greek
text from Mutschmann and Mau: tä dà pijanän ±c präc tä parän lègetai triqÀc,
16

kaj' éna màn trìpon tä lhjèc te ïn kaÈ fainìmenon lhjèc, kaj' éteron dà tä
yeudàc màn kajest°c fainìmenon dà lhjèc, kat dà trÐton tä [lhjàc] koinän
mfotèrwn. Cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 265-6), who rephrases Sextus: convincing is “b)
‘that which is false but appears true’, e.g. in the way in which false argument may
be called convincing; c) ‘that which is common to both truth and falsity’. This last
usage, which leaves it open whether the thing so described is true or false, may be
compared with Philodemus, Sign. 7.26-38, where the Stoic Dionysius connects the
pijanìn with the eÖlogon (‘probable’, ‘reasonable’) which is elsewhere explained
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Notice that the first two cases feature a distinction between the way
things are and the way they appear and that the third presupposes
the first two. In a context dealing with miscarriages of judgment, this
distinction amounts to a discrepancy between the way things are and
the way they appear to the one who gets corrupted. So, obviously,
the first option can be dismissed as irrelevant in the present context;
we will return to the second and third later.
Furthermore, it seems that, according to the Stoics, we can consider appearances (phainomena) from (at least) three different angles.
Sextus21 presents them as three ordered types of presentation (phantasia), attributed to the Stoics. As Tieleman (1996, p. 276) summarises:
“(1) classification of presentations in general with regard to convincingness; (2) classification of convincing presentations with regard to
truth; (3) classification of true presentations with regard to cognition
(katlhyic).” The space for epistemic corruption is to be found in
presentations of type 2, those plausible yet false. This enables us
to conclude that the formula ‘the persuasiveness of appearances’ in
Galen is more precise than ‘the plausibilities of external things’ in
Diogenes. Yet, we should not on this basis doubt the authenticity of
Diogenes’ formulation, which is, as we will see, not altogether off the
mark.
Now Galen asks Chrysippus why “pleasure projects the persuasive
appearance that it [i.e. pleasure – CvS] is good, and pain that it is
bad.”22 Calcidius’ report, having the same drift as Galenus’, can help
us shed some light on the Stoic answer to this question, although
Calcidius does not mention any kind of persuasiveness. Calcidius is, of
course, a rather late and diffuse source with respect to the doctrines of
(early) Stoicism. It is not always clear when he is reporting Stoic views
as that which has more chances of being true than false’ (DL 7.76).” Bury (1935)
translates the last sense as “of that which is at once both true and false.” On
the Stoic material contained in Sextus’ description of Carneades’ conception of
pithana that precedes and follows this quotation, see Tieleman (1996, p. 273-87).
21
SE M 7.241-8 (= SVF 2.65).
22
Gal. PHP 5.5.19 (SVF 3.229a, infra), tr. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 415),
text from De Lacy (1978). “ârwthtèon aÎtän tn aÊtÐan di' £n don màn ±c gajän
lghd°n d' ±c kakän pijann probllousi fantasÐan. Although this question
focusses on the impression rather than on the propositional content or possible
epistemic mistakes, this experiential rather than epistemological orientation is
no problem for us. On the connection between vice and misconception, cf. p. 58
above.
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and when he is simply using Stoic terminology that has become part
of the philosophical koinê to express his own thoughts. Nevertheless,
the parallelism with the evidence from Galen and Diogenes Laërtius
concerning the Stoics permits us to treat his information about the
twofold source of corruption as largely reliable. Calcidius explains
the corruption that arises from the things themselves:
The reason is that for the newly born who are just coming out
of the maternal womb birth involves quite a lot of pain, because
they pass from a warm and moist environment into the chill
and dryness of the surrounding air. An artful precaution of the
midwives acts as remedy for this painful and chilly experience
that the children suffer. That is to say, the newly born are
comforted with warm water, and alternations are used and
similarity with the maternal lap [is created] through warming
up and swaddling. This relaxes the infant’s tender body, and
quiets it. Thus both sensations, the painful as well as the pleasant one, lead to a kind of natural opinion that everything sweet
and pleasurable is good, whereas what causes pain is bad and
to be avoided.
Older children have the same belief from the experience of
hunger and satiety, and from caresses and punishments. As
they mature, they persist in this previously formed belief that
everything nice is good, even if not useful,23 and that everything troublesome is bad, even if it brings some advantage.
Consequently they love wealth, which is the foremost means of
obtaining pleasure, and they embrace glory rather than honor.
Indeed, humans are by nature inclined to pursue praise and
honor – after all, honor is testimony to virtue. But those who
are prudent and engaged in the study of wisdom know what
sort of virtue they ought to cultivate, while the unknowing
many, because of their ignorance of things, cultivate glory and
popular esteem in place of honor. And in place of virtue they
pursue a life steeped in pleasures, believing that the power to
do what one wants is a quasi kingly prerogative. [. . . ] Similarly,
since the happy person necessarily enjoys life, they think that
those who live pleasurably will be happy. Such, I think, is the
23

Cf. SE M 11.22-7, quoted above, p. 28.
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error which arises ‘from things’ to possess the human mind.24

How is it possible that what in principle is indifferent for the Stoic
comes to be valued as good at the very beginning of our life? Calcidius
discusses what happens with newborns. Coming into the cold and
dry air from the warm and moist womb, the baby experiences pain.
The midwife then puts it into a warm bath and swaddling clothes,
which has a calming effect. These violent transitions from hot to
cold and back again have a disastrous physiological impact on the
baby’s soul. This is analysed in detail by Tieleman (2003, p. 161ff.).
The warm bath stops the necessary cooling and solidifying of the
pneuma into psychic breath. Thus, it prevents the soul from acquiring
the proper tension (tonos) that is needed to respond correctly to
potentially morally disrupting experiences.25 Because of the actions of
the midwife, the baby’s mind is unstable for the rest of his life. From a
moral perspective, the baby may well end up being a hedonist instead
of a good Stoic. In the remainder of this section, I intend to focus on
24

Calcidius In Tim. 165-6 (= SVF 3.229), my translation, based on Graver
(2007, p. 156), Moreschini et al. (2003) and Tieleman (2003, p. 161). Latin text
from Waszink: Quippe mox natis exque materno viscere decidentibus provenit
ortus cum aliquanto dolore, propterea quod ex calida atque humida sede ad frigus
et siccitatem aeris circumfusi migrent; adversum quem dolorem frigusque puerorum opposita est medicinae loco artificiosa obstetricum provisio, ut aqua calida
confoveantur recens nati adhibeanturque vices et similitudo materni gremii ex
calefactione atque fotu, quo laxatum corpus tenerum delectatur et quiescit. Ergo
ex utroque sensu tam doloris quam delectationis opinio quaedam naturalis exoritur
omne suave ac delectabile bonum, contraque quod dolorem afferat malum esse
atque vitandum.
cp. 166. Par atque eadem habetur sententia de indigentia quoque et exsaturatione,
blanditiis et obiurgationibus, cum aetatis fuerint auctioris, proptereaque confirmata
eadem aetate in anticipata sententia permanent omne blandum bonum, etiam si
sit inutile, omne etiam laboriosum, etiam si commoditatem afferat, malum existimantes. Consequenter divitias, quod praestantissimum sit in his instrumentum
voluptatis, eximie diligunt gloriamque pro honore amplexantur. Natura quippe omnis homo laudis atque honoris est appetens – est enim honor virtutis testimonium
–, sed prudentes quidem versatique in sciscitatione sapientiae viri sciunt, quam
et cuius modi debeant excolere virtutem, vulgus vero imperitum pro ignoratione
rerum pro honore gloriam popularemque existimationem colunt, pro virtute vero
vitam consectantur voluptatibus delibutam, potestatem faciendi quae velint regiam
quandam esse eminentiam existimantes [. . . ] Simul quia beatum necesse est libenter vivere, putant etiam eos, qui cum voluptate vivant beatos fore. Talis error est,
opinor, qui ex rebus ortus hominum animos possidet.
25
See, for instance, Cleanthes in Plut. SR 1034d (= SVF 1.563). On the relation
between tension and impulse, see also Kerferd (1977–1978, p. 489 ff.).
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the epistemological side of the first corruption, as a complement to
Tieleman’s physiological analysis.
Calcidius’ speaking of the corruption through the things themselves might seem to contradict Stoic theories of providential nature,
but a solution within Stoic theory seems to be available. The distinction between background conditions and active causes may be
sufficient to explain how the external things could themselves corrupt us. The background condition consists of the external objects
themselves, whereas the individual constitutes the active cause and
thus bears all responsibility for possible errors. The post-natal treatment, which impairs the newborn’s soul, will incline it to respond
sub-optimally to the influence of the external things themselves. In
this way, God is not responsible for our misconceptions and the corruption by the things themselves is compatible with the providential
organisation of the universe.
The problem is, that this reading of Calcidius’ passage appears
to give the midwives an overly central and all-important role. If their
treatment damages human souls as badly as Calcidius here suggests,
then how is it possible that people acquire veridical preconceptions at
all? It also leaves one wondering who gave the midwives the idea to
put infants in warm baths in the first place.26 Another interpretation
seems possible. I shall argue that this first type of corruption is occurs
because of the combination of the lack of corrective preconceptions
and systematic knowledge in newborns on the one hand, and a specific
feature of what the Stoics deem properly good on the other hand, i.e.
the pleasure that occurs as a side effect of obtaining the good. This
interpretation holds the individual responsible for its misconceptions
rather than attributing the errors to God, and it also avoids placing
all blame on some crucial action by the midwives. The Stoics, however,
do not seem to have indicated what causes the first steps of concept
formation of an infant to turn out correct in some cases and incorrect
in other cases.
It is clear from Calcidius’ account that experiences such as the
warm bath please the newborn. An unsuspecting reader might think
that this is because the baby believes pleasure to be good, as Calcidius
certainly suggests. For example, Galen does not see, or polemically
pretends not to see, how Chrysippus could hold that children can be
26

On the first corruptors, see further §3.3 below.
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. . . enticed by pleasure as a good thing, when they feel no
appropriation (oikeiôsis) with it, or that they avoid and flee
from pain if they are not by nature also alienated from it? [. . . ]
If Chrysippus does not actually say so, yet his words seem to
imply acceptance of the view that we feel a natural kinship and
alienation relative to each of the things mentioned [i.e. pleasure
and pain, praise/honor and blame/disgrace].27

If we look into the Stoic theory of appropriation (oikeiôsis),28 however,
we see that Galen misrepresents the point and that the infant does
not necessarily believe that pleasure is good and pain evil. Appropriation in its most comprehensive sense is directed at the preservation
and flourishing of one’s self. It begins with the pursuit of what is
conducive to one’s physical survival, but then shifts direction as we
progress towards our natural telos 29 as rational beings: it continues
by extending the circle of affinity to one’s family, friends, and fellow
citizens until it encompasses the entire cosmos.30 This process is
parallel to our development as human beings: our reason develops as
we mature and what is naturally akin to us changes accordingly.31
At the beginning of our lives, what is most important to our self
is physical preservation, the flourishing of our constitution. Graver
(2007, p. 149-171), analysing the beginnings of the process of ap27

Gal. PHP 5.5.14&18 (SVF 3.229a, infra), tr. and text from De Lacy (1978)
(modified). “tÐc gr ngkh toÌc paØdac Ípä màn t¨c don¨c ±c gajoÜ delezesjai
mhdemÐan oÊkeÐwsin êqontac präc aÎt n, postrèfesjai dà kaÈ feÔgein tän pìnon
eÒper m kaÈ präc toÜton llotrÐwntai fÔsei? [. . . ] eÊ gr m taØc fwnaØc, ll t¬
ge dunmei tÀn legomènwn åmologeØn êoiken å QrÔsippoc ±c êstin oÊkeÐwsÐc tè tic

[
and pìnoc, êpainoc
and yìgoc / timÐa,– CvS]”
28
This term is also variously translated with ‘familiarisation’, ‘congeniality’
and ‘affiliation’. For a brief overview of the theory, see e.g. Bett (2006, p. 536ff.).
29
The term ‘telos’ is employed, for instance, in DL 7.87-9.
30
DL 7.85 (SVF 3.178), Hierocles ap. Stobaeus 4.671,7-673,11, Plut. SR 1038b,
Cic. Fin. 3.62-8. As Cole (1967, p. 140) states: “Oikeiôsis on the rational level is
the product of development and self-realization [...]: [it] is automatically redirected
to the rational self as it begins to emerge.”
31
Algra (2003b, p. 289) emphasises the natural continuity of the process of
appropriation: “Yet there is also continuity between this [final] stage and the
earlier stages in so far as the rationality of the sage is no more or no less natural
than are the instincts of infants, and in so far as both the earlier and later stages
are stages of appropriation: the mechanism is not itself suddenly changed for
another one.”
mØn kaÈ llotrÐwsic fÔsei präc ékaston tÀn eÊrhmènwn. don

/ tim
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propriation, argues that the Stoics could explain that warm baths
appeal to the infant from the idea that they help him restore his
natural condition. The baby will avoid the cold and dry environment
into which he was born, because it differs radically from the warm
and moist environment that he had in the womb and threatens his
self-preservation. He does not believe that pain is bad, but avoids
what is not akin to his nature at that stage of his development.32
Key to understanding the subtleties of Stoicism at this point
is that the Stoics hold that the successful pursuit of our natural
affinities is generally accompanied by experiences of pleasure,33 while
pleasures as such are never conducive to our natural condition per
se. Indeed, there is a crucial distinction between what furthers the
development of our natural character, which is morally good and also
happens to be agreeable, and what is merely pleasurable, but does
not contribute to our growing toward our telos. Pleasure is but a side
effect (epigennêma) of obtaining the good and nothing to be pursued
for its own sake.34 One may conclude that the Stoics, albeit covertly,
acknowledged the motivational force of Epicurus’ criteria of pleasure
and pain, but rejected them as sound ethical criteria of ‘goodness’.
At this point we may revert to the persuasiveness of which Diogenes Laërtius and Galen speak. We experience something agreeable
and are persuaded to pursue it; or, mutatis mutandis, we experience
something disagreeable and are convinced to avoid it. The persuasiveness lies not within the things themselves that somehow make
us believe that they are good or bad, but rather in the impressions
32

Cic. Fin. 3.16 (= SVF 3.182) confirms this. Sen. EM 102.26, however,
highlighting aspects of birth similar to those featuring in Calcidius’ account,
seems to suggest that the prenatal situation should not postnatally be sought
after because it represents an earlier stage of the infant’s development to which he
should not return. While it is, of course, necessary for our development as rational
human beings that we do not remain in a foetal phase, this passage in Seneca is
strongly coloured by his aversion for everything that hints of luxury and softness.
33
Cf. DL 7.86 (SVF 3.178), Cic. Leg. 1.31 (SVF 3.230). On pleasure as a
supervenient, see, e.g., Pohlenz (1948, p. 132-4), Haynes (1962), Brunschwig (1986,
esp. 134f.), and Graver (2007, p. 157-61). On primary impulse and its relation to
pleasure, see also Inwood (1985, esp. chapt. 6, p. 192ff.).
34
While never good in and of themselves, pleasurable experiences are common
to the pursuit of both genuinely good and genuinely bad things. The pursuit of
the latter also brings painful experiences that the former absolutely and crucially
lack. Of course, the Stoics recognised that, all things being equal, we prefer certain
indifferent things over others, such as health over illness.
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that we receive of them. Despite that we may be inclined to accept
an impression that something is good or bad, we should not forget
that, according to the Stoics, it remains up to us to decide whether
something is genuinely good or bad, and hence truly worth pursuing.35 Thus, as I argued above, Galen is more precise in his phrasing,
persuasiveness of appearances, than Diogenes. However, Diogenes’
formulation, plausibilities of external things, has something for it
as well, as it brings out the way in which reason is passed by. In a
certain sense our earliest impressions must do without the rational
judgement that allow us to assent or not to assent to them, as the
rational system of conceptions upon which we base this judgement is
not yet in place. This makes it seem that the things themselves leave
us no choice but to consider them good or bad. In reality, however,
we have the option to consider them so or not, as the impressions
at issue that we have of these things are not cognitive or ‘kataleptic’
and hence do not force us to assent.
We left the discussion of what can be called persuasive in Sextus
Empiricus (p. 61 above) with two candidate cases: what appears true
but is false, and what ‘is common to them both’. Both could apply
to a source of corruption. In the second case, in which something is
called convincing in the way a false argument may be convincing,
we would say that pleasure appears good without actually being so.
This is what the Stoics often stressed. However, as we have seen, they
also recognised a type of pleasure as a side-effect of the good. On
the basis of the Stoic view of human development as reconstructed
thus far, we may conclude that pleasure may thus appear good, but
is actually an effect common to the attainment of both good and bad
things. Hence, pleasure is at most a fallible36 marker of the good, not
a reliable criterion of truth or goodness. It is as easy as it is risky to
make do with that defective standard before we have the conceptual
35

As Kerferd (1977–1978, p. 488) remarks on the basis of Cic. Fin. 5.41-2
and Clem. Al. Strom. 2.487 (= SVF 2.714), the stage of instinctive action upon
receiving an impression, such as we see with animals and children, is succeeded by
a stage in which we, adult human beings, “have the power to choose between senseimpressions and are not simply carried along into action be them.” For a compact
analysis of the Stoic view of assent to an impression against the background of
Stoic determinist physics, see Long (1968, p. 337 ff., esp. p. 340). For the necessity
of training to assent to the right impressions only, cf. e.g. Strange (2004, p. 48).
36
On the fallibility of persuasive presentations, cf. DL 7.75, with the comments
by Sedley (1982, p. 252, and note 32).
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apparatus at hand to decide properly about what is fitting to our
natural constitution, what is genuinely good.37
Precisely this is what constitutes the problem of the first corruption. Since experiences of pleasure co-occur with fulfilling our natural
affinities, it is, as Graver (2007, p. 157) remarks,
easy for a mind which has not yet formed the requisite concepts
to assume that it is the pleasure involved, rather than the
benefit to the natural functioning of our bodies and family
units, that is of value. Some epistemic confusion is practically
inevitable [in Calcidius’ report – CvS]; it is “a kind of natural
belief” and yet not a true belief.

With respect to this epistemic confusion, Calcidius’ wording is highly
significant, especially in view of the whole process of knowledgeacquisition (see §1.3 and §1.4). He says that from these experiences of
neonates arises a kind of natural belief (opinio quaedam naturalis), but
he carefully, I would even go as far as to say deliberately, avoids calling
them natural notions.38 Infants are easily confused because they do
not yet have any preconceptions, let alone articulated preconceptions
or knowledge, that they could use as criterion. Calcidius’ message is
that without a basic, natural notion of the good and just we tend
to confuse the two categories of the pleasurable and the beneficial.
This seems to be a faithful representation of Chrysippus’ view that
is confirmed by Galen’s report of Posidonius’ improvements on it:
Indeed, Posidonius censures (Chrysippus) on these points also,
and he tries to show that the causes of all false superstitions
arise in the theoretical sphere through ignorance, and in the
practical through the pull of the affections, but that false
37

Long (1968, p. 336-7).
Plenty of Latin alternatives for ‘preconception’ are available, as we can learn
for instance from Cicero, who uses anticipatio, praesensio, and even the general
notio (Ac. 2.30, ND 1.43, 2.12-3, 2.45). For comparable uses of ‘natural’, see
Chrysippus’ non-normative use of ‘natural’ (phusikos) with respect to emotion
ap. Plut. SR 1046c (= SVF 3.418, cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 163 n. 60)). See also
Seneca EM 116.3), who uses a phrasing very similar to Calcidius: “Who denies
that all the emotions flow as it were from a kind of natural source?” (Quis negat
omnis adfectus a quodam quasi naturali fluere principio? ). Tieleman (2003, p
134) suggests that the baby’s opinion that pleasure is to be pursued can be called
quasi-natural because it occurs so early in our lives.
38
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opinions precede this pull, because the reasoning part has
become weak in judgment. For conation, he [Posidonius – CvS]
says, is sometimes generated in the animal as a result of the
judgment of the reasoning part, but often as a result of the
movement of the affective part.39

Chrysippus looked into the cause of the general human attraction
to pleasure and avoidance of pain on the basis of his theory of appropriation. Posidonius apparently refined Chrysippus’ treatment
by pointing out that people are not naturally attracted to what
is not genuinely good, but that they lack the knowledge to distinguish between the good-which-has-pleasure-as-a-side-effect and the
pleasurable-but-not-actually-good. Because of our lack of knowledge,
furthermore, there is no way to correct such mistakes – independently
of our educators, that is. Once we have our system of knowledge
in place, we will be less prone to confuse such essentially distinct
categories as the pleasurable and the beneficial. However, by that
time bad habits have already been formed because false opinions
that result from ignorance weaken the rational soul and make it ever
more prone to choose or believe wrongly.40 Through the repetition
of mistakes we come to value pleasure as the good, and our natural
tendency toward virtue becomes overwhelmed by wrong habits and
beliefs. Although it may be natural to live in accordance with nature
and to develop only true beliefs, this is not to say that people normally do so.41 Notwithstanding our providential natural environment,
the first perversion becomes a fact.
39

Gal. PHP 5.5.21 (= SVF 3.229a), text and translation from De Lacy (1978,
p. 318-21), my emhpasis. kaÈ gr kaÈ taÜj' å Poseid¸nioc mèmfetai kaÈ deiknÔnai
peirtai pasÀn tÀn eudÀn Ípol yewn tc aÊtÐac ân màn tÄ jewrhtikÄ <gÐgnesjai
di' majÐac, ân dà tÄ praktikÄ> di t¨c pajhtik¨c ålk¨c, prohgeØsjai d' aÎt¨c
tc yeudeØc dìxac sjen santoc perÈ tn krÐsin [tn] toÜ logistikoÜ; gennsjai
gr tÄ z¼ú tn årmn ânÐote màn âpÈ t¬ toÜ logistikoÜ krÐsei, pollkic d' âpÈ t¬
kin sei toÜ pajhtikoÜ.

40

Cf. Wildberger (2006a, p. 91), who argues that assenting to false convincing
impressions not only produces new misconceptions, but also loosens the grip of
the mind on what it already accurately grasped earlier.
41
On the distinction between the naturalness and normality of the moral life,
cf. Long (1968, p. 336): “We have to distinguish [. . . ] between natural and normal.
In calling virtue a life in accordance with nature and regarding this as natural to
man the Stoics did not mean that it is regularly realized.”
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Corruptive Instruction: Transmitting
Errors

Now that we have seen how the first corruption comes into being, it
is time to investigate the way it is transmitted and grows throughout
human history. Apart from the corruption through the things themselves as discussed in the previous section, the Stoics considered our
upbringing a decisive factor that steers us into the wrong direction.
A very direct example of harmful communication of surrounding
people can be found in Seneca, when he warns against the influence
of parents’ prayers for the supposed blessings of health and wealth on
the moral development of their children.42 As if the ordeal of birth
in itself were not enough to risk upsetting the infant’s ideas about
what is good for him, he is positively guided in the wrong direction
by the people surrounding him – enemies, friends, parents, slaves,
and neighbours alike.43
Diogenes Laërtius speaks of the talk of our companions,44 Galen
of the talk of the many,45 and Calcidius of the divulgence of fama:
the talk of the multitude, rumor, tradition, or public opinion.46 We
may summarise with Kerferd (1977–1978, p. 492) that part of the
reason we turn aside from natural logos is that we listen to the people
with whom we are associated.47

3.3.1

The First Corruptors

Although the corrupting communication seems verbal, it is not exclusively oral. According to old Liddell and Scott, ‘katêchêsis’ is
42

E.g. Sen. EM 32.4, 60 and 115.11-2. As argued above (p. 58), we can conceive
of vice as an error of judgement, i.e. as a mistaken conception of what is the case
and what is an appropriate reaction to the situation. Hence, the origin of mistaken
conceptions is closely related to the origin of vice and evil and this connection
lies directly below the surface of these analyses of the origin of moral evil.
43
Sen. EM 94.53 (= SVF 3.232), also 94.54, which is not contained in SVF.
From Cic. Leg. 1.47 (=SVF 3.229b) we might infer that the people surrounding
us include not only our parents, but also nurses, teachers, poets and those in the
theatrical business.
44
DL 7.89 (= SVF 3.228) – tn kat qhsin tÀn sunìntwn.
45
Gal. PHP 5.5, 14 (= SVF 3.229a) – âk kathq sewc tÀn pollÀn njr¸pwn.
46
Calc. In Tim. 165-7 (= SVF 3.229, cf. §3.2) – ex divulgatione famae.
47
On influences of this communication on the corruption of reason, cf. also
Bénatouı̈l (2007, p. 113-119, esp. p. 117f.).
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instruction by word of mouth or instruction in general, but also
communication with companions in a bad sense. For this use they
refer specifically to the Chrysippean passages we are here discussing.
Interestingly, ‘katêchêsis’ also has the connotation of muffling, as in
music when one instrument drowns out the sound of another. In this
context, one might think of the voice of the many drowning out the
voice of nature.48 As we will see later on (chapter 4), we have to take
this verbal communication in a quite general sense that encompasses
not only what is transmitted by word of mouth, but also, notably, the
myths told in Homeric, Hesiodic, and tragic poetry and the messages
conveyed by sculpture and the other visual arts. Calcidius’ report
warrants this broader interpretation. In his explanation of the second
way of corruption, which he picks up after his treatment of the first
(discussed in §3.2), Calcidius explains:
The one which arises ‘from transmission’ is a whispering added
to the aforementioned error through the prayers of our mothers and nurses for wealth and glory and other things falsely
supposed to be good, and a disturbance from the bogeys which
frighten young people very much, and from comfortings and
everything like that. Yes, and think of poetry, which shapes
the minds of older children, and of the impressive productions
of other authors! How great an influence concerning pleasure
and suffering do they exert on the novice mind! What about
painters and sculptors? Do they not deliberately lead the mind
toward sweetness?49

Clearly, apart from obstacles deriving from the nature of the things
themselves, the environment of infants and children is not, or no
48

Cf. e.g. Wildberger (2006a, p. 91) who in this respect speaks of the “voices
of the many sounding all around us”.
49
Calc. Tim. 167 (=SVF 3.229, infra), tr. adapted from Graver (2007, p.
156), Greek text from Waszink. Ex divulgatione autem succedit errori supra dicto
ex matrum et nutricum votis de divitiis gloriaque et ceteris falso putatis bonis
insusurratio, <in> terriculis etiam, quibus tenera aetas vehementius commovetur,
nec non in solaciis et omnibus huius modi perturbatio. Quin etiam corroboratarum
mentium delinitrix poetica et cetera scriptorum et auctorum opera magnifica
quantam animis rudibus invehunt iuxta voluptatem laboremque inclinationem
favoris? Quid pictores quoque et fictores, nonne rapiunt animos ad suavitatem ab
industria?
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longer, conducive to the natural and uninhibited formation of preconceptions. As Cicero argues:
When we come into the light of day [. . . ] we find ourselves immersed in a corrupt atmosphere and a sea of mistaken opinions.
It seems as if we drink in error with our nurse’s milk. When
we are restored to our parents and handed over to teachers,
we are drenched with various species of error [. . . ] We should
add also the poets, whom we have to read, listen to, commit
to heart, and thus impress deeply in our minds. When we add
in also popular opinion, in the role of chief instructor, with the
whole mob rushing from all sides to agree in vice, then we are
completely corrupted by false opinions and we are alienated
from nature.”50

This passage makes clear that preconceptions are not (anymore) de
facto formed in a purely natural environment: from the moment of
birth we are surrounded by people, with all their unnatural, superstitious misconceptions and bad habits.51 In fact, despite nature being
good and providential, the Stoics held that most, if not all, people are
fools. In the context of explaining the origin of the ‘bambino cattivo’
within a providential world such as the Stoics maintained, Vegetti
(1983, p. 80ff.) in the wake of Galen52 asks who corrupted the first
corruptors. Let me first address Vegetti’s answer and then propose
my own solution.
50

Cic. Tusc. 3.2-3, tr. from Inwood and Donini (1999, p. 708), Latin from King
(1927). [. . . ] simul atque editi in lucem [. . . ] in omni continuo pravitate et in
summa opinionum perversitate versamur, ut paene cum lacte nutricis errorem
suxisse videamur. Cum vero parentibus redditi, dein magistris traditi sumus, tum
ita variis imbuimur erroribus [. . . ] Accedunt etiam poetae, qui cum magnam
speciem doctrinae sapientiaeque prae se tulerunt, audiuntur, leguntur, ediscuntur
et inhaerescunt penitus in mentibus; cum vero eodem quasi maximus quidam
magister populus accessit atque omnis undique ad vitia consentiens multitudo, tum
plane inficimur opinionum pravitate a naturaque desciscimus, ut nobis optime
naturae vim vidisse videantur[. . . ]
51
Although the Stoics are not mentioned as such, Inwood and Donini (1999,
p. 708) consider this passage to be certainly influenced by Stoicism. On the
environment not being actually purely natural anymore according to the Stoics,
cf. also Boys-Stones (2001, p. 25-6).
52
Gal. PHP 5.5.15-6, cf. also Gal. On the Soul 1.351 K. IV p. 816f. (partly in
SVF 3.234).
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Vegetti (1983, p. 80-1) argues that the first explanation of corruption, from the persuasiveness of the external things, is inconclusive.
According to him, it cannot be the (sole) cause of misconception and
knowledge corrupted by opinion. It depends on us, our minds, to
assent to our impressions and only a mind that is already corrupted
would assent to false impressions. However, I believe that according
to Stoicism, a mind does not need to be corrupted to make mistakes
of this sort. A lack of knowledge, of properly articulated and firmly
embedded true conceptions and impressions (cf. §1.4), is sufficient to
open up the possibility of the confusion of pleasure with the good
with all its consequences (cf. §3.2).
When one rejects the first explanation of corruption, the second
explanation that the Stoics offered, the communication of the many,
becomes inconclusive. Indeed, with Galen, Vegetti argues that the
starting points of corruption cannot be ascribed to either of the two
factors that the Stoics proposed. It cannot be blamed on nature,
which is providential and good according to the Stoics, nor can it
be blamed on our cultural upbringing. If corruption were simply
ascribed to society, or socialisation, the Stoics would have no other
option than to retreat from society, Vegetti suggests. He claims
that the Stoics, because seclusion was no option to them, sought an
explanation of moral corruption in some repeated micro-processes
that can be found in everyday life. He sees the warm baths after
birth in Calcidius’ description as the first steps of nurture, education,
and socialisation, which happen at the hands of mothers and nurses
that follow immemorial customs in the most interior part of the
home.53 Even if these practices of nursery, the ‘artful precautions
of the midwives’, are meant well, their effects are disastrous and
include the belief that pain is evil and should be avoided at all costs.
Vegetti argues that by thus placing the origins of the corruption of
humankind in private micro-processes outside the view of official
culture, the Stoics could save nature, reason, and public culture from
taking the blame for cultural corruption:
Per gli stoici, imputare alla puericoltura la responsabilità almeno inziale della stoltezza ha molti vantaggi, anche se la causa
53

Vegetti (1983, p. 83) notices a Platonic origin of this thought in the sense
that Plato already feared this sphere because it eluded the rational control of the
law-giver (Leg. 7.788a-b, 792a).
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può apparire sproporzionata all’effetto: permette di discolpare
insieme la natura, la ragione e la società ‘ufficiale’. . . 54

Although Vegetti aptly analyses some historical aspects of this Stoic
argument, he follows Galen’s verdict too easily and uncritically, and
from a systematic point of view his solution is hardly satisfactory.
Not only does the cause, indeed, seem disproportionate to the effect,
Vegetti just pushes back the problem by placing it outside the view
of official culture. The Stoics held that cultural corruption does not
halt at the doorstep.55
We may answer Vegetti’s question about the first corruptors differently, by taking into account the wider context of Stoic philosophy.
Although the development and articulation of preconceptions is a
spontaneous and natural process, it is not trivial. In §3.2 it has
become clear that while the things themselves somehow open up
the possibility of error, it is entirely our responsibility if we err, not
nature’s. In the earliest stages of our lives, when we do not yet know
better, we are prone to mixing up the categories of the good and the
pleasurable. This holds for all of us, even for the very first generations
of humankind.56 We are especially likely to fall for this confusion
because from the moment of our birth we have to cope with false
opinions of the people around us. Only the very first generations of
humankind are excepted from that corruptive influence.
Zeno, and presumably the rest of the Stoics as well, held that the
earliest people had chtonic origins.57 As a consequence, they had no
educators imposing wrong ideas. Since nature itself is not a source
of corruption either (cf. p. 59), this gives them a certain advantage,
on which see below. Yet, even in their case succes is not guaranteed,
as they, too, had to deal with the possible confusion arising from
the nature of the things themselves. For instance, the slightly less
54

Vegetti (1983, p. 83).
Cf. e.g. Sen. EM 32.4, 60 and 115.11-2, mentioned above.
56
Pace Boys-Stones (2001, p. 25), the way in which the Stoics thought that
rationality develops in the human mind does provide openings for the introduction
of false beliefs in the earliest men, as I have shown in §3.2.
57
Zeno in Cens. De Die Nat. 4.10 ( = SVF 1.124). Orig. Contra Celsum 1.37
( = SVF 2.739) speaks of ‘the same Greeks’, presumably meaning the Stoics,
holding that the first people originated from the earth. In any case, the chtonic
origin of humankind was a traditional idea, cf., e.g., Tieleman (1996, p. 226) and
Edelstein (1967, p. 138).
55
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perfect people of old of which Seneca speaks in EM 90.44 (non erant
ingenia omnibus consummata) may be especially prone to mix up
pleasurable with good things. It may have been these people who
were not ‘endowed with mental faculties of highest perfection’ who
began this corruption and, even worse, who first introduced others
to this misconception. Galen’s report of Chrysippus claiming that
‘corruption arises in inferior men (tois phaulois) in regard to good and
evil’ confirms this.58 These slightly less perfect people need not have
had evil intentions, but simply believed they did something good and
did not know better. As such, they were responsible, unintentionally,
for the first steps into the process of corruption.59

3.3.2

The First People and Philosophy

This brings us to the Stoic view of the history of humanity and the
origins of culture or civilisation. As M. Frede (1989, p. 2075) has
remarked, we are badly informed about Stoic philosophical ideas about
history. We will examine the evidence with a view to determining
the import and consequences of Stoic views about history for the
epistemological questions at issue. Although some of the earliest
people were not perfect,60 humanity in general was undoubtedly
better than it is nowadays. As Sextus Empiricus reports (M 9.28),
at least some younger Stoics held that the insight of the first people
into nature surpasses that of their contemporaries:
Some of the later Stoics declare that the first men, the sons of
Earth, greatly surpassed the men of to-day in intelligence – as
one may learn from a comparison of ourselves with the men
of the past –, and that those ancient heroes possessed, as it
were, in the keenness of their intellect (oxutêta tês dianoias),
an extra organ of sense and apprehended the divine nature and
discerned certain powers of the gods.61
58

Gal. PHP 5.5.19 (= SVF 3.229a, infra), translation from De Lacy (1978).
In a second, quite unsatisfactory explanation, Seneca leaves out these persons
altogether, simply stating that “vice crept in” (subrepentibus vitiis, EM 90.6) and
in the form of avarice, luxury and the domestic crafts corrupted humankind.
60
Sen. EM 90.44, Gal. PHP 5.5.19 (= SVF 3.229a, infra), cf. above.
61
SE M 9.28, tr. based on Bury (1936). Text from Mutschmann: tÀn dà
59

newtèrwn StwikÀn fasÐ tinec toÌc pr¸touc kaÈ ghgeneØc tÀn njr¸pwn kat polÌ
tÀn nÜn sunèsei diafèrontac gegonènai, ±c presti majeØn âk t¨c mÀn präc toÌc
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Seneca and/or Posidionius probably are among these later Stoics.62
Indeed, scholars are often led to Seneca’s ninetieth Moral Letter ,
where Seneca both presents and opposes Posidionius’ account of the
origin of civilisation. It is difficult to disentangle the contributions
of Posidonius and Seneca himself in this letter.63 Other problems
concern the question whether Seneca posits two or three stages in
the history of humankind,64 and the exact relation of philosophy to
the arts and sciences.65
The central theme of the letter is the Stoic view of the earliest
condition of humanity, of the way it strayed from the right path, and of
the role of philosophy throughout this history. Seneca seems to waver
between the idealisation of a kind of hard primitivism and the vision of
a Hesiodic Golden Age in the beginning.66 Here, as almost everywhere
in ancient accounts of a Golden Age, a supposedly historical account
nearly imperceptibly flows over into a theoretical and normative
explanation of the rise of humankind.67 We will not focus on the
various characteristics of this earliest period in general, such as the
presence and absence of certain foods and specific techniques,68 but
on the cognitive condition of humanity and the extent to which
rqaiotèrouc kaÈ ¡rwac âkeÐnouc

<. . . >,

¹sper ti perittän aÊsjht rion sqìntac

tn æxÔthta t¨c dianoÐac, âpibeblhkènai t¬ jeÐø fÔsei kaÈ no¨saÐ tinac dunmeic
jeÀn. Kidd (1988, p. 971) equates sunèsic with sagacitas and believes that the
earliest people were sages according to the Stoics, as does Bénatouı̈l (2007, p.
57 n. 2). As I will argue later on, this is not straightforwardly true: the earliest
people were not called wise. They lacked vice, but were not thereby automatically
virtuous. The superior intelligence of the earliest people is unconvincingly called
into question by Most (1989, 2020ff) (cf. n. 98 p. 85 below).
62
For example, Bury (1936, p. 17 n. a) suggests Seneca, but Bénatouı̈l (2007,
p. 56f.) opts for Posidonius, as does Kidd (1988, p. 971).
63
Cf. Boys-Stones (2001, p. 19-24).
64
Boys-Stones (2001, p. 19-20) and Blankert (1940, p. 98), respectively.
65
See Blankert (1940, p. 131 ff), Gatz (1967, p. 157f), Kidd (1978, p. 10), Kidd
(1999, e.g. p 359–60), and Boys-Stones (2001, p. 23)).
66
Cf. Lovejoy and Boas (1935, p. 263 ff.): Seneca dwells both on soft and hard
aspects of primitive life. They argue that Seneca prefers a technologically and
economically primitive state, but not an ethically primitive state.
67
See Kidd (1999, p. 360) and Kidd (1988, p. 962).
68
For that, I refer to the extended, though rather inventorying, studies of the
phenomenon of a Golden Age in connection with theories of the rise of civilisation
in antiquity, by Lovejoy and Boas (1935, esp. p. 243ff), Uxkull-Gyllenband (1924,
esp. p. 42-6), Guthrie (1957), Spoerri (1959, p. 137-186), Gatz (1967, p. 145-202).
On the idea of progress see also Edelstein (1967, esp. p. 133ff.), Dodds (1973),
Blundell (1986), and Cole (1967), who traces its origin to Democritus, although
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philosophy was present. May we compare the earliest people with
Stoic sages with a complete and perfect rationality?
Chrysippus seems to have discussed the question whether the first
people were wise and probably answered it in the negative.69 Similarly,
Seneca (EM 90.4) pictures the first people as Stoic sages avant la lettre
with one crucial difference: they had no knowledge (epistêmê), but
only lacked incorrect views and therefore automatically lived happily
according to nature. However, the mere absence of misconceptions
does not imply that these people were virtuous, since possessing
virtue implies possessing knowledge, as Seneca stresses in 90.44-6:
(44) [. . . ] no matter how excellent and guileless was the life of
the men of that age, they were not wise men; for that title is
reserved for the highest achievement. Still, I would not deny
that they were men of lofty spirit and – I may use the phrase
– fresh from the gods. For there is no doubt that the world
produced a better progeny before it was yet worn out. However,
not all were endowed with mental faculties of highest perfection,
though in all cases their native powers were more sturdy than
ours and more fitted for toil. For nature does not bestow virtue;
it is an art to become good. [. . . ]
(46) It was by reason of their ignorance of things that the
men of those days were innocent; and it makes a great deal of
difference whether one wills not to sin or has not the knowledge to sin. Justice was unknown to them, unknown prudence,
unknown also self-control and bravery; but their rude life possessed certain qualities akin to all these virtues. Virtue is not
vouchsafed to a soul unless that soul has been trained and
taught, and by unremitting practice brought to perfection. For
the attainment of this boon, but not in the possession of it,
were we born; and even in the best of men, before you refine
them by instruction, there is but the stuff of virtue, not virtue
itself.70
his account is slightly biased as he seems to reason towards that conclusion from
the beginning. See Nussbaum (2001, p. 90ff) for an account of the history of
humankind and its progress through the invention and development of the arts as
an ancient reader of Plato’s Protagoras’ would know it.
69
Cf. Diogenianus’ polemical report of Chrysippus’ argument from his On Fate
in Eus. Praep. ev. 6.8 ff., discussed below in ch. 4, p. 122 ff., esp. p. 124.
70
Sen. EM 90.4, 6, 44, 46 (not in SVF ). Translation based on and text from
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Through their ignorance the first people were innocent, but innocence
does not imply virtue: becoming good is an art.71 We must conclude
that the art of becoming good is philosophy, since the good life is
described as the gift of philosophy.72 We should probably understand
philosophy as an art here in the sense of NQ 2.53.3: as the parent
of the arts or techniques. We will return to the relation beween
philosophy and the arts shortly.
Seneca agrees with Sextus that the earliest people were closer
to pure, eternal reason. Because they were “fresh from the gods” (a
dis recentes), as Seneca puts it in EM 90.44, they had privileged
and unspoiled insight into nature,73 although the privilege of their
insight lies in the absence of misconceptions. While their actions
were outwardly the same as the virtuous actions of philosophically
motivated sages, the people in this pre-philosophical stage lacked
Gummere (1962a). (44) [. . . ] quamvis egregia illis vita fuerit et carens fraude,
non fuere sapientes; quando hoc iam in opere maximo nomen est. Non tamen
negaverim fuisse alti spiritus viros et, ut ita dicam, a dis recentes; neque enim
dubium est quin meliora mundus nondum effetus ediderit. Quemadmodum autem
omnibus indoles fortior fuit et ad labores paratior, ita non erant ingenia omnibus
consummata. Non enim dat natura virtutem; ars est bonum fieri. [. . . ]
(46) Ignorantia rerum innocentes erant. Multum autem interest utrum peccare
aliquis nolit an nesciat. Deerat illis iustitia, deerat prudentia, deerat temperantia
ac fortitudo. Omnibus his virtutibus habebat similia quaedam rudis vita; virtus
non contingit animo nisi instituto et edocto et ad summum adsidua exercitatione
perducto. Ad hoc quidem, sed sine hoc nascimur, et in optimis quoque, antequam
erudias, virtutis materia, non virtus est.
71
Sen. EM 90.44: ars est bonum fieri. See also Long (1968, p. 336 f), who argues
that a natural development is not necessarily normally realised: “The moral life is
natural in this sense: nature herself gives man an imperfecta ratio which unless it
is prevented or corrupted by external forces will lead him to the correct concept
of good. [. . . ] The innate phusis is not source of corruption; nor for that matter
is it the source of goodness, but it naturally conducts a man to a state in which
he can acquire goodness by his own efforts.” Cf. also Tieleman (2003, p. 138),
Obbink (1992, p. 201), Boys-Stones (2001, p. 25f), Wildberger (2006a, p. 99). On
the definition of philosophy as the art of life, see below in this section.
72
EM 90.1-2. In line with primitivism, Seneca argues that at this earliest stage
of history all arts or techniques are absent, as are vice and virtue. If philosophy is
an art, it must be absent as well, which is exactly what Seneca believes (90.35, cf.
also EM 89.8).
73
For an interesting parallel of this idea, cf. Plato Tim. 40d, on which see also
Tieleman (1996, p. 226 n. 32). For further evidence on the ancients (palaioi) and
their being better, see Blankert (1940, p. 79 ff.). For Stoics on the ancients, cf.
the case-studies in part two of this study, esp. §4.1, §5.2.1, and §6.3.
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proper moral motivation, which consists of proper (philosophical)
knowledge.74
Despite his idealisation of primitivism and his visions of a Golden
Age, Seneca does not hold that humankind was perfect in the beginning. Moreover, he stresses that the situation has deteriorated
ever since, for which he largely blames avarice and the technology
developed for its satisfaction. For the actual beginning of the decline,
Seneca simply states that “vice crept in” (90.6: subrepentibus vitiis)
and in the form of avarice and luxury corrupted humankind.75 Because rational insight was not yet firmly founded in a systematic
theory in the beginning, it could easily become replaced by false
opinions (cf. §1.4). As M. Frede (1989, p. 2089) argues, the ensuing
corruption of man’s view of nature resulted in a loss of the sense for
the true nature of god and the good.76
Seneca reports (EM 90.7) that Posidonius believed in the presence
of philosophy in the earliest period and ascribes the idea to him that
philosophy discovered the crafts used in daily life. According to Seneca,
these crafts are the instruments of vice, which is why he objects against
attributing them to philosophy and to its presence in the Golden
Age. If philosophy had invented the crafts, it would be responsible
for the vice and the deteriorated condition of humanity in general.
74
Cf. Sen. EM 90.36: non erant illi sapientes viri, etiam si faciebant facienda
sapientibus. That Seneca claims that the first laws were framed by the wise
(sapientes, EM 90.6) complicates the matter, because Seneca disagrees with
Posidonius that sages, in the sense of philosophers, existed in the Golden Age.
Much of this difficulty, however, may be ascribed to loose, or rhetorical, phrasing
by Seneca. Indeed, in EM 90.16 Seneca explicitly changes to a more precise
formulation of the character of the first generations: they were wise, or at any rate
like the wise (illi sapientes fuerunt aut certe sapientibus similes). Rather than
supposing a contradiction or change in Seneca’s answer to the question whether
there are sages in the earliest times, we should conclude that he reformulates a
preliminary statement to make it more precise (cf. Blankert (1940, p. 89) and
Boys-Stones (2001, p. 23)). The suspicion of M. Frede (1989, p. 2088-9) seems
plausible: the problems surrounding the articulation of preconceptions that we
have seen in §1.4 and §3.2 probably were at the back of Seneca’s mind at this
point.
75
See §3.2 for a more elaborated account of Stoic (Chrysippean) views of the
origin of the first vices.
76
Note also the close connection between the original state of language and
primitive man, cf. Sluiter (1990, p. 19f.). On consequences of this corruption for
language, see Ioppolo (1980, p. 283), Atherton (1993, p. 92 f. & p. 155), Gera
(2003, p. 25f.).
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It is questionable whether Seneca is completely fair to Posidonius
here.77 As Kidd (1988, p. 964) argues, Posidonius apparently wanted
to characterise the philosopher as the architect of civilisation with
the arts as his tools, as opposed to popular fashion that suggested
mythological semi-divinities such as Prometheus as key actors in
human progress.
Seneca concedes that reason did invent the arts, but denies that
it was right reason; mankind did invent it, but not out of wisdom.78
In fact, he specifically objects against calling the inventor of the arts
and sciences philosophy. He claims that the arts were the result not
of wisdom (sapientia) but of acuteness (sagacitas) (90.11), which
amounts to the keenness of intellect that the younger Stoics ascribed
to the earliest people according to Sextus (oxutês tês dianoias: SE M
9.28, see above). Seneca reasons that if the earliest people were wise,
we would be forced to conclude that philosophy caused vice through
the arts. That he wants to salvage philosophy from being the cause
of vice lies at the heart of his disagreement with Posidonius in EM
90.30. Posidonius appears to distinguish philosophy from the arts
and indicates their natural relationship, i.e. arts as necessary tools
of philosophy.79 Later on, he held, the sages withdrew themselves
from the arts, presumably as the world degenerated, and the arts
deteriorated with it. Seneca, on the contrary, not only maintains that
the sage did not withdraw himself from the arts but that he never
took them up at all.80 Can we learn anything from this dispute with
77
Kidd (1988, pp. 963-5) suggests that Seneca picks his evidence for his criticism
of Posidonius from various sources and may be interpreting him deliberately
literally.
78
Blankert (1940, p. 57) argues that Posidonius did call the primary, principal
inventions a product of right reason, because of Senecas objection that reason did
invent these arts, but is was not right reason, men but not wise men discovered it
(90.25).
79
Seneca rhetorically asks (90.24) whether the arts should not be made part of
philosophy, since they helped it. See Kidd (1978, p. 10) for a detailed analysis
of these paragraphs and reasons why this is Seneca speaking and not Posidonius. 90.25-7 contains Posidonius’ answer to that question and a description of
philosophy, with which Posidonus would not disagree, as Kidd (1988, ad loc.)
argues.
80
In 90.31-33 Seneca offers two arguments against Posidonius’ position: 1)
if a sage invents something, he does not do that qua wise or philosopher and
2) inventions have taken place not only during but also after the Golden Age.
Kidd (1988, p. 270) argues that the latter objection depends on the assumption
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respect to earlier Stoicism?
Let us have a brief look at standard Stoic definitions of philosophy,
such as we find, for instance, in Aëtius:
The Stoics say that wisdom (sophia) is scientific knowledge
(epistêmê) of the divine and the human, and that philosophy
(philosophia) is the practice of expertise (technê) in utility.
Virtue singly and at its highest is utility. . . 81

Philosophy is some kind of expertise (technê), art, or craft (ars) that
is specifically concerned with virtue.82 Indeed, Seneca agrees with
Posidonius that philosophy is an art in so far as he concedes that it is
an art to become good (EM 90.44, see above). What is this expertise,
or art in virtue that philosophy aims at? The founding fathers of
Stoicism discussed, changed, and refined their definition of expertise,
but were constant in deeming it a tenor (hexis):
Cleanthes says that expertise is a tenor which achieves everything methodically. This definition is incomplete. After all,
nature also is a tenor which does everything methodically. That
is why Chrysippus added ‘with impressions’, and said that expertise is a tenor which advances methodically with impressions
[. . . ] Zeno says that an expertise is a systematic collection of
cognitions (sustêma ek katalêpseôn) unified by practice for
some goal advantageous in life.83
that Posidonius believed that philosophers existed only in the Golden Age – an
assumption that can hardly be true and that Kidd reckons is just a rhetorical
move by Seneca.
81
Aët. Plac. 1 pref. 2 (= SVF 2.35). Text and translation from Long and Sedley
(1987, vol. 1, p. 158; vol. 2, p. 163). oÉ màn oÞn StwðkoÈ êfasan tn màn sofÐan
eÚnai jeÐwn te kaÈ njrwpÐnwn âpist mhn, tn dà filosofÐan skhsin âpithdeÐou

. . . On this passage and
similar characterisations of philosophy as epitêdeusis sophias, cf. Mansfeld (1978,
p. 138 f.).
82
Technê and its Latin equivalent, ars, are hard to translate with one term.
Art, but also craft, technique / technology, expertise, skill all catch some of their
connotations.
83
Olympiodorus On Plato’s Gorgias 12.1 (= LS 42A, not in SVF ). Text and
translation from Long and Sedley (1987). Klenjhc toÐnun lègei íti tèqnh âstÈn
tèqnhc; âpit deion dà eÚnai mÐan kaÈ nwttw tn ret n

éxic ådÄ pnta nÔousa. telc d' âstÈn oÝtoc å íroc, kaÈ gr  fÔsic éxic tÐc
âstin ådÄ pnta poioÜsa; íjen å QrÔsippoc prosjeÈc tä met fantasiÀn eÚpen
íti tèqnh âstÈn éxic ådÄ proioÜsa met fantasiÀn

[. . . ] Z

nwn dè fhsin íti tèqnh
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Being the love of knowledge,84 philosophy is distinguished from wisdom by its status as a tenor (hexis). As a tenor, it is capable of
growth, intensification, and improvement, whereas wisdom, a character (diathesis), is perfect, absolute, and complete.85 Philosophy does
not claim to possess knowledge, but is on its way to this ideal of
scientific knowledge, which is defined as a system of expert sciences
(sustêma ek epistêmôn technikôn) in Stobaeus.86
So philosophy, according to early Stoicism, is an expertise, art, or
technique, but this does not place philosophy on a par with ordinary
crafts: its subject matter distinguishes it from the other arts or
expertises and the crafts of daily life.87 These other expertises or arts
are called pursuits and include not only music, literature and sport,
but also sciences such as geometry and mathematics.88 As pursuits,
they are instrumental to philosophy. Stobaeus, portraying standard
Stoicism, outlines a pursuit as “a method which by way of expertise
or a part of expertise is conducive to the domain of virtue.”89 If an
expert (artifex ) is someone who holds a certain set of cognitions,90
the supreme expert is the one with supreme knowledge. The wise
person has achieved this wisdom, the perfection of philosophy, which
in turn constitutes the highest expertise in the highest benefit, i.e.
âstÈ sÔsthma âk katal yewn suggegumnasmènon prìc ti tèloc eÖqrhston tÀn ân

Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1 p. 263) remark in their commentary that
both Zeno’s and Chrysippus’ definition are canonical: they are not meant as
alternatives.
84
Sen. EM 89.4-5: philosophia sapientiae amor est et adfectatio.
85
On the distinction between hexis and diathesis see, e.g., Stob. 2.67.5-12 ( =
SVF 3.294), 2.70.21-71.4 ( = SVF 3.104, part), 2.73.1-13 ( = SVF 3.111), Simpl.
In Ar. Cat. 237.25-238.20 (= SVF 2.393, part). On their characterisation as scalar
and nonscalar conditions, see Graver (2007, p. 135 ff.).
86
Stob. 2.73.16-74.3 ( = SVF 3.112). Even if Stobaeus also characterises
epistêmê as a tenor, this is immediately followed by his stressing the immutability
of knowledge – the point of the entire passage. While the whole of scientific
knowledge is an absolute, individual sciences, as pursuits (epitêdeumata), may be
considered expertises, and hence tenors, cf. Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1, p. 162
& 263).
87
This is not to say, of course, that philosophy is useless in everyday life, to
the contrary.
88
Stob. 2.67.5-12 (=SVF 3.294) and Sen. EM 88.25-8.
89
Stob. 2.67.5-12 (=SVF 3.294), text and translation from Long and Sedley
(1987, vol. 1, p. 160; vol. 2, p. 166). ådän di tèqnhc « mèrouc gousan âpÈ <t>
tÄ bÐú.

kat' ret n.

90

Cf. Cic. Acad. 2.22 (LS 42B, not in SVF ).
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virtue. This expertise stands apart from her other skills, as Long and
Sedley summarise:
As an expert in a skill, or as a lover of the arts, one wise man
may be superior to another. But all wise men are equally expert
in that virtue which constitutes ‘expertise concerned with the
whole of life’.91

Living in accordance with this virtue is being an expert with regard
to the whole of life and results in living in accordance with right
reason.92
It seems, then, that Posidonius was not committing heresy when
he pictured the arts and daily crafts as dependent on, or instrumental
to philosophy, the ultimate and superior art. Nor was Seneca deviating
from Stoic orthodoxy when he emphasised philosophy’s unique and
superior subject that lifts it far above the level of the ordinary arts
and makes it incomparable to them.93 Therefore, it should not be
surprising that he states in EM 90.34-5:
That this philosophy existed in such a rude age, when the arts
and crafts were still unknown and when useful things could
only be learned by use – this I refuse to believe.94
91

Long and Sedley (1987, vol. 1 p. 161-2, cf. comment vol. 2, p. 166 ad loc.).
Cf. Stob. 2.66.14-67.4 (= SVF 3.560): kat lìgon ærjän âpiteleØn pnta kaÈ
oÙon kat' ret n, perÈ ílon oÞsan tän bÐon tèqnhn ret n. The idea of virtue as
an expertise concerned with the whole of life returns at several places. E.g., Philo
Quod omn. prob. (SVF 3.361): experts concerning the things with respect to life
are blessed, happy. Galen PHP 3.8.1-18 (=SVF 2.909, also 2.911): Metis as a
personification of ‘wisdom’ or ‘craft’ (cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 222ff.)) embodies
prudence and expertise in life. Stobaeus Ecl. 2.74.16 (=SVF 3.112) and 2.108.5
(=SVF 3.630): only among sages exists true friendship, because only there concordance about the things concerning life. Similarly in DL 7.124 (=SVF 3.631).
With respect to enmity in Stob. Ecl. 2.7.105 (=SVF 3.661): enemies differ about
the things concerning life, as do phauloi with gods, and therefore they are their
enemies.
93
For instance, in his discussion of philosophy in EM 89, Seneca closely follows
the standard distinction between wisdom and the love of wisdom; wisdom being
knowledge of the human and divine; and knowledge, culminating in virtue, as the
object of philosophy.
94
Sen. EM 90.35, text and translation from Gummere (1962a). Hanc
philosophiam fuisse illo rudi saeculo quo adhuc artificia deerant et ipso usu
discebantur utilia non credo. This conclusion holds even without the conception
of philosophy, such as Boys-Stones (2003b, p. 205) maintains, as a means to
straighten out one’s distorted rationality, to turn vice towards virtue.
92
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Posidonius’ portrait of the philosopher seems that of a practical,
broadly oriented scientist, rather than of a scientist who is specifically
concerned with virtue. Because the topics of concern for this scientist
are not restricted to virtue, not exclusively focussed on expertise
concerned with the whole of life, it becomes possible for Posidonius
to see him as the inventor of individual arts, or technologies; as
an engineer, as it were.95 Such inventive scientists and engineers
could exist in the earliest times, because some technologies must
already have been present at that stage. Despite his view of an idyllic
and primitive Golden Age, Seneca admits that useful things were
learned in practice.96 In fact, Zeno held that humanity could not even
survive without the arts or technologies.97 However, Zeno’s claim
does not imply that these technical scientists, or inventors, were
actual philosophers. My contention is that Posidonius’ conception
of ‘philosopher’ in this respect does not seem to have been generally
shared in the Stoic school and I would support Frede’s suggestion
that Seneca is closer to orthodox Stoicism than Posidonius at this
point.98 However, not even Posidonius seems to have assumed that
reason was completely present in its purest form at the beginning,
nor did he call the early people in general wise. He appears to have
reserved this qualification for the first inventors and lawgivers.99 In
the end, we should, of course, be careful in drawing conclusions on
this topic because little can be claimed with certainty due to a lack
95

Edelstein (1967, p. 168) argues that Cicero’s writings reflect this view:
nature has provided her noblest part, humans, with reason and by means of this
humankind develops the arts and sciences and civilization (Cic. ND 2.150-152,
Off. 1.4.12).
96
Cf. Sen. EM 90.35, see above, and 95.14, see below.
97
Philo De Aet. Mundi 24 (=SVF 1.106a). According to Edelstein (1967, p.
138) this implies that Zeno did not believe in a Golden Age in the beginning of
humanity. On humans without technology remaining animals, cf. Cic. Off. 2.15.
98
Cf. M. Frede (1989, p. 2091), who argues that Chaeremon, like Posidonius,
but unlike Seneca and the old Stoa (my emphasis), starts from the idea that
early people had an original and philosophical wisdom. On Seneca reflecting the
position of the early Stoics, cf. also Boys-Stones (2001, p. 18ff.). Most (1989, p.
2020 ff.) questions whether the earliest Stoics believed that the earliest people
were intellectually superior, but his argument is unconvincing, cf. Tieleman (1996,
p. 226, n. 29).
99
Algra (2007, p. 27) and Algra (2009, p. 237). On Posidonius’ neglect of the
distinction between natural insight and technical philosophical knowledge in the
very first people, cf. M. Frede (1989, p. 2089), and p. 168 f. below.
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of information on the subject concerning the founding fathers of
Stoicism.
The picture of the origin of people that emerges from the evidence
discussed so far appears double-faced. The Stoics value the people of
old because they were uncorrupted, but qualify this value because
these people only had basic, partial conceptions that were easily
replaced with misconceptions. In a certain sense, one could say that
the earliest people are comparable to infants.100 They are neither
virtuous nor vicious,101 just not yet fully rational beings, if we take
‘rational’ in the sense of ‘possessing reason’ and ‘reason’ as consisting
of the impressions and conceptions that we gather and develop during
our childhood.102 Even if one does have a keen intellect,103 without
this reason one cannot yet have passions or misconceptions.104 That
one cannot have true, proper knowledge either is, from a philosophical
perspective, a lamentable consequence.
This double-sided feeling is also reflected, and to some extent
explained, in Seneca’s EM 95. Here, Seneca presents philosophy as
the medicine for the cognitive and moral illness that is the result of
human corruption.105 The relation between philosophy and the arts
is not the central issue here, so Seneca is less precise in his wording
in this respect.
People say: “The old-style wisdom (sapientia) advised only
what one should do and avoid; and yet the men of former days
were better men by far. When savants (docti ) have appeared,
sages (boni ) have become rare. [. . . ]” Of course, as you say, the
100

This parallelism is brought out in particular in Dio Chrys. Or. 12.28-37, see
§6.3.2.
101
SVF 3.537.2 (= Al. Aphr. Quaest. 4.32), to which compare also Galen PHP
5.5 quoted and discussed in §3.2.
102
In accordance with Aët. 4.11, cf. p. 10 above.
103
SE M 9.28, cf. p. 76 above.
104
SVF 3.476 (= Gal. PHP 4.4.141 ff), esp. no. 4 (= Gal. PHP 5.1.156) and
SVF 3.477 (= Orig. Comm. in Matth. 3.591).
105
E.g. Boys-Stones (2001, p. 9) sees a Cynic inheritance in Seneca’s conception
of philosophy as medicine. He argues that the Cynics did not believe that the
earliest men had a philosophy as such, since philosophy is only a cure for our
mental disease affecting our understanding of the world and the first generations
had nothing to cure. Hence, they believed, a pre-philosophical outlook existed.
However, the conception of the philosopher as a doctor of the soul was rather
common in the Hellenistic period, cf. e.g. Tsouna (2007, p. 60 ff.).
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oldfashioned wisdom, especially in its beginnings, was crude;
but so were the other arts, in which dexterity developed with
progress. Nor indeed in those days was there yet any need for
carefully-planned cures. [. . . ]
Now I declare to you that the same statement applies to philosophy. It was once more simple because men’s sins were on a
smaller scale, and could be cured with but slight trouble; in
the face, however, of all this moral topsy-turvy men must leave
no remedy untried. And would that this pest might so at last
be overcome! We are mad, not only individually, but nationally.
[. . . ]
Against this overmastering and widespread madness philosophy has become a matter of greater effort, and has taken on
strength in proportion to the strength which is gained by the
opposition forces.106

Boys-Stones (2001, pp. 7-9 & 24) argues that the earliest generations
lived in pre-cultural innocence and therefore had no need for philosophy. He understands philosophy as Seneca does in this letter: as a
means to straighten out a distorted rationality, to cure a corrupted
outlook on the world. However, for the Stoics philosophy was also,
or even mainly, a positive project of establishing proper knowledge
that was gradually developed and reinforced as time proceeded, cf.
§1.4. The task of philosophy to articulate our basic cognitions also
entails the pruning of misconceptions. The beliefs of people in the
pre-cultural past, though crude and very basic, are neither worthless
nor completely lost. With philosophy, we can look back from our
vicious stage and find the ‘building blocks for a theory’107 in the
106

Sen. EM 95.13-5, 95.29-30 and 95.32, text and translation from Gummere
(1962b). ‘Antiqua’ inquit ‘sapientia nihil aliud quam facienda ac vitanda praecepit,
et tunc longe meliores erant viri: postquam docti prodierunt, boni desunt; [. . . ]
Fuit sine dubio, ut dicitis, vetus illa sapientia cum maxime nascens rudis non
minus quam ceterae artes quarum in processu subtilitas crevit. Sed ne opus quidem
adhuc erat remediis diligentibus. [. . . ] Idem tibi de philosophia dico. Fuit aliquando
simplicior inter minora peccantis et levi quoque cura remediabiles: adversus tantam
morum eversionem omnia conanda sunt. Et utinam sic denique lues ista vincatur!
Non privatim solum sed publice furimus. [. . . ] Adversus tam potentem explicitumque
late furorem operosior philosophia facta est et tantum sibi virium sumpsit quantum
iis adversus quae parabatur accesserat.
107
Algra (2004, p. 207).
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remnants of ancient times.108 The earliest people may not have been
philosophers, but their natural intuitions were true in a pre-theoretical
sense. Indeed, precisely the double evaluation of original insight both
as rudimentary and as purely natural (and hence indispensable for
philosophical enquiry), lies at the foundation for Stoic study of myth
that will be central to part 2 of this study.

3.3.3

Instruction

After our investigation into the first source of corruption, we saw that
the resulting first misconceptions are passed on to other people on
such a large scale, according to the Stoics, that the talk of companions
constitutes a second source of corruption itself. We also noted that the
Stoics believed the first generations of humanity to be exempt from
this second source of corruption because of their chtonic origins. This
observation required closer inspection of the cognitive condition of the
first generations of humanity in order to know how the communication
of companions could have become the important factor of corruption
that it is in the present state of humanity. The discussion so far
might leave one with the impression that all communication with
one’s associates is bad. This section serves to curtail that impression.
Not all communication is bad according to the Stoics. On the
contrary, some communication is even necessary, because “nature
initially endows men with enough to orientate them towards goodness
and virtue, but not to lead them there,” as Inwood and Donini (1999,
p. 708) put it. It is apparent from a number of sources that virtue is
both teachable and to be taught according to the Stoics.109 According
to Clement, moral perfection is reached through education, not nature.
Presumably reflecting Stoic ideas, he even claims that those with a
naturally weak disposition can become good when correctly educated,
and those with a natural disposition toward virtue can become evil
108

Cf. M. Frede (1989, pp. 2088-9), Tieleman (1996, p. 226, p. 228 with n. 41).
In Stob. 2.107.14 (= SVF 3.366), for instance, we read that some Stoics
believe that the disposition to virtue does not depend on one’s nature only, but
also on one’s education, which is said to connect with the saying that ‘repeated
exercise transforms into nature’. SVF 1.235 contains variations on the theme that
only he is properly happy who has right attitude to learn, rather than he who is
merely intelligent. On virtue being teachable, see furthermore DL 7.91 (in SVF
1.567 & 3.223).
109
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when not educated.110
The value of non-philosophical communication was to some extent
a controversial subject within the Stoic school. Zeno and Chrysippus
seem to have held opposing views about the serviceability of ordinary
education. According to Diogenes Laërtius, Zeno deemed ordinary
education useless in the beginning of his book on the Republic,111
whereas Chrysippus held the contrary.112 A large part of ordinary
education consisted of the study of Homeric poetry. The consequences
of the prominent place of especially poetry in standard Greek education for childrens’ moral condition are attested by Calcidius, in the
passage quoted at the beginning of this section. Let us look again
at that passage and include the conclusion of his report about the
education of those who seek instruction in virtue.
The one [type of error – CvS] which arises ‘from transmission’
is a whispering added to the aforementioned error through the
prayers of our mothers and nurses for wealth and glory and
other things falsely supposed to be good, and a disturbance from
the bogeys which frighten young people very much, and from
comfortings and everything like that. Yes, and think of poetry,
which shapes the minds of older children, and of the impressive
productions of other authors! How great an influence concerning
pleasure and suffering do they exert on the novice mind! What
about painters and sculptors? Do they not deliberately lead
the mind toward sweetness? [. . . ] Therefore, the person who
aspires wisdom needs both liberal education and precepts that
lead to honorableness, as well as instruction that differs from
the ordinary and that is capable of spotting, examining and
collecting everything relevant to wisdom.113
110

Clem. Al. Strom. 1.336 (= SVF 3.225).
DL 7.32 (= SVF 1.259). See Algra et al. (1999, p. 756ff) for a concise
account of the Platonic origins of Zeno’s Republic that brings out where his Cynic
inheritance makes Zeno more radical than Plato.
112
DL 7.129 (= SVF 3.738).
113
Calc. Tim. 167 (=SVF 3.229, infra), tr. adapted from Graver (2007, p. 156)
and Radice (2002), Greek text from Waszink. Ex divulgatione autem succedit
errori supra dicto ex matrum et nutricum votis de divitiis gloriaque et ceteris
falso putatis bonis insusurratio, ¡in¿ terriculis etiam, quibus tenera aetas vehementius commovetur, nec non in solaciis et omnibus huius modi perturbatio. Quin
etiam corroboratarum mentium delinitrix poetica et cetera scriptorum et auctorum
111
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Ordinary education alone cannot provide enough instruction to
achieve perfect virtue. Apparently, there is a specific need for a
special type of education. This supposedly philosophical education
is to train the mind in estimating and noticing whatever leads to
wisdom. The implicit consequence is that philosophical instruction
rejects a lot of what children’s minds pick up from ordinary education. We may conclude that, while some education is necessary to
achieve virtue, not all instruction is in fact conducive to this end.
Philosophical study can repair the conceptual damage that has been
done by placing traditional teachings in a different, philosophical
perspective.114
As Calcidius also indicates, however, before children even come
into contact with the standard education based on poetry, the works
of other authors, painters and sculptors, they are already put on
the wrong track. While Aristo referred instruction through precepts
to ordinary pedagogy,115 with Calcidius we can pinpoint this to
the stage of nursery and pre-school. In fact, this earlier stage of
upbringing appears to have at least as much impact as traditional
liberal education on the development of virtue according to orthodox
Stoics. From Quintilianus we learn that:
Those, however, who hold that a child’s mind should not be
allowed to lie fallow for a moment are wiser. Chrysippus, for
instance, though he gives the nurses a three years’ reign, still
holds the formation of the child’s mind on the best principles
to be a part of their duties.116
opera magnifica quantam animis rudibus invehunt iuxta voluptatem laboremque
inclinationem favoris? Quid pictores quoque et fictores, nonne rapiunt animos ad
suavitatem ab industria? [. . . ] Opus est ergo futuris sapientibus tam educatione
liberali praeceptisque ad honestatem ducentibus quam eruditione a vulgo separata
videndaque eis et spectanda sunt lecta omnia quae protelent ad sapientiam.
114
On the way verbal instruction by a Stoic philosopher can lead to intellectual
and moral progress, see Wildberger (2006a, p. 82ff). In chapter 4 we will deal with
the change of perspective on traditional teachings by philosophy in more detail.
The attitude towards philosophical and non-philosophical education expressed
here is somewhat similar to what we find in Cornutus (cf. §5.4), although he
emphasises that both are needed for a full understanding of ancient wisdom.
115
Sen. EM 89.13 (= SVF 1.357).
116
Quint. Inst. 1.1.16 (=SVF 3.733), text and translation from Butler (1922).
Melius autem qui nullum tempus vacare cura volunt, ut Chrysippus. Nam is,
quamvis nutricibus triennium dederit, tamen ab illis quoque iam formandam quam
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And similarly a little earlier in the same treatise:
Above all see that the child’s nurse speaks correctly. The ideal,
according to Chrysippus, would be that she should be a philosopher: failing that he desired that the best should be chosen, as
far as possible. No doubt the most important point is that they
should be of good character; but they should speak correctly
as well. It is the nurse that the child first hears, and her words
that he will first attempt to imitate. And we are by nature
most tenacious of childish impressions, just as the flavour first
absorbed by vessels when new persists, and the colour imparted
by dyes to the primitive whiteness of wool is indelible. Further
it is the worst impressions that are most durable. For, while
what is good readily deteriorates, you will never turn vice into
virtue.117

Chrysippus seems to realise that it is not realistic to wish for Stoic
philosopher-nurses and opts for nurses who have good character
(mores) as a second best. Simultaneously, he recognises the importance and lasting effects of examples in the earliest stages of upbringing. This connects closely with the anxiety over the nurse’s role
that we found in the previous section in the reports of Calcidius
and Galen.118 Without philosopher-nurses, one cannot be sure that
the infant’s very first instruction contains no misconceptions. While
philosophical education is necessary to achieve virtue, much is already
taught before children come to philosophers for instruction. As D.
Frede (2003, p. 196) remarks, the Stoics, therefore, “paid attention
not only to the right kind of moral and intellectual education once
optimis institutis mentem infantium iudicat.
117
Quint. Inst. 1.1.4-5 (part =SVF 3.734), text and translation from Butler
(1922). Ante omnia ne sit vitiosus sermo nutricibus: quas, si fieri posset, sapientes
Chrysippus optavit, certe quantum res pateretur optimas eligi voluit. Et morum
quidem in his haud dubie prior ratio est, recte tamen etiam loquantur. Has primum
audiet puer, harum verba effingere imitando conabitur, et natura tenacissimi
sumus eorum quae rudibus animis percepimus: ut sapor quo nova inbuas durat,
nec lanarum colores quibus simplex ille candor mutatus est elui possunt. Et haec
ipsa magis pertinaciter haerent quae deteriora sunt. Nam bona facile mutantur in
peius: quando in bonum verteris vitia? .
118
Calc. Tim. 165-67 (=SVF 3.229) and Gal. PHP 5.5.14ff. (= SVF 3.229a),
see §3.2.
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the stage of reason has been attained, but also to the conditions of
the development of individuals from the cradle on.”
Although nurses and pedagogues do not teach the wrong things
intentionally, and despite ideally being of good character, they are
no Stoic philosophers that unfailingly instruct their pupils in proper
virtue. In the absence of a philosophical counterbalance children
resemble the earliest generations of humanity and easily go along
with misconceptions that occur to them or are even actively presented
to them.119

3.4

Conclusion

Let us recapitulate the main findings from this chapter on the ways
in which erroneous notions can arise. We have seen that the Stoics
identified two sources of these misconceptions: the nature of things
themselves, or the persuasiveness of appearances on the one hand and
the talk of our companions, or rumour on the other. Our investigation
of the first source of corruption (§3.2) has made it clear that this source
is not necessarily in contradiction with Stoic theories of providence. I
have argued that the nature of things themselves can induce newborns
to the misconception that pleasure is good. The reason for this
possibility is not that infants are actively misled by their impressions
or nature as such, but that they lack the cognitive instruments
required to consistently distinguish between pleasure pur sang and
the pleasure that occurs as a side effect of obtaining the good. At
the very first moments of their lives they have not yet developed
preconceptions, let alone knowledge. If uncorrected, such confusions
of pleasure with the truly beneficial lead to bad habits and extended
mistaken beliefs.
These initial misconceptions subsequently find their way into
the education of new generations of children and thus grow and
spread among people and throughout human history (§3.3). The
Stoics called this corrupting communication of the many a second
source of corruption. The general idea is that even if the infant is
119

Cf. DL 7.8, which reports Zeno’s anwer to king Antigonus of Macedonia: “I
[Zeno] welcome your love of learning in so far as you cleave to that true education
which tends to advantage and not that popular counterfeit of it which serves only
to corrupt morals.”
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capable of keeping misconceptions at bay for himself, he also has to
cope with the talk of the people with whom he is associated (parents,
teachers, poets, etc.). In fact, the Stoics found the social and cultural
environment of their time so thoroughly degenerated, that they held it
more likely than not that the infant would succumb to this corruptive
influence.
The answer to the question how this depraved situation came
about lies both in the first source of corruption and the cognitive
conditions of infants and the first people, which are very similar in a
relevant sense. It is, then, necessary to ask to what extent the first
people had knowledge, i.e. whether they were wise and whether they
possessed philosophy. To this end, we have investigated especially
Seneca’s ninetieth moral letter and some related evidence in detail
in §3.3.2. The Stoics appear to have had a double estimation of the
people of old. They held that the insights of the ancients were both
rudimentary and purely natural, i.e. very basic but true. In other
words, while the beliefs of the earliest people contain some truth,
like preconceptions, they fall short of systematic knowledge and are,
therefore, prone to error. This double assessment will turn out to be
of central importance to the Stoic approach to traditional opinion
that is to be investigated in the second part of this book.
Some tension may seem to result from the Stoic view of the
corrupting influence of the people with whom we are associated on the
one hand and the need for education or philosophical systematisation
of disjointed cognitions on the other (cf. §3.3.3). Indeed, there appears
to have been discussion within the Stoic school about the necessity
and benefit of ordinary and philosophical education in this respect.
Chrysippus apparently realised that it is not feasible to avoid exposure
of children to non-philosophical influences in practice, but he argued
that we should minimise as far as possible the risk of corruption
through bad examples and instruction in the years before children
can be educated philosophically.

Part II

Exegetical Practice

4
What is in a Myth?
G
Having analysed the Stoic theory of preconceptions, the theoretical
construction of true knowledge (epistêmê) from preconceptions, and
the reasons why this process is prone to error, it is time to turn
our attention to the more practical side of the Stoic quest for the
recovery of what is true in traditional belief. It is clear from chapter
3 that the Stoics considered the cognitive situation of their time
ambiguous: there is much error in traditional belief, but there is also
philosophy. They could explain this from the fact that preconceptions,
although their initial truth is guaranteed, are liable to become mixed
with error as long as they are not firmly fixed into an unshakeable
system of knowledge. Moreover, except for the very first people, noone has been raised in a completely natural environment: from birth
onward we are exposed to the misconceptions of the cultural tradition
into which we are born. Therefore, the beliefs of ‘the ancients’ are
interesting, not because they had complete philosophical theories, but
because they had unpolluted, true intuitive beliefs, preconceptions
free from cultural impositions, i.e. they are undistorted elements of
cognition. If they could but retrieve what is left of these insights of the
earliest people, so the Stoics thought, if they could but strip away the
educators’ superstitions and fictive embellishments, they would find
a wealth of completely natural, i.e. true, elements of knowledge. The
Stoics could, then, finish the job of establishing true knowledge, so to
speak. They could articulate these partial cognitions and coherently
put them together in their philosophical system of knowledge.
The second part of this dissertation will concentrate on Stoic
attempts to actually recover these primeval notions and incorporate
97
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them into philosophical knowledge. For the Stoics, this involves careful
scrutiny of the given, distorted tradition in order to isolate and extract
the primeval, natural notions contained in its myths. Close inspection
of Stoic dealings with traditional poetry of poets such as Homer
and Hesiod will reveal that they were interested in the ancient ideas
transmitted in that poetry rather than in the poets and their poems
as such, in myth rather than poetry.1 However, Stoic interpretations
of myth are not limited to poetry: they also looked for remnants of
primeval insight in ancient stories and visual arts. We may point to,
for instance, the famous Chrysippean interpretation of a prominent
mural at the temple of Hera in Samos,2 and Stoic views of Pheidias’
statue of Zeus in Olympia,3 to which we will return below (§4.2).
The nature of the Stoic involvement with mythical material is not
easily understood. In the subsequent chapters, it will be a recurring
question to what extent the Stoics interpreted the mythical tradition
allegorically – a question on which much has been written. I shall
argue that the nature of Stoic interpretations of mythical material is
directly determined by their epistemological theory as laid out in the
first part of this study. Against this background of their theory of
preconceptions and ideas on the development of civilisation, I suggest,
we will be able to better understand why the Stoics made such an
effort to recover primeval insights and what interpretative methods
they used.
I shall discuss the details of Stoic dealings with elements of
myth in a selection of case-studies. The fragmentary evidence for
the early Stoics (§4.2) is supplemented by Cornutus (chapter 5)
and Dio Chrysostomos (chapter 6). Both authors are informative of
the epistemological background of Stoic interpretations of mythical
material, but usually receive little scholarly attention in this respect.
Cornutus is particularly clear about the relation between the poets
and the primeval insights they transmit. Dio’s oration on Homer (Or.
53) is informative of Zeno’s dealing with Homeric myth, while his
Olympian Oration (Or. 12) provides us with an extensive discussion
that sheds further light on the role played by preconceptions in the
1

See §4.1.1, §5.2, and §6.3.
Reported in SVF 2.1071-4, on which see the recent study by Struck (2004,
appendix, p. 279-282).
3
Analysed in Algra (2007, p. 30-41) in a broader perspective of Stoics interacting with the cultic counterpart of the mytho-poetic tradition.
2
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interpretation of mythical material.
Before we embark on this series of case-studies, however, we
should clarify our understanding of the main terms involved in such
an enterprise (§4.1). Next, I shall turn to the evidence for the early
Stoics (§4.2). I will conclude this chapter with a consideration of the
purpose of this exegetical undertaking by the Stoics (§4.3).

4.1

Elements of Myth and Their
Interpretation

As a preliminary to our discussion of the character of the Stoic
involvement with mythical material, we may well illuminate the
relation between primeval myth and the vehicle in which they are
contained and transmitted. It does not appear to matter whether
the Stoics take the ancient material directly from specific poetic
passages, from some anonymous fable, or from some other container.
They focussed their attention on myth rather than its vehicle. In
the case of poetry, this focus on the underlying myth and the Stoic
mixed attitude toward its vehicle of transmission can be illustrated
particularly well.4 This will be the aim of §4.1.1.
Stoic interpretations of mythical material are often considered to
be of allegorical nature. A clarification of the notions ‘allegory’ and
‘allegorical interpretation’, then, benefits our investigations into Stoic
dealings with traditional belief. Indeed, shortcomings in or omission
of such a clarification have led to a number of misunderstandings
about the nature of Stoic exegetical practice in scholarly literature.
Thus, a second preliminary is to discuss the sign-post terms that
often occur in Stoic involvement with myth in relation to allegorical
interpretation and its structure (§4.1.2).

4.1.1

On Poets and Poetry

Stoic fragments show a variety of references to Homer, Hesiod, poets
of the Orphic tradition, and later tragic and comic poets. They often
4

On poetry as the most prominent or suitable vehicle of philosophical theological material, see Cleanthes in Philod. De Musica col. 28.1 p. 79 Kemke (=
SVF 1.486) and Sen. EM 108.10 (= SVF 1.487. Cf. also Tieleman (2003, p. 267
with n. 189) and Struck (2004, p. 10 f. and 118).
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criticise the stories told by these poets as superstitious, i.e as based on
mistaken beliefs about the divine. For instance, Zeno does not shrink
from correcting objectionable passages in Homer,5 and as we will
observe in §5.2, Cornutus (Epidr. 31.12-17) appears not interested in
a defence of the poets as such. The Stoic position is summarised by
Balbus in Cicero’s On the Nature of the Gods:
According to another reasoning, a natural one, a number of
deities has come into existence, who clad in human form have
provided the poets with legends and have filled man’s life with
superstitions of all sorts. This subject was handled by Zeno and
was later explained more fully by Cleanthes and Chrysippus. 6

The Stoics had a complex attitude toward poetry. On the one hand,
they judged traditional representations of the gods to be childish
(paidariôdôs),7 and on the other hand they claimed that elements of
their doctrines, especially about god, were anticipated in or could be
harmonised with traditional poetry. A famous and oft-quoted passage
in this respect is from Dio Chrysostomos (Or. 53.4-5 (=SVF 1. 274).
He reports that Zeno had written on Homer’s poems and adds that:
Zeno blames nothing of the things in Homer, and tries to
explain and teach that he [Homer] wrote some things according
to opinion, and others according to truth, in order that he
does not appear to have contradicted himself with respect
to certain things that are held to be inconsistent as he told
them. Antisthenes had this theory earlier, namely that the
poet said some things in accordance with opinion and others
in accordance with truth. He, however, did not elaborate it,
but he [Zeno] clarified it in all its details. Moreover, Persaeus,
5

Strabo 1.2.34 (= SVF 1.275) and Plut. De Aud. Poet. 33d (= SVF 1.219).
See Steinmetz (1986, p. 21) for further references.
6
Cic. ND 2.63 (= SVF 2.1067, part), text and translation (with modifications) from Rackham (1933). Alia quoque ex ratione et quidem physica magna
fluxit multitudo deorum, qui induti specie humana fabulas poetis suppeditaverunt,
hominum autem vitam superstitione omni referserunt. Atque hic locus a Zenone
tractatus post a Cleanthe et Chrysippo pluribus verbis explicatus est.
7
Philod. De Piet. col. 11 (= SVF 2.1076).
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Zeno’s student, has also written on this hypothesis, and many
others as well. . . 8

This dense piece of evidence evokes many questions that are best
dealt with separately in the context of Dio’s oration on Homer as a
whole. I shall, therefore, postpone scrutiny of this passage to §6.2,
esp. p. 201 ff. below. An attitude comparable to Zeno’s is also visible
in Philodemus’ report on Cleanthes and Chrysippus:
In the second book [on the gods] Chrysippus just like Cleanthes tries to harmonise (sunoikeioun) the things attributed to
Orpheus and Musaeus, and things in Homer, Hesiod, Euripides
and other poets with Stoic doctrine.9

Starting from their own philosophical physico-theology, they thus
appropriated elements of what they found in poetry.10 This report is
confirmed by another passage from Cicero where Velleius sarcastically
says that the Stoics interpreted myth the way they did “in order that
even the most ancient poets, who did not even suspect this, might
seem to have been Stoics.”11 It is not immediately evident to what
extent the Stoics really believed that the ancients were some kind of
proto-Stoics. This reminds one of the debate about the presence of
philosophy in the primeval Golden Age (cf. §3.3) and, indeed, the
issue will return in various forms throughout this chapter.
The positive aspect of poetry for the Stoics consists in what is
contained in it. As we learn from what follows immediately after the
8

Dio Chrys. Or. 53.4-5, my translation on the basis of Elliger (1967); Lamar
Crosby (1962), text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962). å dà Z nwn oÎdàn tÀn
[toÜ] <Om rou yègei, ma dihgoÔmenoc kaÈ didskwn íti t màn kat dìxan, t dà
kat l jeian gègrafen, ípwc m faÐnhtai aÎtäc aÍtÄ maqìmenoc ên tisi dokoÜsin
ânantÐwc eÊr¨sjai. å dà lìgoc oÝtoc >Antisjènouc âstÈ prìteron, íti t màn dìxù,
t dà lhjeÐø eÒrhtai tÄ poiht¬; ll' å màn oÎk âxeirgsato aÎtìn, å dà kaj'
ékaston tÀn âpÈ mèrouc âd lwsen. êti dà kaÈ PersaØoc å toÜ Z nwnoc kat tn

...
Philod. De Piet. PHerc. 1428 col. 6 line 16 – 26 (= SVF 1.539 & 2.1078). Text
from Henrichs (1974, p. 17), tr. based on Long (1996a, p. 67). â. n. dà tÀ[i] deutèr[Ài]
[[scil. PerÈ jeÀn QrÔsippoc]] t te eÊc >Orfèa [kaÈ] MousaØon nafe. r. [ìm]e. na kaÈ t
par [<O]m rwi kaÈ <Hsiìdw
. [i] kaÈ EÎripÐdù. ka. .È poi.hta[Ø]c. lloic [±]c k. a. .È Klenjhc
.
[pei]r
ta[i
s
[u]noikeioÜ
n
taØc
dìx[ai]c a
.
. ÎtÀ[n];
.. . .
10
Algra (2007, p. 29 f.).
11
Cic. ND 1.41, my translation, text from Rackham (1933). ut etiam veterrimi
poetae, qui haec ne suspicati quidem sint, Stoici fuisse videantur.
aÎtn Ípìjesin gègrafe kaÈ lloi pleÐouc

9
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above quotation from Cicero, traditional fables are largely untrue
and impious, but do include interesting basic insights in the world:
For the ancient belief prevailed throughout Greece that Caelus
was castrated by his son Saturn, and Saturn himself thrown into
bondage by his son Jove. A not inelegant physical reasoning is
included in these impious fables. They intend that the highest
part of heaven, which is of ethereal nature, i.e. fire, which
by itself generates everything, lacks that bodily part which
requires union with another to procreate.12

The Stoics appear rather intrigued by the transmission of ancient
ideas about the nature of the cosmos, in particular in poetry.13 What
originates from the poets themselves is labeled an invention. In fact,
one of the seven topics involved in the Stoic study of the history of
religious concepts is constituted by the inventions of the poets, as
Aëtius informs us:
As the sixth topic they [the Stoics] included the poets’ inventions. For Hesiod, because he wanted to construct fathers for
the generated gods, introduced such progenitors for them as
‘Koios and Krios and Hyperion and Iapetos’ [Hes. Theog. 134];
hence this topic is also called myth.14

This passage does not say Hesiod is wrong, but merely registers
the “fabricated character of his account, and his wish to construct
divine genealogies”.15 Yet, the combination with the qualification
12

Cic. ND 2.63-4 (SVF 2.1067, part), text form Rackham (1933), my translation based on Rackham (1933). Nam vetus haec opinio Graeciam opplevit, esse
exsectum Caelum a filio Saturno, vinctum autem Saturnum ipsum a filio Iove:
physica ratio non inelegans inclusa est in impias fabulas. caelestem enim altissimam aetheriamque naturam id est igneam, quae per sese omnia gigneret, vacare
voluerunt ea parte corporis quae coniunctione alterius egeret ad procreandum.
13
Aët. Plac. 1.6, Cic. ND 2.63-72 and Corn. Epidr., esp. 26.16-7. See also Algra
(2001, p. 577 & 580).
14
Aët. Plac. 1.6 (= SVF 2.1009). Text from Arnim (1903), but jeoØc instead
of jeoÌc (unnecessary correction by Diels). Tr. based on Long (1996a, p. 69)
and Radice (2002). ékton dà tìpon prosèlabon tä Ípä tÀn poihtÀn peplasmènon;
<HsÐodoc gr boulìmenoc toØc genhtoØc jeoØc patèrac sust¨sai eÊs gage toioÔtouc
aÎtoØc genn torac

[Hes. Theog. 134] “KoØìn

te KreØìn j <UperÐon t >Iapetìn

te. di toÜto kaÈ mujikän kèklhtai.

15
Long (1996a, p. 68). On the fact that Zeno is more interested in the tradition
than in Hesiod’s poem as such, cf. Algra (2003a, p. 169, with n. 42).
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‘impious fables’ in Cicero (ND 2.63-4, quoted above) suggests that
the basic message is that we should distinguish between what belongs
to the traditional story, be it a poem by a specific poet or just an
anonymous fable, and belongs to an older account. Cornutus is even
more emphatic that the ancient mythical account contained in poetry
makes poetry worthwhile.16 Finally, Cicero leaves no doubt as to the
distinction between transmitted, valuable insight and the perversion
thereof in superstitious fables:
Do you see, then, how from the right and useful discovery
of natural phenomena reasoning evolved into these imaginary
and fictitious deities? This perversion generated false beliefs,
troublesome errors, and superstitions hardly above the level
of those of old women. We know the forms, age, dress, and
equipment of the gods, as well as their genealogies, marriages,
relationships, and all about them is distorted into the likeness
of human frailty. [. . . ] These stories and beliefs are utterly
foolish, and they are full of futility and all kinds of absurdity.17
Nevertheless, although these fables are scorned and repudiated,
the being and character [i.e. of the gods] can be understood,
because god pervades the nature of each thing, as Ceres pervades the earth, Neptune the sea and other gods other things,
and we should honour and worship them under the name that
custom has given each of them. However, the cultus of the gods
is best [. . . ] if we honour them with a pure, sincere, incorrupt
mind and voice. In fact, superstition has been distinguished
from religion not only by philosophers but by our ancestors as
well.18
16

Corn. Epidr. 17.26 on which see further §5.2.
Cf. Chrysippus’ judgement that traditional representations of the gods are
childish in Philod. De Piet. col. 11 (= SVF 2.1076).
18
Cic. ND 2.70-2, text from and my translation based on Rackham (1933).
Videtisne igitur ut a physicis rebus bene atque utiliter inventis tracta ratio sit ad
commenticios et fictos deos. Quae res genuit falsas opiniones erroresque turbulentos
et superstitiones paene aniles. et formae enim nobis deorum et aetates et vestitus
ornatusque noti sunt, genera praeterea coniugia cognationes, omniaque traducta ad
similitudinem inbecillitatis humanae. [. . . ] haec et dicuntur et creduntur stultissime
et plena sunt futtilitatis summaeque levitatis. Sed tamen is fabulis spretis ac
repudiatis deus pertinens per naturam cuiusque rei, per terras Ceres per maria
Neptunus alii per alia, poterunt intellegi qui qualesque sint, quoque eos nomine
consuetudo nuncupaverit, hoc eos venerari et colere debemus. Cultus autem deorum
17
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In sum, we should first recover the ‘not inelegant physical reasoning’
(physica ratio non inelegans) by distinguishing it from old women’s
superstitions (supertitiones paene aniles). The gods are honoured best
if we reject superstitious stories and cultivate incorrupt philosophical
thinking about the true nature of the gods instead. This is not to say,
Cicero’s spokesman Balbus hastens to add, that we should dismiss
custom altogether; the customary names of the gods can still be
used. We will encounter a similarly accomodating stance towards
traditional religion later in Cornutus (§5.4).
Gourinat (2005, p. 31-2) concludes that the Stoics held that the
poets added to the original myth and thus provided it with more
coherence while treating it as mere fiction at the same time. I agree
with his observation that the Stoic attitude to the poets is rather
ambiguous, but I see no evidence that they credited the poets with
lending coherence to mythographical material.19 The ambiguity in
the Stoic attitude towards theological myths lies in the position of
the poets as both transmitters and corruptors. This attitude does not
appear to have been unique with the Stoics: in his introduction to
Greek religion, Bremmer (1994, p. 7) portrays the poets as one class
of religious specialists that both invented and reproduced religious
traditions. We have already seen evidence about the poets’ corruptive
activity according to the Stoics and Cornutus will provide us with
more in §5.2. In the idea of tripartite theology, myth is typically the
province of the poets. Accordingly, with respect to their position as
transmitters, Aëtius informs us that mythically transmitted reverence
is typically taught by the poets:
Therefore, those who have transmitted reverence for the gods
present it to us in three ways: firstly, in the physical (way),
secondly, in the mythical and, thirdly, in the way testified by
the laws. The physical is taught by philosophers, the mythical
by poets, and the legislative is constructed by each city.20
est optimus [. . . ] ut eos semper pura integra incorrupta et mente et voce neveremur.
Non enim philosophi solum verum etiam maiores nostri superstitionem a religione
separaverunt..
19
Furthermore, Gourinat sees a difference in the Stoic treatment of Homer
and Hesiod: Zeno blames nothing in Homer, while Hesiod is at the focus of Stoic
criticism, at least in Cornutus. As I will indicate below (p. 161), I do not see this
difference in Cornutus’ treatment of the two arch-poets.
20
Aët. Plac. 1.6 (= SVF 2.1009). Text from Arnim (1903), tr. based on
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We may conclude that according to the Stoics one particularly prominent way of transmission of the conception of the gods and of reverence
for them was through mythical poetry. In these poetic myths, however, the Stoics were primarily after the ancient, supposedly natural,
wholly or at least partially correct views of primeval people about
the gods and the world. I will argue below that once this ancient
insight has been identified there is a second, ensuing job for the
philosopher, viz. that of bringing coherence to these views. The pure,
sincere and incorrupt mind that Cicero must be referring to in the
passage above can only be a philosophical mind in the end. After
all, a mind can only remain incorrupt if it possesses true knowledge
(epistêmê). The interest in ancient views and the related conception
of the philosopher’s double task are a natural consequence of the
Stoic Kulturentstehungslehre and theory of preconceptions.21
For later Stoics, the discussion had expanded and Stoics had to
reckon more explicitly with other conceptions of the role of poets in
these matters. This is reflected by the following passage from Dio
Chrysostomos:
There is, indeed, another theory about these things, which is
longer and more comprehensive and not simple: whether Homer
was mistaken about these things, or handed down to people
certain reasonings about physics in myths according to the
custom of his time. Indeed, it is not easy to decide on such an
issue, just as it is not easy, to my mind, to decide in a case of
two friends, who are both honourable, against one when they
accuse each other.22
Long (1996a, p. 69).

diìper oÉ tän perÈ tÀn jeÀn paradìntec sebasmän di triÀn

âxèjhkan mØn eÊdÀn, prÀton màn toÜ fusikoÜ, deÔteron dà toÜ mujikoÜ, trÐton dà
toÜ tn marturÐan âk tÀn nìmwn eÊlhfìtoc. [dioikeØsjai

del. Reiske]

didsketai dà

tä màn fusikän Ípä tÀn filosìfwn, tä dà mujikän Ípä tÀn poihtÀn, tä dà nomikän

We will return briefly to the issue of theologia
tripertita that is here indicated in the context of Dio Chrysostom’s adaptation of
it in his Olympian Oration (§6.3.2).
21
Algra (2007, p. 26 f.) and see part one of the present study.
22
Dio Chrys. Or. 53.3, my translation on the basis of Elliger (1967); Lamar
Crosby (1962), text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962). perÈ màn d toÔtwn éte-

Íf áksthc eÈ pìlewc sunÐstatai.

roc lìgoc pleÐwn kaÈ makrìteroc kaÈ oÎ ûdioc, pìteron VOmhroc ¡marte perÈ
taÜta « fusikoÔc tinac ânìntac ân toØc mÔjoic lìgouc kat tn tìte sun jeian
paredÐdou toØc njr¸poic. oÎ gr ûdion diait¨sai tä toioÜton, kajper oÚmai dÔo
fÐlwn ndrÀn, mfotèrwn semnÀn, toÜ átèrou tÄ átèrú âgkaloÜntoc, ánäc aÎtÀn
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A more detailed assessment of Dio’s position will follow below.23 Here,
we should note the view of Homer as a mere transmitter of ancient
views of natural phenomena contained in myth.
Let us wrap up this introduction on the place of poets and
poetry in Stoic involvement with myth with the conclusion that the
poets mainly were of interest to the Stoics because they provided
a window to ancient ideas, to original myths that they transmitted.
Poetry happens to be the prime vehicle in which ancient, mythic
views about the world have been handed down. This delimits Stoic
interest in mythical poetry.24 When the Stoics speak of ‘the ancients’,
these people are not necessarily poets and they are certainly not
confined to the ancient poets, Homer and Hesiod. Also more recent
poetry qualified for this reference. Indeed, Chryippus took much from
Euripides and Menander (Chrysippus’ contemporary), and Cornutus
also quotes Epicharmus. The value of the poets may lie in the fact
that they were supposedly divinely inspired, especially in the case of
tragedy, but of course this could equally be a reason for criticism. One
can, furthermore, think of the exemplary authority and public appeal
of the poets as reasons for which the Stoics liked to adduced poetry.
Or, as Cleanthes argued (Philod. On Music col. 28.1 = SVF 1.486),
the absolute excellence of God cannot be appropriately expressed,
but poetry comes as close as possible.

4.1.2

Allegorical Interpretation?

Discussions in scholarly literature on the question whether the Stoics
practiced allegorical interpretation, to what extent, and whether they
believed the ancients or the poets and other mediators self-consciously
katagnÀnai.

23

Chapter 6. With respect to this passage, see §6.2, p. 199 f. in particular.
Radice (2004, p. 22) appears surprised by the absence of Stoic poetics
and Stoic study of the formal aspects of poetry. However, this absence is easily
explained from the conception of poetry as mainly a (deforming) vehicle for the
transmission of mythical material. Different appreciations of poetry and varying
emphases on different aspects of poetry within the school do not compromise
this bottom line. On the position of poetry with respect to various levels of
articulacy, poetic statements being less articulate than philosophical claims, see
Tieleman (1996, esp. p. 221ff.). He notices, furthermore, that “Chrysippus, like
many fellow Stoics, took a more optimistic (though not entirely unqualified) view
of the conceptual clarity, and possibilities of further clarification, of myths than
Aristotle had done.”
24
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expressed themselves allegorically, give the impression of a babel of
voices.25 Apparently, the term ‘allegory’ is used in various senses.
It will be apposite, therefore, to insert some observations on the
terms and methods involved before plunging into the announced case
studies of Stoic exegeses of myth. In this section, we will address
the notion of allegory and related concepts, and the structure of
allegorical interpretation.
The use of the modern term ‘allegory’ involves association with a
genre developed in the early Middle Ages, “in which a writer personifies abstract ideas and encodes a formulaic, one-to-one correspondence
between each character and some concept, abstract principle, or element of the physical world.”26 In Greek, the term (allêgoria) is first
attested in a rhetorical context in Cicero.27 In rhetorical settings,
allegory is an argumentative strategy on the part of the author of
a text, rather than a hermeneutical method. Thus, allegory proper
is a way of writing, whereas in the ancient tradition of exegesis of
myth, allegory is primarily a way of reading a text. Indeed, we may
remark with Goulet (2005b, p. 96-100) that “[t]out n’est pas forcément
allégorique dans ce qui fut historiquement appelé allégorie.” The term
‘allegoresis’ has been coined with the express purpose of designating
allegorical interpretation of texts that are not overtly or necessarily
intended as allegories by their authors.28
Goulet (2005b, p. 101-4) has attempted to elucidate what consti25

Some claim that the Stoics had nothing to do with allegorical techniques
whatsoever, e.g. Steinmetz (1986); Long (1996a); Long (1997a). Tieleman (1996,
p. 221 ff.) considers Stoic modes of interpretation almost invariably non-allegorical,
but finds an exception in Chrysippus’ interpretation of the myth of the birth
of Athena as told by Hesiod, on which cf. 125ff. below. A second group of
scholars consists of e.g. Wehrli (1928); Radice (2004); Ramelli (2003); Ramelli
and Lucchetta (2004); Algra (2001); Goulet (2005b). They say that the Stoics
present exegesis of isolated elements rather than a comprehensive interpretation,
but still indicate that this is usually called ‘allegoresis’. A third group opts for
‘full allegoresis’ applied by the Stoics to mythical beliefs, cf. e.g. Pfeiffer (1968);
Most (1989); Boys-Stones (2001).
26
Struck (2004, p. 3, n.1).
27
Cic. Ep. ad. Att. 2.20.3, and is variously translated in Latin as translatio,
inversio, immutatio, permutatio.
28
We do not encounter the term ‘allegoresis’ in antiquity, as is also pointed
out by Kupersmith and Berek (1979). Modern scholars sometimes confusingly
speak of ‘allegory’ where ‘allegoresis’ is intended. On the discovery of allegories in
authors that did not think of writing one, see Goulet (2005b, p. 101).
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tutes a philosophical allegory, by which he appears to mean an interpretation that brings to light, by way of allegoresis, some philosophical
message of an interpretandum. He lists the following characteristics
of philosophical allegory: (1) it concerns literary or artistic œuvres
rather than realities or mythical or historical persons; (2) it implies
that the allegorical sense of the text is not visible on superficial
reading of a text; (3) it requires some coherence and continuity, i.e.
is not rhapsodic; (4) it implies negation of literal sense and rejection
of historicity of cited myths; (5) being a method, it works according
to certain rules; (6) historically, it is a solution to cultural problem
that revered texts no longer correspond to actual situation in society;
and (7) it is open to any intelligent reader, i.e. it is not esoteric.
Unfortunately, this characterisation is too diffuse to be helpful
for our understanding of the Stoic exegetical practice. For one, point
(4), (5), and (7) hold for many types of interpretation, not only for
allegorical interpretation, and are, therefore, unhelpful as criteria to
determine the kind of interpretation we are dealing with in Stoicism.
Moreover, the Stoics were concerned with ancient insights, rather than
with the artistic (poetic) medium in which these insights reached
them.29 Thus, their interpretation is not focussed on literary or
artistic œuvres as such (1), and the interpretandum is not necessarily
text-based (2), but can also be contained in murals and statues.30
Point (6) relates to the question what the Stoics could have wanted to
achieve with their interpretations. This question can be addressed only
after we have discussed the nature of their interpretations and will,
therefore, be postponed to §4.3. Finally, Goulet’s third characteristic
seems promising with respect to characterising Stoic exegesis, but
we need to be much more precise about the type and amount of
coherence and continuity involved before we can say whether it
accurately describes Stoic practice. In what follows, I shall suggest
a specification of the structure of allegorical interpretation that can
help shed light on the nature of Stoic exegesis of mythical material.
Plutarch reports that allegory is a new term for what used to be
called suggestions, insinuations, or deeper meanings (huponoiai ).31
29

As we have already seen in the previous section and as we will see again in

§5.2.
30

Cf. Chrysippus’ interpretation of the mural at Samos (§4.2.2) and the interpretation of Pheidias’ Zeus-statue at Olympia in Dio Chrosystom (§6.3).
31
Plut. Quom. Adol. Poet. Aud. Deb. 19e. Ps.-Heraclitus will define ‘allegory’
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Alongside ‘suggestion’ (huponoia) we also find the terms ‘riddle’
(ainigma), ‘symbol’ (sumbolon) and their derivatives.32 These terms
signal the presumption of a deeper meaning that differs from what
appears at first sight. The prime method for tracing these hidden
meanings appears to be the exegesis of symbols through etymological
analysis.33
Stoic etymological analyses show a strong preference for divine
names and epithets. Being concerned with single names or epithets
they are elementary or atomic in character.34 I would argue that
this distinguishes them from allegory and allegorical readings, which
typically have a molecular structure. To elucidate this distinction
between atomic and molecular interpretations, we may take the
definition of allegory provided by Russell and Konstan (2005, p.
xvi-xvii) as a point of departure:
Today, critics frequently treat allegory, as opposed to metonymy, as the systematic application of transferred or hidden
senses of terms in an extended passage or argument. Perhaps
one might specify that allegory should involve, at a minimum,
two such terms, and in addition some relation (it may be
an activity) that obtains between them, and which is also
from its etymology (lla goreÔwn) as “the trope which says one thing but signifies
something other than what it says.” Hom. Quest. 5.2, text and translation from
Russell and Konstan (2005). <O gr lla màn goreÔwn trìpoc, étera dà Án lègei
shmaÐnwn, âpwnÔmwc llhgorÐa kaleØtai. On the history of the term ‘allegory’ see
further Whitman (1987, Appendix 1, p. 263-8), on the difficulty of pinning down
the sense of ‘huponoia’, see, for instance, Richardson (2006a, p. 64ff.), and on the
notions of metaphor, allegory, and symbol in the study of literature in general,
see the introduction by Kurz (1982).
32
On these terms and the connection between them, see esp. Corn. Epidr. 75.19
ff. (cf. 147 and §5.3 below).
33
Cf. the case studies below and in the subsequent chapters. See also Most
(1989, p. 2027), Buffière (1956); Whitman (1987).
34
This is especially prominent in Cornutus’ Handbook (chapter 5), but also
in, for instance, Zeno on the Titans (Schol. in Hes. Theog. 134 Gaisford 2.482 =
SVF 1.100), Cleanthes on Apollo (Photius s.v. lèsqai = SVF 1.543) and on Atlas
(Schol. in Hom. Od. a52 = SVF 1.549). Cornutus’ warning (Epidr. 27.19-28) that
one should not transfer names from one myth to another implies that they are
relatively stable elements in mythographical material. Where Chrysippus seems
to allow the transfer of useful material from mythical poetry to parallel situations,
this concerns common sayings rather than divine names and epithets. Cf. Plut.
Quomod. adol. poet. aud. deb. 34b (= SVF 2.100).
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understood symbolically. Thus [. . . ] to say that Zeus is pneuma,
or is the divine principle that permeates the universe, does not,
on the definition I have offered, quite constitute an allegory. It
begins to approach one, however, when the family relationship
between Zeus and other gods is interpreted metaphorically to
indicate how Zeus’s divinity is variously manifested in the world
(cf. SVF 2.1070, where the elements of ether and air, equated
with Zeus and Hera, are virtually described as marrying).35

In an allegorical interpretation à la Russell and Konstan there is
always a minimal structure of two elements in some relation on the
surface level that corresponds to an underlying pattern that becomes
evident in the interpretation. Thus, in an allegorical interpretation
there is always a plurality of connected elements at both levels. With
this definition, it lies close at hand to identify narrative as a distinctive characteristic of allegorical reading.36 Etymological analysis can
offer anchor points that connect superficial and deeper levels of understanding. That etymological analyses, based on individual elements,
can thus constitute the basis for elaborate allegorical interpretation
that connects these elements becomes ever more apparent later on in
antiquity.37 For instance, Runia (2006, p. 8-9) characterises etymology
from a Philonic perspective as “an objective given, which through its
35
Russell and Konstan provide this definition in their introduction to ps.Heraclitus’ Homeric Problems. They do not openly address the question whether
ps.-Hercalitus was a Stoic, as Pontani (2006) notices. To my mind, this question
should be decided firstly on the basis of how comfortably his views sit within a
Stoic framework and secondly on how his methods of approaching mythical poetry,
in casu Homer, concord with Stoic exegetical practice. There are substantial
differences between ps.-Heraclitus and the Stoics on both issues (cf. Buffière
(1962, p. xxxi-xxxix), Long (1996a, esp. p. 81) and Long (1997a, p. 200 ff.)),
so we cannot straightforwardly use evidence from ps.-Heraclitus on allegorical
interpretation to elucidate Stoic exegetical techniques. Furthermore, ps.-Heraclitus
had a problematic relationship with Cornutus. Russell (1989, p. 320) himself has
observed a sharp difference in Cornutus’ attitude toward the poets with that
of the defenders of Homer, such as ps.-Heraclitus. As Pontani (2006) argues,
this difference “cannot be resolved as ‘allegory vs. etymology’, but unveils two
very different – albeit sometimes parallel – exegetical approaches.” On these two
approaches, see the main text below.
36
As does Dawson (1992, p. 5-6). Cf. also the definition in Kurz (1982, p. 30):
“Ein allegorischer Text erlaubt zwei Deutungen und zwar systematisch an allen
relevanten Textelementen durchgeführte Deutungen.” (My emphasis.)
37
A concise overview of the emergence and character of philosophical exegesis in
Greco-Roman antiquity as well as this development in later antiquity is offered by
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associated symbolism furnishes a basis for the allegory which can be
further elaborated.”38 However, while etymological analysis does not
exclude allegorical interpretation but rather facilitates it, this is, of
course, not so say that all etymological analyses are eo ipso part of
an allegorical interpretation.39
In view of the detailed case-studies that are to follow this introductory section, we should specify a little further the minimum amount
of structure involved in allegorical interpretation according to Russell
and Konstan. The Stoics appear capable of interpreting the family
relationship between the gods, or a mythic scene without taking into
account the complete structure that links the individual elements
together.40 They do not usually interpret the relation that connects
etymologically interpretable elements qua structural element, qua
bond in a larger molecule of mythic material. If they take up on a
particular relation of this kind, they rather take it as an atomic phenomenon in itself, as an isolated explanandum.41 When we find Stoic
interpretations of apparently compound mythical material (examples
will be discussed in the case-studies in subsequent sections), I would
maintain that, with only a few exceptions, their exegesis is primarily
directed at individual names and epithets or single scenes or actions
and does not include complete mythical structures.42 It will come as
Baltussen (2007), to which we may add Griffiths (1967) on the origin of allegorical
interpretation and allegory in Egypt and its reception in Plutarch.
38
Similarly M. Frede (1989, p. 2087) for the practice in Egypt in Chaeremon’s
time (first century CE).
39
E.g. Long (1997a) explicitly pleads for distinguishing Philo’s allegorical
method form the Stoic, etymological method. Similarly, Goulet (2005a, p. 59):
“. . . on doit reconnaı̂tre qu’il n’y a pas d’allégorie antérieure à Philon, du moins
dans les documents conservés.” On Neoplatonist allegoresis, see, for instance
Lamberton (1986).
40
We may think of interpretations of Homeric sexual acts between the gods.
Zeno appears to have followed Antisthenes’ method of explaining Homer’s poetry,
cf. Dio Chrys. Or. 53.5, p. 201 and p. 209 ff. below. On the non-allegorical use of
Homeric scenes and characters in Antisthenes, see Richardson (2006a, p. 85), who
further remarks that in spite of its distinction from allegory, this created a way of
thinking from which allegory might easily grow. This underlines the difficulty of
characterising the character of Stoic interpretations of mythical material.
41
For instance, with respect to Cornutus in particular, see §5.3, p. 169 ff.
42
Goulet (2005b, p. 119), to the contrary, concludes that the Stoics used etymology of divine names primarily in the more general framework of allegorically
interpreting myths. As we will see in the case studies that are to follow these preliminary discussions, such a more general framework is present in a few exceptional
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no surprise, then, that I am disinclined to call their overall method
of exegesis allegorical.
Moreover, while there are, of course, structures that connect the
‘interpretanda’ at a surface level and the philosophical elements at a
more profound level, respectively, this does not imply that the Stoics
believed these structures to be parallel and one-to-one translatable.
Through etymological analyses and symbolic interpretations they
could fasten both levels together, fathoming philosophical import
in myth and anchoring mythical explanations with philosophical
exposition. Consider, for instance, the Stoic interpretation of the
myth of the mutilation of Ouranos by Kronos and the ascent of Zeus
as reported and adapted to a Latin context by Cicero:43
For example, the ancient belief prevailed throughout Greece
that Caelus was castrated by his son Saturn, and Saturn himself
thrown into bondage by his son Jove. A not inelegant physical
reasoning is included in these impious fables. They intend that
the highest part of heaven, which is of ethereal nature, i.e. fire,
which by itself generates everything, lacks that bodily part
which requires union with another to procreate. By Saturn
again they denoted that being who maintains the course and
revolution of seasons and periods of time, the deity actually
so designated in Greek, for Saturn’s Greek name is Kronos,
which is the same as chronos, a period of time. The Latin
designation ‘Saturn’, on the other hand is due to the fact that
he is ‘saturated’ or ‘satiated with years’ (saturaretur annis); the
fable is that he was in the habit of devouring his sons – meaning
that time devours the ages and gorges himself insatiably with
the years that are past. Saturn was bound by Jove in order that
time’s courses might not be unlimited, and that Jove might
fetter him by the bonds of the stars. But Jupiter himself –
the name means ‘the helping father’, whom with a change of
inflexion we style Jove, from iuvare ‘to help’; the poets call him
‘father of gods and men,’ and our ancestors entitled him ‘best
and greatest,’ putting the title ‘best,’ that is most beneficent,
cases only (esp. §4.2 and towards the end of §5.3).
43
Cic. ND 2.63-4, already touched upon at the beginning of §4.1.1, particularly
p. 102.
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before that of ‘greatest,’ because universal beneficence is greater,
or at least more lovable, than the possession of great wealth. . . 44

The mythical story consists of multiple elements (Caelus, Saturn,
Jove) linked together by a narrative structure (involving succession,
castration, and bonds) and is said to include a ‘not inelegant physical
reasoning’ (physica ratio non inelegans inclusa est). The exegesis that
is supposed to bring this reasoning to light starts from etymological
analyses of key elements, notably the names of the deities, and
proceeds with the interpretations of further symbolism. As to the
results of this procedure, it is evident that what is contained in this
myth is not one single coherent argument, but rather a few elements,
glimpses of a physical theory. Ouranos refers to the etherial, highest
parts of the sky, Kronos to time and its passing, and Zeus is a theistic
representation of the beneficent Stoic God. Evidently, these are all
aspects of Stoic physical theology, but the connection between them
is hardly parallel to the connections contained in the myth. One
example to contrary might be the episode of the binding of Kronos
by the bonds of the stars, which would indicate the relation between
the passing of time and the motions of the stars. One might say
that this is an example of two elements and their relation in the
superficial story being interpreted at a deeper level qua elements
in a relation, and hence one may maintain that this is allegorical
interpretation. However, even so one must admit that the parallelism
of structures at both levels is of a very limited scope. Therefore,
44

Cic. ND 2.63 (SVF 2.1067, partly), text and translation (with modifications)
from Rackham (1933). Nam vetus haec opinio Graeciam opplevit, esse exsectum
Caelum a filio Saturno, vinctum autem Saturnum ipsum a filio Iove: physica ratio
non inelegans inclusa est in impias fabulas. caelestem enim altissimam aetheriamque naturam id est igneam, quae per sese omnia gigneret, vacare voluerunt ea parte
corporis quae coniunctione alterius egeret ad procreandum. Saturnum autem eum
esse voluerunt qui cursum et conversionem spatiorum ac temporum contineret.
qui deus Graece id ipsum nomen habet: Krìnoc enim dicitur, qui est idem qrìnoc
id est spatium temporis. Saturnus autem est appellatus quod saturaretur annis;
ex se enim natos comesse fingitur solitus, quia consumit aetas temporum spatia
annisque praeteritis insaturabiliter expletur. vinctus autem a Iove, ne inmoderatos
cursus haberet, atque ut eum siderum vinclis alligaret. sed ipse Iuppiter, id est
iuvans pater, quem conversis casibus appellamus a iuvando Iovem, a poetis “pater
divomque hominumque” dicitur, a maioribus autem nostris optumus maxumus,
et quidem ante optimus id est beneficentissimus quam maximus, quia maius est
certeque gratius prodesse omnibus quam opes magnas habere. . .
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the Sceptic objection in Cic. ND 3.62 is not entirely justified; the
Sceptic spokesman Cotta claims that this explanation of stories and
explication of names (explicatio fabularum et enodatio nominum)
leads to the conclusion that the original authors of the myth not
only were not insane, but even wise (non insani, sed etiam fuisse
sapientes). There is coherence and structure both at the surface of
the myth and in the physical reasoning that underlies it, but these
structures do not necessarily match to any substantial extent and
the conclusion that the ancients were wise does not follow.
In this section so far we have addressed the notions of allegory
and allegorical interpretation as such and we have investigated the
structure of allegorical interpretations. The example from Cicero is
exemplary for Stoic exegetical practices, as will become apparent in
the subsequent chapters of this study. With only a few exceptions,45
the focus appears to be on individual elements of the myth, not on
an extended argument or passage and the Stoics thus do not seem to
have practiced full allegorical exegesis on a large scale. We will now
turn to our case studies of Stoic exegeses of mythical material.

4.2

Early Stoic Interpretations

In this section, we will investigate the approach to mythical material
of the founding fathers of Stoicism. In the present chapter so far,
we have seen that the Stoics thought it worthwhile, possible, and
even necessary to distinguish the poets and other artists from the
ancients whose views they transmit. This distinction is especially
prominent in Cicero,46 and Cornutus,47 and may also be seen in Dio
Chrysostomos.48 It may reasonably be traced to the early Stoics, for
instance on the basis of reports by Philodemus.49 Furthermore, I have
pointed out that the Stoics did not look uncritically at the views of
ancients or poets and artists, and that their interpretations focus on
the ancient material contained in poetry and other art.50 We have
45

We will return to these in detail in §4.2, and towards the end of §5.3.
In Cicero’s On the nature of the gods book 2.
47
Corn. Epidr. 17.26, cf. §5.2 below.
48
Or. 53.3 (cf. §6.2), and Or. 12.39 ff. (cf. §6.3).
49
Philod. De Piet. PHerc. 1428 col. 6 line 16 – 26 (= SVF 1.539 & 2.1078).
50
This is not incongruous with Goulet (2005b, p. 119, esp. nr. 3 and 4), who
concludes that the Stoics were not after a restoration of Homer as a philosopher,
46
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distinguished allegorical interpretation from atomic interpretations
such as etymological analysis by defining an allegorical interpretation
as an interpretation that explicates the deeper meaning of a minimal
structure of at least two elements in some relation. It bears pointing
out that although allegorical interpretations may consist of one or
more atomic analyses, the sheer occurrence of an atomic interpretation
per se is not a sure sign that we are dealing with an allegorical
interpretation.
In the second half of this chapter, I shall relate these considerations
to some prominent examples of early Stoic exegesis. In particular,
I want to indicate some doubts about the common practice of taking these examples often without question as evidence of full blown
allegorical interpretation on the part of the early Stoics. I will first
discuss the way in which early Stoic comments on poetry cannot serve
as evidence for allegorical interpretations. These comments lack an
overarching framework that would collect several atomic interpretations into a compound, properly allegorical whole (§4.2.1). Secondly,
I will analyse some further examples of Chrysippean interpretations
of mythical material that are often adduced as evidence for allegorical
exegesis on the part of Chrysippus.

4.2.1

Atomic Analyses and Comments

It is uncontested that the early Stoics proposed etymological analyses,
especially of names of the gods, of which we will consider some examples below. In themselves, these analyses have nothing to do with
allegorical interpretation, but they are commonly characterised as an
inevitable component of the method of allegorical interpretation. In
fact, this association is so strong, that scholars find it difficult to imagine that the many Stoic etymological analyses of divine names could
have been elaborated in such quantities and detail without a more
general framework of exegesis of myths.51 These more encompassing
interpretations would be fully-fledged allegorical interpretations, that
supposedly stood at the centre of commentaries on the poets, particbut use what they find in his testimonies for confirmation of their own philosophy. According to Goulet, allegorical interpretation only became the method for
revealing Homer’s science or philosophy from Crates of Mallos onward.
51
Thus, for instance, Goulet (2005b, p. 114).
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ularly Hesiod, by early Stoics.52 In this section (§4.2.1), we will see
that the supposition of allegorical commentary by the early Stoics
is unsupported by the evidence. I will argue in §4.2.2 that the claim
about an encompassing allegorical framework of interpretations of
elements of myth should be severely qualified.
Before discussing the question which method the Stoics used in
order to reveal a deeper meaning of a mythical story or a name which
they encountered for instance in poetry, we should note that the early
Stoics were perfectly capable of taking the poets in a literal sense,
adapting their words, and referring to them by way of illustration
of their argument. For all the technicalities of Stoicism and the
sophistication of Stoic argumentation, we should not over-interpret
such appeals. For instance, Zeno quoted Euripides in a lifestyle advice
to youths, possibly in his Politeia 53 and referred to slightly modified
verses of Hesiod in his demonstration that the ability to learn is a
greater gift than intelligence.54 Chrysippus is said to have agreed
with Hesiod on a hygienic command,55 he presumably illustrated his
view that the wise do not procrastinate by citing Homer,56 and he
illustrated his theory of perception, and particularly the concept of
phantasma, with Euripides and Homer.57 In general he was famous
for his extensive use of quotations from the poets.58
The majority of reports about exegesis of myth by early Stoics
portray etymological analyses of elements of a very limited scope
and are certainly not proof for allegorical interpretation on the part
of the founding fathers of Stoicism. We mostly find simple interpretations, especially of the names of mythical deities, their functions,
or attributes as physical entities or forces: Zeus as cause and princi-

52

Goulet (2005b, p. 119) has put these two claims particularly succinctly and
clearly.
53
DL 7.22 (= SVF 1.245).
54
SVF 1.235, comprising testimonies from Procl. (ad Hes. Op. et D. 291), DL
7.25-6 (also in SVF 1.5, infra), Them. (Or. 8.108c, 171d).
55
Plut. SR 1045a = SVF 3.754).
56
Stob. 2.116.1 (= SVF 3.648).
57
Aët. Plac. 4.12 (= SVF 2.54).
58
On Chrysippus’ abundant quoting in general, see DL 7.180 (SVF 2.1, infra).
We will return to some specific reports about Chrysippus’ arguments on fate
and on the soul in the main text below. On Chrysippus use of poetry in his
argumentative strategy in On the Soul, see Tieleman (1996).
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ple of life, Hera as air, Poseidon as water, and Demeter as earth.59
In the end, these are all aspects of nature, different names for one
and the same god.60 Apart from Zeno’s interpretations of Hesiod’s
chaos, titans, and cyclopes,61 we may further adduce examples such
as Cleanthes’ rendering and interpretation of Homer’s ‘Zeus, Lord
of Dodona’,62 his interpretation of the name ‘Persephone’,63 and
his adaptation and interpretation of Atlas’ epitheton with a spiritus
asper as holoophronos, omniscient.64 For Chrysippus we may turn to
his numerous reductions of mythical deities and their characteristics
to physical elements and their properties, such as his etymological
interpretations of various inflections of ‘Zeus’ to omnipotent reason,
principle of life, cause of everything, aether.65
It is, indeed, tempting to look for an overarching structure in
which these interpretations figured and an allegorical commentary on
the poets, notably Homer and Hesiod, would be a logical candidate.
Unfortunately, there is not a trace in our sources of such extended
commentaries. With respect to Zeno, we have Dio Chrysostom’s
remark (Or. 53.4 = SVF 1.274) that Zeno had written on Homer, but
this does not tell us whether we are dealing with a commentary here
(cf. p. 203 below). For Zeno on Hesiod, especially Cicero’s remark
“cum Hesiodi Theogoniam interpretatur ”66 has led to the supposition
that Zeno wrote a coherent commentary on Hesiod that would have
featured Zeno’s individual interpretive readings of Hesiod’s Theogony
as they are preserved today67 in a coherent manner. Goulet (2005b)
59
In the manner reported in DL 7.147-8 (= SVF 2.1021). Similarly in Cic. ND
2.63-71, particularly 2.71, cf. also the discussion of 2.63-4 at p. 112 f. above.
60
E.g. Serv. ad Verg. Aen. 4.638 (= SVF 2.1070), and on names of divinities
as indications for various manifestations of pneuma, cf. Plut. De Is. et Os. 367c
(= SVF 2.1093).
61
Cf. p. 117, n. 67 below.
62
ZeÜ na DwdwnaØe: Plut. De Aud. Poet. 31d (= SVF 1.535).
63
Plut. De Is. et Os. 377d (= SVF 1.547).
64
Schol. in Hom. Od. 1.52 and Eusth. In Hom. 1389.55 (both in SVF 1.549).
Eusthatius uses the expression that the Stoics say this allegorically (llhgoroÜsin),
but this is a late term (cf. p. 108). Obviously the interpretation of this epitheton
concerns etymological analysis.
65
E.g. Cic. ND 1.40 (= SVF 2.1077, part), and ND 2.71 (=SVF 2.1080);
Philod. De Piet. 11 (= SVF 2.1076); Philo De Prov. 2.41 (=SVF 2.1079).
66
ND 1.36 (= SVF 1.167).
67
SVF I.100, 103, 104, 105, 118, 121, 163 and 276, cf. Algra (2001, esp. p. 563
with n. 4).
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adduces this commentary of Zeno as evidence against the thesis of
Long (1996a) that early Stoic etymological analyses had nothing to do
with allegorical interpretations of the poets. Goulet appears unaware
of the study by Algra (2001), who has definitively shown that the
supposition of a Zenonian commentary on Hesiod lacks any ground
in the ancient sources. Zeno did not write a running commentary,
but commented on elements of the cosmogonical myths that Hesiod
presents with etymological analyses of limited scope.68
Titles of books that betray mythical themes would also seem
promising starting points in the hunt for early Stoic allegorical works.
Various candidates can be found in the catalogue of Diogenes Laërtius,
of which we may note especially the Thyestes of Persaeus, On Hermes
and Medea of Herillus, On the gods and On the giants by Cleanthes.69
Yet, we know little or nothing about the content of these works, so
we do not know whether they actually contained allegorical interpretations. Another clue could be the interest of the founding fathers
of Stoicism in Homer, evident from such titles as Zeno’s Homeric
Problems (DL 7.4 = SVF 1.41), Cleanthes’ On the Poet (DL 7.175 =
SVF 481) and Chrysippus’ widely attested interest in Homer (SVF
3.769-77). Goulet (2005b, p. 104), however, has shown that the attested philological erudition in Homeric matters, particularly of Zeno
and Chrysippus, is grammatical in character and offers no indication
of allegorical interpretations by them.70 It appears, then that we have
no evidence about early Stoic commentary on poetry that would
provide a larger frame for their etymological analyses that would fit
them together in an allegorical interpretation.
Despite this lack of evidence about books by early Stoics dedicated
to a coherent treatment of various etymological analyses that would
constitute a proper allegorical commentary on myth, it would be too
rash to conclude from this fact alone that they did not practice their
etymological interpretations in a larger and coherent context at all. We
shall presently turn to some reports about early Stoic interpretations
of mythical material that seem to go beyond the purely elementary
68
Algra (2001, p. 577 f.). On Zeno’s reading of Hesiod as attempts by Zeno to
de-mythologize Hesiod (but not in an allegorical fashion) and the similarity to
Cornutus’ treatment of elements of Hesiod’s cosmogony, see Long (1996a, p. 80).
69
Cf. Goulet (2005b, p. 105).
70
For instance, Chrysippus’ frequent quotations of Euripides to prop up some
doctrinal position do not imply allegory, as Goulet (2005b, p. 105) specifies.
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level of atomic interpretations of names and epithets.71 Before we
proceed, however, two preliminary remarks are in order.
The first concerns the plausibility of a frequent use of allegorical
interpretation in Stoic thought. As indicated (p. 111 above), I am
sceptical about the extent to which Stoics considered the connections
between the elements of myth in their interpretations, in other words,
about the extent to which we may speak of allegorical interpretation.
Goulet, however, a careful and sober proponent of the thesis,72 argues
that although allegoresis probably did not play a major role in early
Stoicism, nothing proves that the first Stoics contested its legitimacy.
We may, indeed, take the silence in the sources on this matter as an
indication that the Stoics have not specifically and explicitly argued
against full-blown allegorical reading and writing.73 However, in view
of the nature of our evidence this silence is hardly proof. I would
argue, rather, that although they perhaps did not explicitly reject
them, compound allegorical readings are not what one would expect
from the Stoics, in view of their understanding of the epistemic nature
of ancient insight.
The second remark pertains to the type of evidence to be gained
from the scholia to Homer and Hesiod. These scholia offer intriguing
evidence of Stoic dealings with the mytho-poetic tradition, even if
much of the material in them seems to have been common ground
and cannot be traced to the early Stoics for certain.74 The format of
these scholia, however, with separate comments on particular words,
obscures our view of the character of this early Stoic work. Thus,
71

On the characterisation of Stoic exegesis as atomic interpretations, see p. 109
ff. above.
72
Goulet (2005b, p. 117) finds the proposal of Long (1996a) excessive.
73
From the Stoics via ps.-Heraclitus and Philo to Neoplatonist allegories we
can observe a shift from interpreting poetry as a source for ancient insight to
interpreting the poet, especially Homer and Hesiod, as an allegorical writer in his
own right. This shift is explicable from the unclear boundaries between poetry and
myth, between poetic meaning and the interpretation of myth, cf. Long (1996a, p.
82-4).
74
The subject of the scholia is, of course, too vast to be discussed in the
present context. For a sketch of the general character of literary criticism in the
scholia to the Iliad, see, e.g., Richardson (2006b). In the present context, we will
focus on Stoic material in these scholia and pick out some relevant examples.
Further research into, for instance, Cornutus’ Handbook with respect to the exact
relationship between Stoic interpretations of myth and the scholia on especially
Homer and Hesiod would be interesting.
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testimonies from the scholia-literature alone do not prove the existence
of extended early Stoic treatment of longer passages of mythical
poetry. An example of the complexities involved in appreciating
reports from the scholia in the context of Stoic philosophy is the
following passage from Eustathius that we find in Von Arnim as SVF
1.74:
In speaking of ‘air-voiced heralds’, here too Homer anticipates
the definition of vocal sound according to Zeno which says that
‘vocal sound is air impelled’.75

One might, at first sight, suppose that this information derives from
Zeno’s Homeric Problems or his On Listening to Poetry and thus
assume that Zeno engaged in extended philosophical explanation of
Homer. However, one may just as well suppose that Zeno referred to
Homer in some other treatise, in the context of a separate discussion
of voice, by way of example. In that case the relationship between
what Homer anticipated (proüpebalen) and Zeno’s definition (horos)
are interesting and would seem to confirm our suggestion that Stoic
interpretations of mytho-poetic material intended to articulate primitive insight into fully fledged philosophical, well-defined notions (cf.
§4.1.2). On closer inspection of the text, however, it is apparent that
Eustathius (or his source) claims that Homer says something that is
apposite to Zeno’s definition of voice. This interpretation of Homer
does not necessarily originate with Zeno: what makes this fragment
relevant for a collection of Zeno’s thought is his definition rather than
its interpretation of Homer. In general, suggestions that Homer anticipated Zeno could very well stem from later commentators, especially
those who wanted to clear Homer of charges of naive primitivity.

4.2.2

Some Chrysippean Examples

I shall now turn to a few fragments and testimonies that illustrate the
ways in which Chrysippus used mythical material. These cases enable
me to highlight several key issues concerning the question what exactly
the Stoics did when they interpreted traditional belief. These issues
include not only the epistemological nature of Stoic etymological
75

Eust. In Il. 18.506 p. 1158.37 (= SVF 1.74), Greek text from Arnim (1903).

erof¸nouc k rukac VOmhroc kntaÜja eÊp°n tän kat Z nwna t¨c fwn¨c íron
proôpèbalen, eÊpìnta fwn

âstin r peplhgmènoc

.
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analysis, the methods of ancient anti-Stoic polemic, and the extent
to which we may speak of Stoic allegorical interpretation, but also
the relationship between ancients and poets or artists according to
the Stoics, and assumptions about authorial intentions. I shall not
systematically address all of these topics for each case individually,
but I will discuss the most noteworthy in each example with a view
to elucidating the epistemological background of Stoic exegesis and
the way polemical sources tend to distort our understanding of it. I
shall successively turn to Chrysippus’ interpretations of the Fates, of
the birth of Athena, and of the union of Zeus and Hera. His exegesis
of the Graces is also relevant, but we will deal with it later on.76
Here we may already note that the argumentative context in which
Chrysippus interpreted the Graces does not substantially differ in
character from the context of Chrysippus’ interpretations of the Fates.
The relation indicated above between Stoics and the Homeric and
Hesiodic scholia merits extensive study of its own, but let us consider
one especially telling case concerning the interpretation of Zeus as
Fate. In various scholia Zeus is identified with fate (heimarmenê).77
This is a central Stoic concept, and indeed at various places in the
scholia to Homer and Hesiod the identification with Zeus is ascribed
to the Stoics.78 We also find the identification of Zeus with fate
(heimarmenê) in Cornutus (Epidr. 12.17). It is elsewhere attested
for Chrysippus (Plut. SR 1049f -1050c = SVF 2.937). Interestingly,
Chrysippus’ interpretation of Zeus as fate does not end here, as he is
said to have etymologically analysed the word ‘heimarmenê’ itself to
‘eiromenê’, ‘what has been strung together’.79
Goulet (2005b, p. 115) mentions Chrysippus’ interpretations of
fate and the Moirae as an example of a more extended treatment
of symbolical material, i.e. of material containing a superficial and
76

In chapter 5 on Cornutus (p. 171 ff.). Cornutus appears to follow Chrysippus
rather closely, while Seneca criticises the way in which Chrysippus treats the
myth.
77
E.g. Tzetzes Scholia in Hes. Op. et Dies 1.249ff. ed. Gaisford (1823, p. 35.12
ff.) and 251.6 (Gaisford (1823, p. 182.4-8)).
78
E.g. a scholion on Homer’s Iliad 7.69 (= SVF 2.931), but also in the scholia
on Hesiod: e.g. Procl. In Hes. Op. et Dies v. 105 (= Gaisford (1823, p. 105.26-8)
= SVF 2.929, and Tzetzes Schol. in Hes. Op. et Dies 1.267 (=Gaisford (1823, p.
36.11)).
79
Diogen. ap. Euseb. Praep. Ev. 6 p. 263c (= SVF 2.914). On eÉmarmènh as
eÊromènoc lìgoc, cf. also Ar. Didym. ap. Eus. Praep. Ev. 15.15 (= SVF 2.528).
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a deeper meaning. From this example he concludes that early Stoic
interpretations are not a matter of mere etymological interpretation.
Such a more extended treatment would, on Goulet’s view, constitute
the more general framework that connects various etymological interpretations concerning fate to a properly allegorical interpretive whole.
Central evidence concerning Chrysippus’ dealings the Fates, however, provides us with a glimpse of the nature of this more extended
argument and casts doubts on Goulet’s view.
Diogenianus, an Epicurean with strong polemical tendencies, takes
issue with Chrysippus’ On Fate in an extended argument preserved
in Eusebius’ Praep. Ev. book 6. Von Arnim includes a widely scattered selection of this account under SVF 2.914, 2.925, 2.998, 2.999,
3.324 and 3.668, but it is not until one takes the trouble to read
the complete passage as a whole that the full polemical force of
Diogenianus’ anti-Chrysippean argument is disclosed. This is not the
place to discuss the Stoic theory of fate in all its technical detail,80
nor Diogenianus’ objections to it, but a few turns in his argument
are relevant in connection with Chrysippus’ treatment of Homer and
etymological analysis. Moreover, in Diogenianus’ account we have
another opportunity to observe the workings of ancient polemical
methods which gloss over the nuances and details of Stoic theory.81
The structure of Chrysippus’ argument is comparable to his strategy in On the Soul as we know it from Galen’s discussion,82 and
so are the refutations by Diogenianus and Galen, respectively. Diogenianus scorns Chrysippus because Chrysippus would freely quote
Homer in his exposition, while he would blissfully ignore Homeric
passages that are less convenient to his views. Rather than concluding
with Diogenianus that Chrysippus failed in his attempts to enlist the
support of Homer, we could take him to have used Homer merely to
illustrate his argument where possible with material widely known
to his audience. Thus, in the first book of his On Fate, Chrysippus
used quotations from Homer to illustrate that everything happens
according to fate, while in the second book he turned to Homer
80
For instance, there are, of course, more fragments that attest to the topic of
fate than just Diogenianus’.
81
Stern (1893, p. 24-5) also discusses Diogenianus’ exposition against Chrysippus, but he seems to disregard the polemical character of Diogenianus’ argument
and rather naively follows his verdict.
82
In PHP book 2 & 3, cf. Tieleman (1996).
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again for illustrations of the idea that even within the overall fated
arrangement of things some things are up to us.83 After the ‘testimonies’ (marturiai ) of Homer from book one, Chrysippus discussed
‘other matters’ (‘kai meth’ hetera’) according to Diogenianus, who
continues with Chrysippus’ discussion of fate through his analyses
of the names of its three goddesses, the Moirae.84 From reports of
Stobaeus and Theodoretus85 we may conclude that Chrysippus gave
etymological interpretations of their names only after he had given
his philosophical definition of fate and what is up to us.
Diogenianus’ verdict86 on Chryippus’ etymological analysis is
common to the polemical detractors of the Stoics: if there is any
truth in names that makes it worthwhile to analyse their etymology
in a philosophical context, mankind in general somehow possesses
elementary true insights; but how is it, then, that you, Stoics, hold
that the majority, if not all, of mankind are fools? Diogenianus’
conclusion about Chrysippus’ argument is worth quoting in full:
You make yourself ridiculous, Chrysippus, if you use as witness
by their imposition of names those people, that you say are
no different than yourself in understanding, at least unless it
has happpened that [a] those who originally gave these names
were wise men – which you cannot possibly prove. However, let
us concede this, and that [b] names are fixed with their significations as you want, and not as a result from false opinions:
where do they indicate that absolutely everything happens
according to fate, and not rather those things only that depend
on fate, if any? [c] Because the number of the Fates, their
names, Clotho’s spindle, the thread wound on it, and the ball
of this thread, and the other things of this kind mentioned in
that story, indicate the immutability and the eternal fitness
of causes both for what will happen necessarily and for what
cannot happen differently. There would be many such things.
Others, however, do not happen this way, and [d] to some of
these people have ascribed gods as rulers or craftsmen, of others
83
Chrysippus’ descriptions of ‘what is up to us’ as reported by Diogenianus
are listed under SVF 2.998.
84
These are contained in SVF 2.914.
85
These are collected asSVF 2.913.
86
Eus. Praep. Ev. 6.8 ff.
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they supposed we ourselves as the cause, and of still others
nature, or Fortune. Of the last they wanted to indicate her
changefulness and instability, having it now this way, now that
way, and therefore, they represented that particular quality of
things with the image of Fortune standing on a globe. This
view, isn’t it also commonly held among people? No doubt at
times people confuse the causes, attributing what is caused by
fate or chance to a divine power, or what depends on us to fate.
But at least it is clear to everyone that they believe that these
causes all exist in the world. [e] So to conclude, neither the
suppositions of mankind, nor the imposition of these names
confirm Chrysippus’ theory.87

Diogenianus’ conclusion at [e] turns on blurring the distinction between the appeal to the true core of natural preconceptions and
the appeal to an actual consensus omnium.88 His reproach at [a-b]
clearly refers to an argument by Chrysippus that later became the
central issue in the discussion between Seneca and Posidonius: the
87
Diogenianus ap. Eus. Praep. Ev. 6.8.18-24. My translation based on Tr.
Gifford (1903); Places (1980), my numbering and emphasis. Greek text from
Places. GeloÐwc oÞn kaÈ sÌ qr sù mrtusi toÔtoic di t¨c jèsewc tÀn ænomtwn,
oÏc oÎdàn n kat ge sÔnesin seautoÜ f saic diafèrein, eÊ m ra toÌc âx rq¨c
jemènouc taÜta t ænìmata sofoÌc eÚnai sumbèbhken, íper oÎdamÀc deØxai dun sù.
>All gr dedìsjw soi toÜj' oÕtwc êqein kaÈ t ænìmata âkeØna tÐjesjai ±c sÌ
boÔlei tc shmasÐac êqonta, kaÈ m kat dìxac yeudeØc tä toioÜton gegonènai;
poÜ toÐnun di' aÎtÀn shmaÐnetai t pnta paxaplÀc kaj' eÉmarmènhn eÚnai, kaÈ
m , eÊ ra, taÜta mìna Án âstin eÉmarmènh? VO te gr tÀn MoirÀn rijmäc kaÈ
t ænìmata aÎtÀn kaÈ å t¨c KlwjoÜc traktoc kaÈ tä âpeilhmènon aÎtÄ n¨ma
kaÈ tä âpÐklwsma toÔtou kaÈ ísa toiaÜta lla lègetai ân âkeÐnoic, ândeÐknutai
tä parbaton kaÈ âx aÊÀnoc kaj¨kon tÀn aÊtiÀn, ísa oÍtwsÈ kathngkastai
genèsjai kaÈ ísa llwc êqein kek¸lutai. Poll d' n eÒh t toiaÜta. VOsa dà
oÎq oÕtw gÐnetai, toÔtwn tisÈ màn oÉ njrwpoi jeoÌc dioikhtc kaÈ dhmiourgoÌc
âpef misan, tinÀn dà mc aÎtoÌc aÊtÐouc Ípèlabon, llwn dà aÞ plin tn fÔsin,
llwn tn TÔqhn; ©c tä eÎmetbolon kaÈ staton kaÈ nÜn màn oÕtw, nÜn dà oÕtwc
êqon ândeÐxasjai boulìmenoi, eÊdwlopoi santec tä poiän toÜto sÔmptwma tÀn
pragmtwn âpÈ sfaÐrac bebhkuØan tn TÔqhn êdeixan. _H oÎqÈ dedìxastai par
toØc njr¸poic kaÈ taÜta? kaÈ gr eÒ pote suntarttousi t aÒtia kaÈ ísa màn kaj'
eÉmarmènhn « kat tÔqhn gÐnetai, taÜta âk jeÐac dunmewc gÐnesjai nomÐzousin, ísa
dà par' mc, taÜta kaj' eÉmarmènhn, ll' íti ge pnta t aÒtia taÜta ân toØc oÞsin
eÚnai doxzousi pantÐ pou d¨lon. VWste oÎdà tc tÀn njr¸pwn Ípol yeic oÎdà
tc jèseic tÀn toioÔtwn ænomtwn summartureØn t¬ QrusÐppou dìxù sumbèbhken.

88
See on this discussion §2.1, esp. p. 41 ff. On the polemical use of the subtleties
of this distinction, cf. §2.2.
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question whether, or to what extent the first people were genuinely
wise. Indeed, Chrysippus cannot possibly prove that the first men
were wise when they imposed names, nor does he have to. As we
have seen in §3.3 with respect to the argument in Seneca’s EM 90,
the crux is that the absence of false beliefs is not enough to make
someone wise. The pure and uncorrupted insight of ancient name
givers is sufficient, however, to guarantee the presence of a true core
in the meaning of ancient names. Diogenianus concedes as much when
he says at [b] that these names originally signified what Chrysippus
argues as a result of the absence of false opinions.
From Diogenianus’ account at [c] we may gather that Chrysippus
interpreted not just the names of the Fates, but also their number,
their attributes and such like. What it does not say, however, is that
Chrysippus interpreted arguments or narrative elements mentioned in
a traditional story about them. Individual elements of the myth seem
to serve as illustrations and stepping stones for a further discussion of
technical Stoic material. In other words: the more general framework
in which these interpretations figure appears to be the exposition
of Stoic doctrine rather than an allegorical exegesis. Diogenianus’
counter-argument concerning fortune at [d] shows as much. He there
turns the tables to the Stoics by using their own way of arguing
against them. Some people, he claims, suppose fortune to be the
cause of things that are not predetermined. They illustrate this idea
with a symbolic image of Fortune standing on a globe.89 Hence, we
cannot conclude from Diogenianus’ report that Chrysippus presented
his analyses of these elements of a myth as a coherent whole that we
may call an allegorical interpretation, as Goulet would have it. In
fact, Chrysippus’ exegesis of Fate here in On Fate appears to differ
in character from the exegesis of the birth of Athena in his On the
Soul, despite similarities in the structure of Chrysippus’ argument
and in the tactics employed by his opponents.
The myth of the birth of Athena was interpreted in the context
of the question as to the location of the regent part of the soul (the
hêgemonikon). Chrysippus believed that the soul’s leading part resides
89

For Stoics creating a symbolic image to explain a particular dogmatic point,
see for instance Cleanthes ap. Cic. Fin. 2.69 (= SVF 1.553), who is said to have
drawn pedagogically effective pictures with words in his lectures, such as one of
pleasure being served as a queen by her handmaids, the Virtues.
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in the heart, contrary to other Stoics.90 Both the Stoics who claimed
that it was centered in the brain and Chrysippus who championed
the cardiocentric view turned to the myth of the birth of Athena in
their arguments.
The polemical agenda of Galen has severely distorted the key
evidence for Chrysippus’ argument (PHP 3.8.1-19 = SVF 2.908-9),
similar to the way in which Diogenianus distorted Chrysippus’ interpretation of Zeus in his On Fate that we discussed above. Tieleman
(1996, p. 221 ff.) is careful to reconstruct Chrysippus’ treatise On the
Soul from Galen’s polemical discussion through which we know it and
is thus able to determine the place and function of the interpretation
of the myth of the birth of Athena in the context of Chrysippus’
argument concerning the location of the hêgemonikon in the heart
and the origin of spoken language.91 He concludes:
The argument concerned with spoken language is put forward
in various forms: (1) as implicit in popular conceptions and
expressions; (2) as contained in literature; (3) as a technical
argument. The picture that emerges is that of successive levels
of increasing articulation and corresponding epistemological
status of the (related) concepts under examination.92

In general, statements by the poets, e.g. Homer and Euripides, seem
to be considered more precise and articulated than the beliefs and
expressions of common laymen. However, this is different specifically
in the case of what are commonly called allegorical interpretations of
mythical poetry. Indeed, the case of Hesiod’s myth of Athena’s birth
indicates, as we will shortly see, that Chrysippus is not so much after
securing the authority of Hesiod as he is after the original myth for
which Hesiod is a source. “As such the myth is more at home in the
context of common belief, that is, as testimony of what the men of
90

Gal. PHP 3.1.1-18 (= SVF 2.885) and Philod. De Piet. P.Herc. 1428 col. 16
(= SVF 2.910).
91
Tieleman largely agrees with Long (1996a) that the Stoics cannot simply be
dubbed allegorists, because almost always their interpretations concern “neither
complete myths nor narrative contexts [. . . ] but individual statements by the
poets claimed to anticipate the Stoic position.” The case of the interpretation of
the birth of Athena, however, appears an exception.
92
Tieleman (1996, p. 247).
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old believed” – Tieleman (1996, p. 248).93
I will here quote some particularly relevant passages from Chrysippus’ rather long argument as preserved by Galen.
I [Chrysippus] hear that some people speak in support of the
view that the governing part of the soul is in the head. For,
they say, the birth of Athena, who is wisdom and, as it were,
thought, from the head of Zeus signifies that the governing
part is there; otherwise wisdom and thought would not arise
in the head, if the ruling part is not in it. Their argument
has a certain plausibility, but they are mistaken, as it seems
to me, and they are unaware of the details of the story. A
fuller account of these matters is not irrelevant to our present
inquiries. Some men simply say in this way that she was born
from the head of Zeus, and they do not go on to recite the
manner of her birth or the reason for it. Some write in their
theogonies that her birth took place after Zeus lay first with
Metis and second with Themis, and other write it differently in
other works. Hesiod, however, relates at greater length in his
theogonies that when a quarrel arose between Zeus and Hera,
Hera by herself gave birth to Hephaestus, and Zeus to Athena
as a result of swallowing Metis. Now the swallowing of Metis
and the birth of Athena inside Zeus are in both accounts. They
differ about the manner in which these things were brought
about, but that sort of thing is of no importance for the present
argument. The common element in them alone is useful against
the objections that have been raised.94
93

On Chrysippus’ use here of the Aristotelian strategy of an appeal to common
language, cf. Struck (2004, p. 122).
94
Gal. PHP 3.8.3-8 (= SVF 2.908), text and translation from De Lacy (1978).
koÔw dè tinac lègein paramujoumènouc präc tä ân t¬ kefal¬ eÚnai tä gemonikän
t¨c yuq¨c mèroc. tä gr tn >Ajhnn, m¨tin oÞsan kaÈ oÙon frìnhsin, âk t¨c
kefal¨c genèsjai toÜ Diäc sÔmbolìn fasin eÚnai toÜ taÔtù tä gemonikän eÚnai;
oÎ gr llwc n ân t¬ kefal¬ genèsjai m¨tin kaÈ frìnhsin, eÊ m tä gemonikän
ân taÔtù âstÐ; pijanoÜ mèn tinoc âqìmenoi, diamartnontec d' ±c âmoÈ faÐnetai kaÈ
gnooÜntec t perÈ toÔtwn ÉstoroÔmena, perÈ Án oÎ qeØrìn âstin âpÈ plèon eÊpeØn
toØc ânestÀsi zht masi. fasÈ d' oÉ màn oÕtwc plÀc âk t¨c toÜ Diäc kefal¨c
aÎtn genèsjai oÎdà prosistoroÜntec tä pÀc « kat tÐna lìgon, [å dà <HsÐodoc âpÈ
plèon lègei ân taØc jeogonÐaic] tinÀn màn ân taØc jeogonÐaic grafìntwn tn gènesin
aÎt¨c prÀton màn M tidi suggenomènou toÜ Diìc, deÔteron dà Jèmidi, tinÀn dà ân
átèroic llwc grafìntwn tn gènesin aÎt¨c;

<å dà <HsÐodoc âpÐ plèon lègei ân taØc
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Chrysippus is conscious of the existence of various versions of the
myth, but limits himself to quoting Hesiod’s variant.95 Against those
who put forward that intelligence (phronêsis) resides in the head
because rational speech issues from the head / mouth, Chrysippus
contends that rational speech, in fact, originated in the chest, as he
points out on the basis of this fuller version of the myth of the birth of
Athena, which contains some details that his opponents do not take
into account. Despite this choice of the version of one particular poet,
he stresses that the different versions of the myth have in common
what he needs to make his main point.96 Thus, his goal is evidently
not to explain Hesiod, but to put a particular myth to dogmatic use.
While this is, then, an interpretation of a myth as it is to be found
in one poetic text in particular, it is not meant as an interpretation
of this poetic text as such.
While the main focus lies on the common elements of the variants
of the myths, details are considered when convenient. However, these
details can just as easily lead to difficulties for a specific interpretation.
For instance, Chrysippus does not address the imprecision of referring
to the belly or the chest instead of the heart.97 Furthermore, the
interpretation runs into problems when Athena is said to issue from
the crown of Zeus’ head, rather than from his mouth, as one would
expect if Athena were to stand for knowledge as conveyed by spoken
jeogonÐaic

>

±c ra genomènhc êridoc tÄ Diñ kaÈ t¬ VHrø genn seien  màn VHra

di' áaut¨c tän VHfaiston, å dà ZeÌc tn >Ajhnn âk t¨c M tidoc katapojeÐshc
Íp' aÎtoÜ.  màn gr eÊc aÎtän katposic t¨c M tidoc kaÈ êndon toÜ Diäc t¨c
>Ajhnc gènesic kat' mfotèrouc toÌc lìgouc âstÐn; diafèrousi d' ân tÄ pÀc taÜta
sunetelèsjh, präc tän ânestÀta lìgon oÎjenäc întoc

<toÜ>

toioÔtou. tä gr

koinän ân aÎtoØc Íprqon mìnon qr simìn âsti präc t ânesthkìta;

95

On Chrysippus’ discussion of different variants of the myth and his choice of
one of them, cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 222 n. 11 & 12). On the uncertainty of the
ascription of Chrysippus’ favourite version to Hesiod, cf. Kauer (1959, p. 43-55,
esp. p. 38). For practical purposes, I will refer to the variant which Chrysippus
interprets as Hesiod’s.
96
Tieleman (1996, p. 224-5). I follow Tieleman’s understanding (op. cit. p. 222,
n. 11) of ‘both accounts’ (mfotèrouc toÌc lìgouc) at Gal. PHP 3.8.7 as referring
to the different versions of the myth by Hesiod and by others (pace Long (1996a,
p. 76)) and fully agree with his judgement that this “point is of considerable
importance because it shows Chrysippus to be interested in the myth rather than
the poet.”
97
On ‘belly’ as an imprecise notion, see Tieleman (1996, p. 216). On the typical
difficulty of straining divergences in allegorical readings of a text, cf. Whitman
(1987, p. 3).
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language. Chrysippus is quoted as having explained this difference
with the remark that “such shifts occur rather frequent in symbols”98
and Galen is eager to take up Chrysippus on this point (PHP 3.8.278).99
While we did not find evidence of properly allegorical interpretation in the argument from On Fate, Chrysippus’ interpretation of
the birth of Athena appears to be different. After the passage quoted
above, Chrysippus proceeded with a lengthy quotation from Hesiod’s
version. He appears to have marked the transition from retelling the
story to his exegesis with the words:
Such are the things told of Athena, things that imply a different
symbolical meaning.100

Chrysippus repeatedly speaks of the entire myth as a symbol.101
Indeed, it cannot be denied that his interpretation was concerned
with multiple elements of the myth and their relations, which he takes
as a scheme of interconnected symbols. The deviant Stoics who claim
that the hêgemonikon is located in the head point to the fact that
Athena, who represents wisdom and prudence, issued from Zeus’ head
in Hesiod’s mythical story. As we have seen, Chrysippus contended
that they disregard a crucial episode: Zeus swallowed Athena’s mother
Metis, a personification of wisdom, craft, intelligence, so Athena was
in fact conceived and / or gestated in Zeus’ belly.102 Chrysippus
explains:
For first of all, Metis is spoken of as if she were a kind of
wisdom and art in practical matters, and in this sense the arts
must be swallowed and stored up within us. [. . . ] After this it
is reasonable that such an art, on being swallowed, gives birth
to a daughter similar to the mother; and there are besides the
98

Gal. PHP 3.8.18 (= SVF 2.909) text and translation (modified) from De
Lacy (1978). tÀn toioÔtwn parallagÀn kat sÔmbolon ginomènwn pleiìnwn.
99
Cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 224).
100
Gal. PHP 3.8.15. Text and translation (modified) from De Lacy (1978). t
màn oÞn perÈ t¨c >Ajhnc legìmena toiaÜt âstin, llou tinäc sumbìlou poioÜnt'

.
On the occurrence of the term ‘symbol’ throughout his argument (e.g. in
PHP 3.8.18, quoted above, p. 129 (n. 98), cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 222 n. 13).
102
Whether or not Metis conceived of Athena while in Zeus’ belly depends on
the different versions of the myth that Chrysippus quotes.
êmfasin

101
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things brought forth in them by the sciences. It is possible to
see how and by what route these would most readily emerge.
Clearly they are carried out by speech through the mouth by
way of the head. [. . . ] And quite apart from this story, from
the mere circumstance of her being born by way of his head
a person could give a similar explanation. For the poet does
not say that she came into being in his head [. . . ] For the fact
that things pertaining to the arts and sciences come into being
inside these men and come out by way of the head is the best
evidence for the account given above.103

This interpretation includes elements of the narrative of the myth,
which is indicative of truly allegorical interpretations rather than of
the mere analysis of separate symbols. The term ‘allegorical’, then,
does seem apply to Chrysippus’ interpretation of the myth on the
basis of the definition we established in §4.1.2.104
As to the purpose of the exercise105 we must depend on Galen’s
conclusion:
In these words, as Chrysippus brings the myth into harmony
with Stoic teaching, he gives an explanation that is persuasive
and ingenious in other respects. . . 106
103

Gal. PHP 3.8.16-19 (= SVF 2.909), text and translation from De Lacy
(1978). prÀton màn gr  M¨tic lègetai ±saneÐ tic frìnhsic kaÈ perÈ tÀn kat tän
bÐon tèqnh,  tc tèqnac deØ katapÐnesjai kaÈ ânapotÐjesjai [. . . ] met taÜta tn
katapojeØsan toiaÔthn tèqnhn tÐktein eÖlogon ân aÎtoØc paraplhsÐan t¨c tiktoÔshc mhtrìc; präc te toÔtoic t Ípä tÀn âpis thmÀn tiktìmena ân aÎtoØc; pÀc d' n
âkporeÔoito kaÈ di tÐnoc mlis ta, pres ti skopeØn. fanerän gr íti lìgú âkfèretai di toÜ s tìmatoc kat tn kefal n [. . . ] kaÈ qwrÈc dà t¨c És torÐac taÔthc
p' aÎtoÜ mìnon toÜ genèsjai taÔthn kat tn kefaln t parapl sia

<n>

tic

lègoi; oÎ gr ân t¬ kefal¬ fhsin aÎtn genèsjai [. . . ] t gr ân aÎtoØc ginìmena
teqnik kat tn kefaln âxiìnta mlis ta poshmaÐnei tän proeirhmènon lìgon.

104

Goulet (2005b, p. 116) finds Chrysippus’ explanation of the story an atypical
case of allegorical interpretation. This probably has to do with Chrysippus’
clear bypassing of Hesiod as a poet in view of Goulet’s definition of allegorical
interpretation, according to which he requires that the interpretation concerns a
poetic text or work of art as such.
105
We will return to the purpose of Stoic interpretations of mythical material
in more detail in §4.3.
106
Gal. PHP 3.8.26, text and translation from De Lacy (1978). >En toÔtoic
toØc lìgoic å QrÔsippoc t màn lla pijanÀc te ma kaÈ eÎmhqnwc âxhgeØtai toÜ

...

mÔjou prosarmìttwn aÎtän tÄ StwðkÄ dìgmati
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Galen proceeds with his dissatisfaction of Chrysippus’ explanation of
crucial phrases and the discrepancies such as we have noted above.
However faithful this assessment by Galen of Chrysippus’ argument
may be, it is clear that Chrysippus’ exegesis served the purpose of
explaining a philosophical point rather than that he intended to
provide a commentary on poetry or exegesis of myth as such. The
extent and complexity of his exegesis might be explained from the
fact that Chrysippus employed it while arguing against fellow Stoics
on the topic of the location of the hêgemonikon.107
The third and last case-study of an interpretation by Chrysippus
that we will discuss in this chapter concerns his notorious interpretation of the sexual union of Zeus and Hera. It is an interpretation
of a mural located at Samos or Argos that portrayed Zeus and Hera
engaged in a sexual act.108 There are some noteworthy similarities
between the interpretation of this mural and the Stoic interpretation
of Pheidias’ marvelous statue of Zeus that was located in Olympia.109
The first concerns the qualified way in which Chrysippus criticised
traditional belief. Algra (2007, p. 32 & 37-41) analyses both interpretations in the context of Chrysippus’ criticism of anthropomorphic cult
images. Chrysippus condemned talking about the gods and representing them as if they were of human form as childish (paidariôdôs).110
This condemnation, however, was not without qualification. As Algra
(2007, p. 37-8) stresses, both pantheistic and theistic perspectives
of the Stoic god allow for a certain degree of anthropomorphism,
e.g. in considering the gender of Zeus and Hera in cosmology as
indicative of their active and passive roles and in labelling the cosmic
god as a craftsman and a father with the same kind of rationality as
humans. Despite their inadequacy and childishness, anthropomorphic
representations of the gods could convey relevant and true insight in
107

Cf. p. 126 with n. 90.
The evidence on Chrysippus’ interpretation is collected in SVF 2.1071-5,
with DL 7.187-8 (= SVF 2.1071) and Orig. Contra Cels. 4.48 (= SVF 2.1074) as
central pieces. SVF 2.1075 concerns the close connection between Zeus and Hera
more in general, not their ‘holy marriage’ (hieros gamos) as it was traditionally
known, or its depiction at Samos or Argos in particular.
109
Epict. Diss. 2.8 and Dio Chrys. Or. 12, to which we will return later on,
§6.3. For an archeological study of this statue, see the contribution of Bäbler (p.
217-38) in Klauck (2000).
110
Philod. De Piet. P.Herc. 1428 col. 5.28-35 (= SVF 2.1076), cf. also Cic. (ND
2.45 and 3.20.
108
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the nature of god,111 if interpreted properly that is.
The second similarity between these cases concerns the way in
which Chrysippus in a certain sense passes by the artist who mediates
the mythical image. His exegesis of the union of Zeus and Hera
underlines once again that poetry was not the Stoics’ central concern.
He is concerned with the mythical content of the picture, as he is
with the mythical content of poetry, not with the artist or the work
of art as such.112
The character of Chrysippus’ interpretation of both the mural
at Samos and the statue at Olympia is a matter of discussion in
view of the various definitions of allegory that have been proposed in
scholarly literature (cf. §4.1.2).113 With respect to Pheidias’ Zeus we
see that Epictetus and Dio Chrysostom take it as a very powerful,
complex symbol, which falls to philosophy to interpret.114 I would not
want to call the interpretation of a single symbol allegorical, except
on a diffuse notion of allegory such as employed by Goulet.115 The
case of the mural of Zeus and Hera is more complex, as we have
two entities engaged in an act that is itself understood symbolically.
Thus, the minimal requirements for allegorical interpretation proper
as specified by Russell and Konstan (2005, p. xvi-xvii) and discussed

111

Algra (2007, p. 32).
As to the authorial intentions, Struck (2004, p. 279 ff.) speculates about
the question whether Chrysippus’ interpretation is faithful to the intention of
the painter, i.e. about the extent to which Chrysippus’ ‘reading’ of the mural
is an imposition on the ‘text’. Although many in antiquity, especially later
antiquity, found the picture scandalous and subsequently explained Chrysippus’
interpretation as motivated by an embarrassment similar to their own (cf. DL
7.187-8 = SVF 2.1071), it seems unlikely that the artist’s original intention
was to shock. Struck makes a case for Chrysippus’ interpretation being actually
quite traditional and concludes that we cannot “rule out the possibility that the
painter himself had some sort of meaning as Chrysippus’s in mind.” (Ibid. p. 281.)
However, as Struck himself stresses, we can only speculate about the original
intentions of the artist.
113
The issue lies outside the scope the study of Algra (2007, p. 27, with n. 67),
who broadly follows Long (1996a) in the idea that the early Stoics did not believe
mythical poetry to be self-consciously allegorical, but concedes to Goulet (2005b)
that the overall picture is less neat.
114
Esp. Dio Chrys. Or. 12.47, cf. Algra (2007, p. 39). We will return to the
details of Dio’s interpretation and method later on (chapter 6, on Pheidias’ Zeus,
see esp. §6.3).
115
Cf. p. 107 ff. above.
112
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above (p. 111 f.) appear to be met.116 However, if we take the union as
such as the interpretandum, as a kind of tableau, we are dealing with
the interpretation of a single symbol rather than with a compound
allegorical interpretation in which the elements are connected in a
certain form of narrative. Unfortunately, the determination of the
precise character of Chrysippus’ interpretation of the mural of Zeus
and Hera is limited by the fact that we are ill informed as to the details
of his interpretation.117 What we know allows for the conclusion that
his aim was to expose the properly philosophical pointe of a primitive
and symbolical conception from mythical times.
To conclude: even if our evidence for the early Stoics is terribly defective, the majority of reports of interpretations of mythical material
by early Stoics have a limited extent and focus mostly on individual elements. Therefore, the nature of early Stoic interpretations of
mythical material does not appear to have been allegorical, although
there are significant exceptions such as Chrysippus’ interpretation of
the birth of Athena. All in all, then, the early Stoics appear to have
been interested first and foremost in the philosophical articulation
of limited, self-contained, and primitive conceptions from mythical
times.

4.3

Stoic Purposes

The picture of Stoic exegesis of mythical material as it has become
clear so far is remarkably congruous with the Stoic view of the
nature of ancient insight in relation to the theory of preconceptions
as we have discussed it in the first part of this study. Thus, in a
narrow sense, we understand that the Stoics dealt with myths in the
light of their epistemological theory and their ideas about the origin
of mankind and the condition humaine in its first stages. Usually,
however, scholars discuss Stoic intentions in a broader perspective.
116

Notwithstanding the fact that the very first trait of ‘philosophical allegory’
that Goulet (2005b, p. 101) identifies, seems not straightforwardly applicable
here: “Premièrement, l’allégorie concerne essentiellement des œvres, littéraires
ou artistiques [. . . ]. Puisqu’il s’agit de retrouver un sense caché, il faut supposer
qu’un auteur a caché ce sens.” This is not an interpretation of a work of art qua
art.
117
E.g. through the absence of typically allegorical jargon, as noted by Goulet
(2005b, p. 114 f.).
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Rather than asking what the Stoics exactly did when they were
interpreting mythical material, they focus on the next question, i.e.
what the Stoics could have wanted to achieve with this exegetical
practice.
Concentrating on theology, Algra (2009, p. 226) has proposed an
analytical classification of philosophical positions vis-à-vis traditional
Greco-Roman religion: neutral (philosophy as a rational, independent alternative), negative (explicit criticism of myth/cult), and
positive (philosophical appropriation / re-interpretation).118 While
this classification may serve as a framework, he justly warns that
the complexities of historical reality often do not allow for a neat
classification. In fact, in Stoicism all three alternatives are present.119
Especially in the context of the third ‘appropriative’ approach
scholars from the past centuries have explored alternative motivations
that range from a Stoic apologetic tendency to defend Homer against
criticism120 to a straightforward appeal to his authority to confirm
Stoic doctrine.121 However, defence of the poets and the imposition
of deeper meanings to obtain a poet’s authority for one’s doctrines
118

Cf. also Algra (2007, p. 7-9).
The attitude adopted by Epictetus (Ench. 31.5) and Balbus (Cic. ND 2.71),
for instance, suggests that there is a conservative strand in Stoicism that is
prepared to let traditional religion co-exist with philosophical truth about god, cf.
Algra (2007, p. 24 ff.). On the relaxed relationship between traditional religion
and philosophical theology during the entire period from the sixth century BCE
to the sixth century CE and the mixture of innovation, criticism and conservatism
in the philosophers’ attitude towards traditional religion, see Betegh (2006, p. 625
ff.).
120
Zeller (1963, p. 345): Stoic re-interpretations are rescue-attempts of traditional religion and poetic masterpieces. Steinmetz (1986, p. 20): defence of the
poets by distinguishing literary from theological or physical interpretations. In
the interpretation of Pohlenz (1948, p. 97-8) both elements of criticism and of
argumentative appeal to authority can be seen. That this is part of an attempt at
reconciliation between philosophical doctrine and myth has been suggested by
Gale (1994, p. 25f.), Kern (1938, p. 98) and Hahm (1977, p. 79).
121
Tate (1929b); Tate (1930); Tate (1934): Stoics sought confirmation of their
philosophy from Homer and Greek religion. Pfeiffer (1968, p. 238) argues that they
did this on the basis of the idea that Stoic logos pervades everything, including
mythical poetry. With Pohlenz (1948, p. 97-8) we may add that this logos is present
in its purest form around the time of the conflagration, and per implication also at
the beginning of the world. Similar characterisations of appropriative confirmation
can be found in Wehrli (1928, p. 94) and Buffière (1956, p. 139-40). The latter (p.
585) argues forcefully against attributing to the Stoics an apologetic motivation,
which, he believes, was typical of the Peripatetic school.
119
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are not mutually exclusive motivations, nor is the boundary between
them simple to arbitrate.122 Most (1989, p. 2019 ff.) has critically
reviewed much literature that attempts to identify the extent of the
appropriative aim of the Stoics in their dealings with poetic myth, but
since the appearance of his survey of the status quaestionis, several
other studies have appeared.123 The favourite answer concerning
the question of the motivation of Stoic interpretations of myths,
especially as contained in poetry, seems to be that the Stoics wanted
authoritative support for their doctrine. Whose authority they were
after, that of the poets or the ancients, is a matter of debate.124 A
distinction between poetry and myth such as I have drawn above125
enables us to see that if the Stoics were looking for some authority
to appeal to, it was that of the primeval people of old.126
Still, the Stoic attitude towards myth may give an impression
122

As Struck (2004, p. 13 f.) has pointed out.
We should name especially Dawson (1992); Long (1996a); Long (1997a);
Boys-Stones (2003b); Ramelli and Lucchetta (2004); Struck (2004); Goulet (2005b);
Gourinat (2005).
124
Long (1996a, p. 59 ff., esp. 64 and esp. n. 11) argues that the majority of
scholars incorrectly believe that the Stoics wanted Homer’s confirmation and
that they saw him as a poet who intentionally composed allegorical stories, as a
crypto-Stoic avant la lettre. Gourinat (2005, p. 32) finds that the Stoics thought
the hidden sense of poetic stories was worth recovering as a testimony to the
truth of Stoic doctrines, whether or not this profound meaning was intended by
the poets or perverted by them.
125
§4.1.1, cf. Long (1996a, esp. p. 68 ff.) and Long (1997a, p. 200 ff.) for
a similar distinction. The argument of Goulet (2005b, p. 116 f) against the
distinction between myth and poetry runs into problems when he adduces as a
counter-example Zeno’s commentary on Hesiod’s Theogony (Cic. ND 1.36 (=SVF
1.167)). As Algra (2001) has shown, no such work by Zeno existed and Cicero
simply refers to a set of comments. Thus, Zeno did not practice some kind of
philology or literary criticism, but rather appropriated elements from traditional
myths into philosophical physics. We will return later on (§4.2) to two further
examples that Goulet mentions, Stoic interpretations of the union of Zeus and
Hera and of the birth of Athena.
126
Of course, no one would question that Homer was important to the Stoics,
and Goulet (2005b, p. 104) is surely right to emphasise that Zeno and Chrysippus
were interested in Homer because he was a “pièce incontournable de la paideia
grecque.” He concentrates on the condamnation of the poets that the interest in
primitive myths would seem to entail, which is doubtlessly also present in the
Stoic attitude towards poetry. As I hope to have shown (§4.1.1), they also had a
more positive evaluation of the role of the poets as transmitters par excellence of
these ancient insights. Indeed, as Radice (2004, p. xxxvii) remarks, Stoic exegesis
of myth cannot be separated from the question of their transmission.
123
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of incoherence, particularly with respect to the extent of ancient
cognition.127 Gourinat (2005, p. 32) explains this from the presence
of two theories about myth in Stoicism. One theory suggests that
the ancients have personified physical or moral realities128 in good
faith, not knowing otherwise, and another one that ancient scientists
possessed a profound truth which they deliberately encrypted in
myth. The supposition that ancient scientists self-consciously hid
their insight is a prerequisite of allegory in the strong sense.129 It is,
however, an open question whether the Stoic, Chrysippean method
of interpretation of myth presupposes that the Stoics believed that
the ancients intentionally codified their messages.130
127

Boys-Stones (2003b, esp. p. 191-215) distinguishes two types of Stoic interpretation. On the one hand, he identifies an early Stoic type of interpretation,
according to which there is truly philosophical material to be found in myth. This
type would be more closely related to Aristotle’s view of myths as the remnants
of knowledge of civilisations lost in cataclysms (e.g. Ar. Metaph. L 8, 1074b1-14),
although Boys-Stones indicates that the Stoics did not share Aristotle’s view of
repeated cataclysms that account for the transition of philosophy to mythology.
On the other hand, there would be a younger type of interpretation already present
in Cornutus’ time, that prefigures later Neoplatonist and Christian allegory proper.
As I will argue below (chapter 5), I do not believe in such a distinction. Looking
into Cornutus’ text we will find much continuity with what we can gather about
early Stoic thought on this issue. Moreover, the Stoics disagreed with Aristotle on
the presence of a complete philosophy in primeval times. For them, ancient insight,
albeit true, was only fragmentary in the first place (cf. §3.3 and p. 101). What is
shared with Aristotle is nothing but the wish to retrace the original rationality of
myths, as Goulet (2005b, p. 111) also propounds. It should be noted that Aristotle
was not as optimistic about this quest as the Stoics, and, consequently, had little
time for myths.
128
We should note that Stoics exegesis was not limited to physical doctrine.
Although physical aspects appear to have attracted most attention, their interpretations also included psychological and ethical tenets. For instance, Cleanthes ap.
Apollon. Lex. 114.25 (= SVF 1.526) interprets the plant name môly in relation
to the Stoic theory of the passions. While Apollonius claims that Cleanthes said
this ‘allegorically’ (allêgorikôs), this is clearly a later term for what is a simple
etymological analysis.
129
Cf. the distinction by Long (1996a, p. 60) between weak and strong allegory:
“A text will be allegorical in a strong sense if its author composes with the intention
of being interpreted allegorically. [. . . ] A text will be allegorical in a weak sense if,
irrespective of what its author intended, it invites interpretation in ways that go
beyond its surface or so-called literal meaning.”
130
Cf. Tieleman (1996, p. 221 with n. 9). It would be in line with religious
aspects of allegorical interpretation that have recently been brought to the fore
by Struck (2004, p. 4) and that would be particularly apparent in Chaeremon,
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Less assumptions and auxiliary hypotheses seem required if we
take it that the Stoics believed the ancients ‘involuntarily’ spoke
symbolically of nature and the cosmos through personifications etc.,
because they were primitive and did not to have another option.131
Ancient thought and language are intrinsically symbolical: albeit true,
they were not articulate and epistemically sound enough to be up to
anything better. The ancients’ intentions, however, were simple, pure,
and directed at understanding the world around them.132 Thus, Algra
(2007, p. 27 n. 67) concludes that what is usually called allegorical
interpretation is, in fact, “a translation of the inevitably rude, plastic
and inarticulate language of early mankind into the more sophisticated
language of philosophy.”
Indeed, it would be naive to assume no agenda at all on the part
of the Stoics with respect to their exegesis of traditional myth.133 We
have seen that according to the Stoics the status of myth is twofold
who may appear to have believed that the ancient Egyptian priests purposefully
shielded their knowledge (fr. 12 Van der Horst = Tzetzes Exegesis of the Iliad
1.97). However, M. Frede (1989, p. 2087 ff.) has convincingly argued that even in
the case of Chaeremon, we should rather suppose that his assumptions about the
ancients result from Stoic philosophy and theory of history and culture (cf. §3.3).
On the non-esoterical character of philosophical allegory in general, see Goulet
(2005b, p. 101-4).
131
As Most (1989, p. 2023) has argued, the exegetical method of the Stoics,
which he calls allegoresis, is a “two-edged instrument, with which the ancient
source can both be praised for having attained wisdom and criticized for not having
expressed it directly: allegorical interpretation of the ancients can be justified
not only by the view that they were particularly wise and hence promulgated
veiled truths, but also by the view that they were rather primitive and hence
promulgated veiled truths.” Most seems to use wisdom in a rather loose sense
that I would distinguish from its technical sense as explained in §3.3. I contend
that the ancients possessed a particular kind of true insight as opposed to true,
completely coherent knowledge.
132
Cf. Long (1997a, p. 208-10), who has pointed out, contra Atherton (1993,
p. 67), that the ancients were interpreting nature, but that their language was
unintentionally ambiguous and that this ambiguity was not one of the signs of
the later degeneration of humanity. On etymological analysis in the context of
Stoic interest in primordial times when language was still young and the idea of a
natural imposition of names, see Allen (2005).
133
As Boys-Stones (2003b, esp. p. 215) does when he argues that the Stoics never
sought confirmation or authority from myth: their “understanding of traditional
theology was at all times a highly sophisticated account of the evolution of a
tradition.” For one, Stoic interpretations of myths imply a rejection of the literal
sense of the story and of its historicity, as Goulet (2005b, p. 101-4 and p. 110 f.) has
put forward. Accordingly, he characterises Stoic exegesis as a historical solution
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problematic. Myths contain primeval insights which are philosophically valuable but epistemically unstable, and their transmission is
flawed (cf. chapter 1, §3.3). The Stoics believed these pure insights
to have been present at the beginnings of human history (cf. §3.3) –
hence their interest in ancient myths. Accordingly, the task of philosophy is twofold as well: it is to isolate and articulate the original
preconceptions. The result is a complex system of mutual confirmation of myth and philosophy that did not exclude criticism. Thus,
the Stoics could emphatically show how their philosophy tied in with
constitutive parts of the Greek and Roman cultural tradition, but
their views of the nature and transmission of ancient insight provided
them with enough leeway to criticise and reform non-philosophical
beliefs that were central to that tradition.134
With the appropriation of elements from traditional myths into
their philosophical system, the Stoics certainly added authority to
their views and, in a sense, confirmed not only their own philosophy
but the tradition of myth as well. This fact was exploited by the
Stoics’ Sceptic opponents, as is apparent from the following passage
from the Sceptic Cotta’s refutation of Stoic theology in Cicero’s On
the Nature of the Gods:
These and other similar fables have been culled from the ancient
traditions of Greece; you [Stoics] are aware that we ought to
combat them, so that religion may not be undermined. Your
school however not merely do not refute them, but actually
confirm them by interpreting their respective meanings.135
to the cultural problem that revered texts no longer correspond to the actual
situation in society, pointing to the obvious discrepancies between philosophical
conceptions of god and those of traditional religion.
134
Especially with respect to traditional religion the Stoic stance did not deviate
from standard practice, see Betegh (2006, p. 628 ff.), who indicates that it was
the most common strategy among philosophers to “isolate some traits of the gods
from popular belief and set them as criteria for attributing further properties
and functions.” The Stoics emphasised the traditional basis of their philosophical
theology while at the same time significantly reshaping the traditional view of
the gods. Cf. also Most (1989, p. 2023) on ‘allegoresis’ as a two-edged instrument.
135
Cic. ND 3.60, text and translation from Rackham (1933). Atque haec
quidem aliaque eius modi ex vetere Graeciae fama collecta sunt, quibus intellegis
resistendum esse ne perturbentur religiones; vestri autem non modo haec non
refellunt, verum etiam confirmant interpretando quorsum quidque pertineat
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The Sceptic opponent ignores the fact that the Stoics did not just
confirm traditional notions and that they did not just validate their
own doctrines through the authority of traditional belief a way that
was uncritical of that same tradition.136 Aside from the issue of
their history of faulty transmission, mythical explanations are not as
comprehensive and mature as the Stoic one – so the Stoics believed.
The effect of this becomes especially clear in two brief indications
of Sceptic objections to Stoic theology by Sextus Empiricus and the
Stoic answer to them.
But < retort the Stoics, > whereas the myth does thus contain
within itself its own refutation, the conception (hupolêpsis) of
gods is not of this kind, nor does it introduce inconsistency,
but is evidently in accord with the facts.137

In the traditional views of the gods we find all kinds of inconsistencies,
but if one were to proceed philosophically from the original notion,
which Sextus here indicates with the term ‘hupolêpsis’, no contradictions result. Stoic philosophy supposedly is a perfectly coherent
theory that presents interrelated, harmonious explanations for various
phenomena. The inconsistencies in myths not only spring from their
defective circulation, but also from the focus of mythical explanations
on isolated phenomena. Hence the emphasis on names and epithets,
as we may gather from Cicero’s Sceptic, Cotta:
A great deal of quite unnecessary trouble was taken first by
Zeno, then by Cleanthes and lastly by Chrysippus, to rationalize
these purely fanciful myths and explain the reasons for the
names by which the various deities are called. But in doing so
you [Stoics] clearly admit that the facts are widely different from
136

Dawson (1992, p. 35 ff.) sees confirmation as the main item on the Stoic
agenda in the interpretation of myth, rather than cultural critique and subversion.
However, he overlooks Stoic criticism of cultural authorities such as Homer and
their harkening back to a primitive, one may even say primeval stage, as I will
argue specifically for Cornutus in §5.4. There, I will also point to the subtle,
epistemological criticism of myth contained in Homer etc. that is implicit in the
work of Cornutus and the Stoics more generally.
137
SE M 9.71 (= partly in SVF 2.812). Translation from Bury (1936), text from
Mutschmann. ll gr å màn mÜjoc oÕtwc ân aÍtÄ tän êlegqon perieØqen,  dà
perÈ jeÀn Ípìlhyic oÎ toiaÔth tic âstÐn, oÎdà mqhn Ípèballen, ll sÔmfwnoc
toØc ginomènoic âfaÐneto.
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men’s belief,138 since the so-called gods are really properties of
things, not divine persons.139

The view of mythical names and other elements of myths as partial
explanations that are to be integrated into a philosophical theory ties
in with the argument that the Stoics conceived of human language
as reflecting human rationality, just as human reason ideally reflects
cosmic reason.140 Etymological analyses attempt to connect various
words and names. Thus linking them together the Stoics are supposed
to show the corresponding interconnectedness of our concepts in a
rational system in current language.
Now, we might think that insofar as reason consists of a more
or less coherent set of conceptions, the purer reason of the ancients
(insofar as recoverable) may well reveal relations between conceptions.
This would suggest that we should not be too dogmatic in insisting on
isolated conceptions as the sole target or result of the explanation of
myth. However, while perfect reason does indeed consist of coherent
set of conceptions, we know it to come into being only from our
preconceptions,141 i.e. separate notions. As we have seen in §3.3, the
purity of the ancients’ reason lies not in its completeness or perfection,
but merely in its being free of misconceptions – the ancients were not
called wise in a strict sense.

138

On appeals to common sense and consensus omnium in the context of the
theory of preconceptions, see chapter 2.
139
Cic. ND 3.63 (= SVF 2.1069). Text and translation from Rackham (1933).
Magnam molestiam suscepit et minime necessariam primus Zeno post Cleanthes
deinde Chrysippus, commenticiarum fabularum reddere rationem, vocabulorum
cur quidque ita appellatum sit causas explicare. Quod cum facitis, illud profecto
confitemini, longe aliter se rem habere atque hominum opinio sit; eos enim qui di
appellantur rerum naturas esse non figuras deorum.
140
On this view, see M. Frede (1978, p. 61), who is followed by Most (1989, p.
2028-9). Cf. also Brisson (2004, p. 46): “Only a careful study of divine names
makes it possible to apprehend the nature of the gods who bear them. A rigorous
description of their nature bases mythology on the Stoic system, and this the
more easily in that a Stoic sees gods not as elements or natural forces but as the
manifestation of divine reason in these elements and natural forces.”
141
Cf. Aët. Plac. 4.11, on which see §1.2.
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Conclusion

Our hypothesis in this chapter has been that Stoic exegesis of myths
has much to do with the epistemological status of the ancient views
that make up what is valuable in myth according to the Stoics, and
with the form in which these views have been transmitted through
history.142
Before we could address the exact nature of Stoic exegesis of
myth, we first had to clarify what the Stoics were interpreting. This
turned out (in §4.1.1) to be the ancient belief or mythical material
rather than the poetry or artwork which transmits and expresses
it. In particular, we have seen that the Stoics had a mixed attitude
toward poetry: they considered it to be the primary but deforming
medium through which valuable insights from primeval times are
transmitted.
A second preliminary issue concerned the notions of ‘allegory’
and ‘allegorical interpretation’ (§4.1.2). Diffuse definitions of these
concepts, or the complete absence of a definition, have led to much
miscommunication in the extensive scholarly literature on the subject. A clear definition of allegorical interpretation that contrasts
it, for instance, with etymological interpretations can be provided if
we distinguish between atomic and molecular interpretations, as I
have proposed. Atomic interpretations are, for instance, etymological
analyses, whereas molecular interpretations are compound in the
sense that they interpret a minimal structure of two elements and
their relation. Only the latter can be called allegorical. An allegorical
interpretation can consist of several atomic interpretations that are
connected in a larger interpretive framework. The presence of an
atomic interpretation in itself, however, is no guarantee that we are
142

By and large, I agree, with Long (1997a, p. 203-4), who states that there is “no
justification for supposing that the Stoics interpreted Homer and Hesiod as giving
a crypto-Stoic account of the world. What we have, instead, is a very different
set of presumptions concerning the historical transmission and interpretation
of culture. One presumption is that early peoples used myths as their way of
expressing their understanding of the natural world. A second presumption is
that poets have perverted the cosmological content of the myths by giving them a
narrative function not intended by their original users. The third presumption is
that the Stoic exegete, by recourse to etymology, can recover, or at least conjecture,
one or more of the meanings that the names in these myths were originally chosen
to signify.”
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dealing with an allegorical interpretation.
Summarizing our discussion of early Stoic interpretations of myth,
we have seen (§4.2.1) that the majority of early Stoic interpretations
are etymological analyses, i.e. atomic and not allegorical interpretations. One way to connect individual etymological analyses so as
to have an allegorical interpretation may be to comprehend them
in a larger exegetical framework that incorporates individual interpretanda in their narrated relation. Such a framework could consist
of a complete, running allegorical commentary on Homer or Hesiod.
However, we have no evidence that could confirm that the early Stoics
developed such a commentary.
We have next investigated several Chrysippean examples that are
often without question seen as cases of allegorical exegesis of mythical
material by Chrysippus (§4.2.2). Chrysippus’ interpretation of Zeus
as fate turned out to not be allegorical in nature, but revealed in
particular the epistemological background of etymological analysis
and the polemical methods of opponents of Stoicism such as Diogenianus. Chrysippus’ interpretation of the myth of the birth of Athena
in relation to the location of the leading part of the soul showed
once more that the Stoics were focussed on the original myth, the
ancient insight, rather than on a particular expression of it such as
the variant of the myth as told by Hesiod. furthermore, it appeared
that Chrysippus was also concerned with structures between elements
of the myth. Thus, this is an example of an exegesis that meets the
minimal requirements of allegorical interpretation that we established
in the first half of this chapter. The third Chrysippean case-study was
his interpretation of the sexual union of Zeus and Hera. Once again it
became clear that Chrysippus was interested in the mythical content
rather than in the medium in which this content was contained, in
casu a mural at Samos. We lack information about the details of
Chrysippus’ interpretation that would enable us to determine whether
this is a case of allegorical interpretation. It may seem to concern
two elements in a specific relation to each other, which suggests that
Chrysippus’ interpretation is, indeed, allegorical. It may also be that
we should take the union as a single symbol, the interpretation of
which we can hardly call allegorical.
Lastly in this chapter we have looked at the intentions and purposes involved in Stoic interpretations of myth. Scholarly opinions
differ as much about the nature of the Stoic exegetical practice as
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about what the Stoics expected to find below the surface of expressions of mythical belief: primordial ideas, scientific concepts, or even
Stoic philosophy in its entirety. It has been assumed that the Stoics
believed that the ancients deliberately encrypted their insights in
myth, and as a consequence that the Stoics interpreted ancient myths
‘allegorically’ in a strong sense. However, the epistemological status
of preconceptions and the view of the insights of the ancients as
primeval, natural notions makes this assumption implausible. If the
Stoics interpreted ancient myths allegorically, they did so in a weak
sense, i.e. without the assumption that the ancients intended their
myths to be read allegorically.
The purpose of these interpretations is a limited appropriation of
traditional belief and a critical appeal to authority. The Stoics showed
how, where, and to what extent the traditional notions agreed with
their philosophy. With their exegetical practice they undoubtedly
added authority to their own philosophy from a traditional perspective
and to the tradition from a philosophical perspective.

5
Cornutus
G

Lucius Annaeus Cornutus probably was a freedman of Seneca the
Elder or one of his relatives,1 and tutor to the poets Lucan and Persius.
Nero himself is said to have asked Cornutus for literary advice2 and
Cornutus’ reluctance to provide it, or his close relationships with
known anti-Neronians, led to his banishment or execution in Nero’s
crackdown on the philosophers during the sixties of the first century
CE.3 Apart from literature, Cornutus’ interests included grammar
and rhetoric, but he is most often referred to as a Stoic philosopher.4
I shall first (§5.1) discuss his identity as a Stoic, the nature of his
work, and his philosophical sources. The final passage of his Handbook
gives rise to the questions that set the scene for the remainder of this
chapter. In §5.2 I will investigate Cornutus’ views about the poets,
the ancients, and their relationship. In §5.3 I will examine the nature
of his exegesis of ancient, mythical insight. Finally, in §5.4 I shall
turn to the question of the purposes of Cornutus’ Handbook.
1

Hays (1983, p. 30).
Dio Cassius 62.29.2.
3
Hays (1983, p. 31), Struck (2004, p. 143-4).
4
On Cornutus and grammer and rhetoric, cf. e.g. Aul. Gell. 2.6.1 and Porph.
In Cat. 86.20B. For references to Cornutus as a Stoic, see the passages collected
in the appendix in Hays (1983, p. 174ff.), which claims to contain a complete
collection of texts referring to Cornutus.
2
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Chapter 5: Cornutus

Introduction to the Handbook

In view of the regrettable loss of books by the first generations of
Stoics, Cornutus’ Handbook of the Tradition of Greek Theology (henceforth Handbook )5 is a veritable treasure, not in the least because it
is the only book on Stoic interpretations of mythical poetry that survives largely intact. While Cornutus’ status as a Stoic is uncontested
and while he adheres to orthodox Stoic doctrines,6 it is also widely
recognised that he feels free to make adjustments to Stoic readings
of poetical myths while staying within a broad Stoic framework.7 An
example of this liberty is the attitude he adopts toward the scholarch
Cleanthes on Herakles:
It is also possible to refer the twelve labors to the god, as
Cleanthes did. But it is not necessary for us always to give
priority to that inventor of ingenious arguments.8

Scholars have long assumed that Cornutus intended this handbook
as an introduction to Greek theology,9 particularly since it consists
of elaborate, mostly etymological interpretations of the gods and
their epithets that feature in the mytho-poetic tradition. However,
the fact that Cornutus in many passages interprets the gods of
tradition in physical terms, specifically according to Stoic physics,
5

>Epidromh tÀn kat tn állhnikn jeologÐan paradedomènwn. On the precise
title, cf. Nock (1931, col. 998). References to Cornutus in the text below are to
pages and line numbers of the Teubner edition of the handbook by Lang (1881).
6
I do not believe, pace Tate (1929a, p. 42f.), that Cornutus deviated from
mainstream Stoicism. On Cornutus and orthodox Stoicism, cf. also Tieleman
(1996, p. 226) and Struck (2004, p. 144). The latter emphasises that Cornutus’
Handbook is especially useful because Cornutus “makes no pretense to being
original”.
7
Tate (1929a, p. 42), Most (1989, p. 2020, esp. 2024), Dawson (1992, p. 28ff.),
Long (1996a, p. 71ff.), Boys-Stones (2001, p. 51ff.), Boys-Stones (2003b, p. 196ff),
Goulet (2005b, p. 117). On some original etymologies and thoughts in Cornutus,
see Nock (1931, col. 1002-3).
8
Corn. Epidr. 64.15-8, translation Hays (1983), Greek from Lang. toÌc dà
d¸deka jlouc ândèqetai màn nagageØn oÎk llotrÐwc âpÈ tän jeìn, ±c kaÈ Klenjhc âpoÐhsen; oÎ deØn dà dokeØ † pantaqoÜ eÍresÐlogon presbeÔein. Cf. Dawson
(1992, p. 260 n. 17).
9
E.g. Most (1989, p. 2031), who situates the handbook within the theological
subfield of physics, and places Cornutus in line with the curriculum envisaged by
Panaetius and Posidonius who saw physics as coming before ethics and logic as
far as the ideal didactic order was concerned (DL 7.41).
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suggests that there is more to the book than an introduction to
‘mere’ traditional theology, viz. a study of conventional religious ideas
and a physical subject. In this respect, Dawson (1992, p. 35ff.) has
concluded that Cornutus’ agenda is in line with the general Stoic
practice of dealing with traditional religious belief.10 The possibilities
presented by considering both the philosophical and the broader
cultural context in which the handbook functioned are also apparent
in a recent article by Boys-Stones (2007), who proposes that the
handbook is, in fact, a clever pedagogical introduction in ethics
for the cultural elites. Most (1989, p. 2034ff.) already indicated the
political orientation of the handbook by placing it in the context of
Neronian ideology.
Investigations into the purpose and nature of the Handbook are
hampered by the fact that it opens in medias res and so lacks an
introduction and definition of its subject-matter. Even the title is
uncertain, and we have no introduction of the addressee: the book is
directed at a young pupil who remains anonymous.11 Most (1989, p.
2033-4) has, therefore, suggested that at some point in the course of
transmission the beginning of the book was lost.
Fortunately, Cornutus makes a very clear and important programmatic statement at the very end of his book that is worth quoting in
full:

10

According to Dawson (1992, p. 38) Cornutus’ Handbook is not “an apology
for traditional anthropomorphic religion, but rather an investigation in what we
would call comparative mythology for the sake of enhancing and confirming Stoic
philosophy.” I should like to add a qualifying remark to this. While Cornutus and
his fellow Stoics certainly could find confirmation of Stoicism in their etymological
analyses, especially criticism but also confirmation of the way the gods feature in
the mytho-poetic tradition are present as well, as we will see later on.
11
He is addressed as a child (“Â paØ”) at the end of the handbook, p. 75.19-76.16,
quoted in the main text below on p. 147. Most (1989, p. 2029-34) argues that it
is impossible, as yet, to identify this pupil, and sketches the limits of the range
of his age and his progress through the course of standard Roman upper-class
education of this pupil. Suggestions as to the identity of Cornutus’ pupil include:
Cornutus’ son, Persius, Lucanus, Silius Italicus. . . On the identity and age of
Cornutus’ pupil-addressee, cf. Ramelli (2003, p. 8-10, 15-30). She discusses the
various candidates and suggests an age of approximately sixteen years, at which
the student would have had some literary education in Homer and Hesiod, but
would know little philosophy. On the place of philosophy within Roman education,
see Trapp (2007, esp. p. 18-23 and 243-5).
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In this way then, my child, you are now able to reduce to
the elements here offered as illustrative examples all the other
things that are deemed to have been handed down in mythical
form about gods, convinced that the ancients were not just
anybody but were both capable of understanding the nature of
the cosmos and prone to philosophise about it through symbols
and riddles. It has all been said at greater length and in more
elaborate detail by the older philosophers, whereas I now chose
to pass on to you the points in abbreviated form, since it is
useful even to have just this limited command of the subject.
The ancestral traditions and the complete account of these
things, of the cult of the gods and what is properly performed
to honour them, you will only grasp on the condition and to
the extent that the young are being induced duly to observe
religious practices without becoming superstitious, and are
taught to sacrifice and pray, to worship and swear oaths, in the
proper way, at the right time and in fitting proportion.12

This passage gives rise to the central questions that I will discuss in the
rest of this chapter. We will return to it with respect to our questions
about the identity of ‘the ancients’ and their supposed understanding
of nature (§5.2); the symbols and riddles through which Cornutus
says they expressed themselves and Cornutus’ method of reducing
transmitted myths to Stoic philosophy (§5.3); and his overall purpose
with this exercise and his agenda with regard to the relation between
this philosophical practice and traditional religion and cult (§5.4).
Before we continue our discussion with such topics, one question
is to be asked first: who are Cornutus’ philosophical sources? The
question is problematic, because Cornutus never refers to them by
12

Cornutus Epidr. 75.19-76.16, my translation, Greek text from Lang.

OÕtw

d' n ¢dh kaÈ tlla tÀn mujikÀc para dedìsjai perÈ jeÀn dokoÔntwn nagageØn
âpÈ t paradedeigmèna stoiqeØa, Â paØ, dÔnaio, peisjeÈc íti oÎq oÉ tuqìntec âgènonto oÉ palaioÐ, ll kaÈ suniènai tn toÜ kìsmou fÔsin ÉkanoÈ kaÈ präc tä di
sumbìlwn kaÈ aÊnigmtwn filosof¨sai perÈ aÎt¨c eÎepÐforoi. di pleiìnwn dà kaÈ
âxergas tik¸teron eÒrhtai toØc presbutèroic filosìfoic, âmoÜ nÜn âpitetmhmènwc
aÎt paradoÜnaÐ soi boulhjèntoc; qrhsÐmh gr aÎtÀn kaÈ  âpÈ tosoÜton proqeirìthc âstÐ. perÈ dà âkeÐnwn kaÈ perÈ t¨c jerapeÐac tÀn jeÀn kaÈ tÀn oÊkeÐwc eÊc
timn aÎtÀn ginomènwn kaÈ t ptria kaÈ tän ântel¨ l yù lìgon oÕtw mìnon ±c eÊc
tä eÎsebeØn ll m eÊc tä deisidaimoneØn eÊsagomènwn tÀn nèwn kaÈ jÔein te kaÈ
eÖqesjai kaÈ proskuneØn kaÈ æmnÔein kat trìpon kaÈ ân toØc âmbllousi kairoØc
kaj' £n rmìttei summetrÐan didaskomènwn.
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name, with the exception of Cleanthes in 64.16 (see the example
mentioned above) . He presents his work as an abbreviated version
for beginners of what ‘the older philosophers’ have said at greater
length and in more detail. Whom did Cornutus have in mind when
referring to the ‘older philosophers’ whose more elaborate and detailed
interpretations he presents in abbreviated form? They are probably
not the ancients themselves.13
The context tells strongly in favour of taking “older philosophers”
in the sense of those who already said in great detail what Cornutus
has just said about the ancients philosophizing through symbols.
Although this class of older philosophers is not well defined, they are
obviously those with whom Cornutus here chooses to agree and it is
clear that Cornutus holds them in high esteem. Struck (2004, p. 151),
for instance, takes it for granted that Cornutus refers to the earlier
Stoics. Throughout the history of the school, however, Stoics often
and openly referred to its founding fathers, especially to Chrysippus,
and it would seem strange that Cornutus would do so anonymously.
We might think these older philosophers to be pre-Stoic, or even
pre-Socratic philosophers. The tradition of interpretation of Homer
in which the Stoics, including Cornutus, partake,14 is usually said
to have started with Theagenes of Regium (6th century BCE) and
Metrodorus of Lampsacus (student of 5th century Anaxagoras), and
includes such figures as Diogenes of Apollonia, Democritus, Prodicus,
and Empedocles.15 Heraclitus also played a part in the tradition of
criticism of Homer.16 Sure enough, early Stoics did appeal to Heraclitus and Empedocles.17 We know that, for instance, Heraclitus liked
to play with the meanings of words,18 but we lack evidence showing
that he assumed that the ancients philosophised through symbols
13

These philosophers are called presbuteroi, and not, like ‘the ancients’, archaioi
or palaioi.
14
Although they are not, as we have seen, specifically concerned with Homer
per se.
15
Hays (1983, p. 2).
16
On Heraclitus engaging critically with Homer and Hesiod, accusing them of
misunderstanding, cf. DK 22A22, 22B40.
17
E.g. Chrysippus extensively quoted Empedocles (Gal. PHP 3.4.15 (= SVF
2.907)), and Cleanthes wrote four exegetical books on Heraclitus (DL 7.174).
18
See, for instance, his play on the meanings of ‘bios’, ‘bow’ and ‘life’, in DK
22B48. Heraclitus also criticised popular interpretations of traditional religion on
the basis of etymology, cf. Adomenas (1999).
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and riddles. Thus, we cannot trace Cornutus’ philosophical sources
with certainty to specific and exclusively pre-Socratic philosophers.
Another possibility would be to assume that Cornutus adopts the
conception of myth as containing the remains of the science of highly
developed, but now destroyed cultures which we find in Plato (e.g.
Pol. 269b-273d) and Aristotle (Met. L 8, 1074b). Tate (1929a, p. 43
ff.) has argued that Cornutus diverged from mainstream Stoicism and
was more closely related to Aristotle in particular with respect to the
amount of philosophy he believed to be contained in myth.19 However,
he also points out that a Stoic conflagration, contrary to Aristotle’s
natural catastrophes, leaves absolutely nothing behind and that there
is no sign in Stoic theory of cyclical partial destruction within the
greater world-cycles. It is true that not all Stoics accepted the theory
of total conflagration (cf. notably Panaetius) and that there was
discussion in the Stoic school as to the situation at the origin of
civilisation (see §3.3). Although we are only partially informed about
Stoic Kulturentstehungslehre, nothing indicates that the Stoics saw
myths as the remnants of the science or philosophy of past cultures.
If Cornutus were to refer to Plato and Aristotle here, it would be in a
very broad and imprecise way. Moreover, contrary to Cornutus, Plato
and Aristotle seem to have regarded the exegesis of myth as a waste
of time. Plato chose to create his own myths and Aristotle draws a
distinction between myth and the views of more recent experts and
common sense in his introductions to various subjects.
It seems more plausible, and it is, indeed, commonly assumed,
that Cornutus is here referring to Stoics. The founding fathers of
Stoicism doubtlessly play an important part in Cornutus’ sourcematerial. Cornutus is said to have inherited Persius’ library, which
included seven hundred books by Chrysippus,20 he explicitly reacts
to Cleanthes (64.16, cf. above) and can hardly have been unfamiliar
with Zeno’s comments on Hesiod.21 We should not, however, restrict
Cornutus’ sources to this triad. 22

19

On this issue, see further below, §5.2, esp. p. 152 with note.
Suet. Life of Persius 4. Persius died in 62 CE.
21
On which see Algra (2001), cf. further also §4.2.
22
On indications for the many and varied relations of Cornutus to Apollodorus
of Athens (2nd century BCE) and various other Stoic predecessors, cf. Nock (1931,
col. 999-1002).
20
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In view of this wide range of sources, we should not be too strict
with our identifications of ‘the older philosophers’ in question here.
Although Stoic texts undoubtedly formed the majority of Cornutus’ working material, it may well have included even Plato. The
explanation of the name ‘Prometheus’ seems to indicate as much.
In his interpretation Prometheus from ‘foresight’ (promêtheia, 32.1),
Cornutus adds that the younger ones (hoi neôteroi ) call it providence
(pronoia). This is, of course, a term that received prominent attention
and significance in Stoic philosophy from the earliest Stoics onwards.
The explicit attribution to the younger philosophers suggests a similar
explanation by philosophers older than the Stoa. We find an example
in Plato (Prot. 320 ff., esp. 322a), where Plato puts into Protagoras’
mouth an interpretation that amounts to a providential arrangement
of the world for mankind.
In all, Gregory Snyder (2000, p. 15-8) is probably correct to
characterise Cornutus’ text as a school handbook that cannibalises
a variety of (mainly) Stoic texts that were presumably considered
‘school property’. This would at least explain the lack of explicit
citations. It does not imply, however, that all explanations listed in
the Handbook are essentially Stoic, nor is it impossible that for example Platonic material reached Cornutus through the philosophical
tradition. Thus, Cornutus’ book appears parallell to what we find
in another Stoic handbook, Cleomedes’ introduction to cosmology
entitled The Heavens (somewhere between 50 BCE and 250 CE).

5.2

Protagonists of the Mythical Tradition

With this handbook, Cornutus intends to give his pupil an idea how
he should understand and explain the tradition and the myths about
the gods that are to be found there, and to do this while respecting
what the ancients knew about the gods and the world, as we have
understood from the passage quoted above (p. 147). In this process,
two groups play a crucial role: the ancients and the poets. In this
section, I will try and determine their identity and investigate their
parts in creating and handing down the mythical tradition at issue.
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Ancients

Cornutus explicitly indicates the motivation behind this respectful
approach to tradition, which consists in the conviction that the
ancients were no ignorant morons, but quite untainted people who
were well capable of philosophising, in their own way, about the world.
As we have seen in §3.3, it is not so clear whether or to what extent
the Stoics believed that the ancients, or the earliest people practiced
philosophy. I have argued that the Stoics probably did not believe
in the presence of a complete philosophical system of knowledge at
the beginning of mankind. Here it seems, however, that Cornutus
does believe that the ancients had some kind of theory. It depends on
our understanding of ‘philosophising’ (‘philosophêsai ’) whether we
understand that Cornutus believed that the ancients had a coherent
scientific study, or rather various disconnected observations.
Especially since Tate’s classical article on Cornutus and the po23
ets, scholars have argued that Cornutus was influenced by the
Aristotelian idea of an earlier phase of civilisation with detailed,
technical, scientific knowledge from which nowadays only scraps of
wisdom survive, especially in poetry. Boys-Stones (2001, pp. 49-53)
seems to follow Tate’s lead in this respect, arguing that Cornutus’
etymological analyses are intended to reconstruct ancient wisdom
that will, in theory, be full and sure enough to support and even
advance philosophical knowledge. From the end of the handbook
he concludes that the early people self-consciously expressed their
philosophy in allegorical form. He argues next (Boys-Stones 2003b, p.
196ff.) that Cornutus differs from the early Stoics in that he believes
that the ancients intentionally composed myths allegorically.
I do not think the conclusion is warranted that Cornutus believes
that the ancients possessed a complete body of scientific knowledge.
Significantly, Cornutus does not consider the ancients uniformly
wise.24 Cornutus attributes superstition to them (50.16-8), and even
23

Tate (1929a, p. 43f.), where he maintains that Cornutus is “sufficiently
Aristotelian to believe that the myths of the poets contain an element of philosophic
truth which they inherited from an earlier age”. Cornutus believes, or so Tate
argues, that there is more philosophical truth in myth than Aristotle thought,
but less than Cleanthes and Chrysippus thought, who “believe that practically
all the Stoic dogmas are embedded in the works of the poets”. We have seen in
§4.2 that Cleanthes and Chrysippus did not exactly claim this.
24
Indeed, “some passages suggest that the ancients were not so wise after all”
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claims that the first men, because of their chtonic origins, were so
brutal that the gods had to intervene (39.15-40.2). If the ancients had
been truly wise in the full, Stoic sense, they would have possessed
real knowledge. It appears, however, that they did not. Moreover, in
26.7 Cornutus claims that “many and varied mythical constructions
concerning the gods arose among the ancient Greeks”.25
In his report on the origin of the mystery cult of Demeter, we
can actually see that he is using the concept ‘philosophy’ only in a
loose sense when dealing with the ancients. In a very early stage of
the development of mankind, just after the discovery of agriculture,
people
began to celebrate the mysteries to her in the process of philosophizing, rejoicing both the discovery of things necessary to
life and in the great national festival, as a means of proving
that they had ceased fighting with one another over necessities
and were sated (musian), i.e. glutted. The argument that this
is the source of the name ‘mysteries’ is persuasive. That is also
why Demeter is called a Mysian in some sources. . . 26

Philosophy here seems to refer to various useful discoveries for practical life rather than to a systematic discipline.27 The safest conclusion
seems to be that for Cornutus, as for the early Stoics, the ancients’
philosophising consisted of disconnected investigations, not a coherent
theory.
This conclusion can be supported by passages in which Cornutus
suggests a different level of articulation in what the ancients thought
and in the theories of later ‘scientists’, notably Stoic philosophers. We
can mention Cornutus’ verdict of Hesiod in 31.14 (on which cf. below,
– Most (1989, p. 2022-3).
25
Tr. Hays (1983), Greek from Lang.

<poikÐlac> perÈ
>.
26
Corn. Epidr. 56.23-57.5, translation Hays (1983) with minor modifications,
Greek from Lang. [must ria d' gein ¢rxanto aÎt¬ filosofoÜntec, ma t¬ eÍrèsei
ToÜ dà

<pollc>

kaÈ

jeÀn gegonènai par toØc palaioØc VEllhsi textlescmujopoiòac

tÀn präc tän bÐon qrhsÐmwn kaÈ t¬ panhgÔrei qaÐrontec ±c marturÐú qr¸menoi
toÜ pepaÜsjai maqomènouc aÎtoÌc ll loic perÈ tÀn nagkaÐwn musin te, í âsti
kekor¨sjai; pijanän gr ânteÜjen ²nomsjai t must ria, íjen kaÈ musÐa par

...
On the discussion within the Stoic school about the origin of philosophy and
its presence or absence in various stages of the history of mankind, see especially
Seneca EM 90 (discussed above, §3.3).
tisin  Dhm thr, « pä toÜ m¸sewc deØsjai t dusxÔmblhtìn ti êqonta]

27
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p. 160), where he argues that we can have a more perfect (teleiotera)
explanation than the one Hesiod provides with his genealogy of the
gods, because this poet reports some things from the ancients and
adds other things from his own imagination. From this passage, we
may infer that, for Cornutus, the ancient genealogy of the gods is open
to further articulation, but that this articulation should not proceed
in Hesiod’s way. Hence, he considers it the Stoic’s task not only to
remove Hesiodean accretions, but also to elaborate and systematise
the ancient, mythical account.
More information is provided by the chapter on Athena, where
Cornutus remarks that it is difficult to etymologize (dusetumologêton)
the name of Athena because of its antiquity (archaiotêta) (36.2). His
analysis of her epithet ‘Tritogeneia’ (37.12ff.) is especially interesting:
She is also called Tritogeneia because she is the one who engendered [eggennôsa] panic [to trein], i.e., terror in evil men.
For she wages war against evil. Others say that this title is
used to present the three types [ta tria genê] of subject which
belong to philosophical theory. This offers a more intelligent
explanation than the ancient estimation.28

This is one of the few occasions where Cornutus expresses a preference
for one of the etymological analyses that he presents. The tripartition
of philosophy seems a more abstract, elaborate tenet than the terror
in evil men. It is reasonable to suppose that ‘the ancient estimation’
refers back to the interpretation of engendering panic. This is, then,
the ancient solution. One could argue differently, namely that both
derivations are Stoic, the first on account of the emotions being
evil. This would imply that Cornutus sets off two Stoic analyses
of which the first will be the older one. However, the connection
between Athena Tritogeneia and the three divisions of philosophy
can be traced back to Chrysippus, who claims that it stands for
28

Corn. Epidr. 37.12-7, tr. from Hays (1983) (modified), Greek text from
Lang: Tritogèneia dè, íti  toØc kakoØc âggennÀsa tä treØn kaÈ trèmein aÕth âstÐn
– ªrtai gr pìlemon präc tn kakÐan –, lloi dè fasi di toÔtou parÐstasjai t
trÐa gènh tÀn skemmtwn t¨c kat filosofÐan jewrÐac, panourgotèran diìrjwsin
« kat tn rqaÐan ålosqèreian êqontoc toÔtou. A similar allusion to philosophy
consisting of three kinds of enquiry can be found at 15.5 where it concerns a
possible explanation for the claim that there are three Muses.
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the three divisions of phronêsis: physics, ethics, and logic.29 The
connection between Athena Tritogeneia and the threefold nature of
wisdom may further be related to Antisthenes (Schol. Il. 15.123)
and Democritus (DK 68B2).30 Cornutus was probably aware of this
line of interpretation, which would explain his ascription of it to the
‘others’, plural. The interpretation of panic in evil men would thus
have to be older than Chrysippus, but there are no records of this.
What Cornutus’ remark boils down to, is the implication that a more
recent, Stoic, view provides a more sophisticated, a more articulated
account than the old best guess at the meaning of ‘Tritogeneia’.
If we inquire further into the views that are attributed to the
ancients, we encounter a second problem: most of the views that
Cornutus reports remain anonymous. What, then, is held by the
ancients, and where does Cornutus’ report of their views stop, what
is part of an anonymous tradition? We can think of three reasons,
at least, for leaving these limits vague in the text. First, because the
majority of the proponents of explanations in the handbook remain
anonymous – Cornutus often says that ‘it is claimed that. . . ’ (legetai
etc.) –, it is nearly impossible to decide whether the proponent of
a certain interpretation still is the same as the last one explicitly
mentioned. Secondly, Cornutus often says that a certain view is
‘passed on by tradition’, or ‘held by tradition’ (paradedotai ).31 Does
that mean that the ancients held it? This often seems an attractive
supposition, but cannot be proved for certain. Thirdly, when Cornutus
informs us that ‘the ancients’ proposed a specific interpretation, the
scope of this ascription is often unclear, i.e. we cannot tell to which
parts of the subsequent text this ascription applies.
With respect to the identity of the ancients, Cornutus is either
deliberately vague in attributing many of the interpretations he
includes in his discussion, or they are genuinely anonymous. The
latter may, for example be the case because these views are part of
29

SVF 3 Diogenes of Babylon fr. 33 (= Philod. De Piet. col. 15 (DG p. 548b14)),
cf. Ramelli (2003, p. 363 n. 166).
30
Cf. Richardson (2006a, p. 81 f.).
31
Armstrong and White (2006) consistently translate it this way. Especially
the translation ‘tradition holds that’ elegantly avoids evoking irritation over the
fact that ‘they’ remain ever anonymous. This vague and elusive ‘they’ somehow
suits tradition as the whole of opinions generally adhered to in a specific culture
without being specifically ascribed to a person or a group.
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a pre-Homeric (or less ancient) tradition and hence are no (longer)
ascribable to specific persons.32 Purposeful anonymity may signify
that we are dealing with views of contemporary sources, specifically
with opponents to the author.33 It does make a difference, however,
that Cornutus refers to them as ‘ancients’. In fact, I believe that we
have reasons to think that Cornutus is not actively suppressing the
names of those whose stories and views of the gods he interprets, but
that these are genuinely anonymous to him because they form part
of a long-standing tradition.34 I argue below that the anonymous
original narrators of myth can be identified with the ancients.
We can find out a little more about the relation between the
ancients and the subsequent tradition by looking at what Cornutus
says about particular myths. The second chapter, on Zeus, begins with
what are obviously Stoic etymological derivations. Cornutus identifies
himself and his pupil with these views, using the first person plural:
“we call him ‘Dia’.”35 This must indicate ‘we speakers of Greek’.
Interestingly, the same interpretation and wordplay on ‘di’auton’ is
to be found in testimonies about Chrysippus.36 The appeal is to the
usage of the accusative ‘Dia’ as supposedly related to the common
Greek preposition ‘dia’. Stoics explained its meaning ‘by’, ‘because of’
from the fact that God or Zeus is the cause of things (i.e. the active
principle), as well as its meaning ‘through’ from their tenet that God
goes through matter. In the subsequent discussion of Zeus Cornutus
does his best to find physical reasons behind the Doric name by
which ‘certain people’ call him and which became prevalent in Latin,
32

E.g., at 4.9-11 we read that ‘For this reason the ancients also said that
Poseidon is the son of Kronos and Rhea.’ Armstrong and White (2006, p. 7 n. 44)
suggest that many of the occurrences of ‘they’ in what follows that remark must
refer to these ancients.
33
On the practice of not naming contemporaries, and notably one’s opponents,
see Tieleman (2010, p 283, n. 9).
34
Despite the fact that ‘new’ was pejorative label in antiquity and that an
appeal to the antiquity of a thought made it more acceptable to the public at
large as Pilhofer (1990, 17 ff., p. 74, p. 127) points out. Moreover, Cornutus’
referring to a long-standing tradition does not involve the assumption of some
kind of commentary tradition, since these views themselves simply embody the
tradition, so to speak.
35
DÐa dà aÎtän kaloÜmen.
36
Stob. Ecl. 1 p. 31.11W (=SVF 2.1062) and Ioannes Laur. Lyd. De mens.
4.48 n. 224 ed. Röther (=SVF 2.1063). Cf. Armstrong and White (2006, p. 3 n.
12).
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i.e. Deus.37 His suggestion is that perhaps it has to do with Zeus’
moisturising aspect (deuein) and hence with his life-giving activity
(metadidonai tois zôsi zôtikês ikmados). Zeus’ family is discussed in
the third chapter, starting from what is traditionally handed down
(paradedotai ). In view of a physical explanation of the origin of Hera
(air) and Zeus (fire), Cornutus reports that the representatives of
the tradition just mentioned told the myth (emutheusan) that Rhea
was their mother and Kronos their father. Apparently, for Cornutus,
tradition equals what is told in myth. The anonymous people who
constitute the tradition, i.e. the ones who transmit it, feed it, and
keep it alive, do not necessarily present a uniform account. That
these people reasoned and differed among themselves appears, for
instance, from the following passage:38
By another line of reasoning they said that ‘Ocean’ is the
primal begetter of everything – for not just one mythological
account has come about concerning this topic – and that his
wife is Tethys.39

The result of ‘their’ thinking, or what was passed down of it, are myths.
By pointing to the various mythological accounts on the subject, Cornutus again creates interpretative elbow-room. The impression arises
that Cornutus discusses the ancients and continues his report with the
beliefs of no longer identifiable, and hence anonymous persons, who
pass on certain things told in myth. The following passage, already
alluded to above (p. 162), suggests that these anonymous initiators
of various traditions of myth are, in fact, the ancients:
But of the fact that many and varied mythical constructions
concerning the gods arose among the ancient Greeks . . . one
might accept as evidence what is said in Homer by Zeus to
Hera along these lines: “Or do you not remember the time I
hung you from above and suspended two heavy masses from
37

par dè tisi kaÈ DeÌc lègetai. . . Cf. Armstrong and White (2006, p. 3, n. 13).
On their reasoning, see also 11.4: ‘in accordance with the same line of
reasoning the so-called Furies have come into being too’ (Kat toÜton tän lìgon
kaÈ aÉ legìmenai <>ErinnÔec> gegìnasin).
39
Cornutus Epidr. 8.10, translation from Armstrong and White (2006). Greek
from Lang: Kat' llon dà lìgon tän >Wkeanän êfasan rqègonon eÚnai pntwn –
oÎ gr mÐa mujologÐa perÈ toÜton âgèneto tän tìpon – , toÔtou d' eÚnai gunaØka
ThjÔn.
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your feet?” For the poet is likely presenting this as a fragment
of an ancient myth according to which Zeus was said to have
hung Hera by golden bonds from the aether (because the stars
have something of a golden sheen) and to have fitted two heavy
masses (a clear reference to earth and sea) to her feet. Thus,
the air is stretched downward, unable to be torn away from
either one.40

This passage forms the transition to the next subsection, as the
second group of players enters the stage. To recapitulate our findings
so far: many of the anonymous proponents of explanations of divine
names and epithets mentioned by Cornutus can be equalled with
the ancient people who first conceived of these names in the context
of their attempts to understand the world around them. In other
words, Cornutus’ focus is often, or even mostly, on the earliest people
and their insight. This ancient insight can only be characterised as
philosophy in a loose sense.

5.2.2

Poets

In the above quotation, Cornutus tells us that we can find fragments
(apospasmata) of ancient myths in poetry. Shortly hereafter, Cornutus
admonishes his student and his readers to handle myths with the
utmost care. In handing them down, persons of weaker understanding
– he primarily has the poets in mind – have distorted myths in certain
ways, thus creating obstacles for those who wish to interpret them.41
One must not confuse the myths or transfer the names from one
to another, nor be put in an irrational state, in case fictional
40
Cornutus Epidr. 26.7-27.2 Tr. Hays (1983, p. 77-8), emphasis mine, Greek
from Ramelli (2003). ToÜ dà pollc kaÈ poikÐlac perÈ jeÀn gegonènai par toØc
palaioØc VEllhsi mujopoiòac, [. . . ] martÔrion n lboi tic kaÈ tä par' <Om rú legìmenon Ípä toÜ Diäc präc tn VHran toÜton tän trìpon;

« oÎ mèmnù íte t' âkrèmw

Íyìjen, âk dà podoØin kmonac ©ka dÔw. êoike gr å poihtc mujoÜ [te] palaioÜ
parafèrein toÜto pìspasma, kaj' çn å ZeÌc âmujeÔeto kekremakènai te âk toÜ
aÊjèroc tn VHran qrusaØc lÔsesi tÄ qrusofanèc ti êqein t stra kaÈ âk tÀn
podÀn aÎt¨c dÔo kmonac âxhrthkènai, tn g¨n dhlonìti kaÈ tn jlattan, Íf' Án
teÐnetai ktw å r mhdetèrwjen pospasj¨nai dunmenoc.

41

Long (1996a, p. 73 ): “[Cornutus] recognises that the data, as transmitted,
may distort the original beliefs which he takes to underlie existing myths, but
the problems of transmission are not sufficient to rule out recovery of the myths’
original rationale.”
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accretions have been added to the genealogies which were
passed on in them [i.e. these myths] by people who do not
understand the things they allude to, but use them as they do
mere fictions.42

Cornutus observes that there are genealogies with fictional additions
transmitted in myths. He explains this by pointing out that persons
who do not understand the true message of the original myth have
added these fantasies. He urges his reader to keep his head cool and
not to become confused by these additions.
Lang took Cornutus to make a new start and inserted a paragraph break immediately after this passage. Thus, this methodological
remark of Cornutus stands apart from his preceding discussion of
Homer, but becomes connected more closely with the subsequent
remarks on Hesiod. Tate (1929a, p. 41) proposes to postpone the
paragraph break till the sentence that follows this quotation, thus
connecting the quoted remark with Cornutus’ discussion of the Homeric passage. He sees in these words a censure of Homer by Cornutus.
I do not believe this is the natural reading. Either way, these lines
constitute a relatively detached judgement, a more general, programmatic claim that is not specifically connected with either Homer or
Hesiod alone.
According to Cornutus, then, there is an element of error and
fiction besides a true and valuable element in the poets and the
true element stems not from the poets themselves but from a still
more ancient tradition.43 Contrary to other, pre-Stoic interpreters of
42

Cornutus Epidr. 27.19-28.2, tr. based on Hays (1983) and Ramelli (2003). Text
from Lang. DeØ dà m sugqeØn toÌc mÔjouc mhd' âx átèrou t ænìmata âf' éteron
metafèrein mhd' eÒ ti proseplsjh taØc paradedomènaic kat' aÎtoÌc genealogÐaic
Ípä tÀn m sunièntwn  aÊnÐttontai, keqrhmènwn d' aÎtoØc ±c kaÈ toØc plsmasin,

Cicero voices a similar warning in ND 2.69.
Most (1989, p. 2020-5) also emphasises that Cornutus uses Homer and Hesiod
as evidence for still more ancient views and that the poets do not have a status
that differs from Cornutus’ other evidence on ancient beliefs. Unlike Most (ibid.
p. 2023), I do not believe that orthodox Stoics would have considered Homer
(or Hesiod) an original thinker who expressed sound doctrine in a mythical style
proper to the primitive times in which he lived and that this would have justified
the supposed practice of allegorical interpretation in early Stoicism. In that respect,
I tend to side with Long (1996a, p. 73 f.) and apply his claim not only to Cornutus
but to the earlier Stoics as well. They were interested in myth disentangled from
the narrative context of a poem, as interpretable evidence of pristine cosmological
lìgwc tÐjesjai.
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Homer, Cornutus no longer identifies poetic genius as the source of
true insight, but presents the poet as a “conduit for a truth that is
anchored by an ancient mythmaker.”44 The programmatic statement
at the end of the Handbook (cited above, p. 147) also shows clearly
that Cornutus is, au fond, more interested in ancient myth than in
the poets who retell them.
Because the poets are not crystal-clear windows to ancient wisdom,
poetic myths should be studied case by case as their truthfulness
will differ. This leaves Cornutus as an interpreter some welcome, and
well-used, elbow room.45 Significantly, he never explicitly calls the
poets wise. In 16.14 he comes closest to doing so in a justification
of an etymology of Terpsichore. Here, Cornutus claims that the
ancients (palaioi ) instituted dances in honour of the gods, while the
wisest or very wise (sophôtatôn) composed songs. It is tempting to
identify these writers of songs with the poets, but the qualification
‘wise’ (sophos) often means nothing more than a person gifted with
words. Hence, it is neither certain that Cornutus actually deems
these persons sages in the full, Stoic sense, nor that this remark is
specifically about poets. Cornutus does not explicate further who
these very wise people are.
The role and function of the poets with respect to the mythical
tradition according to Cornutus can best be investigated by a careful
comparison with the ancients. First, the interpretations of the ancients
and the poets are not always congruent and Cornutus can set off the
poets against the ancients. The following passage is most informative
about this:

beliefs.
44
Struck (2004, p. 150), who finds that in Chrysippus this emphasis on poetic
myth as the primary vehicle for ancient wisdom was not as evident as it is in
Cornutus.
45
Cf. the similarly double-sided characterisation of allegorical interpretation
in Most (1989, p. 2023): allegoresis is “a two-edged instrument, with which the
ancient source can both be praised for having attained wisdom and criticized for
not having expressed it directly. . . ” This elbow room was widely used to claim
Homer for one’s own philosophical school, as appears from a remark by Cornutus’
contemporary Seneca in his EM 88.5. On this passage in the context of what is
commonly called ‘allegoresis’, cf. below p. 171 ff., Long (1996a, p. 64 n. 11) and
Goulet (2005b, p. 106). For some parallels to this passage, see Tieleman (2007, p.
146, n. 52).
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You can obtain a more perfect exegesis of Hesiod’s [genealogy].
For I think that he has transmitted some things from those
who are more ancient, but has added other things in a more
mythical way from his own accord. In this fashion a great deal
of the ancient theology has been corrupted.46

This telling remark highlights Hesiod’s active role in the corruption
of ancient insight. That a more perfect exegesis (teleiotera exêgêsis)
can be obtained is especially interesting in view of the findings in the
preceding epistemological chapters of this thesis. Although Cornutus’
criticism of Hesiod may be slightly more outspoken, he does not
appear to judge Homer differently.
Cornutus distinguishes the ‘ancients’ (archaioi, or palaioi ) from
the poets right from the start of the Handbook. As it stands, it opens
in medias res with various explanations of the name of Ouranos. The
starting point is the statement that Ouranos encompasses both sea
and earth. ‘On this account’, Ouranos is constructed as a limit, which
is probably a philosophical interpretation.47 A second explanation
that is given by ‘some’ sees Ouranos as guard, while, thirdly, ‘still
others’ understand Ouranos as what is seen above, the cosmos and
everything it encompasses. Fourth come the poets, some of whom
consider Ouranos to be the son of Akmon, inferring immortality from
the untiring character of its revolution48 or from the etymology of the
common saying that the dead are ‘tired out’.49 A fifth explanation,
that remains anonymous but could be Stoic, pictures Ouranos in a
physical sense as a fiery substance, a glowing aether. Finally, ‘some’
say that Ouranos is ever moving, ‘for to begin with, the ancients
assumed that’ (prôton gar hoi archaioi hupelambanon) ever moving
things were gods. It is to these poets and ancients that we will direct
our attention here.
46

Cornutus Epidr. 31.12-7. Tr. based on Hays (1983) and Ramelli (2003, p. 225).
Text from Lang. ll t¨c màn <Hsiìdou <genealogÐac> teleiotèra pot n âx ghsÐc soi gènoito, t mèn tina, ±c oÚmai, par tÀn rqaiotèrwn aÎtoÜ pareilhfìtoc,
t dà mujik¸teron f aÍtoÜ prosjèntoc, Å trìpú kaÈ pleØsta t¨c palaic jeologÐac diefjrh;

47
Armstrong and White (2006, p. 1, n. 2) adduce mostly philosophical parallels
of Ouranos conceived as limit: DL 7.138, Ps-Arist. De Mundo 400a8; 391b15, and
Achilles Tatius In Aratum 129.
48
tä kmhton t¨c periforc aÎtoÜ.
49
kekmhkènai, cf. Armstrong and White (2006, p. 2 n. 7).
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The distinction between the poets and the ancients does not imply
that their interpretations never converge. It is immediately apparent
that the ancient and poetic interpretations of Ouranos differ, but are
close with respect to their emphasis on everlastingness. Likewise, in
34.14, Cornutus remarks that the myth of Ares being caught in the
act of adultery is found in the poet (scil. Homer) because it is very
old (palaiotatos). In 26.16 he says of a story about Zeus and Hera
that the poet seems to transmit an ancient myth.50 Further evidence
for concurrence of poets with ancients are the similar explanations
of pestilence given by the ancients and the poets which Cornutus
adduces (65.14). The ancients attribute inexplicable sudden deaths
to Apollo and the poet has it said to Achilles that he should ask
a seer if there is something divine in the pestilence that struck the
Greek army before Troy.
Overall, Cornutus is primarily interested in what the ancients
had to say about the gods and the world. In that sense, I agree with
Most (1989, p. 2024-5), who argues that “Homer and Hesiod do not
have a status here different from that of any of the other sources
of information on ancient beliefs about the gods Cornutus cites.”51
However, I would add to Most’s judgement that Cornutus occasionally
takes a shortcut, or seems to acknowledge the independent authority
of the poets. Having made clear his view of the poets as transmitters,
he is not always explicit about the distinction between them and
the ancients. Thus, we find a remark on what ‘they’, supposedly the
ancients, did with Hermes (22.10-23.5: ‘Indeed, for this reason they
put a staff in his hand’), which is immediately followed by quotes from
Homer.52 Similarly, in 12.6 Cornutus takes up directly what Homer
says: ‘Even the Prayers, the poet said, are daughters of Zeus...’ There
seems no trace of an ancient thought being transmitted here, nor
does Cornutus indicate that in this case the poet transmits ancient
wisdom in an unadulterated form. This could be something that
remains implicit in Cornutus’ account, but it is also possible that the
authority that the poets carried is such that they merit interpretation
in their own right. Cornutus seems to take Homer as such an authority
at 20.12, where he closes his treatment of the Graces with the remark
50

.
For a similar judgement, see Long (1996a, p. 73).
52
The idea of Hermes’ staff or wand as a peace-maker derives from a proverb,
according to Armstrong and White (2006, p. 30 n. 170).
51

êoike gr å poihtc mujoÜ [te] palaioÜ parafèrein
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that “Homer said that one of the Graces lives with Hephaestus, on
account of works of art being ‘charming’ (epicharita).53 Occasionally,
such interpretations of the poets themselves appear to defend and
justify them, for example when Cornutus shows how even the art of
poetry can be explained etymologically. Thus, he approvingly cites
lines from Hesiod on Calliope which he justifies with an etymology
that explains her power of persuasion through her beautiful voice at
17.6-10.
Lastly, we should not that Cornutus sometimes cites verses just
to embellish his own exposition. This is not restricted to Homer and
Hesiod, but includes other poets. For example 17.17-20:
Now they say the Muses dance in the mountains, since those
who love learning have the need of being alone and prolonged
withdrawal into solitude, without which no fine thing can be
discovered according to the comic poet.”54

Although the author of the verse here marked with italics is unknown,
Epicharmus seems a plausible candidate. Immediately following this
passage (18.2), Cornutus continues this line of thought that solitude
is needed for education. Learning requires research at night which,
Cornutus remarks, is why the poets call the night ‘well-minded’
(euphronên), for which he quotes Epicharmus by way of example.

5.3

Etymological Analysis

Let us now turn to Cornutus’ method. According to the statement
at the end of his treatise (quoted on p. 147), Cornutus believes that
after reading his handbook his audience, or at least his pupil, will
be “convinced that the ancients were not just anybody but were
both capable of understanding the nature of the cosmos and prone
to philosophise about it through symbols (sumbolôn) and riddles
(ainigmatôn).” Cornutus took the ancients to practice philosophy
in a weak sense (see p. 151 ff. above). Although the Stoics did not
necessarily believe that the ancients deliberately encoded their views
53
54

Tr. from Armstrong and White (2006).
Tr. from Armstrong and White (2006), Greek from Lang. ân dà toØc îresÐ fasi

qoreÔein, âpeid qreÐan êqousi toÜ monzein kaÈ suneqÀc eÊc tn ârhmÐan naqwreØn
oÉ filomajoÜntec, ©c qwrÈc oÎdàn semnän âxeurÐsketai kat tän kwmikìn.
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in symbols and riddles (as we have seen in §4.1, esp. p. 135 f.), they
did hold that we will have to decipher ancient symbols and riddles if
we want to understand the insights of the ancients.
Before we discuss Cornutus’ method of decoding, we should ask
what these symbols and riddles are. They are often taken to be
allegories. However, the term ‘allegory’ (allêgoria) was not the central
term in antiquity and leads to many misconceptions.55 What is more,
Cornutus never speaks of allegory and never uses the term ‘allêgoria’.
The latter is not surprising if there is any truth in the report of
Plutarch, Cornutus’ junior by two generations, who tells us that
allegory is a recent term for what used to be called ‘huponoia’,
suggestion, insinuation, or deeper meaning.56
We do encounter ‘huponoia’ and its cognates in Cornutus’ tract,
four times, but it always seems to be a relatively ordinary, nontechnical usage. In fact, in Cornutus it merely appears to indicate
that something can or should be conjectured or assumed. In 74.4
Cornutus mentions a characterisation of Artemis as terrifying and
cruel, which he claims to be the kind of assumption (huponoia)
that belongs with Hecate also. In 45.7 Euripides is said to assume
(huponoei ) that Aphrodite has her name from the fact that those
defeated by her are fools (aphronas). Similarly, Cornutus himself
conjectures (huponoô) in 64.8 that Heracles’ service to Omphalê
is probably fitting because of its oracular voice (omphês), through
which he assumes the ancients conveyed the message that even the
strongest men must submit to rational enquiry. At 75.12 Cornutus
describes the practice of decorating statues of Hades with dry plants
(adiantôi ), which he claims may be assumed to be (huponoêteon) the
reason for which the dead are called ‘dry ones’ (alibantas) in myths.
On the myth that Prometheus formed the human race from the earth,
Cornutus points out in 31.1 that understanding this myth requires
the assumption (huponoêteon) that Prometheus was the name of
‘foresight’, which was later called providence (pronoian). None of
these instances of huponoia require taking it as anything close to
allegorical meaning, ‘under-meaning’, or suchlike.
‘Enigma’ and its cognates can be found ten times in Cornutus’
55

On problems surrounding the notion of allegory, and so an allegorical interpretation or allegoresis, see §4.1.2. See also Struck (2004, p. 3, n. 1).
56
Plut. Quom. Adol. Poet. Aud. Deb. 19e, on which see also §4.1.2, esp. p. 108
f. above. Cf. also Struck (2004, p. 145).
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Handbook.57 ‘Symbol’ occurs less frequently58 and is occasionally
interchanged with the apparently synonymous ‘sign’ (sêmeion).59
Cornutus equates them and treats them as a mode of transmission.
Throughout the book, even when Cornutus discusses some mythical
element without explicitly calling it an enigma or symbol, the point
always is that a mythical name, item, or scene suggests something
other than what is superficially apparent. Why the ancients did not
communicate their messages straightforwardly is a question on which
no clear answers seem to be given in Cornutus’ work.60 However, as
we have seen, Cornutus does not consider the ancients as philosophers
proper. The implicit assumption seems to be that only if the ancients
were philosophers, they would have had the option to encode or not
to encode their views at all.61 Since they were not, we must conclude
that the ancients were genuinely indirect in their understanding of
nature according to Cornutus, they had a genuinely mythical mode
of thinking.
If one begins reading Cornutus, it is immediately clear that the
vast majority of his interpretative efforts are directed not at complete
myths or chunks of narrative within a myth – as one would expect
to be the case if Cornutus’ book were about allegories62 – but at
isolated elements. The symbols of which Cornutus speaks explicitly
in such terms include the special equipment of particular deities
(Hermes’ caduceus at 22.20), their general characteristics (Athena’s
virginity at 36.9), and ritual actions (heaping up stones for the
Herms at 25.1). Most of his explanations are etymological rather
than allegorical,63 and the actual term ‘etymology’ (etumologia) and
its cognates appear several times in the Handbook.64 Etymological
analysis can be considered a method for analysing data which is
57

2.8, 7.21, 28.1, 30.7, 32.14, 50.14, 55.1, 62.11, 65.4, 76.5.
Eight times: 10.11, 15.12, 22.20, 25.1, 36.9, 59.7, 63.19, 70.13.
59
21.9, and 70.13.
60
On the issue, see further §4.1.2 and Struck (2004, p. 150-1).
61
In answer to Struck’s question about the special access to the truth of the
ancients we may point to §3.3 above.
62
Cf. §4.1.
63
Hays (1983, p. 34), see also Long (1996a, p. 70 f.) and Long (1997a, p. 205):
“Cornutus, then, is an etymologist rather than an allegorist, but to label him simply
an etymologist would be misleading.” His investigations of religious traditions
also have a cultural-historical and anthropological (ethnographic) interest.
64
At 2.4, 2.9, 19.7, 36.2, 43.8, 65.8, and 74.21.
58
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not the same as allegoresis, although allegoresis may make use of
it.65 Hence, I would argue, Cornutus provides no support for the
assumption that the Stoics practised allegoresis in the sense discussed
in §4.1.
His platter of etymologies suggests that what Cornutus is doing
–and I am inclined to take him as an orthodox Stoic here– is not
retracing primary sounds,66 nor explaining mythical allegories, nor
allegorically interpreting myths. My proposal is that Cornutus is
rather mapping various explanations of natural phenomena onto each
other. On the one hand there are mythical explanations, in the shape
of epithets and attributes of the gods and scenes in which they figure.
These expressions have a deeper meaning, but nonetheless constitute
genuine efforts of the ancients to understand the world.67 On the
other hand we have the explanations of Stoic natural philosophy,
which are doubtlessly more coherent and less ambiguous. Elements
of these explanations can be correlated to each other.
Cornutus’ method is fairly consistent: the nature of the mythographical material that he discusses is ‘bric-à-brac’, but his method is
not.68 The basic idea, as I have argued above, is that myths contain
65

On etymology as an instrument of allegory, see §4.1.2 above. See also Runia
(2006, p. 8-9) (cf. p. 110 above) and Ramelli (2003, p. 35), who presents etymology
as an aid to understand the nature of the gods and as an instrument to show how
their physical or ethical nature is reflected in traditional names and epithets of
the gods. It helps one rediscover the true nature of the gods as it is contained
‘allegorically’ in mythical form.
66
Dawson (1992, p. 30) has characterised etymological analysis as the reversal of
linguistic development from primary sounds (prwtaÈ fwnaÐ, or cunabula verborum
as attested in Varro, Augustine, and Origen, cf. the concise treatment of the
early Stoic position on primary sounds in Tieleman (1996, p. 198ff.)). On this
characterisation of the method of etymological analysis, cf. also Long (2005); Allen
(2005) and Ramelli (2003, p. 31ff). As Most (1989, p. 2028) and Gourinat (2005, p.
24) justly point out, Cornutus is hardly interested in arriving at these elementary
units in his etymological analyses. Moreover, Cornutus’ etymological explanations
are mostly presented disconnectedly, in a tentative series of juxtaposed alternatives,
usually without indication of the preferred explanation. This attitude differs from
that of ps.-Heraclitus, who more confidently presents one version, i.e. what he
takes as Homer’s intended meaning. That ps.-Heraclitus is less tentative than
Cornutus in this respect is easily explained from his intentions of defending Homer
and presenting him as a philosopher in his own right.
67
Cf. p. 135 f. above. See also Long (1997a, p. 205).
68
Pace Chiron (2005, p. 43-4). For a similar verdict on the seemingly random
structure of the handbook, see Ramelli (2003, p. 102ff.).
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ancient insight, ancient explanations for natural phenomena that do
not form a unified whole. Cornutus’ method seeks to bring these
explanations to the fore by mapping them onto the de-personified,
philosophical, Stoic view of physical phenomena.
His method was also called ‘metalêptikon tropon’, or at least this is
Porphyry’s term for the interpretative method which Origines would
have learned from Chaeremon and Cornutus.69 Van der Horst (1984)
and M. Frede (1989, p. 2081) render it as ‘allegorical interpretation’,
but we need not assume that this is a method of fully-fledged allegorical interpretation. Indeed, it does not seem to be anything more
complicated than ‘a way of taking one word for another’.70
Even if it is doubtful that Porphyry ascribed exegesis of Greek theology not only to Cornutus but also to Chaeremon71 , the connection
between the methods of Cornutus and his contemporary Chaeremon
is interesting. Chaeremon (ca. 10-80 CE)72 was an Egyptian priest of
Stoic inclination. Little is known of his philosophy, but he appears
to have concerned himself with the cultivation of traces of original
ancient wisdom in Stoic manner. Claiming priority for Egyptian over
Jewish wisdom, he seems to have argued that hieroglyphs are the
symbols that indicate Egyptian wisdom.73 His explanation of this
symbolical character:
For since the more ancient (archaioteroi ) of the sacred scribes
wanted to conceal (kruptein) the natural reasoning about the
gods,74 they handed these things down to their own children by
way of such allegorical symbols and characters, as the sacred
scribe Chaeremon says.75

This sentence is followed by many examples such as a woman beating
69

Porph. ap. Eus. Hist. eccl. 6.19.8 (= Chaeremon Test. 9 Van der Horst).
Cf. metalêpsis as alternation according to Liddell et al. (1968).
71
M. Frede (1989, p. 2081, p. 2087).
72
M. Frede (1989, p. 2075-81).
73
Chaeremon test. 12 and fr. 2 Van der Horst. On the uncertainties of the
ascription of substantial parts of fr. 2 to Chaeremon, cf. Van der Horst (1984, n.
5 & 7 ad loc.).
74
Van der Horst (1984) renders: “the theory about the nature of the gods.”
75
Chaeremon fr. 12. Text and translation (modified) Van der Horst (1984).
70

boulìmenoi gr oÉ rqaiìteroi tÀn Éerogrammatèwn tän perÈ jeÀn fusikän lìgon krÔptein, di llhrorikÀn [kaÈ] sumbìlwn toioÔtwn kaÈ grammtwn toØc ÊdÐoic
tèknoic paredÐdoun aÎt, ±c å ÉerogrammateÌc Qair mwn fhsÐn;
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a drum to indicate joy, a falcon for soul, sun, or god, and for king
a bee, in short: clearly nothing allegorical in the sense defined in
§4.1.2. What may surprise us, however, is the active concealment or
codification by the ancients, which at first sight seems to contradict
the Stoic assumptions discussed above.76 It becomes understandable,
however, if we take into account Chaeremon’s specific conception of
philosophy and philosophers as it appears from fr. 10 Van der Horst (=
Proph. De Abst. 4.6-8). There it is said that the Egyptian priests were
considered philosophers77 and that among the higher ranks ‘the true
philosophising was found’.78 M. Frede (1989, p. 2089) justly compares
Posidonius’ conception of philosophy as it appears from Seneca EM
90. Posidonius does not seem to make the sharp distinction between
natural insight and technical philosophical knowledge that we find
elsewhere in Stoicism.79 Thus, some Stoics also use ‘philosophy’ in
a loose sense, and on this basis it becomes possible for Chaeremon
to speak of philosophy in the case of ancient peoples such as the
Egyptians, just as it was possible for Cornutus to do so in the case
of the ancients in general (cf. §5.2.1 above). Contrary to Cornutus,
however, Chaeremon pushes the distinction between philosophy in
a strict and in a loose sense to its limits when he claims that the
ancients deliberately encoded their insights. This active codification
seems to require a stricter sense of philosophy.
Let us return to Cornutus. Although the explanations provided
by the ancients are not philosophical in the full, technical sense,
Cornutus at times even deems them persuasive (pithanon),80 or
reasonable (eulogon),81 which is especially interesting in view of Stoic
epistemology.82 In this context we should emphasise that when an
76

Esp. in §3.3, §4.1.2, and §5.2.
“toÌc AÊguptÐouc Éerèac [. . . ] oÏc kaÈ filosìfouc Ípeil¨fjaÐ [. . . ]
parAÊguptÐoic. . . ” On the religious sense of ‘philosophy’ and cognates in Hellenistic times, see Van der Horst (1984, n. 2 ad loc.).
78
tä màn katl jeian filosofoÜn, text and tr. Van der Horst (1984).
79
On these conceptions of philosophy, see further §3.3.
80
E.g., at 44.23 the traditional account about Aphrodite is called persuasive
(pijanìn), as is the explanation of the origin of the mysteries of Demeter at 57.3
(quoted above, p. 153). Similarly cf. further 47.12, 64.8. Once (at 4.5), Cornutus
uses ‘pijan¸taton’ to indicate that a certain explanation is more likely to his
mind.
81
Certain explanations being reasonable: 2.16; 29.15; 42.8; 42.14. One explanation being more plausible than another: 18.11.
82
On persuasiveness, cf. §3.2, especially p. 61 f.
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explanation is called persuasive or convincing, this entails that it is
fallible. Yet, the Stoics acknowledged that certainty is not always
possible83 and that in some cases we have to make do with what
is convincing. By means of Chrysippus’ connection between the
persuasive and cognition (katalêpsis) as reported in Plutarch (SR
1036e), Tieleman (1996, p. 267) traces an important function of the
persuasive in Stoic thought, namely that of “stating a truth which has
not yet been established, or is not yet presented in this way, but for
which the pijan prepare the ground by making the mind receptive to
it.” This preparatory function not only applies to secondary doctrines
or supplementary grounds for primary doctrines, but to central issues
in Stoicism, as Tieleman subsequently argues. We may, then, conclude
that mythical accounts about the gods, though fallible, can prepare
the ground for a philosophically established truth.84 By correlating
mythical explanations with Stoic theories about physical phenomena
Stoics Cornutus showed exactly where, how, and to which extent the
ancient explanations anticipated Stoic philosophy.
Although Cornutus’ main occupation is etymological analysis,
some passages in the handbook suggest that Cornutus does occasionally take into account a narrative element of a myth surrounding a
specific god, thus connecting various etymological elements. Yet, I
would argue that he nowhere presents a full-blown allegorical interpretation.85 Consider, for instance, a passage that we have already
discussed above: the beginning of chapter 17. One might think that
this passage contains allegorical interpretations, because of the apparent discussion of the Homeric narrative of Zeus binding and hanging
Hera:
. . . what is said in Homer by Zeus to Hera along these lines:
“Or do you not remember the time I hung you from above
and suspended two heavy masses form your feet?” For the
poet is likely presenting this as a fragment of an ancient myth
according to which Zeus was said to have hung Hera by golden
83

For example, we find Cornutus supposing that it is reasonable (eÖlogon) to
suppose that the first men were of a violent character (39.16).
84
On the procedure of articulation of basic insight into philosophical knowledge,
see §1.4.
85
As I have argued (§4.1, p. 111), we may consider it a distinctive characteristic
of allegory and allegorical interpretation that it contains narratives, contrary to
etymology, which is concerned with disjointed elements.
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bonds from the aether –because the stars have something of
a golden sheen– and to have fitted two heavy masses –a clear
reference to earth and sea– to her feet. Thus, the air [aêr ] is
stretched downward, unable to be torn away from either one.86

However, in his interpretation Cornutus isolates individual elements
of the story and gives separate physical interpretations of them. Apart
from the common identification of Hera with air, her golden bonds
are coupled with the glimmer of the stars. The heavy masses at her
feet present another type of bond that corresponds to the physical
observation that the air cannot be separated from the earth and the
sea but always stays in contact with them. The Homeric narrative,
including Zeus’ conversation with Hera in which Zeus recalls his
own role, are disregarded. Cornutus does not interpret them as such,
perhaps silently considering them as a fictional addition on the part
of the poet. He takes a single mythical action or scene, isolates it
from the narrative context, and links it to a physical observation
about the air.
Another, perhaps more ostensibly narrative passage is chapter
19 (34.11-20) concerning Hephaistos catching Ares in adultery with
his wife, one of the Graces or Aphrodite. This tale, ‘being very old’
(palaiotatos ôn), is said to be found in the poet, i.e. Homer.87 The
reason behind the story, in Cornutus’ interpretation, is that iron and
bronze are subdued by the power of fire and he also claims that it
shows the idea that brutality and violence (Ares) do not correlate
well with the cheery and gentle (Aphrodite?), while their intercourse
still results in Harmony. Although probably we would go too far in
saying that Cornutus is here not interested in interpreting anything
more than individual elements, the aspects of the narrative which he
interprets are only a few. In fact, from these limited interpretations
86

Corn. Epidr. 17.26, tr. from Hays (1983), Greek text from Lang. tic kaÈ tä par'

<Om rú legìmenon Ípä toÜ Diäc präc tn VHran toÜton tän trìpon;

« oÎ mèmnù

íte t' âkrèmw Íyìjen, âk dà podoØin kmonac ©ka dÔw. êoike gr å poihtc mujoÜ
[te] palaioÜ parafèrein toÜto pìspasma, kaj' çn å ZeÌc âmujeÔeto kekremakènai
te âk toÜ aÊjèroc tn VHran qrusaØc lÔsesi tÄ qrusofanèc ti êqein t stra kaÈ
âk tÀn podÀn aÎt¨c dÔo kmonac âxhrthkènai, tn g¨n dhlonìti kaÈ tn jlattan,
Íf' Án teÐnetai ktw å r mhdetèrwjen pospasj¨nai dunmenoc.

87
Lang brackets this reference to the tale’s antiquity and poetic history, which
refers to Od. 8.266-366. Cf. Ramelli (2003, p. 358-9, n. 149).
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of molecular material (cf. p. 109 ff. above) we cannot conclude that
we have a complete allegoresis at hand.
Another interesting example is Cornutus’ discussion in chapter 15
of the Graces as presented in Hesiod. Chrysippus is also said to have
interpreted them.88 Seneca criticises Chrysippus on this point,89 while
Cornutus appears to follow him rather closely. Indeed, Seneca (De Ben.
1.3.6) refers to ‘those who follow the Greeks slavishly’, and he may
very well have had Cornutus in mind.90 Seneca objects in particular
to the names that the poets have given to the Graces (Thalia being
one of the Graces in Hesiod, but one of the Muses in Homer). He
scorns Chrysippus’ admonition not to be sparing with gratefulness
for received favours on the ground of its mythical wording and foolish,
poetic style. He objects in particular to Chrysippus’ interpretation of
the mythical Graces:
To this most honourable of competitions, between one favour
and another, Chrysippus urges us on as follows. Perhaps, he
says, if the Graces are Jupiter’s daughters,91 ungratefulness
may be a sacrilege and cause offence to such attractive young
ladies! No! Teach me how to do more good myself and to
be more grateful to those who have done me good, how to
provoke in the minds of those who have obliged that contest
which makes the giver forgetful and prolongs the memory of
the debtor. And let those frivolities (istae ineptiae) of which
I speak be left to poets, whose purpose is just to delight the
ear and weave a sweet story. But if you would cure people’s
characters if you would hold on to trust as a factor in human
affairs and engrave92 on men’s minds a memory of services
received, you must speak in earnest and act with force – unless
perhaps you suppose that frivolous talk and fables and old
wives’ tales93 can prevent that most disastrous of things, an
annulment of kindnesses altogether.94
88

Philod. De Piet. P.Herc. 1428 col. 14 (Diels (1965, p. 547b3) = SVF 2.1081).
Sen. De Ben. 1.3 ff., 3.4 ff. (collected in SVF 2.1082).
90
Sen. De Ben. 1.3, cf., e.g., Armstrong and White (2006, p. 26 n. 142).
91
Cf. Cornutus Epidr. 10.2, 19.1
92
Cooper and Procopé read incidere, with Madvig and Gertz.
93
On the characterisation of the mythical account as frivolous talk and old
wives’ tales, see also Cic. ND 2.70-2, cf. p. 103 f. above.
94
Sen. De Ben. 1.4.4.1-1.4.6.7. Translation from Cooper and Procopé (1995, p.
89
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Seneca criticises Chrysippus’ On the Graces in general for his extensive treatment of myth: he would have filled it with this silliness.95
One might be tempted to conclude that Chrysippus presented a fullyfledged allegorical interpretation of the myths concerning the Graces.
However, Chrysippus seems to have dealt with favours and perfectly
appropriate actions (katorthômata) in fairly technical, philosophical
arguments and his interpretations of the aspects of the mythical
Graces may have been part of his argument from what is plausible
(pithanon).96 Moreover, Seneca himself, in his treatise On Benefits,
seems to turn with equal ease to Chrysippus for backup of his decidedly non-mythical, philosophical treatment of Stoic theory on
favours.97 Thus, on the basis of what Seneca tells us about Chrysippus’ book the conclusion is not warranted that Chrysippus presented
a fully-fledged allegorical interpretation of the myths concerning the
Graces.
From Cornutus’ discussion of the Graces one gets the impression
that he culled the interpretations of the Graces from their original,
philosophical context. He lists them together with various other
interpretations and does not appear to focus on the philosophical
theory in which their exegesis originally functioned. He subsequently
discusses the etymologies of the various mothers that people have
named for them, the significance of their representation as naked,
200) (modified), text from Basore (1958). Ad hanc honestissimam contentionem
beneficiis beneficia vincendi sic nos adhortatur Chrysippus, ut dicat verendum
esse, ne, quia Charites Iovis filiae sunt, parum se grate gerere sacrilegium sit et
tam bellis puellis fiat iniuria! Tu me aliquid eorum doce, per quae beneficentior
gratiorque adversus bene merentes fiam, per quae obligantium obligatorumque
animi certent, ut, qui praestiterunt, obliviscantur, pertinax sit memoria debentium.
Istae vero ineptiae poetis relinquantur, quibus aures oblectare propositum est et
dulcem fabulam nectere. At qui ingenia sanare et fidem in rebus humanis retinere,
memoriam officiorum ingerere animis volunt, serio loquantur et magnis viribus
agant; nisi forte existimas levi ac fabuloso sermone et anilibus argumentis prohiberi
posse rem perniciosissimam, beneficiorum novas tabulas.
95
‘his ineptiis’, Sen. De Ben. 1.3.8.4, cf. also 1.4.5.5.
96
On the function of what is persuasive in Chrysippus’ arguments, see Tieleman
(1996, p. 264-87).
97
E.g. Seneca uses Chrysippus’ analogy between favours and a ball game in De
Ben. 2.17.3 9 (strangely, this analogy does not appear in SVF ). Similarly, we may
assume that Sen. De Ben. 2.31 (= SVF 3.507) contains Chrysippus’ argument,
although it refers to ‘the Stoics’ in general. Von Arnim lists several other passages
from Seneca’s De Ben. in that context as containing Chrysippean material (SVF
3.506-9).
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their number, and their common name as derivative from ‘joy’ (chara).
Most of his interpretations can be connected with aspects of the Stoic
theory on favours. Thus, the names of their possible mothers all
indicate that the rich usually bestow favours, while the nakedness
of the Graces signifies that even the poor can be beneficent. Their
number would indicate the number of people involved in the proper
exchange of favours, and the connection with ‘joy’ points to the
positive effects of doing favours on the soul.
A related Senecan critique on philosophical interpretations of
poetry in EM 88.5 is often adduced in the context of discussions of
what modern scholars termed the allegorical tradition:98
It may be, perhaps, that they make you believe that Homer
was a philosopher, although they disprove this by the very
arguments through which they seek to prove it. For sometimes
they make of him a Stoic, who approves nothing but virtue,
avoids pleasures, and refuses to relinquish honour even at the
price of immortality; sometimes they make him an Epicurean,
praising the condition of a state in repose, which passes its
days in feasting and song; sometimes a Peripatetic, classifying
goodness in three ways; sometimes an Academic, holding that
all things are uncertain. It is clear, however, that none of these
doctrines is to be fathered upon Homer, just because they are
all there; for they are irreconcilable with one another. We may
admit to these men, indeed, that Homer was a philosopher; yet
surely he became a wise man before he had any knowledge of
poetry. So let us learn the particular things that made Homer
wise.99
98

An example of this practice is Ramelli (2003, p. 90 ff.). On EM 88.5 and
related reports, cf. Tieleman (2007, p. 146 n. 52).
99
Sen. EM 88.5, text and translation from Gummere (1962a). Nisi forte tibi
Homerum philosophum fuisse persuadent, cum his ipsis quibus colligunt negent;
nam modo Stoicum illum faciunt, virtutem solam probantem et voluptates refugientem et ab honesto ne inmortalitatis quidem pretio recedentem, modo Epicureum,
laudantem statum quietae civitatis et inter convivia cantusque vitam exigentis,
modo Peripateticum, tria bonorum genera inducentem, modo Academicum, omnia
incerta dicentem. Apparet nihil horum esse in illo, quia omnia sunt; ista enim
inter se dissident. Demus illis Homerum philosophum fuisse: nempe sapiens factus
est antequam carmina ulla cognosceret; ergo illa discamus quae Homerum fecere
sapientem. .
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Seneca’s ridicule of a certain type of exegesis of Homer is not confined
to the Stoics, but includes the practice of the other philosophical
schools: all of them would appropriate the poet as one of their own.
Long (1996a, p. 64 n. 11) understands this passage as a joke: Seneca
makes fun of the whole idea of Homer being a philosopher of any
persuasion. According to Long, this would be in bad taste if the Stoa,
to which Seneca reckons himself, actually did interpret Homer as a
philosopher who wrote allegories in a strong sense. i.e. who wrote
deliberately allegorical stories. However, as Goulet (2005b, p. 106)
remarks:
Si Sénèque pensait vraiment à une interprétation allégorique,
il faudrait en conclure que l’allégorie était pratiquée non seulement par les stoı̈ciens, mais aussi par les péripatéticiens, les
épicuriens et les académiciens, ce qui ne semble pas bien confirmé par les sources plus autorisées. Sénèque ne dit d’ailleurs
pas que c’est grâce à l’allégorie que l’on retrouvait chez Homère
de telles doctrines.

The critical passage in Seneca is no evidence that the Stoics practiced
allegorical interpretation in any sense, whether strong or weak. Seneca
just criticises the way in which philosophers in general like to adduce
Homer to make their point. The conception of Homer as a philosopher
is characteristic of a different type of exegesis that became mainstream
later in antiquity, for instance with ps.-Heraclitus.100 Arguing that
Homer may have been wise while denying that he was so qua poet,
as Seneca here does, implies that we may find pieces of wisdom in
his poetry, but should carefully distinguish it from poetic additions
and flavourings.
In general, Seneca criticises Stoic interpretations of myth,101 but
like other Stoics he radically distinguishes poetry, meant to entertain,
from philosophy, meant to instruct. This view is not so different
from Cornutus’, who did not claim that Homer was a philosopher
himself. It seems safe to conclude that for Cornutus, as for the Stoics
100

See also §4.1.
Long takes Seneca as representative of the Stoic school at this point, but it
should be noted that he differs from other Stoics in his attitude towards traditional
religion, and especially, I would say, in mytho-poetic matters. Algra (2007, p. 26,
n. 67) characterises Seneca’s critical attitude in this respect as unique among
Stoics.
101
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in general, most (if not all) philosophical content that he thought
could be found in Homer102 supposedly stems from the ancients, who
were no philosophers in the full, technical sense.103

5.4

Cornutus’ Purpose

Cornutus’ intentions can be inferred from his distinction between the
ancients and the poets and from his method of etymological analysis as
investigated above. The task of the philosopher is to remove additional
accretions by the poets to identify the original, ancient insights that
they transmit and to systematise ancient partial and disconnected
explanations of physical phenomena. Thus, Cornutus aims at mapping
incomplete and disjointed mythical explanations of the world onto
the cohering, de-personified explanations of physical phenomena as
provided by Stoic natural philosophy. Besides this outspoken urge to
systematise, the Stoics also decidedly wish to convince their fellowcitizens. To complete our discussion of Cornutus’ intentions, we
should, therefore, ask about the purpose of his handbook in a wider
sense as well.
Cornutus clearly intends it as a study book; its pedagogical
nature is apparent throughout.104 We might be tempted to see a
radical pedagogy that aims to instruct students in a reformative,
philosophical attitude towards the religious tradition. It is true that
Cornutus claims that his student, having studied his handbook, will
be able to reduce to his examples all that is handed down in the
mythographical tradition.105 However, this does not imply that myth
is of inferior value and can be done away with. I have already pointed
to the reverence for the ancients that his pupil is now supposed to
share (p. 151f.). What is more, the very last sentence of the handbook
shows that Cornutus is convinced that his student has no chance
102
For instance, from Strabo (1.2.7) we know that the view of Homer’s poetry
as very instructive was universally accepted by Stoics and non-Stoics alike. Cf.
furthermore Buffière (1956); Verdenius (1970).
103
On the question whether or not Stoic exegesis implies some kind of encoding
action on the part of the authors of the myth, see p. 165, p. 167f. and §4.1 above.
104
Ramelli (2003, p. 102 ff.) notices several passages on young minds being subject to maturation and Boys-Stones (2007) has recently highlighted the pedagogical
aspects of the book.
105
Corn. Epidr. 75.19-76.16, quoted on p. 147.
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of successfully completing his philosophical studies unless he has
received a proper education in religious matters outside philosophical
study as well:106
Both the ancestral traditions and the complete theory of the
cult of the gods and what is properly performed to honour
them, you will only grasp on the condition and to the extent
that the young are being induced duly to observe religious
practices without becoming superstitious, and are taught to
sacrifice and pray, to worship and swear oaths, in the proper
way, at the right time and in fitting proportion.107

Only if you have been taught to participate correctly in traditional
cults and the communal practices that belong with it you will be able
to fully grasp the ancient wisdom transmitted in tradition and the
complete account of these things, i.e. the scientifically articulated,
philosophical version of it.108 It is a two-way process: properly under106

Cf. Struck (2004, p. 148), who remarks that “[l]ike Balbus [in Cic. ND 2.63-72],
Cornutus feels the need to team his bold interpretations of cult with prohibitions
against ‘superstition.’ The conclusion of his treatise seems to warn us not to
misunderstand him as promoting an overly zealous approach to traditional cultic
practices.” According to Struck, such repeated warnings to distinguish allegorical
reading of myths from superstition indicate a sacramental, devotional dimension
of Stoic allegorical reading. On the Stoic idea that philosophical theology could
co-exist with cultic practice of traditional religion, see Algra (2007, p. 24 f.), who
highlights Epict. Ench. 31.5 and Cic. ND 2.71.
107
Corn. Epidr. 76.9-16, translation by J. M. van Ophuijsen (modified), Greek
text from Lang. perÈ dà âkeÐnwn kaÈ perÈ t¨c jerapeÐac tÀn jeÀn kaÈ tÀn oÊkeÐwc
eÊc timn aÎtÀn ginomènwn kaÈ t ptria kaÈ tän ântel¨ l yù lìgon oÕtw mìnon
±c eÊc tä eÎsebeØn ll m eÊc tä deisidaimoneØn eÊsagomènwn tÀn nèwn kaÈ jÔein
te kaÈ eÖqesjai kaÈ proskuneØn kaÈ æmnÔein kat trìpon kaÈ ân toØc âmbllousi
kairoØc kaj' £n rmìttei summetrÐan didaskomènwn.

108

A somewhat similar attitude of combining the philosophical and traditional
routes of worshipping the divine can be found in Cicero (ND 2.63-72). He urges his
readers to distinguish between superstition and true religion, in which we succeed
best and in the most consistent way if we observe the philosophical account behind
the customary names of the gods and cult practices. Similar admonitions can be
found in Seneca, although he is far less conciliatory than most Stoics. On the
relation between morality and knowledge, see also chapter 3, esp. p. 58 above.
On the value of adhering to tradition in function of a civil life, cf. also Philo De
Sacr. § 78 vol. 1 p 234.7 Wendl (=SVF 3.739). Ethical and political preconditions
for proper and complete understanding in general fit in well with Platonic and
Aristotelean views: true knowledge is only possible if one has a morally sound
character.
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standing the cultural, religious tradition, especially its mythographical component, is impossible without philosophical interpretation,
while philosophical understanding of the gods is impossible without
habitual participation in the cultural, religious tradition.109
What is the purpose of this interaction, one may ask. It has been
suggested that we should take it as an apology of the one by the
other.110 For instance, Stoic philosophy might defend mythographical
poetry against accusations of impiety.111 Or the other way around: the
mytho-poetic tradition might show the respectability of Stoic tenets
by confirming them through interpretive means.112 Tate (1929a, p.
42ff.) has argued that the early Stoics sought confirmation of Stoicism
in mythographical poetry, whereas Cornutus diverged from the early
Stoics in that he traces the philosophical truth beyond the poets to
the ancients, and in that he lays far stronger emphasis on the fictional
nature of poetry. I believe, however, that Cornutus’ position is on
the whole much closer to that of the early Stoics than Tate claims.113
Cornutus “does not attempt to line everything up with Stoicism”114
and we may take this as an indication of the independent legitimacy
of the mythographical tradition and Stoic philosophy. The interaction
between the two, such as we find it in Cornutus at least, is not
intended to apologise either one.115 As we have seen from the closing
109
On the sacramental, or devotional dimension of reading mythical poetry, cf.
also Struck (2004, p. 148f.).
110
It has also been argued that Stoic exegesis could apologise the current
political power. For instance, Most (1989, p. 2035ff.) has portrayed Cornutus as
an apologist for Nero, in particular with respect to Cornutus’ interpretations of
the traditional conception of Apollo. However, we enter a minefield with this
speculation about the background of Nero’s toying with the image of Apollo
and with philosophical justification of his actions. This is made clear by Most’s
qualification later on (p. 2041: “Stoicism could lend itself both for the support
and for the criticism of the Princeps.” Similarly Dawson (1992, p. 38): “Stoicism
did not automatically mean opposition to the principate. Stoics could be found
on both sides of the struggle. . . ”
111
E.g. Gale (1994, p. 25-6), Zeller (1963), Buffière (1956, p. 20ff.), Kern (1938,
p. 96ff.),
112
E.g. Hahm (1977, p. 79, p. 212), Tate (1930), Pfeiffer (1968, p. 237f.), and with
respect to Cicero’s arguments for the antiquity of philosophical tenets: Pilhofer
(1990, p. 127ff).
113
Dawson (1992, p. 35ff.) also sees continuity between Cornutus and the
orthodox Stoic agenda.
114
Long (1997b, p. 205).
115
Others who conclude against an apologetic reading include Steinmetz (1986),
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remarks of Cornutus’ Handbook , it aims at a proper understanding of
both domains, traditional religion and philosophical theology. Such
proper understanding is made possible by the Stoic epistemological
position about man’s ability to reflect on the universal truth via
preconceptions and the procedure of articulation.
Dawson (1992, p. 38) characterises Cornutus’ project as an “investigation in what we would call comparative mythology for the sake
of enhancing and confirming Stoic philosophy.” He argues (op. cit. p.
35ff.) that there were Stoics who supported political subversion, but
finds that “if Stoic philosophy did indeed offer both the ideals and
the courage for cultural critique, Stoic etymological analyses sought
to ground Stoicism firmly within the pages of acknowledged cultural
classics” (op. cit. p. 38). While it is undeniable that Stoic philosophy
finds ‘cultural confirmation’ –if I may use the phrase– whenever its
tenets and the mythical account amount to the same truth about
the cosmos and the gods, there is also the aspect of philosophical
confirmation of the mythological tradition. Stoic philosophy claims
to provide sound explanations and theories of the cosmos and the
gods. On the basis of its epistemology and views of human history it
purports to show where and how mythical explanations are correct.
The mutually advantageous interaction between Stoic philosophy
and the mythographical tradition does not preclude the possibility
of cultural critique. Indeed, even if Cornutus is trying to re-inforce
traditionally established ideas, he does not do so uncritically. For one
thing, Stoic exegesis subverts anthropomorphism and everything it
entails. While this critique by means of etymological interpretation
may not take the shape of sweeping effects in actual society, for
instance in endorsement or subversion of political authority,116 the
Stoic approach to poetic myth could and did involve criticism of
such cultural authorities as Homer and Hesiod and of what they
wrote. After all, the Stoics were trying to hark back to an ancient
stage when culture had not yet advanced very far (cf. chapter 3).
Epistemologically speaking, Stoic criticism of mythical explanations
is of a more subtle nature and arises from the implied incompleteness,
unsystematicity and concomitant liability to error of ancient insight.
Most (1989, p.), Boys-Stones (2001, p. 32ff.), and Ramelli (2003, p. 38).
116
For the social, cultural, and political dimensions of this critique, cf. Dawson
(1992, p. 13-4).
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Conclusion

The Handbook of Cornutus appears to be a Stoic schoolbook that
illustrates very well some of the points we were trying to establish
in chapter 4. In §5.2 we have seen that Cornutus is very explicit
about the focus of his interpretations (cf. §4.1.1). He positions the
poets as corrupting transmitters of the views of the earliest people.
This ancient insight makes poetic myth valuable. Cornutus’ primary
method (§5.3) is etymological analysis of divine names and epithets,
which we may take to reflect the limited extent and partial nature of
ancient cognitions, in other words, the absence of true knowledge in
the ancient, mythical account. Thus, it is hardly surprising that he
rarely engages in a molecular interpretation that stretches across several elements of a mythical narrative (cf. allegorical interpretation as
defined in §4.1.2). He appears to follow the standard Stoic procedures
and practice of the founding fathers of Stoicism (cf. §4.2). With his
etymological interpretations, Cornutus effectively shows where and to
what extent the ancients anticipate philosophical theories which the
Stoics systematised and thus perfected (§5.4). Also in this respect,
then, he does not differ significantly from the generally Stoic aim with
the exegesis of myth (cf. §4.3). In this light it is interesting to note
that Cornutus is not a radical philosopher who proposes to abandon
traditional religion altogether. In the closing remarks of his Handbook
he emphases that he intended to show the mutual and independent
value of philosophical theology and traditional religion (§5.4).

6
Dio Chrysostomos
G
In part one of the present study, I have argued that the Stoics were
interested in insights contained in the cultural tradition because of
their theory of preconceptions and of the development of reason in
individuals and humanity as a whole. This led to an investigation of
the approaches to myth of the early Stoics and Cornutus in chapter
4 and 5. Now, we turn to the orations of Cocceianus Dio, a citizen of
Prusa (c. 45-155 CE) and contemporary of Plutarch and Epictetus,
who later came to be nicknamed Chrysostomos, ‘Golden Mouth’.1
Several of his pieces contain valuable information about Stoic positions that will enable us to check and elaborate our findings from
previous chapters about, e.g. the naturalness and criterial status of
preconceptions, the development of reason, the origin of humanity,
and the role of the poets in the transmission of ancient insight.
Dio is not only a more or less objective source for early Stoicism
(in particular Zeno), but in several of his orations he engages in and
commits himself to Stoic theory and practice. Thus, an analysis of
his orations fits in our study in two ways, both for the information
his orations can yield about the early Stoic position and for Dio’s
views in their own right. In this analysis, we will consider once more
many of the questions discussed in the previous chapters.
1
Indeed, his eloquent speeches and dialogues are written in a marvelous style
and even today have lost little of their freshness and appeal.Anderson (2000, p.
160) characterises him as a ‘flamboyant wordsmith’, Long (2002, p. 49) refers to
Dio’s ‘verbal pyrotechnics’. For an overview of scholarly literature on Dio from
roughly 1950 until 1990, see Harris (1991).
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Dio is, however, also rhetorically skilled, admires Plato, and
is often introduced as a representant of the Second Sophistic. To
properly evaluate his position and assess his commitment to Stoicism,
we would do well to first consider his general philosophical character,
his intellectual background, and the image he projects of himself. In
§6.1 I will attempt a brief portrait of Dio as a rhetorically sophisticated
philosopher of Stoic lineage with a significant admiration for Plato.
By way of illustration, I will briefly turn to Dio’s Trojan Oration (Or.
11) and his Libyan Myth (Or. 5). The Trojan Oration is usually seen
as a mere rhetorical showpiece in which Dio defies Homer’s account
of the Trojan war, but there are also philosophical aspects to Dio’s
treatment of Homer and his unreliability. In spite of his doubts about
Homer’s reliability, Homer’s tales and many other stories form a
central reservoir of examples and illustrations of what Dio has to say.
A particularly interesting example of this kind of storytelling with a
political or philosophical message can be found in the Libyan Myth.
In chapter 4 and 5 we identified a distinction made by the Stoics
between the mythical content and its poetic form of transmission,
which enabled a nuanced characterisation of the poets as both transmitters and corruptors of ancient insights. Lack of evidence prevented
us from concluding much with certainty about the early Stoics. Dio’s
oration on the different ways of interpreting Homer (no. 53, see §6.2)
will enable us to specify Zeno’s take on Homer a little further (cf.
§4.2) and compare it with Plato’s and Antisthenes’ approaches to
the poet. I shall examine whether Zeno did interpret Homer’s poetry
as such and whether he did so in an allegorical way.
More important to our analysis of the philosophical basis of the
Stoic approach to traditional belief, is Dio’s oration on Pheidias’ famous statue of Zeus in Olympia (no. 12, see §6.3). It openly addresses
the role played by the Stoic theory of preconceptions in Stoic readings
of traditional, mythical ideas and thus helps us to put together in
a comprehensive picture what we could glean from the fragments
discussed throughout our study. Within the discussion of this oration,
we will return to such fundamental questions as whether preconceptions are innate (§1.2), whether they equal a universal consensus
(§2.1.3), how they come to be compromised (chapter 3), what is the
role of poets and other transmitters of culture in this process (§4.1.1,
5.2), and finally how the philosopher can and should act to save what
is valuable and reach truth (§1.4, 4.1.2, 4.2, 5.3, 5.4).
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Like Cornutus, Dio was in Rome in the sixties of the first century,
but unlike him, he was not affected by Nero’s persecutions of intellectuals.2 Domitian, however, banished him, apparently because of his
friendship with a man who was executed for treason.3 During his exile
Dio wandered about and took up an interest in moral philosophy.4
After the death of Domitian he returned to Rome and acted as an
ambassador of his home town during the reign of Nerva and Trajan.
The last thing we know about him concerns an affair in Prusa, where
his political opponents sued him for fraud.5

6.1.1

Between Philosophy and Rhetoric

It is not self-evident whether we should call Dio a Stoic and it has
even been questioned to what extent he can be called a philosopher.
He does not want to equal himself to Homer,6 Pythagoras, or Zeno
(Or. 47.6), nor does he wish to be likened to Plato, although he
admires him (Or. 36.24-9) as well as Socrates,7 both stylistically and
philosophically. From antiquity onwards there has been an ongoing
debate about Dio’s rhetorical persona.8 For instance, he often claims
to choose the topics of his speeches for sincere reasons of serious
2
See Blomqvist (1989, p. 11 ff.) and Klauck (2000, p. 11 ff.) for a more
extended biography of Dio, including possible relationships of the Cocceiani with
Nerva or Cassius Dio.
3
As Dio informs us himself (Or. 13.1).
4
Or. 13.10 ff.
5
Plin. Ep. 10.81.7-82.2.
6
While Dio appears to consider Homer as a philosopher here, we will see that
he takes a quite different view about Homer’s status in Or. 12 in particular (cf.
§6.3).
7
At Or. 55.9 he places Homer and Socrates on a par as sages devoted to the
same ends, one through verse, the other through prose (cf. Brancacci (2000, p.
250)). See Blomqvist (1989, p. 227) for extensive references to Dio on Socrates.
8
Philostratus (Vit. Soph. 1.487-8, 479, 484) calls him a ‘philosopher with a
reputation for sophistic eloquence’. Synesius (Dio 1) considers him as a sophist
who converted to philosophy (cf. main text below). Long (2002, p. 49 & 122 f.)
contrasts Dio with Epictetus, the latter being sincere in his recourse to Socrates,
the former a rhetorician, a popular lecturer who refers to Socrates in function of
his display of erudition. On the philosophical mask of the politician Dio, cf. also
Moles (1978, esp. p. 96 ff.) and Swain (2000a, p. 8 ff.). Hirzel (1895, p. 119) already
speaks of “der lose umgehängte Philosophenmantel”. In a balanced analysis of
various conceptions of ‘philosophy’ in the Roman Empire, Trapp (2007, p. 1-27,
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philosophical argument, but his elaboration of them does not differ
much from that of sophists writing rhetorical showpieces that were
primarily meant to impress.9 Synesius (Dio 1.9), furthermore, reports
a polemical work entitled Against the Philosophers from Dio’s earlier
days and another of the same nature directed against Musonius (Pros
Mousônion).10 This would compromise Dio’s philosophical lineage,
but both works are now lost and we are completely dependent on
Synesius for our information about them. If Dio did indeed write them,
we could take these works as a way, perhaps not very noble but at least
understandable, of distancing himself from the philosophers, who had
already come under pressure under Vespasian in 71 CE.11 Apart from
the possibility that we are dealing with products of Dio’s years of
immaturity, in an atmosphere of imperial prosecutions of philosophers
it is not surprising that Dio dissimulated his philosophical leaning.12
In a sense, the strategy had little success, as Dio was eventually
banished by Domitian.
The intricacies involved in describing Dio’s self-representation
sparked discussions as to whether he was at some point in his life converted to philosophy. The first to suggest this was the Neo-Platonist
Synesius of Cyrene (ca. 370-414 CE), who criticised Philostratus
for including Dio in his Lives of the Sophists. Today, scholars are
increasingly disinclined to accept the reality of such a conversion: Dio
undeniably underwent an important development during his exile, but
to call this a conversion is thoroughly exaggerated.13 For Philostratus,
esp. p. 24 ff.) disagrees with this radical exclusion of Dio and his likes from the
ranks of philosophy, even if he was perhaps not a profound thinker.
9
E.g. Dio Chrys. Or. 11.10, but also titles of his works that are lost such as
The Praise of a Parrot and of a Gnat, Description of Tempe, and Memnon; cf.
Jones (1978, p. 15).
10
On Musonius Rufus as Dio’s teacher, see main text below.
11
See Klauck (2000, p. 13).
12
Cf. the suggestion by Jones (1978, p. 16).
13
Cf. Blomqvist (1989, p. 223-39), who provides a useful overview of the debate
and concludes that Dio was probably not as opportunistic as some have believed
him to be. Similarly, Klauck (2000, 10 ff.), Russell (1992, p. 4 ff.). Especially
Moles (1978) has argued against Synesius’ version of the conversion-theory about
Dio, calling it a fraud. Desideri (1978) emphasises the continuity in Dio’s thought.
On Synesius on Dio, see also Brancacci (1985, p. 137-97). Jones (1978, p. 12)
points out two main difficulties in tracing the intellectual development of Dio: the
unclear distinction between philosophy and rhetoric in the educational culture of
the age, and the ambiguity of the label ‘sophist’. The contradicting testimonies of
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it appears to have been possible to call Dio both a sophist14 and a
philosopher.15 Dio thought of himself as a philosopher and presented
himself as one.16 He must have felt capable of convincing many of
his contemporaries. Indeed, Trapp is right to conclude that from a
popular perspective, Dio most certainly was a philosopher:
For all the sly games, [Dio, Apuleius and Maximus of Tyre]
speak as insiders, experts in the doctrines, history and personalities of philosophia, rather than as mere fellow travellers.
[. . . ] For the educated society of their time, what came from
individuals of this stamp was as much philosophia as what
could be read in Seneca’s letters or Alcinous’ Didaskalikos, or
heard in the school of Epictetus.17

Stoicism is a dominant trait in Dio’s philosophical beliefs. This is
unsurprising in view of a report from the middle of the second
century by Fronto,18 informing us that Dio studied with Musonius
Rufus, a Roman Stoic, teacher of Epictetus and many others. Dio
probably refers to his teacher in Or. 31.122 with the compliment
that he is the only philosopher living in strict accordance with his
philosophical principles.19 Dio seldom explicitly refers to works by
other Stoics (Or. 53.4, see §6.2 may be an exception), but he does
occasionally mention biographical facts about the founding fathers
of Stoicism.20 His expertise seems to have been predominantly in
ethics and theology,21 but from his Olympian Oration (12, cf. §6.3),
Synesius and Philostratus partly result from this terminological confusion.
14
In a positive sense, as one with great rhetorical skill, cf. Jones (1978, p. 9).
15
As Swain (2000b, p. 24, with n. 42) indicates, the term ‘philosopher’ also had
a broader, more diffuse sense in which it could be used to mark social or cultural
distinction in the eyes of the wider community.
16
As we will see, this is particularly evident in the introduction of Or. 12 (cf.
§6.3.1).
17
Trapp (2007, p. 26). Brancacci (1985, p. 19-110, esp. p. 42-50) already
indicated a distinction between a strand of plain Stoicism and a strand that
mixed in quite some rhetoric in the context of the reception of Dio by his younger
contemporaries.
18
Fronto 2.50 Haines, cf. Jones (1978, p. 12, n. 26).
19
Elliger (1967, n. 10 ad loc.), Klauck (2000, p. 13), Jones (1978, p. 12).
20
E.g. Or. 33.53 (= SVF ) and 47.2 (= SVF ).
21
Von Arnim included many passages from Dio in his SVF, although they do
not mention the founding fathers or the Stoics in general, but merely concern
typically Stoic themes and ideas familiar from other evidence. They mainly relate
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for instance, we may conclude that he was also acquainted with Stoic
epistemology, theory of language, and psychology as part of physics.
With these interests Dio appears very much a Stoic of his time,
but on the other hand his scope is broader than the traditional
philosophical agenda of Stoicism.22 Seen in this light, he rather
resembles generally philosophically minded intellectuals of his time.23
He admires the rhetoric of Demosthenes and Xenophon and preferably
quotes the poets Homer and Euripides. In many respects he seems
to regard Plato as an example, in style, choice of topics, and as
intellectual authority, and model of philosophical behaviour. Indeed,
Dio was thoroughly familiar with at least Plato’s Phaedo, Republic,
and Laws.24 His respect for Plato, however, is not necessarily unStoic.25 In general, Dio appears to position himself in the Stoic / Cynic
tradition of Socrates-reception.26 He distances himself from more
extreme forms of Cynicism,27 but like his teacher, and like Epictetus,
he was not unfavourably disposed to such moderate versions of it as
were more acceptable from a Stoic point of view.28
These three central philosophical influences are brought together
in Dio’s discussion of the perspectives taken by Plato, Zeno, and
Antisthenes in his oration on the interpretation of Homer (53, §6.2).
Although he does not show a personal favourite in Or. 53, in the
to providential rule, virtue, the fiery nature of cosmic reason, the periodical
destruction and rebirth of the universe, true piety and happiness.
22
Epictetus (Diss. 3.23.17 & 19) frowns upon Dio because of the latter’s
rhetorical style, attraction, and effectivity. Cf. Long (2002, p. 49-53).
23
Russell (1989, p. 299 f.) introduces Dio as an early representative of the
close readings of Homer and the dramatists typical of the Second Sophistic and
as a foreshadower of neo-Platonist attempts at reconciliation between Homer
and Plato, which became dominant in the third and fourth centuries CE. He
emphasises that the speeches were designed for specific occasions: they lay no
claim to consistency.
24
It is said that Dio took Plato’s Phaedo and Demosthenes’ On the False
Embassy with him in exile (Philostratus Life of the Sophists 1.7).
25
Throughout the history of Stoicism we find evidence of respectful interaction
of Stoics with Plato’s thought. Trapp (2000, p. 238) acknowledges this as he brings
out Platonic aspects of Dio’s orations.
26
See Brancacci (2000).
27
Dio Chrys. Or. 34.2-3. See also Russell (1992, p. 6).
28
Cynic influences are particularly evident in Dio’s kingship-orations and in
his use of Diogenes as an example, cf. Moles (1978, p. 94). It may be, as Jones
(1978, p. 16) has suggested, that Dio’s Against the Philosophers was not directed
against all philosophers, but only against some.
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Olympian Oration (12, §6.3) he appears to subscribe to Stoic theories
which he discusses in great detail.
A reference to ‘our school’ in his Borysthenitic Oration (36)
appears decisive for the case of Dio’s ultimate loyalties. In an answer
to the request of a listener named Hieroson who has just declared
love for Plato and admiration for Dio, he says:
One must take what is said about the city on the basis that our
people (tôn hêmeterôn) do not literally claim that the kosmos
is an animal or a city.29

It is clear beyond doubt that ‘our people’, i.e. ‘the people of our school’
refers to the Stoics. Although much of the text and interpretation
of this passage is uncertain,30 the idea expressed here as well as in
the subsequent exposition of the cosmos as a community of gods and
humans, is unquestionably Stoic.31 We seem to be justified, then, in
saying that, au fond, Dio identified with the Stoic school.

6.1.2

Dio on Homer’s Reliability

The importance of keeping an eye on Dio’s rhetorical skill and style
is particularly evident if we try to pinpoint his views of Homer.32 He
is often very positive about Homer; for instance, he praises him for
being a competent teacher of kings (Or. 2.54) and of Socrates (Or.
29

Dio Chrys. Or. 36.29 (= part of SVF 2.1130), text and translation (slightly
modified) from Russell (1992, p. 98 & 226). Tä màn d t¨c pìlewc oÕtwc, êfhn, deØ
koÔein ±c oÎk ntikruc tÀn metèrwn zÀion tän kìsmon pofainomènwn « pìlin;

30

Cf. Russell (1992, p. 226 ad loc.), see also Elliger (1967, p. 517, n. 10).
Cf. Cic. ND 2.78 (= SVF 2.1127) and 3.133 (= SVF 2.1131). Unsurprisingly,
relevant parts of Dio Chrys. Or. 36 are to be found as SVF 2.1129 and 2.1130.
While there is truly Stoic thought in these passages, we should not be too quick to
ascribe it to Chrysippus personally: as we know, Von Arnim used the chapters of
his collection on Chrysippus as a dump for all material of generally Stoic lineage
as well.
32
This is not the right context for a comprehensive appraisal of Dio’s dealings
with Homer such as is presented by Kindstrand (1973). For a list of useful studies
of Dio’s use of Homer, see the references provided by Kim (2008, p. 601, n. 2), to
which I would like to add Saı̈d (2000) and the detailed study of Gangloff (2006) of
Dio’s rhetorical skill in manipulating mythological topoi, his philosophical use of
myth, and his rewriting of traditional stories. In what follows, I will focus on those
aspects that seem particularly relevant in the light of our preceding investigations
into Stoic ways of dealing with poetic myths.
31
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55.3, 7, 11), calls him a source for models of exemplary behaviour
(Or. 2.65), refers to him as divinely gifted (Or. 53.1), and the best
or wisest of the poets (Or. 12.73). At the same time, however, Dio
criticises Homer on a number of occasions, most evidently in the
Trojan Oration (Or. 11), in which he argues that Homer is a fraud
for claiming that Troy was defeated.33 This speech contains much
of the criticism that was leveled against Homer from Plato’s time
onward, but it is often regarded as a mere rhetorical showpiece.34
We should note, however, that it also contains some aspects that
are philosophically relevant.35 These are interesting in view of the
Stoic ambiguous appraisal of the poet as a distorting window to
ancient beliefs and events. Thus, a brief digression on this oration
can serve to illustrate the closely intertwined presence of rhetorical
and philosophical tendencies in Dio’s work and the way he leans now
toward Plato, then toward the Stoa.
The Trojan Oration is informative with respect to Dio’s opinion
about the reliability of witnesses of past events, Homer in particular.36
The speech begins with an extended portrayal of Homer as a beggar
and eo ipso a liar and an unreliable witness (11.15-7). At 11.92 he
approaches the issue of Homer’s reliability from a slightly different
33

Dio’s positive interest in Homer in this speech primarily concerns Homer’s
political agenda and historical views, as is particularly explicit in the final remarks
of the oration (11.147 ff.).
34
E.g. Swain (2000a, p. 18). Like him, Blomqvist (1989, p. 126 ff.) emphasises
that Or. 11 is not an isolated rhetorical tour-de-force, but is a contribution to a
lively reception of Homer in Dio’s time. On the self-contained character of the
oration, however, see Seeck (1990, p. 97-8).
35
Because of its philosophical colouring, Jones (1978, p. 17-8) takes Or. 11,
“the most sophistic of Dio’s extant works”, as evidence that diminishes the distance
suggested by Synesius between the young Dio and philosophy.
36
Homer enjoyed Dio’s particular attention. He characterises Homer as the
alpha and omega of study (Or. 18.8), although Homer’s role as transmitter of
views from ancient times is by no means as ubiquitous and central in Dio’s orations
as it is, for instance, in Cornutus’ handbook (cf. §5.2). On Dio’s perception of
Homer as a pedagogical poet in comparison with other poets, see Kindstrand
(1973, p. 121 ff.), and on the central position of Homer in education and study,
cf. ps.-Heraclitus Quest. Hom. 1, see also Russell (1989, p. 299). Yet, this is not
to say that Dio was not also concerned with other poets. Thus, he concedes that
Euripides also had an inkling of the true history of Troy (Or. 11.146), he praises
Hesiod for the modest introduction to his Theogony (Or. 12.23), and also turns
to the poets in general as spokesmen for the majority (Or. 7.97-9, and repeatedly
in Or. 12).
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angle. He points out that Homer used his monopoly in being the first
and for quite some time the only one to write about the events around
Troy, many generations after the eye-witnesses and their descendants
passed away and nothing remained but dim and faint rumour,37 as
might be expected to be the case with ancient (palaiôn) events.38
Dio finds that Homer held the people in general in contempt for their
gullibility in religious matters, and perverted the truth to make the
Greeks look better in his poems for the large majority.39
In his statement of the subject, after Dio has spent quite a few
words characterising Homer as a beggar, and thus a liar , we find the
following judgement:
With respect to the gods, practically everyone agrees that
Homer absolutely does not tell the truth, even his biggest fans,
who try to offer excuses such as that he does not speak sensibly
(ou phronôn), but in riddles and metaphors (ainittomenos kai
metapherôn). What would prevent him from having spoken
about mankind in the same way? After all, why would a man
who clearly does not tell the truth about gods, but on the
contrary speaks in such a way that his audience rather assumes
what is false (ta pseudê hupolambanein), and without any use
for himself at that, why would he hesitate to tell false things
about mankind? And that he describes the gods as suffering,
groaning, being wounded, and nearly dying, moreover that he
describes their adultery, their fetters, their bail, of that I will
not speak, since many have already done so. I do not want to
accuse Homer, but only to show what really happened, and I
will tell in his defence what I believe true.40
37

.
Even the usefulness of testimonies from people alive at the times of the events
under discussion is called into question at 11.146, where Dio remarks that the
majority knows much from hearsay only.
39
Kim (2008, p. 605) is right to point out that Dio’s exegeses of Homer (as
found especially in Or. 61, 56, and 57) are often contrary to common opinion and
aim to wake people up and encourage them to question what Homer tells them.
40
Dio Chrys. Or. 11.17-8, text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962), my translation, based on Elliger (1967) and Cohoon (1961a). perÈ dà jeÀn pntec, ±c êpoc
maurc dà kaÈ sjenoÜc êti f mhc poleipomènhc

38

eÊpeØn, åmologoÜsi mhjàn lhjàc lègein VOmhron kaÈ oÉ pnu âpainoÜntec aÎtìn, kaÈ
toiaÔtac pologÐac peirÀntai porÐzein, íti oÎ fronÀn taÜt' êlegen, ll' aÊnittìmenoc kaÈ metafèrwn. tÐ oÞn kwlÔei kaÈ perÈ tÀn njr¸pwn aÎtän oÕtwc eÊrhkènai?
ístic gr perÈ jeÀn oÎ fanerÀc tlhj¨ fhsin, ll toÎnantÐon oÕtwc ¹ste t
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Dio takes it as the view of the majority of his contemporaries that
Homer speaks falsely about the gods. From his words we may gather
that the genre of Homer-criticism, which goes back to Xenophanes,
was well established in his time. Those who admire Homer defend
him with the argument that he did not speak directly about theological matters, but employed riddles and metaphors.41 Note that
Cornutus refers to this indirect manner of speaking with the expression ‘philosophise through symbols and riddles’ (dia sumbolôn kai
ainigmatôn philosophêsai, cf. §5.3). Contrary to Dio, however, he
does not attribute this to Homer, but to the ancients whose myths
Homer used. Dio does not mention anything about more ancient views
that Homer would report, but takes issue with Homer directly.42 He
rhetorically asks why Homer should not also have spoken in riddles
and metaphors about human matters, if he had done so with reference
to divine matters. Furthermore, he points out that Homer’s readers
cannot help but suppose (hupolambanein) what is false. These are all
terms that are especially significant in discussions about allegorical
interpretations of myths (cf. §4.1). However, if we expect to learn
much about allegorical interpretation from this oration, we will be
disappointed.
What follows in 11.19-23 is ridicule of Homer’s reports of public
and private conversations of the gods as if he were present and capable of understanding them. This ridicule appears partly inspired by
Plato’s criticism and rejection of poetic mimesis. Dio’s announcement
in the passage quoted above excludes theological matters from the
discussion,43 and indeed, in the course of his discussion, he focusses
yeud¨ mllon Ípolambnein toÌc ântugqnontac, kaÈ taÜta mhdàn ²feloÔmenoc,
pÀc n perÐ ge njr¸pwn ækn seien åtioÜn yeÜdoc eÊpeØn? kaÈ íti màn pepoÐhken
lgoÜntac toÌc jeoÌc kaÈ s tènontac kaÈ titrwskomènouc kaÈ pojn¤skontac sqedìn, êti dà moiqeÐac kaÈ desm kaÈ dieggu seic jeÀn, oÎ lègw, prìteron eÊrhmèna
polloØc. oÎdà gr boÔlomai kathgoreØn <Om rou, mìnon dà âpideØxai tlhjàc ±c
gègonen; âpeÐ toi kaÈ polog somai perÈ aÎtoÜ t âmoÈ dokoÜnta.

41
Saı̈d (2000, p. 164, n. 28) lists occurrences of aÒnigma and aÊnÐttesjai, which
are always associated with myth and poetry, with two exceptions related to the
mythic Sphinx. ‘Metaphor’ and its cognates seem less consistently used in this
context (5.3, 11.18, 12.67, 15.32), and appear also in their litteral sense of transfer,
moving something from one place to another (1.9, 31.93, 33.28 and 47.4)
42
At Or. 47.5 Dio finds that Homer was not only a capable poet, but also in a
certain way a philosopher.
43
The exclusion of theology is repeated at the end of the oration (11.147), but
with significant qualifications of the statement at the beginning. Dio has some
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on the human side of the events reported in the Iliad and the Odyssey.
But the criticism he levels against Homer differs from that of Plato.
Dio, rather than following Plato in taking issue with Homer’s unacceptable moral models, resembles Lucian and “reproaches the poets,
beginning with Homer, for using fictions as cosmetics, sacrificing truth
to seduction.”44 We may find some common ground with the Stoics
in the reproach of the use of cosmetic fictions (§4.1.1). However, Dio’s
approach to Homer in this oration does not concern tracing and interpreting hidden meanings. Simply through close reading,45 he rejects
what he finds historically implausible and impossible and supplies a
different, to his mind more creditable account of the events.46
Dio’s urging against blindly taking for granted what Homer says
is not in itself specifically Platonic or Stoic. However, the view of
Homer that emerges from Or. 11 is atypical for Dio in a certain sense.
While he here depicts Homer as an opportunistic schemer toying with
the opinions of common people, elsewhere he takes him as a advocate
of the views of the majority; see, for instance, the Olympian Oration
(12, cf. §6.3). This brings in some of the positive estimation that
the Stoics also had for Homer. Overall, Dio’s use of Homeric poetry
seems primarily his way of illustrating and supporting his political
and moral messages, and in doing so he approves of, or at least puts
to his own use, Homer’s authoritative status in Greek culture.47 This
is, in fact, an aspect of Dio’s widespread use of myths and stories in
general, whether or not they were told by specific poets.48
words in defence of Homer, points to the irrepressibility of long-held beliefs and
the historical and political circumstances in which Homer presumable wrote the
poems. While he depicted Homer as a fraud concerning the gods at the beginning
of the speech, Dio here characterises Homer’s lies about Troy as relatively harmless
compared with the nonsense about the gods.
44
Saı̈d (2000, p. 185-6).
45
Kim (2008, p. 601).
46
On similar non-allegorical justifying implausibilities or making them plausible in the context of sophistic criticism of Homer, particularly with respect to
Stesimbrotus, see Richardson (2006a, esp. p. 72 ff.).
47
Cf. Kim (2008, p. 602).
48
On Dio’s philosophical theory of myth and his rhetorical manipulation of
myths, cf. Saı̈d (2000, p. 162 ff.) and the complete, detailed account provided
by Gangloff (2006, esp. p. 17-97). For instance, the latter (op. cit. p. 87) points
to the double status of poetic myths in Dio as seductive tales that fool people
and as fascinating instruments of education. While the role and place of myth in
general in Dio’s work as a whole are the central concern of Gangloff’s study, here
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6.1.3

Dio and Storytelling

Dio’s orations are so effective precisely because he spices up his message with many stories and anecdotes.49 He creates them himself, but
also draws on a stock of commonly circulating tales; most importantly,
but not exclusively, myths that also figured in poetry. The difficulty of
characterising Dio recurs when we investigate the role of these stories
in the orations. At this point, his genuineness has often been called
into question: it is often unclear whether Dio’s storytelling is a purely
rhetorical device or an “honest interpretation of ancient stories”.50
In practice, Dio often combines rhetorical and philosophical methods,
and precisely this combination makes his argument powerful. Dio’s
opinion of traditional myth in general resembles Plato’s (e.g. Rep.
2.377a): myths are misleading and dangerous, or, at best, simplistic
and lighthearted.51 As in the case of Plato, this does not prevent him
from creating his own myths.
Oration 5, Libyan Myth, is especially revealing of Dio’s protreptic
use of myth. He opens by pointing out that myths are not taken
seriously by intellectuals:
Working at a Libyan myth and exhausting your energy on such
things is not lucrative, especially since intellectuals are hardly
inclined to the subject. However, despite their contempt we
should not refrain from meditating about these things. After
all, perhaps it could provide no small benefit for us, if it were
somehow given the right turn and approached reality and
truth.52

Thus, Dio suggests that there is a way lighthearted myths can be
profitable and informative about reality and truth: with the right
we focus not on myths as such but on Dio’s exegis of myths and its Stoic aspects.
49
Cf. Swain (2000a, p. 6).
50
Anderson (2000, p. 159). For a careful assessment of Dio’s rhetorical skill in
manipulating myth, see Saı̈d (2000).
51
Or. 4.74, 72.13, 6.20-1. See also Saı̈d (2000, p. 163).
52
Dio Chrys. Or. 5.1, text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962), my translation, based on Elliger (1967); Cohoon (1961a). MÜjon Libukän âkponeØn kaÈ perÈ
t toiaÜta katatrÐbein tn perÈ lìgouc filoponÐan oÎk eÎtuqàc mèn, oÎ gr oÞn
tÀn präc z¨lon toØc âpieikes ttoic njr¸pwn poneuìntwn, ll' ímwc oÎk fektèon æligwrÐø t¨c perÈ t toiaÜta dolesqÐac. tqa gr n pote kaÈ mØn qreÐan
oÎ faÔlhn parsqoi álkìmen pù präc tä dèon kaÈ paraballìmena toØc oÞsi kaÈ
lhjèsin

.
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treatment, i.e. if we provide them with a useful explication. Philosophy
turns a myth into a grain of wisdom as a farmer turns a wild gras
into nutritious wheat (Or. 5.2).53
Similarly, a useful explanation added to unprofitable myths
is profitable and saves them from being told in vain. Perhaps
also the first composers (hoi prôtoi suntithentes) composed
them to this end, with riddles and metaphors (ainittomenoi
kai metapherontes) for those who could have the correct view
about them (orthôs hupolambanein).54

Dio proffers that the composers of the story may well have intended
their stories for a truthful and useful purpose, making their meaning
clear to those who understood their riddles and metaphors.
The Libyan story tells about the predicament and sorry fate
of shipwrecked sailors off Syrtes, who were lured and devoured by
snake-women – hybrid monsters, double-ended beautiful and bare
breasted, but treacherous and poisonous who lived in the sand dunes
there.55 The myth of the snake-women is an illustrative metaphor
and deterring example of the dangerous and deceitful nature of
the passions. He again emphasises this philosophical message about
halfway through the speech:
This myth, then, has not been created for a child, for instance
to make it less insolent and unbridled, but for those whose
madness is even greater and more complete. If we include it
here, it may be able to show adequately the character of the
desires: i.e. that they are irrational and beastly, and that they
exhibit some pleasure and bring over the senseless with deceit
53

As Saı̈d (2000, p. 165) remarks, this is not so different from Plutarch’s
proposal at Aud. Poet. 15f to mix some philosophy into myth.
54
Dio Chrys. Or. 5.3, text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962), my translation,
based on Elliger (1967); Cohoon (1961a). oÕtw d kaÈ toØc nwfelèsi mujeÔmasi
lìgoc âmblhjeÈc qr simoc kaÈ sumfèrwn oÎdà âkeØna eÒasen eÚnai mthn legìmena.
tuqän dà kaÈ oÉ prÀtoi suntijèntec aÎt prìc ti toioÜton sunèjesan, aÊnittìmenoi
kaÈ metafèrontec toØc dunamènoic ærjÀc Ípolambnein.

55

In Or. 4.73-4 Dio also refers to this Libyan myth. On the relation between
the two orations with respect to this myth, see Hirzel (1895, p. 108, n. 3), Thiele
(1918, p. 228 f.), and Swain (1998, p. 194).
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and witchcraft [witchcraft and wizardry] and very miserably
and pitiably destroy them.56

Dio continues relating the remainder of the myth with a supposedly
historical legend of a failed attempt of a Lybian king to get rid of
these monsters for the sake of his people. In the end, Heracles saved
the day and eradicated them. The moral of the story is that as long
as one does not completely banish all passions from one’s mind, they
will inevitably come up again and bring you down. By way of an
encore, to please his younger listeners, Dio ends the oration (5.24-7)
with a slightly incongruent addition: in later times, to their ruin two
young Greeks once more encountered one of the monsters that had
somehow survived Heracles’ disinfestation.
At first sight, Dio’s interpretation seems a Stoic proposal that
fits with the picture that emerged from §4.1. Dio, the philosopher,
retells an ancient story as it was first composed and brings to light
the hidden, philosophical message of its central symbol (the vicious
snake-women), in this case the dangers of giving in to one’s desires – a
perfectly Stoic point and a perfectly Stoic method. Heracles even is a
Stoic hero. We should not, however, jump to conclusions.57 Although
Dio makes it seem that the Libyan myth he is about to tell is an
ancient tale, in fact, the version that he tells probably owes a lot to
his own creative genius. Saı̈d (2000, p. 172) even goes as far as to
say that Dio invented it himself.58 It would take us too far afield to
investigate all possibly related monster stories with snake-women,59
56

Dio Chrys. Or. 5.16, text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962), my translation,
based on Elliger (1967); Cohoon (1961a). íde màn d å mÜjoc, oÎ paidÐú plasjeÐc,
±c n ©tton ® jrasÌ kaÈ kìlas ton, ll toØc meÐzw kaÈ teleiotèran frosÔnhn êqousin, Íf' mÀn deÜro meteneqjeÈc tq' n ÉkanÀc âpideØxai dÔnaito åpoØìn
âsti tä tÀn âpijumiÀn gènoc, íti logoi oÞsai kaÈ jhri¸deic, êpeita don n tina
paradeiknÔousai, prosagìmenai toÌc no touc ptù kaÈ gohteÐø, diafjeÐrousin
oÒktis ta kaÈ âleeinìtata.

57
Here the saying “latet anguis in herba would be apposite in more than one
sense.
58
She refers to Desideri (1978, p. 493-6) and Anderson (2000, p. 154-6), both
of whom, however, are much more tentative in their judgement.
59
Scobie (1977, p. 7-10) classifies Dio’s story as a version of tales about Lamia,
the monstrous daughter of Scylla. Anderson (2000, p. 154-6) agrees, while also
indicating that the location at Syrtes suggests that the monsters are a variant
of the Sirens. However, Desideri (1978, (p. 493) p. 516, n. 16) is sceptical about
Scobie’s view and points out, furthermore, that the Libyan snake-women differ
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or references to Lybian myths,60 but one particular story may be
compared to Dio’s.
On the basis of a parallel myth in Philostratus (a vampire-story in
his Life of Apollonius 4.25) scholars have argued that the myth in Or.
5 is not Dio’s invention: Dio’s version and that of Philostratus would
derive from a common source that was part of an oral tradition, of
which, however, we have no evidence.61 It has been suggested62 that
Dio’s source probably was a Cynic polyhistor of the Imperial period
– a description that would not be inappropriate for Dio himself. . .
While it may be true that Dio here makes rhetorical use of an old
mythical idea that was handed down through Cynic literature, we
must also acknowledge his original and particularly graphic setup of
the story, with impressive descriptions of the monsters and scenery.63
from the mythical Sphinx (they are not winged) and from the Sirens (they do not
talk).
60
Before Dio only one reference to a Lybian myth appears in a fragment of
Aeschylus (Tetralogy 26, play A, fragment 231b, ed. Mette), which does not
concern snake-women, but the last words of a shot eagle that remarks, on seeing
the feathers in the shaft of the arrow, that birds are slain by their own feathers.
It does not further our understanding of the Libyan myth in Or. 5, although
as a matter of interest we should note that Dio mentions the same idea in his
analogy of the birds in Or. 12.8, but does not refer to it as a Libyan myth.
For a comparison of Dio’s story with Lucian (VH 1.6-9), see Georgiadou and
Larmour (1997). Lucian appears to have been familiar with Dio’s story, but treats
it differently. He liberally elaborates on the theme and adds complexity, but does
not set up the drawing of a moral.
61
Scobie (1977, p. 7-10), who simultaneously emphasises that it is best to
suspend judgement about this oral tradition for lack of evidence about its development, spread, and the chronological priority of its variants. A second scholar
arguing that Dio’s Libyan myth is traditional is Anderson (2000, p. 154-6). However, his argument that the connection with Dio’s Or. 4.73-4 (see n. 55 p. 193
above) would imply that the story was familiar to Alexander the Great, and
therefore traditional, completely misses the rhetorical point of this oration, in
which Alexander is hardly more than a stand-in for Trajan. See also Swain (1998,
p. 194).
62
Thiele (1918, p. 228, n. 4).
63
Thiele (1918, p. 227 & 228, n. 2) admits this, even if he argues against
Dio’s original creativity as championed by Hirzel (1895, p. 108 ff.). Especially the
verb “work at” (âkponeØn) in the introduction of the oration confirms, according
to Hirzel (1895, p. 109, n. 3), that both the rhetorical drawing of the myth
and the particular interpretation of its philosophical message are Dio’s. On a
similar note, Kindstrand (1973, p. 130) remarks with respect to Or. 36: “Es ist
wichtig in allen diesen Fällen, wo Dion klar einen tieferen Inhalt in den Mythen
annimmt, festzustellen, dass es sich immer um solche Mythen handelt, die er
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In Philostratus we have an equally creative elaboration of a mythical
idea spun into a longer story. It concerns the seduction of a beautiful
youth, Menippus, a student of Favorinus, by a female apparition.
With philosophical arguments, Apollonius in the end unmasks her
as a serpent-like vampire creature, a lamia. She admits that she was
fattening up Menippus with pleasures only to feast upon his body
later on. The stories of Philostratus and Dio differ to such an extent,
however, that whatever shared source of the myth we presume, the
common element between Dio and Philostratus is little more than a
indefinite notion of deceitful and seductive female creatures.
These considerations tell in favour of Dio’s being an original
storyteller, composing this tale himself with a specific philosophical
argument in mind. The oration is a lesson on how most effectively to
instill in people revulsion at the passions, with the horror-fate of the
victims as the primary deterrent.64 It resembles Plato’s technique of
myth making in function of a philosophical argument and, indeed, it
seems inspired by Plato’s description of the appetitive part of the soul
(epithumêtikon) as a monster with many heads in Rep. 9.588b-d.65
Thus, this Libyan myth in Dio’s discussion is a proper case of allegory:
what we have here is an argumentative strategy from an author rather
than a hermeneutical method.66 There is nothing here to suggest that
Dio sees his allegory as a specifically Stoic ploy. However, although
Dio’s emphasis on the antiquity of the Libyan myth is just a ploy,
this is not to say that his methodical remark in Or. 5.1 (quoted at
the beginning of this section, p. 192) is equally devious itself. In
Oration 12 (§6.3) we will encounter a straightforward example of the
possibility to turn myth back to a truthful, philosophical account
by means of correct explanation, and this time in a perfectly Stoic
context and manner.
In view of the fact that Dio intentionally composed the story as
a symbolical picture (eikasma), Saı̈d (2000, p. 164), like Kindstrand
selbst gestaltet hat, mögen sie von ihm ganz erdichtet sein oder nicht. Was die
traditionellen Mythen, z.B. bei Homer, betrifft, kommt diese positive Einstellung
nie zum Ausdruck.” On the myth in Or. 36, see main text below, with respect
to the more general remark about Dio’s assuming a hidden sense in traditional
myths in, for instance, Homer, see also the conclusion to §6.2.
64
Similarly Desideri (1978, p. 493-6).
65
Saı̈d (2000, p. 173).
66
On this distinction, see §4.1, esp. p. 106 f. and 135 f.
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(1973, p. 130), concludes that Dio is in general sceptical about allegorical interpretation as a means to save old myths (or poets), but is
rather interested in “shaping new ones which are a figuration of the
truth.”67
In another famous oration by Dio, Borystheniticus (Or. 36), we
also hear about a presumably ‘ancient’ myth, this time not from Libya
but from Persia: Dio claims to have heard it from the Magi who had it
from Zoroaster. The world-view that appears from Dio’s interpretation
is evidently Stoic.68 Four horses, of Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, and Hestia,
representing the four elements, cause the movements of the universe.
Floods and fires happen when the horses of Zeus and Poseidon leap
out of control, but this is all in accord with the ruler of the cosmos.
Periodically, there is a conflagration when the horses somehow melt
together into the horse of Zeus and leave a pure fire from which the
world re-emerges.
Like the Libyan myth, Dio tells this Magian myth in the Borystheniticus for a specific didactic reason, but the moral of the story,
which seems to be a lesson in physics and cosmology, is much less
obvious. Although the doctrine involved is Stoic and the myth invites
(semi-)allegorical interpretation, it is far from clear whether the myth
is genuine or whether its proclaimed barbaric origin is merely a strategic colouring, a ploy designed to disguise the fact that Dio created it
himself.69 Therefore, the interpretation of this Magian myth provided
67

Thus, Saı̈d places Dio alongside Plato, while acknowledging (op. cit. p. 171)
that the former uses traditional tales for a Cynic-inspired purpose. In Chryseis
(Or. 61.18) we find an interesting parallell to this practice. Dio so much as admits
that his reconstruction of Chryseis’ psychology is entirely hypothetical, but claims
that his hypothetical reconstruction provided with a moral sense nevertheless is
to be preferred over a historically verified version without. Cf. Desideri (1978, p.
489).
68
Or. 36.39-60, cf. the summary by Russell (1992, p. 21 ff.).
69
For a brief overview of the discussion about the genuineness of the myth, cf.
Russell (1992, p. 22 f.). Momigliano (1975, p. 146), who assumes that both the
Libyan and the Magian myth are fake, proposes that they rest on the assumption
that Greek wisdom ultimately had a barbaric origin, Oriental or Egyptian. The
idea of primacy of Egyptian wisdom also appears in Chaeremon (Test. 12 Van
der Horst = Tzetzes Exegesis of the Iliad 1.193). The claim that Homer had
his wisdom from Ethiopian hieroglyphs (Chaeremon Fr. 12 Van der Horst =
Tzetzes Exegesis of the Iliad 1.97), however, cannot be self-evidently ascribed
to Chaeremon, and, moreover, does not imply that Greek wisdom originated
in Egypt. On Chaeremon’s aims, see M. Frede (1989, p. 2068 f., & 2089 f.), cf.
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by Dio is of little help in clarifying the nature of Stoic exegesis of
mythical material. Dio’s presentation and explanation of the Libyan
myth is more helpful in this respect in the sense that it served as an
example of what Stoic exegesis is not.
To conclude these considerations with a general characterisation
of Dio, we may say that he was a rhetorically skilled philosopher,
thoroughly familiar with Plato’s thought and style, and who had
intimate knowledge of Stoic doctrines, to which he was prepared to
commit himself, ranging from moral psychology to cosmo-theology,
but also including epistemology. He liberally uses traditional myths
as a stock of examples and skillfully creates stories to illustrate his
philosophical point while concealing himself as the original composer.
Feigning antiquity for his myths, he interprets them in allegorical
manner. This practice does not appear to be of Stoic origin. As to
the interpretation of truly mythical material from ancient times, we
will see in the remainder of this chapter that Dio is familiar with,
and in the end committed to, the Stoic method of exegesis.

6.2

Interpreting Homer (Or. 53)

Oration 53 is a dense essay in which Dio briefly reviews various
philosophical approaches to Homer. The almost doxographical setup
of the first half of the text makes it hard to believe that we are
dealing with an actual oration held at some specific occasion.70 The
essay begins without further introduction or statement of the subject
matter of the oration with a cursory mention of various philosophers,
of which Plato receives most attention, closely followed by Zeno. Dio
seems to stand out from the tradition of literary criticism of Homer
in virtue of his regard for the poet not just as a teacher but as a
literary artist and, to a lesser extent, as an exemplary character. This
is the subject of the second half of the essay (53.6 to the end in
53.12) in which Dio leaves behind his rather dry treatment of the
various philosophers in favour of a more personal, and indeed rather
passionate, argument.
furthermore p. 167 above.
70
We do not know what the occasion may have been, had there been one.
Lamar Crosby (1962, p. 355) ventures the guess that the speech could be an
introduction to some public recitation from Homer.
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To my mind, the discussion of the Stoic take on Homer as present
in 53.3-5 benefits greatly from considering the speech in its entirety.
Let us therefore start with a walk-through of the argument, which
will automatically lead us to the central issues of this text for the
present study.

6.2.1

Lay-out of the Oration

The oration opens with Democritus’ praise of Homer’s divine ability to
create a complete cosmos with his poetry, the divine inspiration many
considered necessary for authoring a work of this beauty. Some are
said to have quoted Homer by way of proof, others to have explained
his thought (dianoian exêgoumenoi ). Dio names Aristarchus, Crates,
critical grammarians, and Heracleides Ponticus. Aristotle is adduced
as the initiator of criticism and grammar,71 who in general appreciates
Homer.72 The second paragraph is dedicated entirely to Plato. Dio
observes that he praises Homer for his verses and that he scorns him
for his stories and arguments (muthois te kai logois) about the gods,
for which Plato banishes the epic and tragic poets from his ideal
city in the well-known passage in Rep. 378d-e, to which Dio here
obviously refers. He also summarises the psychological motivation for
this banishment that Plato exposes in Rep. 386a-387c and 413d: sad
stories about Hades would scare away the guardians when it came to
fighting and dying and generally lead them to fear what should not
be feared.
In the third paragraph, then, Dio steps back from Plato’s position
and introduces a broader question. This passage has sparked much
controversy, so let us consider Dio’s text itself:
There is, indeed, another discussion about these things, which is
longer and more comprehensive and not simple: whether Homer
was mistaken about these things, or handed down [paredidou]
to people certain reasonings about physics in myths [phusikous
tinas enontas en tois muthois logous] according to the custom
of his time [kata tên tote sunêtheian]. Indeed, it is not easy
to decide on such an issue, just as it is not easy, to my mind,
71
72

.

f' oÝ fasi tn kritik n te kaÈ grammatikn rqn labeØn
jaumzwn aÎtän ±c tä polÌ kaÈ timÀn

.
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to decide in a case of two friends, who are both honourable,
against one when they accuse each other.73

What exactly is Dio’s problem here? Kindstrand (1973, p. 140) takes
it that Dio finds it hard to choose between Homer and Plato, holding both in high esteem.74 However, we can also understand this
paragraph as a bridge to the subsequent argument that deals with
Zeno’s approach to Homer. Thus, we may assume that the choice
is between Plato’s and Zeno’s answers as to Homer’s truthfulness.
We have already noted the competing influences of Platonic style,
notably Plato’s myth-making, and Stoic thought in Dio’s orations
(§6.1).
Dio summarily indicates the first approach to Homer, according to
which Homer just erred with his stories about the gods. He only briefly
refers to this approach, because the reasons for this judgement have
just been discussed in the preceding paragraph: we may characterise
this as the bottom-line of Plato’s answer. The alternative answer
presented by Dio is that Homer does not tell a simply mistaken tale
about the gods, but has handed down certain reasonings pertaining
to physics in myths. The point here is the same as in Cicero: “A not
inelegant physical reasoning is included in these impious fables.”75 It
is not immediately clear what we are to think of Dio’s remark that
Homer did this “according to the custom of his time”. We might think
of a comparison of Homer with Hesiod, but we know nothing about
the results of such an undertaking. Since Dio remains silent about
the primeval origin of myths, one might also take him to suggest
that Homer himself encoded the insights in myths, i.e. wrote a real
allegory in the strong sense. However, Long (1996a, p. 77) seems right
73
Dio Chrys. Or. 53.3, my translation on the basis of Elliger (1967); Lamar
Crosby (1962), text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962). perÈ màn d toÔtwn éteroc lìgoc pleÐwn kaÈ makrìteroc kaÈ oÎ ûdioc, pìteron VOmhroc ¡marte perÈ
taÜta « fusikoÔc tinac ânìntac ân toØc mÔjoic lìgouc kat tn tìte sun jeian
paredÐdou toØc njr¸poic. oÎ gr ûdion diait¨sai tä toioÜton, kajper oÚmai dÔo
fÐlwn ndrÀn, mfotèrwn semnÀn, toÜ átèrou tÄ átèrú âgkaloÜntoc, ánäc aÎtÀn
katagnÀnai.

74
Trapp (2000, p. 221-3) develops this position: it is significant for Dio’s attitude
towards Plato that Dio does not seize the opportunity offered in Or. 53 to take
up a more critical position and distance himself from Plato. He therefore argues
for a Platonic preponderance against the Socratic / Cynic / Stoic character of
Dio’s position as emphasised by Brancacci (2000).
75
Cic. ND 2.64 (= SVF 2.1067), see above p. 102 f.
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to remark that Dio does not have in mind a view of Homer of the
type predominant in ps.-Heraclitus (beginning of the second century
CE) and later antiquity, according to which Homer himself was a
wise philosopher or scientist who did not write silly and mistaken
fairy-tales.76 Dio’s silence about the origin of the reasonings in Homer
is, indeed, no reason to exclude the possibility that he thought of
transmission of ancient ideas in Homeric, epic fashion, on which he
elaborates in Or. 12 (cf. esp. §6.3.2).77
The subsequent paragraph of the oration (53.4-5), which deals
with Zeno’s position and its presumed anticipation by Antisthenes,
has received no less scholarly attention.78 In close connection with
53.3, this is the most informative part of the oration with respect to
the Stoic position and merits full quotation:
[4] Moreover, Zeno the philosopher has written on both the
Iliad and the Odyssey, and also on the Margites; because he
believes that that poem is also by Homer, when he was rather
young and experimenting with his talent for poetry. [5] Zeno
blames nothing of the things in Homer, and tries to explain and
teach that he [Homer] wrote some things according to opinion,
and others according to truth, in order that he does not appear
to have contradicted himself with respect to certain things that
are held to be inconsistent as he told them. Antisthenes had
this theory earlier, namely that the poet said some things in
accordance with opinion and others in accordance with truth.
He, however, did not elaborate it, but he [Zeno] clarified it
in all its details. Moreover, Persaeus, Zeno’s student, has also
written on this hypothesis, and many others as well. But back
to Plato. . . 79
76

Cf. p. 106 and p. 109 f. above.
Perhaps the suggestion of novelty and the absence of Zeno’s name in this
paragraph have prevented Von Arnim from taking this as a certified Zenonian
passage and thus including it in his SVF.
78
The passage can be found as SVF 1.274 and 1.456.
79
Dio Chrys. Or. 53.4-5, my translation on the basis of Elliger (1967); Lamar
Crosby (1962), text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962). gègrafe dà kaÈ Z nwn
77

å filìsofoc eÒc te tn >Ilida kaÈ tn >OdÔsseian, kaÈ perÈ toÜ MargÐtou dè;
dokeØ gr kaÈ toÜto tä poÐhma Ípä <Om rou gegonènai newtèrou kaÈ popeirwmènou
t¨c aÍtoÜ fÔsewc präc poÐhsin. å dà Z nwn oÎdàn tÀn [toÜ] <Om rou yègei, ma
dihgoÔmenoc kaÈ didskwn íti t màn kat dìxan, t dà kat l jeian gègrafen,
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The remainder of the oration is devoted to a more personal and passionate account of Homer’s style and life. Dio discusses Plato’s praise
of Homer’s poetic ability and the power of his mimetic expression
as divinely inspired, and points to the widely spread knowledge of
Homeric poetry even among barbarians outside the Hellenic world.
From 53.9 onward, the speech is an eulogy of Homer’s exemplary
character and life: his modesty, the usefulness of his writings with
respect to virtue and kingship. Our focus, of course, lies with the
Stoics, so we will concentrate on 53.3-5, but we would do well to keep
in mind that in general Dio’s focus here is on Plato’s position on
Homer.80

6.2.2

Zeno on Homer

We have already touched upon the beginning of the above quoted
passage (53.4) in the context of our discussion of the harmonisation
of Stoic doctrine with poetic myth.81 It has been taken as evidence
that Zeno wrote a full-scale commentary on Homer’s poetry in which
he harmonised opinion (doxa) with truth (alêtheia) by means of
allegorical interpretation. As we will see, it is doubtful whether this
passage allows such as reading. The questions which we have to
address are the following. (1) Can we take this report as evidence
for a comprehensive commentary by Zeno on Homer in which he
interprets Homer’s poetry in an allegorical way and what could have
been the title of such a work by Zeno? (2) How are we to understand
the opposition opinion vs. truth, and what are we to think about the
claim that Zeno criticised nothing in Homer’s poems in this respect?
ípwc m faÐnhtai aÎtäc aÍtÄ maqìmenoc ên tisi dokoÜsin ânantÐwc eÊr¨sjai. å dà
lìgoc oÝtoc >Antisjènouc âstÈ prìteron, íti t màn dìxù, t dà lhjeÐø eÒrhtai
tÄ poiht¬; ll' å màn oÎk âxeirgsato aÎtìn, å dà kaj' ékaston tÀn âpÈ mèrouc
âd lwsen. êti dà kaÈ PersaØoc å toÜ Z nwnoc kat tn aÎtn Ípìjesin gègrafe

...
For a diligent analysis of Dio’s treatment of Plato in this oration, see Trapp
(2000, esp. p. 221-3). According to Desideri (1978, p. 482), it is the primary goal
of Dio in this oration to get rid of Plato’s criticism of Homer and return to the
habitual use of Homer as encyclopedia of models of good behaviour, which Dio
also highlights in Or. 12 (Olympian Oration) and 55 (On Homer and Socrates).
This may be somewhat overstated: we could also see this oration as an attempt
to create room for a more positive, albeit not uncritical, appraisal of Homer such
as the Stoics provided.
81
See §4.1.1 above.
kaÈ lloi pleÐouc. å dà Pltwn ma
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Could allegorical interpretation help do solve the opposition between
truth and opinion? (3) What can we infer from the information that
Antisthenes anticipated Zeno and that, among several others, Zeno’s
student Persaeus in particular wrote on this hypothesis?
It is nearly impossible to say anything definite about the question
whether Dio is here referring to an extended commentary by Zeno on
Homer (see also §4.2). Dio’s phrasing is tantalisingly vague – “Zeno
has written on the Iliad, Odyssey, and Margites”: it could mean
anything: an erudite philological analysis, a pedagogical introduction,
self-contained comments in various treatises on disparate subjects, a
defensive essay. . . Dio’s reference may even apply to three separate
treatises by Zeno. At any rate it is clear that Zeno wrote a couple of
relevant works, but they may no longer have been around by Dio’s
time, or have become very rare.82 It is tempting to speculate about
titles of works to which a statement such as this might refer. Zeno’s
Homeric Problems, his On Reading Poetry, and On Greek Education
seem suitable candidates,83 but we lack decisive evidence about the
content of these treatises.
The subsequent remark that Zeno believed the Margites to stem
from Homer’s youth at least suggests that Zeno paid attention to a
certain perceived development in Homer’s œuvre. This is what one
might expect from a philological analysis or pedagogical introduction.
There are various reasons why it is not very likely that Zeno would
have written a defensive essay on the poet in the style nowadays
82
Authors from Cicero onwards appear to know Zeno mainly through Chrysippus and other later sources, such as Posidonius.
83
DL 7.4 (SVF 1.41): Probl mata <Omhirik, PerÈ poihtik¨c krosewc, and
PerÈ t¨c <Ellhnik¨c paideÐac. Steinmetz (1986, p. 19 f.) takes Dio Chrys. 53.4 as
a characterisation of Zeno’s Homeric Problems, emphasising that Zeno treated
single, particular problems concerning Homer and his poetry in a philological
manner. As Long (1996a, p. 78) remarks, however, although we have no evidence
that this work by Zeno contained allegorical interpretations, a strictly philological
reading of Dio’s testimony does not sit comfortably with the distinction between
opinion and truth. Hillgruber (1989, p. 19, n. 38) renews 19th century speculations
that the passage refers to On Reading Poetry. He concludes that Zeno practiced
allegorical interpretation both of Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey as well as of Hesiod’s
Theogony. We will return to this conclusion in the main text below, but should
note here that we do not even know whether Zeno’s On Reading Poetry dealt
with allegorical exegesis in the first place, cf. Goulet (2005b, p. 104, n. 28). In
view of the omnipresence of Homer in traditional Greek education, it would seem
rash to exclude Zeno’s On Greek Education.
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preserved most clearly in ps.-Heraclitus’ Homeric Problems. We have
already seen84 that the Stoics often emphasise that the poet was a
mere transmitter of ancient thought, and a faulty one at that. Their
real interests lay with ancient thought, and unwelcome elements could
be ascribed to the poet. And the one additional piece of information
that we can plausibly link to our passage in Dio, viz. Strabo (1.2.34
= SVF 1.275), offers a glimpse of Zeno’s approach to Homer, which
is rather neutral.
Strabo tells us that Zeno changed the word Erembians into Arabians in Homer’s text. In what follows upon the SVF -fragment, Strabo
does not want to go as far as Zeno and change the text, because it is
ancient:85
Many conjectures have been proposd as to who the Erembi
were: they who suppose the Arabians are intended, seem most
convincing. Our Zeno reads the passage thus: “I came to the
Ethiopians, the Sidonians, and the Arabians.” But there is no
occasion to tamper with the text, which is ancient (palaian).
It is better to suppose a change in the name itself, which
happens often and normally with every nation. Some establish
this by emendation, but Posidonius seems to me to have the
best proposal, in looking for the etymology (etumologôn) of
names in related nations of one community. Thus between the
Armenians, Syrians, and Arabians there is a strong affinity
both in regard to dialect, way of living, physical characteristics,
and above all in respect of their countries being adjacent.86

Strabo thus prefers to explain the confusion by assuming a name84

In §4.1.1, and with respect to Cornutus in §5.2.
On the understanding and use of the qualification ‘ancient’ (palaios) in
Cornutus in particular, see §5.2.
86
Strabo Geogr. 1.2.34. Tr. based on Hamilton and Falconer (1857), text
from Meineke. PerÈ dà tÀn >ErembÀn poll màn eÒrhtai, pijan¸tatoi d' eÊsÈn oÉ
85

nomÐzontec toÌc ^Arabac lègesjai. Z nwn d' å mèteroc kaÈ grfei oÕtwc AÊjÐopc
j' Ékìmhn kaÈ SidonÐouc ^Arabc te. tn màn oÞn grafn oÎk ngkh kineØn palain
oÞsan; aÊtisjai dà bèltion tn toÜ ænìmatoc metptwsin polln kaÈ âpipolaÐan
oÞsan ân psi toØc êjnesin. mèlei dà kaÈ poioÜsÐ tinec paragrammatÐzontec. rista
d' n dìxeien eÊpeØn å Poseid¸nioc kntaÜja pä t¨c tÀn âjnÀn suggeneÐac kaÈ
koinìthtoc âtumologÀn. tä gr tÀn >ArmenÐwn êjnoc kaÈ tä tÀn SÔrwn kaÈ >Arbwn
polln åmofulÐan âmfaÐnei kat te tn dilekton kaÈ toÌc bÐouc kaÈ toÌc tÀn
swmtwn qarakt¨rac, kaÈ mlista kajä plhsiìqwroÐ eÊsi.
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change. Instead of blunt emendation, such as Zeno seems to have
proposed, he sides with Posidonius in explaining the name from
the etymology of the words in relation to the similarities and common characteristics of the peoples involved, i.e. geographical and
anthropological observations. No hidden meanings are involved. But
both Posidonius and Strabo agree with Zeno in their conclusion that
Homer meant the Arabians when he wrote ‘Erembians’. Strabo defends Homer’s geographical views against Eratosthenes, who finds
nothing but fiction in Homer (Geogr. 1.2 ff.). From the context, it is
clear that Strabo, who is himself inclined to Stoicism, believes that
he can isolate Homer’s true knowledge from his mythical additions.
His procedure, however, is not the interpretation of hidden meaning
of these myths, but analysis of Homer’s combinations of truth and
falsehood, i.e. historical exegesis,87 not unlike Dio’s procedure in Or.
11.88
No conclusions can be drawn from Strabo’s report on the presence
or absence of allegorical interpretation whether in Zeno or in Posidonius.89 It has become clear, furthermore, that our first question
about Dio’s passage must be answered in the negative: we cannot
take Dio’s evidence as proof of a commentary on Homer by Zeno, nor
does Strabo provide additional information about Zeno’s works that
might decide on the issue.
The positive result of our consideration of Strabo’s passage is
that it indicates that Zeno was not afraid to improve Homer’s text.
The objection that we find in Strabo a mere philological correction of
87

On Strabo’s aim and method, see Schenkeveld (1976, esp. p. 58ff.) and Long
(1996a, p. 79).
88
See §6.1.1 above.
89
See also Steinmetz (1986, p. 21). Hillgruber (1989, p. 18-9) argues that
this meagre evidence does not preclude interpretation of allegorical nature on
Zeno’s part. His argument for allegorical interpretation by Zeno presupposes that
Chrysippus and Cleanthes practiced allegorical interpretation (ibid. n. 33), in view
of which he finds it strange if this were completely absent with the founder of the
school. He has, however, no positive evidence for allegorical interpretations by
Zeno. Long (1996a, p. 78-9) turns to Plut. Aud. Poet. in a bid to illuminate Zeno’s
approach to Homer, but the evidence is, indeed, meagre and indirect, and most
of all illustrates how terribly ill informed we are about Zeno’s views of Homer.
We have more testimonies about Zeno’s interpretations of Hesiod’s Theogony (cf.
§4.2, esp. p. 117 f.), but as I have argued there this evidence warrants at most the
attribution of symbolical reading of specific elements of Hesiod’s story to Zeno,
not of extended allegorical commentary.
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a copyist’s error by Zeno in the style of the Alexandrian school is not
very probable in view of Strabo’s approval of the other Stoic solution
of Posidonius. Although Strabo does not inform us how Posidonius
related his solution to Zeno’s, it is plausible that there was discussion
about the topic within the Stoic school, which a mere correction of a
copyist’s error can hardly have elicited. We must conclude that in
Strabo’s report we are dealing with a genuine correction by Zeno
of Homer’s meaning, his thought itself. We may wonder, then, how
we should understand Dio’s claim (53.5) that Zeno found nothing
to criticise or object to in Homer. This question is usually answered
with a reference to the contrast between doxa and alêtheia.
This leads us to our second set of questions and the interpretation
of the pair of opinion (doxa) and truth (alêtheia) in Homer’s writings
that Dio reports on behalf of Zeno (cf. p. 202 above). Given what
precedes the Zeno-fragment in Dio, it lies close at hand to identify
Homer’s stories about the gods as the primary subject about which
he is said to have spoken sometimes according to opinion, sometimes
according to truth. What accords with the truth about the gods
probably concerns true knowledge (epistêmê) of their beneficent
and virtuous nature. It is less obvious what opinion here refers to.
Epistemologically speaking it merely indicates the convictions that
are adhered to without sound epistemic justification, but it has usually
been taken as the mistaken beliefs of the majority, i.e. in this case
probably the traditional conceptions of the gods as anthropomorphic
and many.90 Brancacci (1990, p. 26) points out that Antisthenes
contrasted doxa with both alêtheia and epistêmê.91 The close relation
90

E.g. Tate (1930, p. 7-10), Höistad (1951, p. 22), Hillgruber (1989, p. 20),
Long (1996a, p. 78 ff.), Kim (2008, p. 609). Desideri (1978, p. 485) appears to have
a different understanding of truth and opinion in Dio: truth would be positive and
negative models of behaviour, opinion the rest that does not fit in this category.
While this may be in line with Desideri’s focus on moral and political aspects
of Dio’s orations, it seems less helpful with respect to Zeno and Antisthenes. It
stands to reason that opinion should here indicate the belief of common people in
view of Dio’s Olympic Oration in particular, where Pheidias and the poets are
explicitly presented as advocates of the common majority (see §6.3 and similarly
in Or. 7.97-102 and 77/78.16). Giannantoni (1990, p. 342-3) relates the opposition
dìxa / l jeia in Antisthenes to the opposition nìmoc / fÔsic, which basically
refers to the same: the (conventional) conception of a multitude of gods versus
the (natural, philosophical) conception of one god.
91
He argues elsewhere (Brancacci 2001, esp. p. 479) that Antisthenes defined
epistêmê as true doxa combined with logos. We will return to this in the main
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between truth and knowledge as both opposed to opinion seems
particularly relevant to understanding Zeno’s position here. While the
comparison with Antisthenes will enable us to specify the distinction
between truth and opinion a little further (see below), we will first
turn to Zeno’s view that inconsistencies in Homer’s account could
be resolved if we take him to speak now according to opinion, now
according to truth.
Dio’s remark that Zeno blames nothing in Homer is related to the
information that Zeno found it necessary to solve inconsistencies in
Homer which result from friction between the acclaimed presence of
truth and opinion. One explanation92 is to argue that Zeno held that
the contradictions in Homer are only apparent: Homer knew the truth
about the gods perfectly well, and the contradictions stem merely
from his reporting the views of ordinary people. The errors of common
people, obviously, cannot be blamed on Homer. Another solution is
to understand the contradictions as inconsistencies between what
Homer himself says and what he makes his characters claim. Both
solutions focus on the contrast between Homer and his truth on the
one side, and common people and their opinions on the other.
I would object that, if this were indeed what Zeno intended to
say, it would be hard to square with what we know about the views
of other Stoics concerning the position of the poets. Cornutus, for
one, makes a very clear distinction between a poet and the ancient
views he reports: Homer’s truth is due to the ancients, rather than
to himself (cf. §5.2) and his view seemed to agree with our general
information about Stoicism and early Stoicism (see §4.1.1 and §4.2).
I would argue that it is possible to interpret our passage in Dio in a
way that is in line with the other available evidence.93
text below.
92
Proposed by Tate (1930, p. 7-10). His second suggestion, that Homer was as
ignorant as the common run of people, but that the good thing about him was
that the philosophers now had an opportunity to correct the ensuing errors, is
rightly dismissed by Hillgruber (1989, p. 20-1) as far-fetched and not helpful.
93
It has been thought that the hypothesis of apparent contradictions in Homer
according to Zeno is paralleled in Chrysippus’ approach to Homer in his On
Fate. E.g. Long (1996a, p. 78, n. 46) hails Tate’s solution, adding a reference
to Chrysippus’ selective quotations from Homer in his argument in On Fate as
a parallel approach to Homer (on this Chrysippean argument and Diogenianus’
criticism, see §4.2). However, on the basis of this parallel we do not need to modify
the contradictions as merely apparent either. Moreover, it seems to confirm my
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Zeno may have found the contradictions in Homer real without
blaming him for them. Both truth and opinion are present in Homer’s
thought itself. From a Stoic perspective, there are several reasons
that excuse Homer for delivering a mixture of true and false claims,
one of them being the fact that ancient thought was not a form
of complete and robust scientific knowledge, and therefore liable to
admixture of mistaken beliefs; and another one that ancient thought
as handed down by Homer originated in times long past of which there
is only a shady remembrance.94 Although Zeno may have considered
Homer the advocate of common people, in an epistemological sense
the poet is hardly better than they are. Both adhere to opinion,
which is a mixture of basically true but uncertified notions with
misconceptions and layers of unfounded beliefs. In other words, here,
opinion should not be exclusively taken in the sense of mistaken beliefs
of the majority, but in the broader, epistemological understanding
of merely unfounded belief. Thus, the contradictions are real, not
merely apparent, and the claim that Zeno blames nothing in Homer
may well indicate that Zeno’s focus, in perfectly Stoic fashion, lies
with older wisdom that is contained in Homer’s verses rather than
with Homer himself. If we may believe Dio, Zeno was out to defend
Homer. As we have just recalled, we have various reports about
Stoics holding that Homer is not the source of truth in his poetry,
but that he hands down notions from earlier times. Zeno may not
interpretation in the main text below that Zeno found Homeric contradictions
real, present in Homer’s thought itself, but did not focus on criticising or blaming
Homer from them. As I have argued (§4.2, p. 122 ff.), Diogenianus’ argument
is an illustration of what goes wrong if one ignores the subtleties of the Stoic
position, particularly the distinction between the views of the poets and the
primeval notions which they retain, and the distinction between the views of
the large majority and the naturally true preconceptions available to anyone.
Diogenianus does not heed these nuances and concludes that Chrysippus failed to
enlist the support of Homer. This was, we concluded, not Chrysippus’ intention
at all. Moreover, Diogenianus’ criticism of Homer reveals no effort by Chrysippus
to explain away possible contradictions in Homer’s account. His argument rather
turns on isolating ancient notions by going back to original meanings of names
via etymology. He uses what is true in Homer and does not seem to have an
urge to defend Homer at whatever cost at all. Without this urge, there is room
to appreciate what can be learned from Homer’s poetry and dismiss what is
inconsistent. This is what the Stoics did, and I see no reason to suppose that Zeno
would be different in our passage from Dio.
94
Cf. §1.4 and §3.3, and as Dio himself indicates at Or. 11.92.
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have emphasised the fictive embellishments of the original notions by
Homer for which, as we have seen, other Stoics criticised the poets.
He may not have elaborated on the poet’s responsibility for and
active role in the corruptive transmission of ancient views. Dio has
the evident wish in this oration to defend and praise Homer as a
knowledgeable and morally exemplary person,95 and apparently finds
Zeno’s lack of emphasis on what can be criticised in Homer sufficient
reason to call his account a defence of Homer.
Besides questions about the reality of Homeric contradictions and
about who is to blame for them, there is the issue of overcoming
these contradictions. If we were to suppose that the truth in Homer
is the deeper meaning of his poetry, whereas opinion would be its
superficial structure, one might think that Zeno’s way to solve the
contractions that exist between them with some form of allegorical
interpretation. However, this method would not work: allegorical
interpretation hinges on extended correspondence between superficial
and deeper levels of a text. This is impossible if the contradictions at
issue signify the non-correspondence of these levels. In fact, keeping
to the epistemic reading of truth and opinion indicated above, the
solution of the opposition between truth and opinion in Homeric
poetry does not feature allegorical interpretation, but rather seems
to have proceeded from isolation of true conceptions and disposal of
superstitions.96 This view can be supported by considerations related
to our third question (cf. p. 202 above): what can we learn about
Zeno from Dio’s references to Antisthenes and Persaeus?
Dio claims that Zeno followed Antisthenes supposing that Homer
wrote some things according to opinion and others according to truth.
‘Opinion’ in Dio’s report on Zeno, as we have just noted, seems to have
the epistemological sense that sets it off against ‘real’, well-founded
knowledge, but is often taken in the sense of just the mistaken views
of common people. Antisthenes appears to offer us the possibility to
specify this further.
He wrote a treatise On Opinion and Knowledge in four books,
and one on Opinions, or the Controversialist.97 Although nothing
95

On Dio’s personal agenda, see further §6.2.3 below.
Cf. also Kindstrand (1973, p. 130-2) and Desideri (1978, p. 512 n. 28).
97
Cf. the catalogue in DL 6.15-8: PerÈ dìxhc kaÈ âpist mhc (item 7.5 in Patzer
(1970, p. 115)) and Dìxai « âristikìc (item 7.12 in Patzer (1970, p. 116)). On
Antisthenes’ writing in both philosophical and rhetorical form, see Patzer (1970,
96
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is left of these treatises, Brancacci (2001) argues that the anonymous third definition of knowledge in Plato’s Theaetatus (201c-e),
which says that knowledge is true opinion accompanied by logos, is
from Antisthenes. Furthermore, he points out that for Antisthenes
the distinction between true opinion (alêthês doxa) and knowledge
(epistêmê) lies in the addition of reason (logos) to true opinion in
the case of knowledge. This logos is definition.98 Interestingly, Brancacci (2001, p. 372) remarks that “l’aboutissement de la recherche
définitionnelle est précisément l’oÊkeØoc lìgoc,99 c’est-à-dire ce lìgoc
qui, dans la mesure où il manifeste la qualité propre de l’objet proposé,
peut se dire Òdioc kaÈ oÊkeØoc de celui ci”. This brings to mind our
investigations into Stoic theory of definitions in §1.4, where we saw
that to transform a preconception into scientific knowledge it was
necessary to articulate it into a definition, which gives the peculiar
characteristic of its object, i.e. its idion. It is, then, highly probable
that Zeno took the distinction between opinion and knowledge in
exactly the same way as Antisthenes.
It is worthwhile to recall an argument by Wehrli (1928, p. 28) with
respect to the way Zeno and Antisthenes attempted to harmonise
what Homer wrote according to truth and according to opinion. According to Wehrli, Dio Or. 53.4 in itself is no evidence either in
favour of, or against allegorical interpretation by either of the two.
However, scholars have long considered it an established fact that
the Stoics practiced allegorical interpretation, and, as a consequence,
this remark by Dio was seen as evidence that Zeno took the allegorical method from Antisthenes.100 However, in view of the available
evidence about Antisthenes, the consensus nowadays comes down on
p. 94).
98
Brancacci (2001, p. 375).
99
A notion of Antishenes analysed in Brancacci (1990).
100
Höistad (1951, p. 20 ff.) has proposed a renewed view of Antisthenes as
an allegorical interpreter, but was rejected by Tate (1953). Both confirm the
argument originally put forward by Wehrli (1928, p. 28) that Dio Chrys. Or.
53.4 constitutes no evidence for or against allegorical interpretation, but Laurenti
(1962) nonetheless considers it a testimony in favour of allegoresis in Antisthenes.
Richardson (2006a, p. 81-5) deems it an open question to what extent Antisthenes
practiced allegorical exegesis, but as is also apparent from Hillgruber (1989, p. 16,
n. 25) on Verdenius (1970), the whole discussion is beset with difficulties due to
varying and unclear understandings of the notion of allegory (on which, cf. also
§4.1 above). For references to the debate from the 1860s onward, see Giannantoni
(1990, p. 338, n. 41).
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the side that he was not an allegorist.101 We can relate this consensus
about Antisthenes to Dio 53.4, where he claims that Zeno took over
Antisthenes’ idea that Homer wrote some things according the truth
and some according to opinion, without qualification. Thus, we have
an independent line of argument that confirms our findings in §4.2
that Zeno did not practice the method of allegorical interpretation.
Moreover, the Stoic practice and agenda with respect to the
exegesis of myth as it appeared thus far in the present study seem
similar to Antisthenes’. A quick look at the catalogue of Antisthenes’
works,102 which incidentally bristles with titles revealing Homeric
themes, will show as much.103 First, we should note his On the Use
of Names, or the Controversialist,104 which has been taken as the
starting point for analysing his method of Homer-exegesis.105 An
example of this use of names in such an exegetical context is the
analysis of “polutropos” preserved in Porphyry (Schol. ad Od. 1.1). It
pivots on semantical analysis, as Brancacci (1990, p. 45 ff.) has shown,
and is very similar to Stoic etymological analyses.106 Also noteworthy
is Antisthenes’ On Education, or on Names.107 The theme is familiar
from Cornutus’ explicitly educational agenda in his Handbook of the
101

Steinmetz (1986, p. 20), Hillgruber (1989, p. 16-8), Giannantoni (1990, p.
339-46), Brancacci (1990, p. 45-69, esp. 65 with n. 41), Long (1996a, p. 77 f.),
Algra (2001, p. 562, n. 1). Hillgruber (1989, p. 23-4), who agrees that Antisthenes
is not an allegorist, but does not accept the conclusion about Zeno that ensues
from Dio 53.4, is forced to adopt the uncomfortable position that there is a
fundamental difference between Antisthenes and Zeno, as Long (1996a, p. 78, n.
43) points out.
102
DL 6.15-8, cf. Patzer (1970, p. 111-7). On the unity of the seventh tome,
which contains dialectic titles that are particularly interesting in the present
context, cf. Patzer (1970, p. 130 f.).
103
As Patzer (1970, p. 97 f.) points out, Antisthenes’ liked to weave mythical
images into his ethical treatises, in a way that was probably more comparable
to Xenophon rather than to Plato. On the other hand, Patzer (1970, p. 133)
characterises tome 8 and 9 of the catalogue as containing ‘poetological’ works – a
term which suggests that Antisthenes, unlike the Stoics, did concern himself with
commentaries on poetry.
104
PerÈ ænomtwn qr sewc [«] âristikìc (item 7.4 in Patzer (1970, p. 115)).
105
On this title, see esp. Brancacci (1990, p. 31-2).
106
See Giannantoni (1990, p. 343 with n. 47) on the non-allegorical character of
interpretations such as this in Antisthenes.
107
PerÈ paideÐac « perÈ ænomtwn (item 7.1 in Patzer (1970, p. 115)). On Antisthenes’ educational views, see Giannantoni 1990 p. 382-7, on Antisthenes’
protreptic style, see Patzer (1970, p. 100 f.).
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Tradition of Greek Theology, which has a clear and pervasive focus
on the explanation of names for the purpose of educating a young
student (cf. chapter 5).
Dio claims that Zeno elaborated the theory of Antisthenes and
that Persaeus in turn followed Zeno. We have no evidence of interpretations of Homer by Persaeus that could shed further light on Zeno’s
theory of truth and opinion in Homer.108 The most we can obtain
from Dio’s reference to Persaeus is the observation that it is significant that Dio does not refer to other early Stoics for a clarification
of Zeno’s method. This would rather have been what one expected if
the discussion here had really focussed on allegorical interpretations,
since there are some cases of apparently allegorical interpretation on
Chrysippus’ part, as we have seen in §4.2.
From what we have seen thus far of this passage in Dio we may
draw the conclusion that we should not take it as evidence that Zeno
wrote an extensive commentary on Homer. We do not know what
kind of text it may have been. Contrary to prevailing opinion, I have
argued furthermore that Zeno was concerned with truth and opinion
within Homer’s thought rather than with a contrast between Homer’s
truth and the opinions of the common people reported by Homer.
Thus, Zeno did not solve apparent inconsistencies of Homer with
common opinion on Homer’s behalf, but real inconsistencies in the
poet’s thought that result from the mixture of truth and opinion.
While the passage in itself is silent about Zeno’s method, the reference
to Antisthenes and the scholarly consensus that Antisthenes did not
practice allegorical interpretation allow us to conclude with some
certainty that Zeno did not interpret Homer in an allegorical manner.

6.2.3

Dio’s Stand

Before we proceed with the Olympian Oration in the next section,
we should address one more question about Oration 53: what does
all this tell us about Dio’s own views? We have already hinted at the
possibility of a distinction between the extent of Zeno’s and Dio’s
108
On a slightly different note we possess only a brief testimony on Persaeus’
euhemerism, i.e. his view that (persons who have made) useful discoveries have
been deified as preserved in Philod. De Piet. 9, DG 544b28 and Cic. ND 1.38
(both in SVF 1.448). Cicero’s Stoic Balbus similarly lists various defied human
benefactors (ND 2.62).
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defence of Homer (p. 207 above). Dio has many reasons for defending
Homer, whom he sees as a philosopher equal to Socrates, Homer’s
student. This is the theme of his Oration on Homer and Socrates
(no. 55). The distinction Homer / Socrates as non-philosopher /
philosopher is not valid for Dio: both were occupied with the same
problems and their educational methods coincide.109 Homer and
Socrates used myths and stories to gain the attention of their listeners,
who were otherwise hard to educate:
Indeed, just as Homer tried to educate through myths and stories people who are otherwise very difficult to instruct, Socrates
also often used this method, sometimes admitting to be serious,
sometimes pretending to joke, only to serve mankind, although
this clashed with mythologists and historians.110

Obviously, Dio intends to portray himself in the wake of Homer and
Socrates as a teacher who uses myths to entertain and reach an
audience that is not immediately open to philosophical lessons111 and
as an independent thinker who occasionally clashes with mythologists
and historians.112
In this oration 53, Dio emphasises the importance of Homer
to philosophical education by addressing all philosophers of note
who have discussed his poetry. He does not, however, discuss its
interpretation in allegorical or whatever other manner, despite the
fact that he freely uses myths and allegorical stories that he makes
up himself elsewhere (notably Or. 5, cf. §6.1.3). He never answers the
109

Desideri (1978, p. 480) and Kindstrand (1973, p. 129).
Dio Chrys. Or. 55.11, my translation on the basis of Elliger (1967); Lamar
Crosby (1962), text from Arnim (1893/6, Repr. 1962). kaÈ mn ¹sper VOmhroc
110

di te mÔjwn kaÈ ÉstorÐac âpeqeÐrhse toÌc njr¸pouc paideÔein, sfìdra ârg¸deic
întac paideuj¨nai, kaÈ Swkrthc pollkic âqr¨to tÄ toioÔtú, potà màn spoudzein
åmologÀn, potà dà paÐzein procpoioÔmenoc, toÔtou éneken njr¸pouc ²fèlei; Òswc

A similar statement about
the educative use of poetry and its relation to philosophy is to be found in Strabo
(1.2.7-8), but this parallel is no evidence for the attribution of this view to the
Stoics, contra Kindstrand (1973, p. 129).
111
See, for instance, his use of a Libyan myth in Or. 5, discussed above, §6.1,
esp. p. 192 ff.
112
See, ironically, his Trojan Oration (no. 11), discussed above, §6.1, esp. p. 188
ff.
dà prosèkrouse toØc mujolìgoic kaÈ toØc suggrafeÜsin.
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dilemma that he so vividly and personally describes in 53.3.113 Zeno’s
(and Antisthenes’ and Persaeus’) positions are summarily indicated,
but have no impact on Dio’s evaluation of Homer in the rest of the
oration. Indeed, we may conclude with Kindstrand (1973, p. 131)
that Dio created allegorical stories, but refrained from allegorically
interpreting tales of others.114

6.3

Conceptions of God in Art and Poetry:
Olympicus (Or. 12)

This oration was delivered probably in the year 101 or 105 CE115 to
a broad audience of both philosophers and laymen (12.84), on the
occasion of the Olympic games (12.15 & 85), with Pheidias’ famous
statue of Zeus in sight (12.12; 21; 49).116 It has the rhetorical setup, basically, of an epideictic oration with forensic and deliberative
parts and an occasional hint of prose hymn.117 The general divisions
are: 1-15 a conversational preamble (prolalia with analogy of the
birds); 16-20 prooemium (about Dio coming from the Donau region
to Olympia); 21-6 narratio with propositio (the theme of the oration:
story of Zeus, i.e. the origin of the notion of god on the basis of
a comparison between Pheidias’s statue and Homer’s poetry); 2748 argumentatio I (a philosophical argument on the origins of the
notion of god); 49-83 argumentatio II (an imaginary trial of Pheidias,
especially with respect to anthropomorphism); 84-5 peroratio (a brief
113
Kim (2008, p. 609) remarks that while “the opposition between opinion and
truth in a Homeric context seems definitively Dionian, nothing else in the passage
suggests that Dio himself based his reading on this belief”.
114
Cf. also Saı̈d (2000, p. 164). Also, it is not plausible that Dio conducted
an allegorical defence of Homer against Plato in his On Homer against Plato
(<Upàr <Om rou präc Pltwna, mentioned in Suda 2.117.9), cf. Kindstrand (1973,
p. 131-2).
115
For a discussion of the dating of the oration, see Russell (1992, p. 16) and
Klauck (2000, p. 25-7).
116
See Bäbler (2000) for an overview of the archeological evidence concerning
the statue.
117
Mortenthaler (1979, p. I-III) points out the importance of the rhetorical
setting for the oration as a whole. A recent analysis of the rhetorical and literary
aspects of the oration, with ample references, is provided by Klauck (2000, p.
160-86). In what follows, I will not deal with these aspects separately, but only in
so far as they are relevant for our understanding of the philosophical argument of
the oration, on which I will here concentrate.
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recapitulation of the central claims). While our main focus will be
on the philosophical issues in the argumentation (12.27-83), we will
begin our analysis by considering Dio’s own presence, in particular
in the opening and closing paragraphs of the oration.

6.3.1

Philosophical Frame

In his oration on Homer (no. 53, see §6.2), Dio presents various
philosophical approaches to Homer in a relatively detached way,
without committing himself to any specific interpretation, even if
he directs most of his attention to Plato’s view. In this Olympian
Oration, on the contrary, despite his professed modesty, he is present
throughout. He humbly claims ignorance à la Socrates (12.5 & 14) and
praises Hesiod for not beginning straightaway with his own thoughts
but invoking the Muses to tell about their own father (12.23-5). In
general, Long (2002, p. 122-3) argues that precisely Dio’s insistence on
his modesty makes his claim lose credibility, but Trapp (2007, p. 25-6)
finds that this display of modesty is common with popular philosophy
in the imperial period. We may add that Dio carries his modesty only
so far: in the speech at the mock trial (12.55-83), Pheidias operates
as a mouthpiece for Dio, and the epilogue contains a prosopopoeia,
an impersonation in which Dio puts his words into the mouth of none
other than Zeus himself, who is here identical with his statue.118 Also
118

He compliments the Greeks on the splendour of the Olympic games, but is
“sorry to observe this, namely that ‘you do not take good care of yourself, although
it would do you good. You are old, unsavoury, and badly clad’.” (ll âkeØno
frontÐzwn skopÀ, íti aÎtìn [the majority of manuscripts read aÎt n, see remark
below] g' oÎk gaj komid êqei, ll' ma g¨rac lugrän êqeic aÎqmeØc te kakÀc
kaÈ eikèa éssai.). The quotation from Homer (Od. 24.249 f., where Odysseus
addresses his father Laërtes), is a rhetorical surprise, as Kennedy (1972, p. 578)
has remarked: “Zeus quotes the very Homer who has contributed to his own
conceptualization!” It would seem natural to understand that Dio here addresses
himself via Zeus, referring to the visible consequences of his wandering life, cf.
Elliger (1967, p. 804, n. 69). Thus, Dio would return to his self-presentation
as a philosopher at the beginning of the speech. However, Dio seems to quote
Homer incorrectly, writing aÎt n instead of aÎtìn according to the majority of
manuscripts. It may be the case that the quotation was badly understood in
an early stage of the manuscript transmission of the oration. It is also possible
that we are dealing with an intentional misquotation. This would prevent the
above reading of the epilogue (cf. Klauck (2000, n. 428-9 ad loc.)) and suggest
that ‘aÎt n’ would refer to Greece. Dio would thus grieve to see the country’s
old age and squalor, cf. Mortenthaler (1979, p. 199), Russell (1992, p. 19, p.
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Dio’s emphatic references to himself as a philosopher, which we will
now look into, will incline one to the conclusion that he subscribes
to the philosophical ideas brought forward in the argumentation.
The beginning of the oration is most explicit in staging Dio as a
true philosopher. He opens with an analogy, likening the audience to
birds that come to the owl for counsel, despite her dull countenance
and although they previously repudiated her advice. The birds learned
to value her words through experience and now consider her very
wise and knowledgeable about all things (12.8 sophôtatên and pros
hapanta epistamenên), even if she no longer provides counsel but
only laments. The owl is next identified as philosophy, impersonated
by Dio himself:
So perhaps you have received some true word and salutary
counsel, which philosophy gave to the Greeks of old. But the
people of that time did not understand it and heed it, whereas
those of today remember it and approach me because of my
appearance. This way, they honour philosophy as the birds honour the owl, although the owl is in reality mute and incapable
of free speech.119

Dio refers to his own appearance before the audience as a weak,
old man in poor attire with long hair, i.e. as a philosopher.120 That
philosophy is here called mute and incapable of free speech is a
210-1), Billault (1999, p. 218-21), and Klauck (2000, n. 428-30 ad loc.). This oddly
pessimistic note at the end of the oration on the condition of Greece has been
explained by reference to Dio’s political intentions: he would criticise Greece for
its old age and domination by Rome, cf. for instance Swain (1998, p. 200-3). A
third proposal which also reads ‘aÎt n’ is that Dio refers to the statue, cf. Billault
(1999, p. 219 f.). He understands the passage in a more literal sense, focussing on
Dio’s views on sculpture in relation to time. The statue addresses the nation and
remarks on Greece’s ageing: while Zeus himself is eternal, Dio does not say the
statue is, too. Both alternatives that read ‘aÎt n’ are not entirely satisfying as
the end of an otherwise festive oration.
119
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.9, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Klauck (2000),
text from Russell. Òswc oÞn pareil fate ÍmeØc lìgon tin lhj¨ kaÈ xumbouln
sumfèrousan, ¡ntina xuneboÔleuse filosofÐa toØc prìteron VEllhsin, £n oÉ tìte
màn gnìhsan kaÈ tÐmasan, oÉ dà nÜn Ípomimn skontai kaÐ moi prosÐasi di tä
sq¨ma, filosofÐan timÀntec ¹sper tn glaÜka, fwnon tì ge lhjàc kaÈ parrhsÐas ton oÞsan. On the analogy of the owl, see also Mortenthaler (1979, p.
17-24).
120
Or. 12.15, with Klauck (2000, n. 45 ad loc. and p. 117 n. 80).
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reference to frankness (parrhêsia), an ideal in Greek political oratory
and provocative philosophy.121 With this remark, Dio creates room
for himself to speak perhaps bluntly about delicate matters and
propose some unconventional views later on in the speech. In view of
the Stoic interest in the wisdom of old (cf. §3.3, 4.1.1, and 5.2) it is
worthwhile to point to the reference in the above quote to the ‘Greeks
of old’ (tois proteron Hellêsin) who are said to have possessed ‘some
true word and salutary counsel’122 provided by philosophy. They did
not understand or heed it, however: a hint at the need for philosophy
in the present situation, emphasised by Dio’s sneer at the sophists in
12.10-2. He takes it upon himself to:
[. . . ] discover relics of wisdom (heôlon sophias), which had
already been discarded and left to wither by the ancients
(palaiôn andrôn), for lack of teachers who are both better and
still living.123

Dio is after the remains of ancient insights and claims the centre
stage with a further jab at his competitors. He carries through his
identification of himself with the owl of philosophy in emphasizing
his independence from the support of the ordinary people, thereby
distinguishing himself forcefully from professional sophists as a true
philosopher (12.13). In connection with his claim to recover ancient
wisdom we should mention the statement of the subject of the oration
at 12.21, where Dio asks his audience, without expecting an answer,
whether he should tell them about his travels in the Donau region,
[. . . ] or would you rather have that I take up the older (presbuteras) and greater inquiry of the god in whose presence we
stand?124
121

Klauck (2000, p. 114, n. 46 ad loc.), who refers to the Cynics in particular,
but it seems to have been an ideal for philosophers of various background, note
Philodemus’ treatise On Frank Speech and Arrian’s praise of Epicetetus’ parrhêsia
in his preface to the Discourses. Later on in Dio’s oration Homer is said to have
claimed it (12.66).
122
lìgon tin lhj¨ kaÈ xumbouln.
123
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.12, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger (1967);
Klauck (2000), text from Russell. [. . . ] eÍrèsjai par tÀn palaiÀn ndrÀn ¹sper
perrimmènon ¢dh kaÈ éwlon sofÐac leÐyanon q tei tÀn kreittìnwn te kaÈ z¸ntwn

.
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.21, translation based on and text from Russell. [. . . ]

didasklwn

124

«
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While Cornutus seemed rather precise in his choice of words for
indicating the ancients (§5.2), Dio refers to them with a variety of
apparently synonymous terms: the true word of the Greeks of old
(tois proteron Hellêsin), bits of wisdom cast aside by the ancients
(palaiôn andrôn), and here, the older story (presbuteras historias)
of Zeus. In his introduction, Dio does not seem as emphatic as
Cornutus in distinguishing the ancients from the poets. For instance,
he speaks of “the experienced and wise poets of the past”.125 This
impression needs to be qualified, however, in the light of his extensive
treatment of poetry as distinguished from ancient wisdom throughout
the argument of the oration, to which we will return later on.
In the remainder of his narration (12.21-6), Dio specifies the
proposition of the oration and explains what he means with the older
and greater story of Zeus in the above quote. He is not content to
provide a tourist’s contemplation of the famous statue for which
Pheidias was said to have taken his inspiration from Homer (12.25-6).
Instead, he proposes a philosophical alternative:

Or, should we consider these topics themselves more carefully,
I mean poetry and votive statues, and simply [ask] whether
there is something that is capable of moulding and (re)forming
the human belief in the deity (tou daimoniou doxan), as being
now in a philosopher’s lecture?126

mllon yasjai t¨c presbutèrac te kaÈ meÐzonoc ÉstorÐac perÈ toÜde toÜ jeoÜ,
par' Ái nÜn âsmen

125

...

in 12.22. On the most ancient
poets and divine inspiration according to Dio in general, see Kindstrand (1973,
p. 117), who refers to Or. 18.3, 36.32, for the poet as interpreter to 12.47 and as
prophet to 36.42, 53.10. On the basis of Or. 36.32 ff. he emphasises that Dio did
not consider the poets completely initiated: they do not possess secure knowledge.
126
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.26, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000); Algra (2001), text from Russell. « kaÈ perÈ aÎtÀn toÔtwn
toØc prìteron âmpeÐroic kaÈ sofoØc poihtaØc

skeptèon mØn âpimelèsteron, tÀn te poihmtwn kaÈ najhmtwn kaÈ teqnÀc eÒ
ti toioutìtropìn âsti tn njrwpÐnhn perÈ toÜ daimonÐou dìxan mhigèphi pltton

. Russell (1992) translates: “Or
should we rather make a more careful investigation of these things themselves,
the poem, the dedication, and any similar object which in any way fashions and
represents human opinion of the divine, as being now in a philosopher’s lecture . . . ”
In view of the actual project carried out in the oration I think Dio’s announcement
could be brought out more clearly.
kaÈ natupoÜn, te ân filosìfou diatrib¨i t nÜn
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We may at this point recall Epictetus’ remark in Diss. 1.6.23 ff.127
that there is no need to visit the famous statue in order to obtain its
philosophical lesson. Dio does not say we need to see it, but implies
that since he and his audience are all in its presence, they might as
well seize the opportunity for philosophical benefit. The traditional
view that Homer provided Pheidias with inspiration for his statue
is the reason for Dio as a philosopher to ask whence poet and artist
get their notion of a divine being. Dio answers this question in the
argument of the oration.
Dio apparently uses the entire introduction for the specific purpose
of positioning himself as a real philosopher committed to the truth
of what he is about to say. This is repeated in the closure of the
speech. Although he may not be a profound and original thinker, he
subscribes to the philosophical theories he uses and reproduces in
the subsequent argument of this oration. Since these turn out to be
largely Stoic, as we will see below, we can confidently say that in this
oration we encounter Dio the Stoic philosopher.
We will now turn to the argument of the oration. The above quoted
statement of the subject of the oration at 12.26 already reflects the
twofold agenda that I have indicated in the characterisation of the
basic divisions of the speech at the beginning of this section. The
traditional view, that Homer provided Pheidias with inspiration for
his statue, is the reason for Dio as a philosopher to ask from where
poet and artist get their notion of a divine being. Dio’s answer is
particularly interesting with respect to Stoic theology, as it illustrates
the Stoic attempt to mediate between a pantheistic and a theistic view
of god through interpretation of anthropomorphically represented
aspects of god.128
The rather complex argument that answers this question is split
into two parts. The first part concerns a philosophical treatment of the
origin and formation of the notion of god. Four factors are identified
as actively involved: a natural notion at the base, in which myth
and custom, laws (more or less corresponding to the elements of the
so-called theologia tripertita 129 ), and art are rooted (12.27, 39-40, 44).
The second part consists of a defence of Pheidias’ anthropomorphic
127

Cf. also Diss. 2.8.26.
See Algra (2007, p. 37-41), and further in the main text below.
129
Cf. n. 176, p. 230.
128
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representation of Zeus based on a description by Homer. This text
shows us not only how the relation between art (sculpture) and
poetry was conceived, but also how a Stoic could view the way in
which the natural notion is impaired by the other factors involved
in the formation of the common conception of god. The two parts
of the argument together show how philosophy is best capable of
interpreting the data of these various sources correctly and arriving
at the truth about God (12.47). In the following sections we will look
into each part in more detail in order to identify elements of Stoic
thought. This oration will allow us to bring together many topics and
issues addressed separately in the preceding chapters of the present
study.

6.3.2

Argumentatio I: 12.27-48

The statement of the central question of the oration in 12.26 (quoted
on p. 218 above) is followed rather abruptly130 by a concise and
informative description of the first source of our conception of god in
12.27:
Concerning the nature of the gods in general, and in particular
of the ruler of all,131 there is first and foremost a belief and conception common to (doxa kai epinoia koinê) the entire human
race (tou xumpantos anthrôpinou genous), whether Greeks or
barbarians.132 Necessarily connected133 and ingrained it develops in all rational beings according to nature (anagkaia kai
emphutos en panti tôi logikôi gignomenê kata phusin), without
a mortal teacher or a mystagogue, and hence free from deceit
and joy, has prevailed,134 because of [our] kinship with them
130

For considerations of textual criticism concerning this sudden transition, see
Klauck (2000, p. 123, n. 127).
131
Cf. Plato Phaedr. 246e for a similar reference to Zeus.
132
Dio is emphatic that the natural preconception is not exclusively a Greek
notion. Cf. also, e.g., Cic. ND 2.12: inter omnis omnium gentium.
133
On this translation, see LSJ ad loc. 2.5: with respect to persons it means
connected by necessary or natural ties, related by blood. This connotation seems
to fit particularly well with the emphasis in the context on people’s nature and
their kinship with the gods.
134
The text is uncertain, see Russell (1992, p. 177 f.) and Klauck (2000, n. 134
ad loc.) and Klauck (2007, p. 352-4), whom I here follow. He understands joy as
the result of initiation. The phrase is, then, parallel to “without a mortal teacher
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[i.e. the gods] and many true testimonies, that did not let the
earliest and most ancient people (presbutatous kai palaiotatous)
doze off and neglect it.135

To avoid repetition, it is perhaps best to discuss this passage in
conjunction with Dio’s summary of the first source of the conception
of god in 12.39:
We have said, then, that the first source, so to speak, of the
belief in (doxês) and supposition of (hupolêpseôs) the divine is
the notion that is ingrown in all mankind (emphuton hapasin
anthrôpois epinoian), which comes into being from the things
themselves and the true. It is not formed in error or accidentally,
but has rather been perfectly vigorous and enduring through
all time and has turned up and still remains with all peoples, in
effect, it is the common public property of the rational species
(koinên kai dêmosian tou logikou genous).136

Dio’s use of hupolêpsis in 39, supposition, reminds one of the technical
term prolêpsis, preconception. Undoubtedly, the notion in question
is the Stoic preconception, even if Dio avoids the technical term.137
Epinoia in both passages appears synonymous with ennoia, notion,138
or mystagogue: “As teacher this person produces deceit, as mystagogue, joy.”
135
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.27, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000), text from Russell, but without his emendation of qwrÈc pthc kaÈ qarc into kekrthke. PerÈ d jeÀn t¨c te kajìlou fÔsewc kaÈ
mlis ta toÜ pntwn gemìnoc prÀton màn kaÈ ân pr¸toic dìxa kaÈ âpÐnoia koin
toÜ xÔmpantoc njrwpÐnou gènouc, åmoÐwc màn <Ell nwn, åmoÐwc dà barbrwn,
nagkaÐa kaÈ êmfutoc ân pantÈ tÀi logikÀi gignomènh kat fÔsin neu jnhtoÜ
didasklou kaÈ mus tagwgoÜ qwrÈc pthc kaÈ qarc, di te tn xuggèneian tn
präc aÎtoÌc kaÈ poll martÔria tlhjoÜc oÎk âÀnta katanus txai kaÈ mel¨sai
toÌc presbuttouc kaÈ palaiottouc;

136

Dio Chrys. Or. 12.39, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger (1967);
Klauck (2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. t¨c gr perÈ tä jeØon dìxhc kaÈ
Ípol yewc pr¸thn màn teqnÀc phgn âlègomen tn êmfuton pasin njr¸poic
âpÐnoian, âx aÎtÀn gignomènhn tÀn êrgwn kaÈ tlhjoÜc, oÎ kat plnhn sustsan
oÎdà ±c êtuqen, ll pnu Êsqurn kaÈ ènaon âk toÜ pantäc qrìnou kaÈ par
psi toØc êjnesin rxamènhn kaÈ diamènousan, sqedìn ti koinn kaÈ dhmosÐan toÜ

.
The discussion by Klauck (2000, p. 201 f.) of these and subsequent technical
terms (âpÐnoia, Ípìnoia, consensus omnium) is too brief and superficial to be of
much use to us here.
138
See the conceptual distinctions made in §2.1 and in particular figure 2.1.2, p.
43.
logikoÜ gènouc

137
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but, if we recall the testimony of Aëtius,139 Dio’s insistence on the
complete lack of teachers in this process allows us to conclude that
he has, indeed, the preconception of god in mind.
Without educators’ interference, the notion has remained uncorrupted (27: chôris apatês). Resulting from facts and the true, rather
than from confusion and accident,140 it is capable of testifying to
the truth, i.e. of functioning as a criterion of truth (cf. §1.3). The
presence of a notion of god in the entire human race would seem an
actual consensus omnium: as Dio immediately explains, it refers to
the spontaneous development of the notion in all rational beings.141
On the Stoic view, empirical input for the formation of a preconception of god is everywhere in the world around us, and therefore all
(rational) people will inevitably acquire the notion.142
The phrase ‘necessarily connected and ingrained’ (27: anagkaia kai
emphutos, and also 39: emphuton) might, at first sight, seem a further
piece of evidence for the thesis that preconceptions are innate according to the Stoics. However, as I have indicated previously,143 the use
of the term ‘emphutos’ does not confirm the ‘innate-hypothesis’, but
merely indicates that the preconception arises as reason develops in
maturing children. Similarly in 12.47:144 the preconception of god develops together with (hama) reason. In fact, I would say, Dio provides
a very helpful and informative paraphrase of this idea: “it develops
in all rational beings according to nature”.145 This ‘phusis’ refers
not to something like the rational being’s essential character, but
rather to the world which the preconception truthfully captures.146
The participle ‘gignomenê’ indicates not a presence at birth but a

139

Aët. Plac. 4.11 (= SVF 2.83), see p. 10 above.
39: âx aÎtÀn gignomènhn tÀn êrgwn kaÈ tlhjoÜc, oÎ kat plnhn sustsan
oÎdà ±c êtuqen.
141
27: ân pantÈ tÄ logikÄ gignomènh, 39: toÜ logikoÜ gènouc.
142
Similarly in Cic. ND 2.13. This is not to say, however, that appeals to preconceptions always constitute arguments from universal consensus. The required
perceptual input is not present for any preconception: someone who has never
seen the sea can hardly have a preconception of it, cf. p. 41 ff.
143
On this discussion, see §1.2, esp. p. 13 ff. Dio’s use of êmfutoc does not differ
from that in other Stoic sources.
144
ma tÀi lìgwi fuomènhc.
145
12.27: ân pantÈ tÄ logikÄ gignomènh kat fÔsin.
146
Cf. 12.39: âx aÎtÀn gignomènhn tÀn êrgwn kaÈ tlhjoÜc.
140
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coming to be over time.147 The end of the passage at 12.27 clearly
refers to the people of primeval times,148 who did not fail to acquire
the preconception of god. A similar emphasis on the presence and
persistence of the preconception from the beginning of human history in the summary of the argument149 prepares the way for Dio’s
discussion of the other sources for people’s belief in God, i.e. poetry,
law, and art. The end of 27 specifies two reasons in particular for
the formation of the preconception of god in humans that are the
subject of the paragraphs between 27 and 39. It develops on the
basis of the kinship (xuggeneia – sic) that exists between humanity
and the gods,150 but is also triggered by the many witnesses to the
truth (polla marturia talêthous), which we may take to refer to, for
instance, observations such as of the ordered motions of the stars
that lead to the conclusion that the world is ruled or created by a
superior being,151 and the abundant signs of providential care.152
In 12.28-37 follows an account of the origin of mankind, its close
relationship with the gods, and the awakening of a conception of god
in the earliest people that is clearly modelled on Stoic theory.153 As
with the paragraphs on preconception that surround this passage,
Dio’s account of a primitive state, which has the characteristics of a
golden age (see §3.3), evokes several observations that are of interest
147
Proponents of the innate-capacity hypothesis concerning preconceptions
might point to 12.28, to a problematic phrase that is often omitted in the
manuscripts: llwc te sÔnesin kaÈ lìgon eÊlhfìtec perÈ aÎtoÜ. Serious textual
difficulties impair conclusive understanding of this phrase, see Russell (1992, p.
179 ad loc.) and Klauck (2000, p. 138 ad loc.), but if one were to use this as
evidence for innate preconceptions, one would have to read ‘par aÎtoÜ’ instead
of ‘perÈ aÎtoÜ’ (with Reiske): the earliest people took intelligence and reason from
God.
148
toÌc presbuttouc kaÈ palaiottouc.
149
39: pnu Êsqurn kaÈ ènaon âk toÜ pantäc qrìnou.
150
For the idea of kinship between humans and gods in an early Stoic context,
see, e.g., Cleanthes Hymn to Zeus, verse 4, and Cic. ND 2.15.
151
Cf. Aët. 1.6 (= SVF 2.1009), SE M 9.26-7, and Cic. ND 2.4; 2.15; 2.49-57.
152
Cf. Cic. ND 2.13, 2.73-143 and 154-67 with respect to humanity in particular.
153
As Russell (1992, p. 177) rightly remarks, it is difficult to assess how much
of this account concerning natural theology stems from Posidonius, who is never
named by Dio: probably we can ascribe less to Posidonius than has long been
thought. On Posidonius and Stoic theory on the origin of culture, cf. 3.3. On the
relation of details of Dio’s account to atomistic theories of a primitive state, cf.
Mortenthaler (1979, p. 48-51), who is correct in her observation (ibid. p. 44) that
this passage is connected with Dio’s discussion about the origin of preconceptions.
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to the present study.
In 12.28154 we read that the first people put symbols (sumbola)
to the things they perceived so as to be able to name and clarify
everything, and without effort they acquired memories and notions
(epinoia) of countless things.155 How could they, then, have remained
ignorant (agnôtes) and without supposition (huponoian) about their
creator, Dio asks in 12.29. Again, with the reference to memory
and notion we find clear traces of a theory of concept formation as
preserved other fragments.156 The idea of kinship between gods and
man, marked by the possession of reason, entails the formation of
a notion of god – a thought that we find in a parallel argument in
Cicero.157
Dio’s use of the two terms symbol and supposition (sumbolon,
huponoian) deserves to be noted. Both terms are frequently associated
with allegorical interpretations (see §4.1) but the argument here most
certainly has nothing to do with allegorical exegesis. In fact, here
the terms stay close to their original meaning of merely a token
of recognition.158 This plays down the importance usually given to
these terms in attempts to show that the Stoics interpreted mythical
material allegorically in the way we have seen in previous chapters of
this study.159
154
155

.

âpijèmenoi sÔmbola toØc eÊc aÒsjhsin fiknoumènoic

paralambnontec.
While it may appear that Dio here emphasises the conventional origin of language,
according to which things receive names through imposition (jèsei), in view of
the context we should not forget the natural truthfulness of this process, so that
for Dio, as for the Stoics in general, the intuitive, spontaneous, and pure character
of the first people ensures the aspect of the natural origin (fÔsei) of language.
On the origin of language according to Dio, cf. esp. Mortenthaler (1979, p. 46-7),
and more in general for the Stoics §1.4 above.
156
Such as Aët. 4.11 and Plut. CN 1084f and 1085a (= SVF 2.847), cf. §1.2.
157
Cic. Leg. 1.25: Ex quo efficitur illud ut is agnoscat deum qui unde ortus sit
quasi recordetur et agnoscat. Jackson-McCabe (2005, p. 342) finds that Cicero’s
reference to memory smacks of Platonism, supposing as Cicero’s source someone
like Antiochus of Ascalon. I do not think we need to suppose the influence of
Platonism here in Cicero or in Dio. The evidence listed in the previous note points
to discussions of memory by Stoics: perceptions somehow have to be retained in
one’s mind in order to be made into conceptions later on when enough impressions
are present.
158
Buffière (1956, esp. ch. 3), Russell (1992, p. 199), Klauck (2000, p. 211).
159
Notably §4.1.2 (p. 108 f.) and §5.3 (p. 163 ff.).
eÎmarÀc

peÐrwn

pragmtwn

[kaÈ]

mn mac

kaÈ
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Dio continues the story of the origin of mankind likening the
first people of chtonic origin to babies fed by mother earth, literally
licking mud like mother milk.160 The comparison between the first
people and infants returns in 12.42 in a similar analogy of the gods
as immortal parents (‘fatherly Zeus’)161 comparable to our mortal
parents. We have already encountered a similar parallelism turning
on the youth of mankind in chapter 3: newborn children and the first
humans are alike in their susceptibility to misconception, as they are
here in Dio alike, on a more positive view, in purity and naturalness.
Yet, the more negative connotations of the comparison are not absent
from Dio’s speech: in 12.60 (see p. 233 below), he observes that people
worship cultic images of the gods in childish satisfaction of their need
for intimacy with the gods.
In 12.33-4 he takes a slightly different route, comparing the way
in which the first people arrive at a notion of the gods with initiation
rites. Mankind is initiated by mystery priests, the gods, in the world as
a mystery temple – a process that inevitably brings it to a conception
of purpose and of a chief of operations, i.e. providence and God. This
is not a deviation from the main course of Dio’s argument: his point
is that anyone is capable of conceiving a notion of god on the basis of
the beauty and order in the cosmos.162 The fundamental distinction
that places mankind above the other living beings is its capacity,
provided by the gods, to reason and to think about them (12.32). This
is not to say, however, that animals and plants, irrational, mute, and
soul-less as they are, do not recognise them in their own way (12.35).
This remark occasions a jab at the Epicureans who are characterised
in the common uncharitable way as lustful servants of the goddess
of pleasure (12.36-7). This would not be so harmful, Dio proclaims,
if they did not hold that the gods lived between the worlds and
were not providentially concerned with humanity, in other words, if
160

oÉ prÀtoi kaÈ aÎtìqjonec. On chtonic origins of mankind, cf. p. 75 above,
and Zeno in Cens. De Die Nat. 4.10 ( = SVF 1.124) and Orig. Contra Celsum
1.37 ( = SVF 2.739).
161
For this rendering of patrÄon DÐa, cf. Klauck (2000, n. 211 ad loc.). Cf. also
the portrait of Zeus in Or. 53.12, where Dio claims that Zeus, being a solicitous
father that governs his subjects with love and providential care, does not disdain
being called the ‘father of men’.
162
Similar observations of beauty and order used as arguments for the existence
of a providential god can be found in Aët. 1.6 (= SVF 2.1009), SE M 9.26-7,
Philo Leg. Alleg. 3.97 (p. 134 Cohn), and Cic. ND 2.4; 2.15; 2.17; 2.57-8.
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they did not contradict the Stoic preconception of god. A refutation
of the Epicurean preconception of god seems to have been a fairly
standard element in Stoic theology,163 but a polemical discussion
with the Epicureans is clearly not on Dio’s agenda: in 12.38 he cuts
short any further discussion in this direction and turns back to his
original plans. As we have seen, he summarises the argument about
preconceptions in 39 before turning to the other factors involved in
the formation of the human belief in God.
The natural and spontaneous origin of the preconception sets it
off against the other factors in play as the most fundamental source
of the belief in God:
As a second source we identify the acquired [notion] (tên
epiktêton) that appears in the soul in other ways, by words,
myths, or custom, some anonymous and unwritten, some written down and attributed to very famous authors. Of this type
of supposition (hupolêpseôs), we call some voluntary and hortatory, others compulsory and imperative. By the voluntary
and hortatory I mean the supposition held by the poets, by the
compulsory and imperative that by the lawgivers. Neither can
be effective without that first notion as a foundation, because
of which imperatives and exhortations came into being in those
who were willing and who had in some way foreknowledge
(proeidosin) of it. Some things164 the poets and law-givers
explained correctly and conform the truth and the notions
163

Cf. Cic. ND 2.3 and 2.45-48.
Reading “t màn [. . . ] tÀn dà” with Russell (1992). Klauck (2000, p. 73, p.
132 n. 206), on the contrary, reads “tÀn màn”. He argues, with Mortenthaler (1979,
p. 63), that on the basis of a comparison of the poets with servants at mystery
cults in Or. 36.32-8 we should distinguish between older poets, notably Homer
and Hesiod, who sometimes get things right, and other, younger poets who did
not gain insight in the truth. This argument against Russell is unconvincing. The
Olympian Oration nowhere thematizes such a distinction between poets. Moreover,
even if we concede that Dio’s concern is here simply with the classical duo Homer
and Hesiod, Klauck’s argument by implication confirms Russell’s view that the
poets are not always truthful. Russell (1992, p. 189) is surely right to remark
that Dio cannot mean that some poets and lawgivers are always right and others
sometimes wrong. Russell’s reading also is more in line with what we have seen in
the previous chapters with respect to the Stoic view of the poets as presenting a
mixture of truth and falsehood.
164
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(ennoiais, i.e. preconceptions), but they blunder in these issues
in other respects.165

Stories, myths and customs, some ascribed to great and famous
authors, others anonymous or not written down at all, lead to acquired
notions about the gods. Poetry and law, representing voluntary and
involuntary acquisition, are effective only because of the natural
preconception that people formed independently of such educational
influences. Moreover, even if Dio does not elaborate on the contents of
the respective notions, he emphasises that the claims and admonitions
of both sources differ crucially from the unconditional truth of the
preconception. Sometimes poets and lawgivers develop their points
correctly and conform the truth and the notions, i.e. preconceptions,
but they are also likely to blunder.166 Dio does not wish go into the
debate whether poetry or law is older,167 but tentatively suggests
that poetry is older:168 it does not require punishment and dictates
(12.41, cf. also 12.43).
Both the sneer at the Epicureans in 12.37 and his use of the first
person plural in 12.39-40 can be taken as a further indication that
Dio is drawing on a Stoic tradition. Furthermore, it is not hard to see
in these paragraphs the general framework that prompted the Stoics
to study myths, anonymous stories as well as renowned poetry from
famous poets, in search of the truth (cf. 4.1.1 and 5.2). Dio is very
clear about the need for careful study, especially in such important
matters as theology:
165
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.39-40, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. Deutèran dà lègomen
tn âpÐkthton kaÈ di' átèrwn âggignomènhn taØc yuqaØc [«] lìgoic te kaÈ mÔjoic kaÈ
êjesi, toØc màn despìtoic te kaÈ grfoic, toØc dà âggrfoic kaÈ sfìdra gnwrÐmouc êqousi toÌc kurÐouc. t¨c dà toiaÔthc Ípol yewc tn mèn tina ákousÐan
kaÈ paramujhtikn fÀmen, tn dà nagkaÐan kaÈ pros taktik n. lègw dà toÜ màn
ákousÐou kaÈ paramujÐac âqomènhn tn tÀn poihtÀn, toÜ dà nagkaÐou kaÈ pros txewc tn tÀn nomojetÀn; toÔtwn gr oÎdetèran ÊsqÜsai dunatän m pr¸thc
âkeÐnhc ÍpoÔshc, di' £n boulomènoic âgÐgnonto kaÈ trìpon tin proeidìsin aÎtoØc aÑ
te pros txeic kaÈ paramujÐai, t màn ærjÀc kaÈ xumf¸nwc âxhgoumènwn poihtÀn

.
Chrysippus appears to have used the same term (poplanw) in relation to
the proper use of the terms ‘good’ and ‘bad’ (gatän, kakän), ap. Plut. SR 1048e
(= SVF 3.137).
167
presbutèran [. . . ] tÄ qrìnú.
168
rqaiìteron): as noted above, p. 218, Dio does not appear do distinguish
between the two terms he uses to refer to the past.
kaÈ nomojetÀn t¨i te lhjeÐai kaÈ taØc ânnoÐaic, tÀn dà poplanwmènwn ên tisin

166
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I observe that many people169 find accuracy (akribeian)170 a
troublesome thing, and not least in words, [many people] who
concern themselves only with quantity, and make no preliminary
statement or division of the subject, nor begin from any proper
beginning, but simply go through the bare, obvious points,
‘with unwashed feet’, as the saying goes. Now there is no great
harm in unwashed feet if one’s path lies through mud and filth,
but an unskilled tongue is seriously damaging to the hearers.
But it is probable that the educated, of whom one ought to
take some notice, keep up with us and share the labour to the
end. . . 171

Dio implies that his audience is educated enough172 to stick with him
through these thorny issues and finally arrives in 12.44 at visual arts
as the fourth source involved in the formation of the conception of
God. Artists, he argues (12.45-6), saw that poetic representations
were older and wished to stay within the limits of the law. Not
wanting to appear unconvincing to the majority and compromise
their popularity with novelties, they followed myth. Yet, they also
added much of their own, thus becoming rivals and accomplices of
the poets. Perhaps superfluously Dio once more stresses that all of
these attempts to honour and thank the divinity and explain the
nature of the divine to the uneducated majority have their persuasive
force from the first source, i.e. the natural notion.
He ends his philosophical exposition, the first part of the argument
of the oration, with a somewhat awkward and confusing argument
169

Von Arnim supposes a gap in the text in which Dio would refer to some
sophists, see Klauck (2000, n. 216). Of course, sophists may be criticised for lack
of philosophical precision, but Dio’s remark appears to apply to a broader group
of all too casual and philosophically naı̈ve lecturers and public speakers.
170
The concept returns in the same sense in 12.56.
171
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.43. Text and translation from Russell (1992, cf. p. 190-1).
<WrÀ màn oÞn êgwge toØc polloØc pantaqoÜ tn krÐbeian kopÀdec kaÈ tn perÈ
toÌc lìgouc oÎdàn ©tton, oÙc mèlei pl jouc mìnon, oÎdàn dà proeipìntec oÎdà dias teilmenoi perÈ toÜ prgmatoc oÎdà pì tinoc rq¨c rqìmenoi tÀn lìgwn ll'
aÎtì ge, ¹c fasin, plÔtoic posÈ diexÐasi t faner¸tata kaÈ gumnìtata. kaÈ podÀn
màn plÔtwn oÎ meglh blbh di te phloÜ kaÈ pollÀn kajarmtwn Êìntwn, gl¸tthc dà nepis t monoc oÎ mikr zhmÐa gÐgnetai toØc krowmènoic. ll gr eÊkäc

...
, cf. Russell (1992, p. 191) and Klauck (2000, p.

toÌc pepaideumènouc, Án lìgon tin êqein xion, sunexanÔein kaÈ sunekponeØn

172

12.43
213).

toÌc pepaideumènouc
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in which he addresses the position of philosophy in the complex of
players involved in constituting the common belief in God.
Setting aside this simple and oldest notion of the gods that
hereditarily grows in all humans together with reason, we must
add a fourth to these three interpreters and teachers –poets,
lawgivers, and artists–173 that is not at all frivolous nor believes
that one ought to remain inexperienced about them. I mean
the philosopher, perhaps the truest and most complete exegete
and prophet of the nature of the immortal.174

Even if the philosopher appears to fade away and receive no attention
in the remainder of the oration,175 Dio does not fail to place philosophy
on top as the most complete teacher of divine matters. Traditionally,
the tripartite theology consists of the natural, mythical, and legal
theology, i.e. theology as treated by philosophy, poetry, and laws,
173

Following Klauck (2000, with n. 240) on the textual difficulties here.
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.47, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. KaÈ mn dÐqa ge t¨c pl¨c
174

kaÈ presbutthc ânnoÐac perÈ jeÀn kaÈ xuggenÀc psin njr¸poic ma tÀi lìgwi
fuomènhc, präc toØc trisÈ toÔtoic ármhneÜsi kaÈ didaskloic [poihtik¨c kaÈ nomojetik¨c kaÈ dhmiourgik¨c], tètarton ngkh paralabeØn, oÎdam¨i ûijumon oÎdà
peÐrwc goÔmenon êqein Ípàr aÎtÀn, lègw dà tän filìsofon ndra,

†«

†

lìgwn

âxhghtn kaÈ prof thn t¨c jantou fÔsewc lhjès taton Òswc kaÈ teleiìtaton.

It is not immediately clear what ‘aÎtÀn’ refers to. Cohoon (1961b); Elliger (1967);
Klauck (2000) take it to refer to the gods, or the theory about the gods. Russell
(1992, p. 194) proposes to transfer the corrupt « lìgwn and read tÀn Ípàr aÎtÀn
lìgwn. Klauck (2000, p. 137 n. 243) concurs that this would agree with “die
sinngemäß sowieso angesprochene Götterlehre”. However, ‘aÎtÀn’ must refer to a
plural, and at the end of the sentence Dio specifies that he is talking about the
category of exegetes t¨c jantou fÔsewc: singular. This seems to exclude any
of the readings that have been proposed. A alternative and simpler answer can be
that ‘aÎtÀn’ refers to the three exegetes that are named last, viz. poihtik¨c kaÈ
nomojetik¨c kaÈ dhmiourgik¨c. The comparison and contrast with the philosopher
as the most comprehensive interpreter could further confirm this understanding
(cf. Algra (2007, p. 39): “In the end, it falls to philosophy to interpret the data
provided by these various sources.”). It is important to get clear that these are
the referents of ‘aÎtÀn’ because Dio entrusts the correction of poets, lawgivers,
and artists to the philosopher later on in his oration; this is what makes the
philosopher the most complete exegete.
175
Russell (1992, p. 18 & 189), but also Klauck (2000, p. 137-8, n. 248, n. 251,
n. 252).
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respectively.176 Dio adapts this scheme, most prominently with his
inclusion of the arts as an independent source, but also with respect
to the nuances of the relationship between natural and philsophical
theology. He uses various numberings that easily result in confusion
if one takes them too strictly.177 The basic division between natural
and acquired sources (39-40) is later replaced by a list of four sources
(12.44: natural, poetical, legal, and artistic) to which philosophy is
then added (12.47) as another source, also numbered ‘fourth’, that
is superior to all.178 Dio shapes the traditional coupling of natural
theology with philosophy slightly differently by setting them further
apart:179 natural theology receives a more independent position as the
most fundamental source, while philosophical theology is presented as
the exegetical crown on the whole of theology that brings together the
various interpretations of poets, lawgivers, and artists and completes
or perfects the rudimentary natural notion of god.
In the remainder of the oration, Dio says (12.48) he will concentrate on the visual arts. Indeed, he elaborates on the role of the
artist as interpreter of theological matters with Pheidias as champion
and advocate. His procedure consists in a constant comparison of
Pheidias’ statue with the text of Homer and the respective natures
of sculpture and poetry. It may be that in focussing on sculpture Dio
176
We find this idea with the Stoics in, especially, Aëtius Plac. 1.6 (= SVF
2.1009), but more generally also in Plutarch (Amat. 763c) and Varro in Aug. City
of God book 6. For a concise overview of the theologia tripertita and its reception
by Dio with references to further literature, see Mortenthaler (1979, p. 43 ff.),
Klauck (2000, p. 186-92), and most recently Klauck (2007, p. 341-350, esp. p. 345).
Becker (1993) attempts to reconcile Dio’s classification of the theologia tripertita
with Varro’s by equating natural theology (the natural preconception of god) with
philosophical theology. While, of course, natural theology is an essential component
of philosophical theology, Becker thereby looses a fundamental epistemological
distinction between the two that is present in Dio’s oration as we will see in the
main text below.
177
Cf. Klauck (2000, p. 190-1), Russell (1992, p. 17-8).
178
Cf. Russell (1992, p. 17-8) and Klauck (2000, p. 190-2). As Becker (1993,
p. 68) has pointed out, there are two classification schemes at work here: one
listing the natural conception, the legal, poetical, and artistic, and another one
separating the natural conception from the acquired conception, which includes
the legal, poetical, artistic, and philosophical.
179
Pohlenz (1948, vol. 2, p. 119) and Pépin (1976, p. 281) have argued that
Dio equates the natural preconception with the philosophers’ conception of god.
However, as Russell (1992, p. 189) has pointed out, it is not at all evident that
Dio does this.
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chooses a less trodden path, it may also be that he finds this subject
more appropriate to the occasion – after all he links up his speech
with the presence of the statue of Zeus.
The absence of philosophy in the rest of the speech turns out
to be only apparent, however, if we step back a little and look at
the nature of Pheidias’ defence: in the speculating artist we see the
philosopher at work. Indeed, Dio announces a more specific question
than in 12.26 (see p. 218 above) in 12.48: he intends to investigate
. . . how they [the various exegetes of the notion of god, with
the exception of the lawgiver] agree or differ with each other,
and which comes closest to the truth, i.e. is in harmony with
with the first and genuine thought. These all agree in as far
as they start from the same step and stick to it, some clearly,
others less evidently. For perhaps the true philosopher would
not need an excuse, if he were brought into comparison with
the makers of statues or verses, even in a festival crowd of
judges favourable to them.180

The announced advocate of philosophy is never named, but it is clear
that Dio himself represents philosophy (cf. §6.3.1). All teachers of
acquired notions of god refer in some way to the truth, since they all
start from the natural preconception. Philosophy needs no separate
defence, because it openly and clearly follows this preconception,
contrary to sculpture and poetry. Thus, there is basically a division
between the natural notion and philosophy on the side of natural
theology, and poetry and art on the side of mythical theology.181 It
is a philosophical endeavour to show how and to what extent the
180
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.48, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Klauck
(2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. ípwc te êqousin åmologÐac « toÜ diafèresjai ll loic, kaÈ tÐc aÎtÀn xunèpetai tÀi lhjeØ mlis ta, t¨i pr¸thi kaÈ
dìlwi gn¸mhi sÔmfwnoc ºn. pntec

†toigaroÜn†

oÝtoi xunidousin, ¹sper ánäc

Òqnouc labìmenoi, kaÈ toÜto s¸izontec, oÉ màn safÀc, oÉ dà dhlìteron. oÎ gr
n Òswc dèoito paramujÐac

< å>

t¨i lhjeÐai filìsofoc, eÊ präc sÔgkrisin goito

poihtaØc galmtwn « mètrwn, kaÈ taÜta ân îqlwi panhgÔrewc âkeÐnoic fÐlwn dikas tÀn. The passage has some serious textual corruptions, cf. Russell (1992, p.
194 f.). I follow the understanding of the passage of Klauck (2000, n. 252 ad loc.)
and Mortenthaler (1979, p. 70-1): the philosopher does not have to be discussed
explicitly, since his interpretation proves to be the correct one in the subsequent
defensive interpretation by Pheidias of his statue.
181
Klauck (2007, p. 349-50).
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various sources of acquired conceptions of god agree with the natural
notion. This is exactly Pheidias’ project for the visual arts in the
subsequent defence. Dio employs a preconception as a criterion of
truth (cf. §1.3), and in this sense the argumentation begins and ends
with philosophy.

6.3.3

Argumentatio II: 12.49-83

In the second part of his argument, Dio evocatively stages an imaginary trial. Pheidias is summoned as the exponent and advocate of
artists to defend his representation of Zeus. In 12.49-54 Dio states the
accusation. The charge is, basically, that Pheidias’ anthropomorphic
representation of Zeus is impertinent because his statue is so impressive and beautiful that it permanently determines the conception
of god of everyone who looks at it. At the beginning of his defence
(12.55), Pheidias rephrases it: the discussion is about the correctness
and appropriateness of his statue of Zeus. This is, in fact, an even
more limited question than Dio’s narrowing down of the original
question in 12.48. That there is some truth in his statue, Pheidias
takes for granted in 12.56.182 What is at stake in his defence now is
its decency and appropriateness. It is clear that Pheidias is a mere
mouthpiece for Dio. This should be kept in mind throughout the
subsequent discussion.
Pheidias’ plea (12.55-83) is complex and contains multiple arguments in theology and aesthetics that we cannot all cover in the
present context.183 We will, therefore, concentrate on those facets
that are particularly relevant for understanding arguments that the
Stoics employed in their interpretation of mythical material. The
main reason for which Pheidias considers his statue fitting, is that it
is the best possible example of a presentation of the god within the
contraints of the material and human ability, and that it is, in fact,
even more appropriate than Homer’s representation of Zeus.184 The
respectability of the statue appears to depend on the degree in which
182

ânjumeØsje dà íti oÎk âg° prÀtoc ÍmØn âgenìmhn âxhghtc kaÈ didskaloc

We will return to this passage in more detail in the main text below.
Brief overviews are provided by Russell (1992, p. 197) and Klauck (2000, p.
29-30). On Dio’s aesthetic theories of sculpture, which we will here omit, see, for
instance, Billault (1999).
184
On Pheidias’ self-consciousness about his work as the culmination of Greek
art, see further Mortenthaler (1979, p. 79 ff.).
t¨c lhjeÐac.

183
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it adumbrates the true nature of god, which makes the argument
philosophical. The Zeus that Pheidias has in mind is a hybrid between
the supreme god of the traditional Greek pantheon and the god of
the Stoics.185 This mixture is reflected in Dio’s use of words for god /
the divine,186 and we will see that it is also evident in the discussion
of the various titles traditionally used for Zeus (12.73-7) and the
refutation of fearsome and frightening characteristics that Homer
attributes to him (12.78-9).
Pheidias adduces two general reasons for the suitability of anthropomorphic images of Zeus that both connect with theistic aspects of
the Stoic conception of god.187 In 12.59 he argues that the human
form is the best available depiction of mind and intelligence (noun
gar kai phronêsin) and adds in 12.60 that anthropomorphic representation has the extra advantage that it arouses the appropriate
feelings of affection and reverence for God in people, even if intelligent
people should not have this childish need for statues to evoke these
feelings.188
Similar thoughts about the human form and indications of rationality can be found in the following passage from Epictetus, who also
refers to Pheidias’ statue of Zeus:
But men will say: “Where do you suppose your friend here got
his proud look and his solemn countenance?”
Ah, but my bearing is not yet what it should be! For I still
lack confidence in what I have learned and agreed to; I am
still afraid of my own weakness. Just let me gain confidence
and then you will see the right look in my eye and the right
bearing; then, when the statue is finished and polished, I will
show it to you. What do you think of it? A lofty air, say you?
Heaven forbid! For the Zeus at Olympia does not show a proud
look, does he? No, but his gaze is steady, as befits one who
185
186

Algra (2007, p. 40, n. 110).

jeoÐ, jeìc, tä jeØon, t jeØa, tä daimìnion, cf. Klauck (2000, p. 196-200,
203-7).
187
As Algra (2007, p. 40-1) has pointed out, but cf. also Mortenthaler (1979, p.
92). For studies of Dio’s Olympian Oration with a view to the popular conception
of Zeus in imperial age, see Harris (1962); Chirassi (1963).
188
On the childishness of anthropomorphic representations of God according to
the Stoics, see also Chrysippus ap. Philod. Piet. col. 11 (= SVF 2.1076), cf. p.
100 above.
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is about to say, “No word of mine can be revoked or prove
untrue.”189 Of such a character will I show myself to you –
faithful, reverent, noble, unperturbed.190

The point is that there are consequences of the sage’s becoming like
god for the sage’s countenance. The highest virtue is visible in human
forms, as is the case both in sages and in exemplary statues of god
such as Pheidias’ in Olympia. Ideas like this, of rationality colouring
one’s countenance, probably prompted Seneca’s description of the
soul of a good man as a beautiful inner face:
If we had the privilege of looking into a good man’s soul,
oh what a fair, holy, magnificent, gracious, and shining face
should we behold – radiant on the one side with justice and
temperance, on another with bravery and wisdom [. . . ] No one
could call such a face loveable without also calling it worshipful.
If one might behold such a face, more exalted and more radiant
than the mortal eye is wont to behold, would not one pause
as if struck dumb by a visitation from above, and utter a
silent prayer, saying “May it be lawful to have looked upon
it!”? And then, led on by the encouraging kindliness of his
expression, should we not bow down and worship? Should we
not, after much contemplation of a far superior countenance,
surpassing those which we are wont to look upon, mild-eyed
and yet flashing with life-giving fire – should we not then, I
say, in reverence and awe, give utterance to those famous lines
of our poet Vergil?191
189
190

Hom. Il. 1.526.
Epic. Diss. 2.8.24-8, text and translation Oldfather (1925, 1961).

>All'

âroÜsin;pìjen mØn oÝtoc æfrÜn ân noqen kaÈ semnoproswpeØ?
oÖpw kat' xÐan. êti gr oÎ jarrÀ oÙc êmajon kaÈ sugkatejèmhn; êti tn sjèneian
tn âmautoÜ foboÜmai. âpeÐ toi fetè me jarr¨sai kaÈ tìte îyesje blèmma oÙon deØ
kaÈ sq¨ma oÙon deØ, tìte ÍmØn deÐxw tä galma, ítan teleiwj¬, ítan s tilpnwj¬. tÐ
dokeØte? æfrÜn? m gènoito. m gr å ZeÌc å ân >OlumpÐø æfrÜn nèspaken? ll
pèphgen aÎtoÜ tä blèmma, oÙon deØ eÚnai toÜ âroÜntoc oÎ gr âmän palingreton
oÎd' pathlìn. toioÜton ÍmØn deÐxw âmautìn, pis tìn, aÊd mona, gennaØon, traqon.

191
Sen. EM 115.4, who quotes Vergil Aen. 1.327 ff. Text and translation from
Gummere (1962b). Si nobis animum boni viri liceret inspicere, o quam pulchram
faciem, quam sanctam, quam ex magnifico placidoque fulgentem videremus, hinc
iustitia, illinc fortitudine, hinc temperantia prudentiaque lucentibus! [. . . ] Nemo
illam amabilem qui non simul venerabilem diceret. Si quis viderit hanc faciem
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The virtue of a genuinely good man shows in what Seneca calls the
inner face, and thus it reflects a perfectly rational soul.192 In view of
the argument about God in Dio, it is noteworthy that Seneca here
exalts the sage as a god, whom we will inevitably love, worship, and
want to imitate.
The argument in Dio turns on the way the human form is put
forward as a symbol for the divine characteristics of mind and intelligence.193 This way of representing God is supposed to be very
old:
. . . again, though they [appearances of the divine, i.e. sun, moon,
and stars] are indeed themselves full of moral and intellectual
character, they display nothing like that in representations.
This is perhaps why the Greeks held this view even in early
times (ex archês) [viz. that the gods should be represented
anthropomorphically].194

The point is elaborated more explicitly in the subsequent paragraph:
altiorem fulgentioremque quam cerni inter humana consuevit, nonne velut numinis occursu obstupefactus resistat et ut fas sit vidisse tacitus precetur? Tum
evocante ipsa vultus benignitate productus adoret ac supplicet, et diu contemplatus
multum extantem superque mensuram solitorum inter nos aspici elatam, oculis
mite quiddam, sed nihilominus vivido igne flagrantibus, tunc deinde illam Vergili
nostri vocem verens atque attonitus emittat?
192
Seneca warns in EM 103.2 against trusting the outer faces of the people we
meet, as they can mislead us. On Seneca and the visibility of virtue, see further
EM 11 and 106.4: “The good stimulates the mind and, in a way, moulds and
embraces that which is essential to the body” (Bonum agitat animum et quodam
modo format et continet, quae propria sunt corporis – text and tr. Gummere
(1962b)). I am indebted to Irene Conradie for the parallelism between Dio and
Seneca about the visible form of rationality.
193
Mortenthaler (1979, p. 84) observes that the connection between sign (human
shape) and signified (divine rationality) with respect to this symbol is so close for
the common onlooker that they have to be discussed separately before the symbol
is even perceived as a symbol. Had it been clear prior to the trial, the question
about the appropriateness of the human shape in a portrait of the divine would
not have emerged in the first place.
194
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.58, translation Russell (1992, p. 198). êti dà ¢jouc kaÈ
dianoÐac aÎt màn âkeØna mest pntwc, ân dà toØc eÊksmasin oÎdàn ândeiknÔmena

For a comparison
between Dio’s justification of anthropomorphism in representations of god and
Varro’s (ap. Aug. City of God 7.5, 23, 28), cf. Mortenthaler (1979, p. 84 ff.).
toioÜton; íjen Òswc kaÈ tä âx rq¨c oÕtwc ânomÐsjh toØc VEllhsi.
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So we attach a human body to God, as the container of wisdom
and reason.195 For lack and need of an model we seek to show
with the visible and representable what is not representable
and not visible, using the force of a symbol. . . 196

While the first occurrence of ‘symbol’ in the Olympian Oration 197
was in the context of the development of language, where it simply
operates as a token of recognition, here it seems to indicate something
more. It is a sign which reminds us of something else.198 We encounter
this sense of ‘symbol’ again in the similar thought in 12.77:
. . . the similarity in shape intends to show the kinship of men
and gods in symbolical form.199

With respect to the use of ‘symbol’ in these two passages Klauck (2000,
p. 212) is right to remark that Dio expands the Stoic accommodation
of mythical material from poetry to visual art, treating it as some
kind of language that can be interpreted in a way similar to Stoic
interpretations of poetry. I would be very reluctant, however, to call
this practice allegoresis, since not every symbolical interpretation is
eo ipso an allegorical interpretation. The latter requires that at least
two elements of the interpretandum and their relation are taken into
account in the interpretation, but this requirement does not apply to
symbolical interpretations, which may well be of a single element.200
In this case, the human form is explicitly said to be a simple stand-in
for rationality. The visual arts in particular lack models or proper
ways to present the true nature of god and, therefore, take recourse
195

With reference to Cic. Tusc. 1.52 and Marcus Aur. 3.3.6 Russell (1992, p.
199) points out that the contents, not the vessel have value. The human body is
merely a vehicle for conveying the ideas of God’s mind and intelligence.
196
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.59, my translation based on Elliger (1967); Klauck (2000);
Russell (1992), text from Russell. njr¸pinon sÀma ±c ggeØon fron sewc kaÈ
lìgou jeÀi prosptontec, ândeÐai kaÈ porÐai paradeÐgmatoc tÀi fanerÀi te kaÈ
eÊkas tÀi tä neÐkas ton kaÈ fanàc ândeÐknusjai zhtoÜntec, sumbìlou dunmei

...
Discussed on p. 224 f. above. Cf. Klauck (2000, p. 211-3) for a brief survey
of various occurrences of ‘sÔmbolon’ in Dio’s orations in general.
198
Russell (1992, p. 199).
199
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.77, translation Elliger (1967); Klauck (2000), text from
Russell. boÔletai dhloÜn [. . . ] tn dà njr¸pwn kaÈ jeÀn xuggèneian aÎtì pou tä
qr¸menoi

197

t¨c morf¨c ímoion ân eÒdei sumbìlou;

200

Cf. the definition of allegory adopted above, §4.1.2 and §5.3 in particular.
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to symbols. This makes them inferior to the natural preconception
and philosophy in clarity and truth. An interpretation of the artistic
symbol can be given through philosophical arguments and leads to a
clear and true conception. Pheidias is made to emphasize time and
again how his anthropomorphic statue should be properly interpreted.
In other words, through him, Dio clarifies the philosophical meaning
of the statue. In doing so, Pheidias is made to play the role of the
philosopher-exegete himself and Dio makes the second half of his
oration into an exercise that is as philosophical as is the first half.
Although Dio is primarily concerned with the visual arts, the
above argument also applies to poetry. Pheidias adduces a supplementary reason in defence of his anthropomorphic image of Zeus
that turns on the same argument that Dio offered in 12.45-6: artistic
conceptions of god are derived from poetry (and law). The argument
that poetry is the older, and hence more influential, than the other
sources of acquired conceptions of god (law and visual arts) is stated
most explicitly in Pheidias’ speech in the apostrophe in 12.73 where
Dio, via Pheidias, addresses Homer himself:
You will agree [sc. with my evaluation of poets’ powers], most
wise of poets, Homer, first in time and in the power of your
poetry, for you were approximately the first to display to
the Greeks many beautiful images of all the gods and indeed
of the greatest of them, some peaceful, some dreadful and
frightening.201

The seniority and hence primacy of poetry serves as a basis for
Pheidias to defer the allegations against him to Homer in 12.62-3: not
Pheidias is to blame for anthropomorphic representations of god, but
the poets, and Homer in the first place. As an aside we may remark
that this deferral of the charge to Homer can be seen as implicit
criticism of the general public: the imagined judges are common
Greeks,202 and consider Homer god-like in wisdom,203 in which they
201

Dio Chrys. Or. 12.73, text and translation from Russell (1992) (modified).

SÌ màn oÞn f seic, Â sof¸tate tÀn poihtÀn VOmhre, polÌ t¨i te dunmei t¨c
poi sewc kaÈ twi qrìnwi proèqwn, sqedän gr prÀtoc âpèdeixac toØc VEllhsi tÀn
te llwn pntwn jeÀn kaÈ d toÜ megÐstou jeÀn pollc kaÈ kalc eÊkìnac, tc
mèn tinac mèrouc, tc dà foberc kaÈ deinc.

202
203

12.55:
12.63:

.

^Andrec VEllhnec

<Om rou . . . toÜ dìxantoc ÍmØn Êsojèou tn sofÐan

.
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now appear partly mistaken. He may be the wisest of the poets, but
this by no means implies that he gets everything right about the
gods. In fact, in 12.78 Pheidias criticises Homer’s representations of
a fearsome Zeus.
A couple of paragraphs before he implicates Homer, Pheidias
describes the predicament of the visual arts (12.56-7). They developed
in circumstances where many aspects of the conception of the gods
were already determined:
Consider that I am not the first to come among you as an
exegete and teacher of the truth. I had not even been born in
the beginning, when Greece did not yet have clear and fixed
beliefs about these things, but rather in a time when Greece
was in a certain sense older, convinced of the gods [i.e. their
existence] and having fixed customs about them. And I will pass
over the works by sculptors or painters older than my art204
and that are harmonious, except what regards the exactness
of the creation. I understood that your beliefs were old and
inviolable, that it was not possible to oppose them, and that
there were other artists concerned with the divine who were
older than we and thought themselves to be much wiser, namely
the poets. After all, they were able to bring [people] to any
notion through their poetry, whereas our creations have only
this one adequate likeness.205

This text contains three problematic passages that impair proper
understanding of Dio’s meaning. I discuss these issues in detail for
204

We may think of the works of artists that Dio mentioned earlier, in 12.45:
Alkamenes, Polycleitus, Aglaophon, Polygnotus, Zeuxis, and Daidalos.
205
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.56-7, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. ânjumeØsje dà íti oÎk âg°
prÀtoc ÍmØn âgenìmhn âxhghtc kaÈ didskaloc t¨c lhjeÐac. oÎdà gr êfun êti
kat' rqc t¨c <Elldoc oÎdèpw saf¨ kaÈ rarìta dìgmata âqoÔshc perÈ toÔtwn,
ll presbutèrac trìpon tin kaÈ

<t>

perÈ toÌc jeoÌc ¢dh pepeismènhc kaÈ

nomizoÔshc ÊsqurÀc. kaÈ ísa màn lijoxìwn êrga « grafèwn rqaiìtera t¨c âm¨c
tèqnhc sÔmfwna ªsan, pln íson kat tn krÐbeian t¨c poi sewc, âÀ lègein.
dìxac dà Ímetèrac katèlabon palaic kin touc, aÙc oÎk ªn ânantioÜsjai dunatìn,
kaÈ dhmiourgoÌc llouc perÈ t jeØa, presbutèrouc mÀn kaÈ polÌ sofwtèrouc
xioÜntac eÚnai, toÌc poihtc, âkeÐnwn màn dunamènwn eÊc psan âpÐnoian gein
di t¨c poi sewc, tÀn dà metèrwn aÎtourghmtwn mìnhn taÔthn Ékann âqìntwn
eÊkasÐan;
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the interested reader in an appendix to this chapter (see §6.5, p. 244
ff. below). Concerning the predicament of the arts and the reason
why Pheidias adduces this in his defence, we can conclude that his
suggestion about the history and development of the notion of god
through human history is in line with the philosophical discussion
of it in the first part of the argument (§6.3.2). Since the earliest
times, when people first conceived of God, a lot had happened before
Pheidias appeared on stage. As a sculptor, he could not ignore or
oppose the poets, as Dio has already indicated in general in the first
part of his argument (12.44-6). The poets were so influential and
their poetic imagemaking so powerful that they could bring people
to accept any notion (epinoian) about the gods they liked. As I
remarked above (p. 221), epinoia is a synonym for ennoia, and here
Dio apparently does not have the preconception in mind, but any
notion that may possibly have been amalgamated with mistaken
acquired notions.206 The thought seems to be that the poets, with
the persuasive and versatile powers of their words, were in principle
capable of leading the people to the right notions, only they did
not, or at least not consistently. They considered themselves wise,
but actually were not. The implicit difference with philosophers
is that these do not claim wisdom, but seek it and point to the
truth whenever they can. Despite Dio’s aesthetic observations, he is
primarily concerned with the mythical ideas contained in poetry and
sculpture.207 Mortenthaler (1979, p. 115) notes that Pheidias does
not discuss the particularities of the statue at all, but only the general
impression. We may add that this is only natural, if we assume that
Pheidias wanted to show that his statue is in harmony with the basic,
general character of the preconception.208 Pheidias aligns himself
with the philosophers in exposing how his statue indicates the truth
in the only way it is capable of, i.e. through the human form as a
symbol of rationality. He touches upon the further limitations of his
art and modest artistic capacities when he portrays (12.80-3) them
as a meagre echo of the supreme capacities of the primary and most

206

In the sense discussed in §2.1, esp. figure 2.1.2, p. 43 above.
This is in line with mainstream Stoicism, cf. §4.1.1, §5.2. With respect to
Dio on Pheidias’ Zeus in particular, see also Algra (2007, p. 40).
208
Cf. p. 25 f. and §1.4 above: preconceptions are no fully articulated concepts,
but contain the most fundamental characteristics of the thing in question.
207
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perfect craftsman,209 Zeus, the creator of the universe210 and his
power to shape the substance of being itself.211
We should not hold too strictly to the order of sources of acquired
notions of god. After all, philosophy comes last, but is decisive in the
interpretation of religious phenomena.212 Furthermore, we see that
Pheidias claims a position independent of poetry for his art, most
openly in 12.73-9, where he dismisses mythical errors and criticises
Homer’s descriptions of terrifying aspects of Zeus.213 Pheidias adopts
only beneficial and philosophically acceptable attributes of God in
his statue. These are reflected by the many titles usually attributed
to Zeus.214 Demonstrating that many names for God refer to just
one god is a central aspect of attempts to connect Stoic theology
with traditional religion. In view of our preceding discussion about
etymological analysis and allegorical interpretation by the Stoics,
however,215 it is worth noting that in this treatment of Zeus’ various
names there is not a trace of etymological analysis or of the supposed
revelation of hidden meanings whatsoever.216 Homer takes great
liberty in his descriptions of Zeus’ thunder, lightening bolt, his wreath
of clouds, which Pheidias and his fellow artists cannot afford, since
the visual arts “have the test of sight close at hand and plain”.217
209

12.82: prÀtoc kaÈ teleiìtatoc dhmiourgìc.
12.83: DiÐ, dhmiourgoÜnti tän panta kìsmon.
211
12.81: tn psan Êsqurn kaÈ bareØan oÎsÐan.
212
As also remarked by Klauck (2000, p. 212-3).
213
In 12.46 Dio already mentioned that the visual arts are not just derived from
poetry, but quickly became its colleague and rival. For a more extensive discussion
of the relation between poetry and art in 12.62-72, see Mortenthaler (1979, p. 99
ff.).
214
On the relation between the list of titles in 12.75-6 and the similar titles in
Dio Chrys. Or. 1.37-41, Aristeides’ oration on Zeus (43.29f. K.) and ps.-Ar. On
the cosmos (401a13f.) in encomiastic perspective, see Mortenthaler (1979, p. 30 &
38-41).
215
Esp. §4.1.2 and §5.3.
216
E.g. Dio’s use of Zeus’ many names differs from Cornutus’ explanation of
them (Handbook of the Tradition of Greek Theology 9.1 ff.), pace Mortenthaler
(1979, p. 38 with n. 140). She agrees ( ibid. p. 115), however, that “die allegorische
oder symbolische Deutung ist daher bei Dion völlig zurückgedrängt.”
217
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.79, text and translation from Russell (1992). t¨i dè ge
210

metèrai tèqnhi pantelÀc poron, âggÔjen âqoÔshi kaÈ saf¨ tän êlegqon t¨c

. This may remind one of Epicurean epistemology, according to which
unclear perceptions can sometimes be clarified by taking a closer look. On clarity
and prodêla, see also the reference in 12.35, where clarity and manifestness of the
îyewc
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The import of Pheidias’ statement seems to be that sculpture and
painting, being less versatile and more transparant, are forced to stay
closer to the truth than poetry anyway.
In sum, the Olympian Oration gives the impression that Dio
possesses intimate and detailed knowledge of Stoic thought, not only
concerning theological matters and psycho-physiological doctrines,
but also in the field of epistemology. After all, in Stoicism the various
parts of philosophy are closely interrelated. Dio’s argument from
the natural notion of god reveals mastery of the epistemological
terminology of preconceptions while avoiding jargon. His further
discussion also shows that he was closely acquainted with Stoic ideas
about the natural development of reason and preconceptions as well
as those about the origin of mankind and language. Acquired notions
of god, such as are present in poetry, art, law, and philosophy, are
dependent on the natural preconception that is at their base, but the
philosopher is the only interpreter who manages to keep his teachings
in strict conformity with it. Moreover, only philosophy is capable of
correcting poetical, legal, and artistic conceptions of god by tracing
them back to this true origin by means of the preconception as a
criterion of truth.
The superiority of the philosopher over the poet, lawgiver, and
sculptor is underlined by Dio’s skillful exegesis of Pheidias’ statue of
Zeus at Olympia against the background of this theory of preconceptions. We have seen that Dio presents himself as philosopher in the
introduction of the oration and maintains that position throughout
the speech. Despite his defence of Homer in Or. 53, in this twelfth
oration Dio indirectly puts the blame for superstitions about the
gods mainly on the poets, and notably on Homer, when he describes
the predicament of sculpture, both as to natural limitations of the
profession and as to its juniority (at least initially) to poetry. Dio
accommodates what is not obviously in accord with that preconception, e.g. the statue’s anthropomorphic appearance, by interpreting
it as a symbol for rationality. He probably had Stoic antecedents for
the idea of the human form being indicative of intelligence in Stoic
physiognomics, but the symbolism appears unrelated to the extended
knowledge and power of God (oÕtw pnu ânargc kaÈ prìdhloc  toÜde toÜ jeoÜ
gn¸mh kaÈ dÔnamic) make sure that even animals and plants obey him and follow
his rule.
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interpretations characteristic of allegoresis. In the first part of the
argument of the oration we found that Dio uses the terminology
of sumbolon and huponoia in the sense of a simple aide-memoir, a
token of recognition without there being anything allegorical to this
use. Although scholars usually associate these terms with allegorical
interpretation, this evidence from Dio shows, once more, that we
cannot simply assume that any form of symbolical interpretation is
eo ipso also allegorical.

6.4

Conclusion

Moving on to some general conclusions about Dio, we see that while
rhetorical elements are pervasive throughout his work and occasionally overshadow his philosophical argument, there are signs of a
thorough philosophical education and instances of an explicitly philosophical agenda. Even in his most acrobatic pieces of sophistry we
find philosophically relevant remarks. Ultimately, the dominant philosophical background in Dio’s thought appeared to be Stoic, while he
also clearly admires Plato’s thought and style. Especially Dio’s use
of myths and stories in conveying his message makes clear how he
puts his rhetorical qualities at the service of philosophy. While in his
Libyan Myth the philosophical content of the lesson is perfectly Stoic,
his method, by contrast, is not: Dio creates an allegorical myth in
Plato’s style to clarify a philosophical point. This is very different
from applying a hermeneutic method to truly ancient mythical material, which we see him doing as a faithful Stoic in the Olympian
Oration.
The competing Platonic and Stoic influences come to the fore,
furthermore, in Dio’s scholarly oration 53, where Dio compares both
perspectives on Homer. While we cannot take Dio’s passage on Zeno
in itself as proof in favour of or against allegorical interpretation
by the Stoics in general, close analysis of his tantalisingly brief
report on Zeno’s view and comparison with other relevant evidence
led us to conclude that Zeno probably did not interpret Homer
allegorically. Dio’s connection between Zeno and Antisthenes proved
to be illuminating as well, as it corroborated the general picture of the
early Stoics that we put together in chapter 4. Dio wants to give Homer
a central position as a philosophical educator in Socrates’ league
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and his discussion of Homer from various philosophical perspectives
supports this agenda. It is remarkable, however, that Dio is extremely
hesitant to take sides himself with respect to which philosophical
approach to Homer is to be preferred, whether Plato’s, Zeno’s, or
any other of the options he mentions.
Dio’s reference to ‘our school’ in the Borysthenitic Oration already settles the issue of his ultimate philosophical allegiance and,
in fact, his Olympian Oration is the most thoroughly Stoic of the
texts here discussed. Assuming the role of the philosophical teacher,
Dio combines many elements of Stoic theory that we encountered
throughout this study. He explains in great detail Stoic ideas on
such topics as preconceptions, the origin and history of mankind
and language, the development of reason, and human conceptions of
god. In view of our otherwise fragmentary information about early
Stoic thought on these topics, the way in which Dio connects these
subjects and treats them in a coherent argument is of great value
for our general information about the Stoic theory on these issues.
Dio’s analysis of different levels of truthfulness and exactness about
the divine in natural, or pre-theoretical thought, poetry, art, and
philosophy leads to an exegesis of mythical ideas, in casu about Zeus,
in a Stoic fashion, as we may now confidently say.
In the end, Dio remains a difficult character to pin down. As my
analyses of the present selection of orations have shown, we cannot
without qualification generalise our findings about one of his orations
to the others. In the Olympian Oration, Dio stays closely within
the framework of Stoic exegesis of aspects of myths and traditional
religion; in other contexts, he seems to follow Plato’s method more
closely, e.g. in the oration on the Libyan Myth; whereas in oration 53
he refrains from commitment.
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6.5

Appendix ad Or. 12.56-7

The text of Or. 12.56-7 (discussed on p. 238 ff.) contains three
problematic passages that impair proper understanding of Dio’s
meaning. I have marked the passages at issue as (a), (b), and (c) in
the quote below.
Consider that I am not the first to come among you as an
exegete and teacher of the truth. I had not even been born in
the beginning, when Greece did not yet have clear and fixed
beliefs about these things, but rather in a time when Greece
was in a certain sense older, (a) convinced of the gods [i.e. their
existence] and having fixed customs about them. And I will
pass over the works by sculptors or painters older than my
art218 and that are harmonious (b), except what regards the
exactness of the creation. I understood that your beliefs were
old and inviolable, that it was not possible to oppose them, and
that there were other artists concerned with the divine who
were older than we and thought themselves to be much wiser,
namely the poets. After all, they were able to bring [people] to
any notion through their poetry, whereas our creations have
only this one adequate likeness (c).219

The first problem is that at (a) editors have, since Schwartz, added
t, so that we read: Greece was then convinced and firmly holding
its beliefs about the gods (t perÈ toÌc jeoÌc). Klauck (2000, p. 141,
n. 285) explains the necessity of the addition of t by Schwartz
on the basis of the innateness of the conviction that God exists.
218

We may think of the works of artists that Dio mentioned earlier, in 12.45:
Alkamenes, Polycleitus, Aglaophon, Polygnotus, Zeuxis, and Daidalos.
219
Dio Chrys. Or. 12.56-7, my translation based on Cohoon (1961b); Elliger
(1967); Klauck (2000); Russell (1992), text from Russell. ânjumeØsje dà íti oÎk âg°
prÀtoc ÍmØn âgenìmhn âxhghtc kaÈ didskaloc t¨c lhjeÐac. oÎdà gr êfun êti
kat' rqc t¨c <Elldoc oÎdèpw saf¨ kaÈ rarìta dìgmata âqoÔshc perÈ toÔtwn,
ll presbutèrac trìpon tin kaÈ

<t>

perÈ toÌc jeoÌc ¢dh pepeismènhc kaÈ

nomizoÔshc ÊsqurÀc. kaÈ ísa màn lijoxìwn êrga « grafèwn rqaiìtera t¨c âm¨c
tèqnhc sÔmfwna ªsan, pln íson kat tn krÐbeian t¨c poi sewc, âÀ lègein.
dìxac dà Ímetèrac katèlabon palaic kin touc, aÙc oÎk ªn ânantioÜsjai dunatìn,
kaÈ dhmiourgoÌc llouc perÈ t jeØa, presbutèrouc mÀn kaÈ polÌ sofwtèrouc
xioÜntac eÚnai, toÌc poihtc, âkeÐnwn màn dunamènwn eÊc psan âpÐnoian gein
di t¨c poi sewc, tÀn dà metèrwn aÎtourghmtwn mìnhn taÔthn Ékann âqìntwn
eÊkasÐan;

Appendix ad Or. 12.56-7
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Therefore, Dio would here have to refer to later elaborations of the
original notion, rather than the pure conception of the existence of
the gods. As I have argued (§1.2 and §6.3.2) the presupposition that
preconceptions are innate is mistaken, or at least not evident enough
to justify this modification of the text. Dio’s point appears to be
that when the visual arts developed, Greece not only was convinced
that the gods exist, but already had specific customs in connection
with them. On the susceptibility of the first notion of the gods to
customary and imaginative elaborations, see §1.4 and ch. 3. In that
respect, Klauck is right to point out that Pheidias’ problem lies not
with the natural belief in the gods, but with the customary views
about them. We do not need to add t if we take the two verbs
(pepeismènhc kaÈ nomizoÔshc) to refer to different stages. Pheidias
pleads not guilty to the charge of corrupting the natural notion of
the gods, for the reason that he already found this notion influenced
by custom.
The second problem concerns the qualification harmonious (sumphôna) at (b). Some pieces of art are older than Pheidias’ statue, but
with what are they in agreement? Elliger (1967) supposes “mit dem
Wesen des Göttlichen”, but if that were the case, why would Pheidias
disregard such an extraordinary achievement? Such a representation
would pre-empt the entire trial here staged by Dio. It could be
that the older pieces of art are harmonious among themselves, but
that would hardly be a reason to overlook them, quite the contrary.
Cohoon (1961b) translates “in harmony therewith”, i.e. some older
pieces of art are in line with Pheidias’ art, except for the perfection
of the execution. This would at least clarify why Pheidias is made
to represent the visual arts as a whole in this trial. However, the
genitive t¨c âm¨c tèqnhc belongs with rqaiìtera rather than sÔmfwna.
Klauck (2000) supplies: “mit diesem Erkenntnisstand”, i.e. these older
pieces of art reflect the mixture of preconception and custom in this
relatively early stage. This appears indeed the sense of the passage.
Finally, at (c) the problem is not so much philological or grammatical, but concerns the understanding of the phrase: what does Dio
mean with ‘having only one adequate likeness’ (mìnhn taÔthn Ékann
âqìntwn eÊkasÐan)? Klauck (2000, n. 287) identifies two ways in which
we can take it. The first would simply be art-theoretical: visual arts
would have a particular difficulty in portraying the contradictory or
manifold in a single image at once, contrary to, for instance, poetry.
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However, this reading is improbable. It is implausible that Dio would
actually maintain that there are contradictory aspects to the notion
of god. The presupposition that the depiction of contradictories would
constitute a particular problem for visual representations would in
this case be based on philosophical nonsense in view of the subject of
the oration and the defensive speech in particular. The second way
proposed by Klauck to understand the passage relates the phrase to
the connected discussion of anthropomorphism (on which see above)
and therefore, seems the more cogent reading. The only adequate
likeness indicates the only possible way to render the rationality of
God, i.e. through the human form.

7
General Conclusions
G
In this dissertation, I set out to analyse the philosophical foundations
of the Stoic involvement with mythical material and aspects of religion.
In part one I laid out the Stoic theory of preconceptions as well as
Stoic ideas about the origin of misconceptions and the development
of humanity as the groundwork for the school’s practice of dealing
with mythical material, which I subsequently discussed in the second
part. In this conclusion I will review the main findings and indicate
the wider implications of these results.
The Stoic interpretation of aspects of Greco-Roman myths was
a fruitful enterprise in which the school, for all its variations and
different emphases, displayed a remarkable continuity from Zeno
and Chrysippus to Cornutus and Dio Chrysostomos. The Stoics not
only claimed consistency for their philosophy, but also held that it
was in agreement with the non-philosophical tradition of myth, of
which they remained critical nonetheless. This was made possible by
their conception of the status of preconceptions as both veridical and
inarticulate notions1 and their concomitant double-sided evaluation
of myth as containing primeval insights that were eminently natural,
but at the same time primitive and partial, cognitions.2
The philosophical doctrines behind the Stoic exegetical practice
were the subject of the first part of the present study. In chapter 1, I
argued that according to the Stoics preconceptions are notions that
are formed naturally on the basis of impressions and that gradually
1
2

Cf. §1.3 and §1.4.
Cf. §3.3 and §4.1.
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come into being along with the development of reason in rational
beings in the first years of their lives. This origin of preconceptions
guarantees their self-evident truth, which is required for their most
important function as criteria of truth. However, this is not to say
that with preconceptions we also have true knowledge (epistêmê).
Preconceptions are inarticulate notions that contain just the general
characteristics of their object. With the help of reason and philosophy
we can, and should, articulate them and turn them into fully-fledged,
well-defined notions that are part of a coherent and unshakeable
system of knowledge (epistêmê).
In chapter 3 I traced two answers to the question of how exactly
the Stoics thought the natural and spontaneous creation of true
conceptions is likely to derail into the mistaken views of the man in the
street. These answers amount to what we may call the epistemological
side of the Stoic explanation of moral evil: the persuasiveness of
the things themselves and corruptive talk by the people around us.
The newborn child, who is supposed to be all natural and pure, is
easily convinced by the things themselves. I pointed out that the
infant, lacking a preconception of the good, tends to confuse pleasure
per se and pleasure as a side effect of the good in his very first
postnatal experiences and thus that it is likely that he ends up with a
misconception of pleasure as the good instead. The second reason for
the development of misconception is perhaps even more important
for the issues raised in the present study. The talk of the people
around us encompasses what is expressed in traditional media, such
as poetry and sculpture. In effect, children do not grow up and develop
their preconceptions in an ideal situation that is free from corruptive
influences, but in an environment that is already deeply infected by
errors. This draws our attention to the situation for the first people,
who, having no instructors, at least escaped this particular problem.
I maintained that in a very relevant sense the first generation of
mankind is comparable to newborn babies: primeval people were
innocent because they lacked vice and are unspoiled, not because
they were virtuous and philosophically sophisticated. Or, to put it
epistemically, the insights of the earliest people are valuable because
they were uncorrupted, but this value is qualified by the observation
that they did not have knowledge, but only partial cognition that
was easily supplanted by misconceptions.
In both sets of philosophical doctrines discussed in chapter 1 and 3
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the Stoics reacted to philosophical views of other schools. The theory
of preconceptions had its origin in Epicurus3 and many philosophers
had presented views on the condition of mankind at the beginning
of civilisation.4 On both issues, the Stoics proposed subtly nuanced
views. Their critics in antiquity, such as Plutarch, Philodemus, and
Diogenianus, often found Stoic doctrine disagreeable and austere, if
not downright absurd. However, they tended to disregard the nuances,
distinctions, and qualifications of the Stoic position in their polemics
and used these distortions to turn the tables on the school. Despite
the unfortunate predicament of the historian of (early) Stoicism with
respect to the sources, the polemical tactics of these opponents are
still visible. In chapter 2, for instance, I drew attention to a notable and fundamental misconception that we find in both ancient
and current debates in which the Stoic theory of preconceptions is
misunderstood as a theory of universal consensus. This misunderstanding is due to the mix-up and polemical distortion of subtly
different original terminology. I argued that while ‘natural notion’ is
a synonym for ‘preconception’, ‘common notion’ is not. It is easy for
an uncharitable author such as Plutarch to substitute ‘notions’ for
‘preconceptions’ while ignoring the special status and causal origin of
the latter. Similar tactics of weakening the contrast between natural
and acquired notions can also be detected in Diogenianus’ argument
against Chrysippus’ On Fate (cf. §4.2.2). Such strategies facilitated
the development of fully-fledged arguments from consensus omnium.
The two faces of preconceptions, as fundamentally true but inarticulate notions, and the similarly double-sided characterisation of
humanity at the beginning of its history, as untainted but primitive,
determine the Stoic perspective on, and interpretation of, traditional
religion and myth. In part two I examined the Stoic exegetical practice as it results from this philosophical background in a series of
case-studies. The Stoics found that original preconceptions from
pre-cultural times were handed down in the cultural tradition, and
particularly in traditional poetry, albeit in a thoroughly distorted
way.5 They considered the prospect of recovering the unspoiled pre3

Cf. esp. §1.2 and §1.3.
Cf. esp. §3.3, but Stoic views about philosophy and a Golden Age have also
been related to other perspectives in §5.2.1 and §6.3.2.
5
Cf. §4.1 for the Stoics in general, §5.2 for Cornutus, and §6.3 for Dio Chrysostomos.
4
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conceptions of the people of old worth their while and so they set
themselves the task of, first, isolating the primeval preconceptions
from the tradition, and, secondly, of interpreting the result so as to
articulate these partial insights into true knowledge. The question
whether this interpretation of myth by the Stoics is allegorical is still
intensely debated and a clear definition of allegorical interpretation
is needed to remove much confusion in this debate. I argued for a
distinction between atomic interpretations, for example through the
exegesis of names, and molecular, or fully fledged allegorical interpretations that focus on more extensive and compound interpretanda,
containing a structure of at least two elements in a relation (§4.1.2).
Allegorical interpretations thus defined bring together several interpretations of more limited extent, and in this sense etymological
analysis is commonly seen as an indication that we are dealing with
an allegorical interpretation.
Because Stoic interpretations of the sifted mythical material prominently feature etymological analysis of names and explanations of
symbols, they are habitually bluntly characterised as allegorical. I
have argued that this is mistaken.6 Indeed, it need not surprise us
that most Stoic interpretations are atomic, in view of the nature of
preconceptions as partial cognitions and Stoic views about the history
of humanity. Some explanations of myth by Chrysippus constitute
possible exceptions to this rule, and so I examined them in some
detail (cf. §4.2.2). First, in Chrysippus’ interpretation of Zeus as fate
(heimarmenê) it was particularly evident that the focus is on the exposition of Stoic philosophical doctrines rather than on the explanation
of various elements of a myth in an encompassing allegorical interpretation. The second example I discussed, Chrysippus’ interpretation of
the birth of Athena, does appear to be an allegorical interpretation.
Chrysippus was obviously concerned with multiple elements of the
myth in an encompassing argument. Although Chrysippus opts for a
particular version of the myth, it is also clear that he does not intend
his exegesis as an interpretation of this particular poetic text as such:
it concerns the common aspects of a variety of myths concerning
Athena’s birth. The same focus on the mythical content rather than
on the form in which it was transmitted was also apparent in the
6
See §4.1.2 for the Stoics in general, §4.2 for the early Stoics, for Zeno in
particular also §6.2.2, for Cornutus §5.3, and for Dio Chrysostomos §6.3.
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third and last example. Chrysippus’ notorious interpretation of a
mural of Zeus and Hera engaged in a sexual act does seem to be an
explanation of a molecular interpretandum, but I concluded that it is
impossible to determine whether it was truly allegorical because we
are hardly informed about the details of Chrysippus’ interpretation.
I continued the case-studies of Stoic exegesis of myth in chapter 5
with Cornutus’ Handbook of the Tradition of Greek Theology, which
is the only preserved continuous treatment of Stoic interpretations of
traditional myth. Proceeding from the programmatic statement that
concludes the Handbook, I returned to several of the issues raised in
chapter 4. Cornutus is most explicit about the role of the poets as
both transmitters and adulterators, but his prime interest clearly lies
with the ancients whose insights are transmitted by the poets. He
agrees with the Stoic view that these earliest people did not possess
complete philosophical knowledge of the world. Cornutus is primarily
occupied with mapping different levels of explanation onto each other:
mythical expressions that are symbolical, but genuine ancient efforts
to understand the world on the one hand, and Stoic philosophy on
the other. Unsurprisingly, almost all of his interpretations of ancient
insights are separate etymological analyses of divine names and
epithets, i.e. elementary, atomic, and predominantly non-allegorical
exegeses of mythical material. In the few passages in which he presents
an interpretation of more extensive mythical material, his exegesis
never becomes a fully-fledged allegorical interpretation. An interesting
example is the passage on the Graces, which is related to Chrysippus’
interpretation and Seneca’s criticism of it. Cornutus seems to follow
Chrysippus, who interpreted some aspects of the mythical Graces in
the context of his exposition about doing favours. Seneca’s critical
remark that the Stoics would consider Homer a philosopher blurs the
distinction between the poets and the ancients whose wisdom they
transmit that was made by the early Stoics and even more explicitly
by Cornutus.
Finally, in chapter 6, I examined a selection of relevant orations
from Dio Chrysostomos. I have illustrated the distinction between
the Stoic exegesis of myth and later types of allegory and allegorical
interpretation by adducing Dio’s original and effective use of myths
and stories such as it can be found in his oration on a Libyan Myth
(Or. 5). His interpretation of the story as a Stoic lesson turned out
to be a put-up job: the myth is not an ancient, traditional tale, but a
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story made up by Dio himself with the express intention of providing
this lesson. This does not seem to have been common practice in
the Stoic school up to Dio’s day. Yet, Dio is closely acquainted with
Stoic thought and is perfectly capable of adequately presenting it.
His scholarly essay on various philosophical approaches to Homer
(Or. 53) offers valuable additional evidence for Zeno’s non-allegorical
interpretation of myths contained in Homeric poetry and the Cynic
origins of this Zenonian practice in Antisthenes. Finally, Dio explicitly
links the philosophical theories discussed in the first part of this
study with the practice of exegesis of myth in his Olympian Oration
(Or. 12). Especially Dio’s exposition of preconceptions enabled me
to return to a number of central issues discussed in the first part
of this dissertation. These include 1) the natural development of
preconceptions in tandem with reason; 2) the details and nuances of
the terms used to denote preconceptions; and 3) the pure but primitive
state of mankind at the beginning of its history. Dio’s defence of
Pheidias’ famous representation of the mythical Zeus shows the Stoic
philosopher at work as the supreme exegete who is best capable of
respecting and articulating the primeval preconception of god, and
who has, therefore, superior knowledge of the divine.
One further question concerns the purpose of this Stoic exegetical
practice in a broader perspective. I have argued7 that the philosophical background enabled the school to adopt elements of tradition
into their own philosophy while at the same time leaving room for
a philosophical revision of that tradition. By showing the deeper
meanings of ancient, mythical ideas contained in the tradition, the
Stoics could articulate and incorporate these partial insights into
their system of knowledge. By discarding additions to and distortions
of these views as belonging to their faulty transmission, which they
most prominently blamed on the poets, the Stoics could maintain
an engaged, but relatively independent and critical stance towards
the religious and mythical tradition. Thus, in a sense they used the
tradition to confirm Stoic philosophy, while on the other hand they
also confirmed the tradition by focussing on its true, primeval core.

7

In §4.3, §5.4, and §6.3.3.
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Samenvatting
(Dutch Summary)
G
Dit proefschrift verschaft een systematische analyse van de Stoı̈sche
houding ten opzichte van de Grieks-Romeinse mythische traditie.
Door de analyse van de filosofische basis van deze houding in Stoı̈sche
epistemologie en opvattingen over de geschiedenis van de mensheid
is vervolgens een beter begrip van de Stoı̈sche exegese van mythe
mogelijk. De dissertatie is verdeeld in twee delen die ruwweg overeenkomen met wat men de theorie versus de praktijk van de Stoı̈sche
omgang met traditionele opvattingen zou kunnen noemen.
Het eerste deel is een poging tot reconstructie van de manier waarop de Stoı̈cijnen zich voorstelden dat echte, ware kennis (epistêmê)
ontstaat en de manier waarop misconcepties ontstaan en doorgegeven worden in de geschiedenis van de mensheid. Op basis van deze
theorieën kon de school beargumenteren dat veel van haar filosofische
ideeën al in de kern aanwezig waren in het gedachtegoed van eerdere
denkers, en in het bijzonder in de taal en de mythes van de allereerste
generaties mensen, terwijl ze ook een kritische, gereserveerde blik
hield op de mythische traditie waarin deze waardevolle inzichten te
vinden zijn. De Stoı̈cijnen stelden zich tot taak de oorspronkelijke
inzichten uit de mythische traditie te filteren en ze te interpreteren
om zo deze partiële kennis op te nemen in hun systeem van echte
kennis, d.w.z. Stoı̈sche filosofie.
Het tweede deel van de dissertatie is gewijd aan de precieze
aard en bedoeling van dit Stoı̈sche project van re-interpretatie van
traditionele mythes. Dit behelst ook de correctie van misconcepties
die in concrete, niet-ideale omstandigheden zijn ontstaan. Ondanks
de kritische houding van veel Stoı̈cijnen ten overstaan van de hen
omringende samenleving deden ze grote moeite om te laten zien hoe
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hun doctrines zich verhielden tot traditionele opvattingen en in dat
licht spanden zij zich in om de waarde van traditionele mythes te
demonstreren, zij het met de nodige nuanceringen en kwalificaties.
Hieronder volgt een samenvatting per hoofdstuk. Hoofdstuk 1
gaat in op de oorsprong en de aard van preconcepties (prolêpseis),
hun functie als waarheidscriteria, en de manier waarop preconcepties
gearticuleerd kunnen en moeten worden voordat we van echte kennis
kunnen spreken. Beargumenteerd wordt dat preconcepties in onverstoord natuurlijke omstandigheden op spontane en correcte wijze
op basis van waarnemingen ontstaan in rationele wezens. Er is geen
sprake van aangeboren noties, maar van noties die geleidelijk ontstaan
samen met het tot stand komen van de menselijke rede in de eerste
jaren van een mensenleven. De Stoı̈cijnen lijken het stramien van
de oorsprong en vorming van preconcepties van Epicurus te hebben
overgenomen, net als de functie van preconcepties als waarheidscriteria. De natuurlijke oorsprong van preconcepties op basis van ware
waarnemingen garandeert hun zelf-evidente waarheid en zorgt er
zo voor dat preconcepties gebruikt kunnen worden om te beslissen
over de waarheid van niet-evidente zaken en meningen. Preconcepties vormen daarmee echter nog geen systematische kennis. Het zijn
ongearticuleerde noties die slechts de algemene, maar kenmerkende
karakteristieken van hun object bevatten. Middels rationeel, filosofisch denken moeten zij nog en detail worden uitgewerkt tot helder
gedefinieerde concepten en met andere noties worden verbonden tot
zij een coherent en consistent geheel van kennis vormen. Dit is zeker
geen triviaal en onproblematisch proces. Het belang van de dubbelzinnige status van preconcepties als betrouwbare criteria van waarheid
enerzijds en partiële cognitie die nog gearticuleerd moet worden tot
echte kennis anderzijds wordt vaak onvoldoende in ogenschouw genomen. Studie van het relevante bewijsmateriaal vereist bovendien
aparte aandacht voor het polemische gebruik en vervorming van de
theorie van preconcepties door tegenstanders van de Stoa, zoals de
Epicureërs Philodemus en Diogenianus en de Platonist Plutarchus,
van wie we vaak juist afhankelijk zijn voor onze informatie over de
Stoı̈sche theorie.
Speciale aandacht daarvoor is er in hoofdstuk 2. Zowel in antieke als in hedendaagse discussies treft men het idee aan dat een
beroep op preconcepties hetzelfde is als een beroep op universele
consensus. Op grond van de reconstructie van de Stoı̈sche theorie
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in hoofdstuk 1 is het weliswaar mogelijk dat alle rationele wezens
bepaalde preconcepties ontwikkelen, maar dit wil nog niet zeggen dat
zij dat ook daadwerkelijk, noodzakelijkerwijs allemaal doen. Het verwarren van de Stoı̈sche theorie van preconcepties met een theorie van
universele consensus ontstaat door een vermenging van verschillende
terminologie in het bronnenmateriaal. Naast ‘preconceptie’ komen
ook ‘natuurlijke notie’, kortweg ‘notie’, en ‘algemene notie’ voor.
‘Preconceptie’ en ‘natuurlijke notie’ blijken synoniemen te zijn, in
tegenstelling tot ‘preconceptie’ en ‘algemene notie’. Het is echter gemakkelijk om eenvoudigweg van ‘noties’ te spreken en zo het cruciale
onderscheid tussen natuurlijke en algemene noties te verwaarlozen.
Het is aantoonbaar dat Plutarchus dit doet in zijn polemische geschrift Over de Algemene Noties waarin hij de Stoı̈cijnen verwijt
tegen hun eigen principes in te gaan door te redeneren in strijd met
common sense.
Hoofdstuk 3 onderstreept de zin waarin het Stoı̈sche model van
de ontwikkeling van kennis zoals tot dusver gereconstrueerd in dit
proefschrift een theoretisch ideaal is. Dit hoofdstuk omvat de twee
elkaar aanvullende Stoı̈sche antwoorden op de vraag hoe het mogelijk
is dat dit model faalt het doel, echte kennis, te bereiken: enerzijds de
‘overtuigingskracht van de dingen zelf’, anderzijds het corrumperende
gepraat van mensen in onze omgeving. Een pasgeborene heeft nog
geen preconceptie van het goede en loopt het risico de verkeerde
notie te ontwikkelen, namelijk het goede als genot. Dit komt door de
manier waarop de dingen zelf zich aan hem voordoen: hij verwart puur
genot dat niets met het goede te maken heeft met het genot dat een
neveneffect is van het verkrijgen van wat de Stoa voor werkelijk goed
houdt. Dit is wat de Stoa bedoelt met de ‘overtuigingskracht van de
dingen zelf’, de eerste oorzaak. De tweede oorzaak van misvattingen
is gelegen in de invloed van een al corrupte omgeving. Het is in dit
licht interessant de Stoı̈sche Kulturentstehungslehre in ogenschouw te
nemen, gezien de situatie van de eerste mensen die in een nog volledig
natuurlijke en dus niet corrupte omgeving opgroeiden en zo niet
bloot stonden aan deze tweede oorzaak van misvattingen. De eerste
mensen zijn in een zeer relevante zin vergelijkbaar met pasgeborenen:
zij zijn onschuldig omdat ze geen ondeugden hebben, niet omdat ze
deugdzaam zijn. Aangezien deugdzaam zijn volgens de Stoa gepaard
gaat met het hebben van echte kennis, kunnen we concluderen dat
de eerste mensen weliswaar geen foute opvattingen hadden, maar
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dat ze ook primitief waren en geen werkelijke, filosofische kennis
hadden. Met andere woorden: de inzichten van de oorspronkelijke
mensen zijn waardevol want volstrekt natuurlijk en niet corrupt, maar
ook primitief want partieel en onsystematisch en dus gemakkelijk te
verdringen door misvattingen. In de loop van de geschiedenis is dat
dan ook volop gebeurd, aldus de Stoa.
De achtergrond van het tweede deel van dit proefschrift wordt
bepaald door de combinatie van de epistemologische theorie van
preconcepties en wat we kunnen reconstrueren van de Stoı̈sche Kulturentstehungslehre. In een reeks case-studies worden Stoı̈sche pogingen onderzocht om in eerste instantie de oorspronkelijke, niet
gecorrumpeerde preconcepties te isoleren uit de traditie waarin ze
zijn overgeleverd, en om in tweede instantie de zo verkregen inzichten
te voorzien van een gearticuleerde en filosofische adequate interpretatie. De tweevoudige taak die de Stoı̈cijnen zo voor zich zagen is
het directe gevolg van de opvatting van preconcepties als ware maar
ongearticuleerde en dus instabiele cognities en van het feit dat hun
transmissie door de geschiedenis heen vol risico is. De inzichten van
de vroegste mensen zijn vooral doorgegeven in de mythes vervat
in media zoals poëzie en beeldhouwkunst. Het onderzoek naar de
tweevoudige taakopvatting van de Stoa werpt zodoende nieuw licht
op de nog volop bediscussieerde vraag naar de aard van Stoı̈sche
interpretaties van mythe.
In dit debat heeft terminologische onhelderheid tot veel verwarring geleid, met name wat betreft de vraag in hoeverre Stoı̈sche
interpretaties allegorisch genoemd kunnen worden. Daarom wordt in
de eerste helft van hoofdstuk 4 het onderscheid onderzocht dat de
Stoı̈cijnen maakten tussen de wijsheid uit de oertijd en de media, in
het bijzonder poëzie, waarin deze wijsheid is doorgegeven en wordt
een specifieke definitie van allegorische interpretatie voorgesteld. De
Stoı̈cijnen blijken poëzie vooral als een vervormend doorgeefluik van
het mythisch materiaal te zien waarbij hun uiteindelijke interesse
ligt. Als we allegorische interpretatie definiëren als een samengestelde, moleculaire interpretatie van een interpretandum dat meerdere
elementen en hun relatie omvat, dan ontstaat een zeer duidelijk onderscheid met atomaire interpretaties zoals de etymologische analyses
van (goden)namen die prominent figureren in Stoı̈sche interpretaties
van mythisch materiaal. Allegorische interpretaties kunnen zijn opgebouwd uit meerdere atomaire interpretaties. In deel twee van dit
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proefschrift wordt beargumenteerd dat de partiële en incomplete aard
van het inzicht dat de Stoı̈cijnen meenden te vinden in de mythes zeer
goed overeenstemt met het in deze zin overwegend niet-allegorische
karakter van Stoı̈sche exegese van mythische elementen. Het materiaal
over de vroege Stoa is onderzocht in de tweede helft van hoofdstuk 4,
met bijzondere aandacht voor drie gevallen van mogelijke allegorische
interpretatie door Chrysippus. Van diens interpretaties van Zeus als
het noodlot zoals beschreven door Diogenianus bij Eusebius, van de
geboorte van Athene met betrekking tot de zetel van het verstand
zoals we die vinden bij Galenus, en van een erotische muurschildering van Zeus en Hera als weergave van kosmische principes zoals
gesuggereerd in verschillende bronnen, blijkt alleen de tweede met
zekerheid als allegorisch gekenmerkt te kunnen worden in de boven
gedefinieerde zin. In al deze gevallen is wel duidelijk dat de focus ligt
bij de onderliggende mythische inhoud en niet bij een bepaalde tekst
of kunstwerk waarin deze inhoud is vervat. Gezien de uitzonderlijkheid van deze Chrysippeı̈sche interpretaties is het niet verantwoord te
spreken van grootschalige allegorische exegese door de Stoa. Het merendeel van de Stoı̈sche interpretaties van mythisch materiaal betreft
individuele, losstaande inzichten die worden gearticuleerd. Tenslotte
stelt hoofdstuk 4 de vraag naar het beoogde doel van deze Stoı̈sche
interpretatieve praktijk aan de orde. De filosofische achtergrond van
hun exegeses zoals uiteengezet in het eerste deel van dit proefschrift
maakte het mogelijk dat de Stoa enerzijds elementen van de traditie
opnam in haar filosofie, terwijl ze anderzijds ruimte behield voor
kritische, filosofische revisie van diezelfde traditie. Zo had de school
kritiek op de vervormde toestand waarin oorspronkelijke, primitieve inzichten zijn doorgegeven, maar kon zij zich ook beroepen op
de autoriteit van de traditie door de primitieve kern van waarheid
eruit te halen, deze te articuleren en zo een plaats te geven in haar
filosofische systeem.
De case-studies worden voortgezet met een analyse van het werk
van een jongere en onbekendere, maar betrekkelijk orthodoxe Stoı̈cijn,
Cornutus’ Handboek van de Traditie van Griekse Theologie in hoofdstuk 5. Uitgaande van de programmatische passage aan het eind van
het Handboek wordt een aantal kwesties aan de orde gesteld dat ook
in hoofdstuk 4 centraal stond. Cornutus is zeer expliciet over de rol
van de dichters als doorgevers en vervalsers van de oorspronkelijke
inzichten van de vroegste mensen. Zijn voornaamste interesse ligt
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bij die laatsten en hij sluit zich aan bij de Stoı̈sche opvatting dat
de eerste mensen puur maar primitief waren, m.a.w. dat zij geen
filosofische kennis over de wereld hadden, maar wel ware inzichten in
de vorm van symbolen en raadsels. Ondanks dat deze verwijzing naar
symbolen en raadsels vaak wordt opgevat als een indicatie dat Cornutus allegorische interpretaties van mythes zou presenteren, blijkt
de overgrote meerderheid van zijn interpretaties te bestaan uit louter
etymologische analyses en dus atomair van karakter te zijn. Bijzonder
interessant is de passage in Cornutus over de Gratiën in verband
met Chrysippus’ interpretatie en Seneca’s kritiek daarop. Cornutus
lijkt zich aan te sluiten bij Chrysippus, die geen samenhangende,
allegorische interpretatie van een mythe over de Gratiën gaf maar
slechts losse exegeses van aspecten van deze mythische personages
in het kader van zijn uiteenzetting over het doen van gunsten. Seneca’s kritiek dat de andere Stoı̈cijnen Homerus als een filosoof zagen
gaat voorbij aan het onderscheid dat de Stoı̈cijnen en Cornutus in
het bijzonder maakten tussen de dichters en de oude inzichten die
ze doorgeven. Tenslotte is de slotpassage van Cornutus’ Handboek
verhelderend voor het doel dat de Stoa in bredere zin voor ogen
had met de filosofische interpretatie van mythes. Cornutus stelt geen
radicale pedagogische agenda voor die erop gericht is de religieuze
traditie geheel te verwerpen of te vervangen door filosofische theologie.
Hij geeft aan met zijn leerboek de wederzijdse relevantie te willen
benadrukken van een filosofisch en een mythisch begrip van de goden,
hun aard en verering, zonder dat dit betekent dat hij kritiekloos staat
tegenover de religieuze traditie.
Als afsluitende case-study is hoofdstuk 6 gewijd aan Dio Chrysostomos, een nog latere en wat onconventionele Stoı̈cijn die bovendien
zeker onder invloed stond van Plato. Hij is desalniettemin een interessant figuur in het licht van de Stoı̈sche omgang met de niet-filosofische
culturele traditie. Aan de hand van zijn originele en effectieve gebruik
van mythes en verhalen (bijvoorbeeld in zijn vijfde oratie, Lybische
Mythe) kan het onderscheid tussen Stoı̈sche exegese van mythe en
latere soorten allegorie en allegorische interpretatie verder worden
geı̈llustreerd. Bovendien verschaft Dio in zijn essay over Homerus
(Or. 53) aanvullend bewijs voor Zeno’s niet-allegorische exegese van
Homerische poëzie en de Cynische bronnen daarvan. Tenslotte, en
wellicht als belangrijkste, laat Dio in zijn Olympische Oratie (Or.
12) zien hoe Stoı̈sche interpretaties van mythes samenkomen met de
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filosofische theorieën die aan deze interpretaties ten grondslag liggen
en ze rechtvaardigen. In zijn behandeling van de Stoı̈sche theorie
van preconcepties komen diverse centrale punten uit de reconstructie
van de theorie in het eerste deel van dit proefschrift terug, waarvan
met name van belang zijn voor dit proefschrift: 1) de natuurlijke
oorsprong en gelijktijdige ontwikkeling van preconcepties en de menselijke rede, 2) terminologische nuances, en 3) de pure maar primitieve
toestand van de mensheid aan het begin van haar geschiedenis. Dio’s
verdediging van Pheidias’ beroemde beeld van de mythische Zeus laat
zien hoe de Stoı̈sche filosoof uiteindelijk als beste van alle exegeten
de oorspronkelijke preconceptie van god respecteert en articuleert en
dus superieure kennis over het goddelijke heeft.
Zodoende biedt deze dissertatie een analyse van twee aspecten
van de Stoı̈sche filosofie, te weten de leer van de preconcepties en
de Kulturentstehungslehre, en hun gezamenlijke toepassing binnen
de Stoı̈sche omgang met traditionele mythes. Dankzij hun epistemologische leerstellingen en opvattingen over de geschiedenis van de
mensheid konden de Stoı̈cijnen bepaalde elementen van de mythische
traditie in hun filosofische systeem opnemen, terwijl ze andere juist
kritisch terzijde konden schuiven.
Dit proefschrift opent daarbij een nieuw perspectief op enkele
Stoı̈sche geschriften en passages die relatief weinig aandacht krijgen
in de hedendaagse wetenschappelijke literatuur over dit onderwerp.
Bovendien gaat het in op enkele facetten van het Stoı̈sche gedachtegoed in zijn bredere historische context, zoals de methodes van
antieke polemiek, het negeren door tegenstanders van nuances en
kwalificaties in de soms onaantrekkelijk ogende Stoı̈sche positie, en
de verhouding van de Stoa tot rivaliserende filosofische scholen. Zo
wil dit proefschrift in brede zin bijdragen aan (1) de verheldering
van de Stoı̈sche opvattingen over de theorie en de praktijk van het
ontwikkelen en verkrijgen van echte kennis, (2) de bepaling van de
positie van de Stoa ten opzichte van de lange geschiedenis van al dan
niet allegorische interpretatie van de mythische traditie, en (3) het
in beeld brengen van de continuı̈teit, discussie, en ontwikkelingen
binnen de Stoı̈sche school op deze gebieden.
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